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A	  Ten-‐Cell	  Ornament	  
	  

G4GX	  Gift	  from	  Thomas	  Banchoff	  
	  

	  
	  
Martin	  Gardner	  loved	  to	  play	  with	  ideas,	  especially	  
ideas	  that	  could	  be	  visualized	  using	  real	  objects	  looked	  
at	  in	  many	  different	  ways.	  	  	  For	  this	  tenth	  Gathering	  for	  
Gardner,	  I	  have	  been	  playing	  around	  for	  several	  weeks	  
with	  an	  ornament	  made	  from	  ten	  congruent	  three-‐
dimensional	  objects,	  all	  simple	  to	  design	  and	  relatively	  
simple	  to	  put	  together.	  	  Well,	  not	  really	  that	  simple	  
since	  actually	  putting	  them	  together	  would	  require	  
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going	  into	  four-‐dimensional	  space,	  but,	  making	  some	  
compromises,	  we	  can	  get	  a	  very	  good	  image	  of	  the	  total	  
object	  by	  unfolding	  it	  into	  the	  third	  dimension.	  	  Any	  
unfolding	  expresses	  a	  break	  in	  the	  actual	  symmetry	  of	  
the	  object,	  and	  studying	  the	  different	  ways	  that	  the	  
overall	  symmetry	  is	  broken	  gives	  an	  appreciation	  for	  
the	  symmetry	  as	  a	  whole.	  	  Decorating	  the	  object	  in	  
different	  ways	  to	  reflect	  the	  various	  symmetries	  
expresses	  the	  richness	  of	  its	  geometry,	  in	  particular	  the	  
geometry	  connected	  with	  the	  celebrated	  Hopf	  mapping	  
from	  the	  three-‐dimensional	  sphere	  to	  the	  two-‐
dimensional	  sphere.	  
	  

	  
Figure	  1:	  	  Unfolding	  of	  the	  ornament	  into	  three-‐space,	  
top	  view	  
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So,	  what	  is	  the	  object?	  	  Basically	  it	  is	  a	  central	  slice	  of	  a	  
five-‐dimensional	  cube	  perpendicular	  to	  a	  long	  diagonal,	  
giving	  a	  four-‐dimensional	  convex	  body	  with	  a	  boundary	  
three-‐dimensional	  sphere	  made	  up	  of	  ten	  truncated	  
tetrahedra.	  	  It	  is	  a	  maximally	  symmetric	  configuration	  of	  
ten	  cells	  that	  can	  be	  decomposed	  in	  various	  ways	  to	  
exhibit	  its	  fundamental	  structure.	  	  As	  usual,	  the	  way	  to	  
approach	  such	  an	  object	  is	  by	  building	  it	  up	  using	  the	  
Dimensional	  Analogy.	  
	  
Slicing	  a	  square	  perpendicular	  to	  a	  diagonal	  produces	  
first	  a	  vertex,	  then	  a	  point,	  then	  a	  small	  segment	  that	  
grows	  to	  the	  perpendicular	  diagonal	  with	  two	  more	  of	  
the	  vertices,	  then	  small	  segments	  receding	  to	  the	  fourth	  
vertex.	  	  The	  sequence	  of	  vertices	  in	  slicing	  lines	  is	  1-‐2-‐1	  
giving	  the	  total	  of	  4.	  
	  
Slicing	  the	  cube	  perpendicular	  to	  a	  long	  diagonal	  gives	  a	  
familiar	  sequence,	  first	  a	  vertex,	  then	  an	  equilateral	  
triangle	  growing	  to	  a	  maximal	  size	  when	  it	  hits	  three	  
more	  vertices	  whereupon	  it	  experiences	  truncation	  to	  
form	  hexagons	  with	  all	  angles	  equal	  and	  opposite	  sides	  
parallel	  and	  congruent.	  	  The	  middle	  slice	  will	  be	  a	  
regular	  hexagon	  with	  edges	  half	  the	  length	  of	  a	  diagonal	  
of	  a	  square.	  	  The	  rest	  of	  the	  slicing	  sequence	  reverses	  
the	  process,	  first	  hitting	  three	  more	  vertices	  and	  then	  
the	  final	  vertex.	  	  The	  vertex	  sequence	  is	  1-‐3-‐3-‐1.	  	  Note	  
that	  the	  central	  slice	  does	  not	  contain	  any	  vertices	  of	  the	  
original	  cube.	  
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In	  “The	  Hypercube:	  Projections	  and	  Slicing”	  featured	  by	  
Martin	  Gardner	  in	  one	  of	  his	  Scientific	  American	  
columns,	  the	  final	  movement	  in	  this	  1978	  computer	  
animation	  made	  with	  computer	  scientist	  Charles	  
Strauss	  gives	  the	  central	  slices	  of	  a	  four-‐dimensional	  
cube.	  	  The	  sequence	  begins	  with	  a	  vertex	  that	  then	  
grows	  to	  a	  small	  regular	  tetrahedron	  reaching	  its	  
maximal	  size	  when	  it	  hits	  four	  vertices.	  	  It	  then	  
experiences	  truncation	  to	  form	  a	  truncated	  tetrahedron	  
with	  four	  triangular	  faces	  and	  four	  hexagonal	  faces,	  
each	  face	  being	  a	  slice	  of	  one	  of	  the	  eight	  cubes	  in	  the	  
boundary	  of	  the	  hypercube.	  	  The	  slice	  three-‐eighths	  of	  
the	  way	  through	  will	  have	  four	  equilateral	  triangles	  and	  
four	  regular	  hexagons,	  all	  with	  18	  congruent	  edges	  and	  
12	  vertices,	  none	  of	  which	  is	  a	  vertex	  of	  the	  original	  
hypercube.	  	  The	  central	  slice	  halfway	  through	  the	  
hypercube	  is	  a	  regular	  octahedron	  with	  six	  vertices	  all	  
of	  which	  are	  vertices	  of	  the	  original	  hypercube.	  	  The	  
sequence	  reverses	  the	  form	  of	  the	  slices,	  giving	  the	  
partition	  of	  the	  16	  vertices	  of	  the	  hypercube	  1-‐4-‐6-‐4-‐1.	  	  	  
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Figure	  2:	  	  Constructing	  the	  truncated	  tetrahedron	  with	  
Zometools	  presents	  its	  own	  challenges.	  
	  
Now	  we	  get	  to	  the	  slices	  of	  the	  5-‐cube	  perpendicular	  to	  
one	  of	  its	  longest	  diagonals.	  	  We	  start	  with	  a	  vertex,	  
which	  then	  grows	  into	  a	  regular	  4-‐simplex	  with	  five	  
vertices	  and	  five	  tetrahedral	  faces.	  	  The	  maximal	  such	  
slice	  will	  contain	  five	  vertices	  of	  the	  original	  5-‐cube.	  	  	  
The	  next	  slices	  are	  truncated	  5-‐cells	  with	  five	  growing	  
tetrahedra	  and	  five	  truncated	  tetrahedra	  shrinking	  
down	  to	  octahedra	  in	  the	  slice	  that	  contains	  ten	  of	  the	  
original	  32	  vertices	  of	  the	  5-‐cube.	  	  This	  highly	  
symmetrical	  slice	  two-‐fifths	  of	  the	  way	  through	  the	  5-‐
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cube	  has	  five	  regular	  octahedra	  and	  five	  regular	  
tetrahedra.	  	  The	  five	  tetrahedra	  experience	  truncation	  
and	  the	  five	  octahedra	  continue	  to	  form	  truncated	  
tetrahedra,	  producing,	  in	  the	  central	  slice,	  an	  object	  
with	  ten	  congruent	  3-‐cells,	  each	  one	  a	  semi-‐regular	  
Archimedean	  polyhedron	  with	  four	  regular	  triangles	  
and	  four	  regular	  hexagons.	  	  This	  is	  the	  ten-‐cell	  
ornament.	  
	  

	  
	  	  	  
Figure	  3:	  	  Slices	  of	  the	  Hypercube	  (from	  “Beyond	  the	  
Third	  Dimension”)	  
	  
Note	  that	  none	  of	  the	  vertices	  of	  this	  object	  is	  a	  vertex	  of	  
the	  original	  5-‐cube.	  	  As	  always,	  the	  slicing	  sequence	  
continues	  in	  the	  reverse	  order.	  	  The	  partition	  of	  the	  32	  
vertices	  encountered	  in	  the	  slicing	  sequence	  is	  the	  
predictable	  arrangement	  of	  binomial	  coefficients	  1-‐5-‐
10-‐10-‐5-‐1.	  
	  
So	  now	  we	  have	  an	  object	  we	  can	  play	  with.	  	  For	  a	  start,	  
we	  can	  make	  a	  number	  of	  truncated	  tetrahedra	  out	  of	  
paper,	  each	  one	  of	  which	  is	  obtained	  by	  taking	  a	  strip	  of	  
four	  regular	  hexagons	  in	  a	  zig-‐zag	  pattern	  and	  making	  
the	  appropriate	  identifications,	  similar	  to	  the	  way	  that	  a	  
regular	  tetrahedron	  can	  be	  described	  as	  a	  strip	  of	  four	  
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regular	  triangles	  with	  identified	  sides.	  	  These	  truncated	  
tetrahedra	  are	  missing	  their	  four	  triangular	  faces,	  but	  
that	  is	  all	  right	  since	  we	  can	  attach	  them	  together	  along	  
these	  triangles	  to	  form	  surfaces	  that	  divide	  the	  full	  
object	  into	  3-‐dimensional	  pieces.	  	  We	  will	  call	  such	  a	  
truncated	  tetrahedron	  a	  “basic	  cell”.	  
	  
The	  first	  decomposition	  of	  the	  ten-‐cell	  ornament	  begins	  
with	  a	  white	  basic	  cell	  in	  the	  middle	  and	  four	  other	  
white	  basic	  cells,	  one	  on	  each	  of	  the	  triangles	  of	  the	  
middle	  cell.	  	  This	  gives	  five	  basic	  cells	  in	  a	  white	  “tetrad”	  
arrangement.	  	  Similarly	  we	  can	  form	  a	  tan	  tetrad	  
arrangement	  of	  five	  tan	  basic	  cells.	  	  These	  two	  tetrads	  
fit	  together	  partially	  by	  putting	  one	  white	  hexagon	  of	  
the	  white	  middle	  basic	  cell	  onto	  a	  tan	  hexagon	  in	  the	  tan	  
middle	  cell.	  	  	  Note	  that	  it	  takes	  a	  bit	  of	  flexing	  of	  the	  
paper	  in	  order	  to	  accomplish	  this	  with	  two	  actual	  
tetrads.	  	  	  
	  
The	  resulting	  figure	  is	  an	  unfolding	  of	  the	  ten-‐cell	  
ornament	  into	  three-‐dimensional	  space.	  	  It	  can	  be	  
viewed	  as	  a	  column	  of	  four	  basic	  cells,	  with	  two	  white	  
cells	  attached	  triangle	  to	  triangle	  and	  two	  tan	  cells	  
similarly	  attached.	  	  A	  white	  hexagon	  from	  one	  of	  these	  
units	  attaches	  to	  a	  tan	  hexagon	  of	  the	  other	  with	  a	  “twist”	  
so	  that	  each	  edge	  of	  the	  resulting	  figure	  is	  adjacent	  to	  
one	  triangle,	  alternately	  a	  white	  triangle	  or	  a	  tan	  one.	  	  
The	  remaining	  six	  basic	  cells	  form	  a	  ring	  of	  six	  cells,	  
three	  white	  and	  three	  tan.	  	  	  	  
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	  Figure	  4:	  	  Unfolding	  the	  ornament	  as	  two	  tetrads	  
	  
This	  last	  configuration	  is	  especially	  important	  since	  it	  
expresses	  the	  3-‐sphere	  boundary	  of	  a	  convex	  4-‐
dimensional	  ball	  as	  a	  union	  of	  two	  solid	  tori	  joined	  
along	  a	  torus.	  	  	  
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The	  comparable	  decomposition	  of	  the	  boundary	  of	  a	  4-‐
cube	  consists	  of	  a	  column	  of	  four	  3-‐cubes	  with	  the	  top	  
square	  identified	  with	  the	  bottom,	  forming	  one	  of	  the	  
solid	  tori.	  	  This	  figure	  is	  surrounded	  by	  a	  ring	  of	  the	  
other	  four	  3-‐cubes	  to	  produce	  the	  “hypercubical	  cross”	  
made	  famous	  in	  the	  1954	  painting	  “Corpus	  
Hypercubicus”	  by	  Salvador	  Dali	  featured	  in	  the	  1962	  
Martin	  Gardner	  column	  “The	  Church	  of	  the	  Fourth	  
Dimension”.	  	  	  
	  

	  
Figure	  5:	  	  The	  unfolded	  hypercube,	  from	  
“Surfaces	  Beyond	  the	  Third	  Dimension”	  
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Figure	  6:	  	  Corpus	  Hypercubicus	  (1954)	  by	  Salvador	  Dali,	  
described	  by	  the	  author	  in	  the	  gift	  for	  G4G8	  	  
	  
Note	  that	  if	  we	  remove	  one	  cell	  from	  the	  ten-‐cell	  
ornament,	  we	  have	  a	  symmetric	  configuration	  of	  a	  
central	  basic	  cell	  with	  eight	  basic	  cells	  attached.	  	  	  
Folding	  this	  together	  in	  four-‐dimensional	  space	  will	  
give	  an	  object	  with	  a	  boundary	  consisting	  of	  the	  
boundary	  of	  the	  tenth	  basic	  cell.	  	  	  For	  such	  a	  basic	  cell	  
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boundary,	  there	  are	  eight	  faces,	  four	  triangles	  and	  four	  
hexagons,	  with	  one	  triangle	  opposite	  each	  hexagon.	  	  We	  
can	  “decorate”	  the	  symmetric	  object	  using	  four	  different	  
colors	  so	  that	  the	  triangle	  and	  its	  opposite	  hexagon	  have	  
the	  same	  color.	  	  This	  makes	  it	  clear	  that	  the	  ten-‐cell	  
ornament	  can	  be	  thought	  of	  as	  a	  central	  column	  of	  four	  
cells	  surrounded	  by	  a	  ring	  of	  six	  other	  cells	  in	  four	  
different	  ways.	  	  	  
	  

	  
	  
Figure	  7:	  	  Color-‐coding	  the	  unfolded	  ornament	  to	  
exhibit	  its	  ring	  structure	  	  
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It	  is	  possible	  to	  draw	  diagonals	  on	  the	  hexagons	  of	  the	  
column	  in	  such	  a	  way	  that	  they	  form	  disjoint	  closed	  
polygons,	  each	  of	  which	  is	  a	  one-‐one	  curve	  on	  the	  torus	  
boundary	  of	  the	  column.	  	  This	  relates	  the	  decorated	  
structure	  of	  the	  ten-‐cell	  ornament	  to	  the	  toroidal	  
decomposition	  of	  the	  regular	  polytopes	  in	  four	  
dimensions,	  as	  described	  in	  the	  article	  by	  the	  author	  in	  
the	  volume	  “Shaping	  Space”.	  
	  
As	  of	  the	  evening	  of	  March	  23,	  I	  have	  established	  the	  
property	  that	  I	  claimed	  in	  earlier	  documents,	  namely	  
that	  the	  structure	  consisting	  of	  ten	  identical	  truncated	  
tetrahedra	  can	  be	  decomposed	  in	  four	  different	  ways	  in	  
to	  a	  column	  of	  four	  vectors	  and	  a	  ring	  of	  the	  six	  
remaining	  tetrahedra	  to	  form	  the	  complementary	  torus.	  	  	  
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Figure	  8:	  	  Ring	  Structure	  via	  Color-‐Coding	  
	  
This	  structure,	  as	  mentioned	  earlier,	  is	  connected	  with	  
the	  Hopf	  mapping,	  from	  the	  three-‐dimensional	  sphere	  
to	  the	  two-‐dimensional	  sphere.	  	  The	  most	  direct	  way	  of	  
seeing	  this	  is	  to	  consider	  the	  three-‐sphere	  as	  the	  
collection	  of	  pairs	  of	  complex	  numbers	  (z,w)	  such	  that	  
|z|^2	  +	  |w|^2	  =	  1	  =	  zz*	  +	  ww*	  where	  w*	  =	  (u	  +	  iv)*	  =	  u	  –	  
iv	  indicates	  the	  operation	  of	  conjugation.	  	  We	  then	  map	  
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the	  pair	  (z,w)	  to	  h(z,w)	  =	  	  (|w|^2	  –	  |z|^2,	  2zw*),	  where	  
the	  first	  component	  is	  a	  real	  number	  and	  the	  second	  is	  a	  
complex	  number,	  in	  	  It	  is	  straightforward	  to	  show	  that	  
the	  image	  of	  the	  mapping	  is	  the	  two-‐sphere	  in	  three-‐
space.	  	  Note	  that	  the	  preimage	  of	  the	  point	  (1,0,0)	  is	  the	  
circle	  where	  z	  =	  0	  and	  |w|	  =	  1,	  and	  the	  preimage	  of	  (-‐
1,0,0)	  is	  the	  circle	  where	  |z|	  =	  1	  and	  w	  =	  0.	  	  The	  equator	  
on	  the	  two-‐sphere	  has	  as	  its	  preimage	  the	  “flat	  torus”	  in	  
the	  three-‐sphere,	  given	  by	  the	  collection	  of	  points	  with	  
|z|^2	  	  =	  |w|^2	  	  =	  ½.	  	  	  This	  torus	  separates	  the	  three-‐
sphere	  into	  two	  solid	  tori,	  each	  a	  preimage	  of	  one	  of	  the	  
hemispheres	  of	  the	  two-‐sphere.	  	  The	  preimage	  of	  any	  
single	  point	  on	  the	  two-‐sphere	  is	  a	  circle	  on	  the	  three-‐
sphere,	  and	  any	  two	  such	  circles	  link,	  in	  the	  sense	  that	  
they	  bound	  discs	  in	  four-‐space	  intersecting	  at	  a	  single	  
point.	  	  	  
	  
As	  indicated	  in	  the	  article	  in	  “Shaping	  Space”,	  it	  is	  
sometimes	  difficult	  to	  find	  a	  parametrization	  of	  a	  three-‐
dimensional	  sphere	  that	  relates	  specifically	  to	  the	  Hopf	  
mapping.	  	  In	  particular	  if	  the	  three-‐sphere	  is	  given	  as	  a	  
simplicial	  polyhedron,	  we	  can	  ask	  if	  it	  is	  possible	  to	  
situate	  the	  vertices	  so	  that	  the	  preimages	  of	  point	  on	  the	  
two-‐sphere	  appear	  as	  polygons	  in	  some	  natural	  way.	  	  	  
So	  far	  the	  fourfold	  decomposition	  of	  the	  three-‐sphere	  
into	  ten	  congruent	  truncated	  tetrahedra	  produces	  ten	  
color-‐coded	  cells	  indicating	  the	  spiraling	  behavior	  of	  
preimages	  of	  vertices.	  	  	  
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.	  
	  
Figure	  9:	  	  A	  compound	  of	  truncated	  tetrahedra	  and	  
truncated	  dodecahedra	  formed	  by	  a	  union	  of	  tetrads	  
	  
Martin	  Gardner	  loved	  to	  contemplate	  fascinating	  objects,	  
in	  particular	  objects	  from	  higher	  dimensions.	  	  This	  is	  
one	  object	  that	  especially	  fits	  that	  description,	  on	  the	  
occasion	  of	  G4GX.	  
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Backwards addition

Steve Butler∗

Sum-rich circular permutations

We will treat circular permutations as a series of
numbers where we go “around-the-corner” as we
look at consecutive terms. For example 31254 is a
permutation of the numbers 1 through 5 and the four
consecutive terms starting at 5 are 5431.

Colm Mulcahy [2, June 2008] looked at the circu-
lar permutation 85417632 from g4g8 which arranges
the first eight numbers in alphabetical order but also
has the following curious property: If the sum of any
three consecutive terms is given, the three consecu-
tive terms can be recovered. This is because the eight
different possible sums of three consecutive terms are
distinct, namely we have the following:

17= 8+ 5+ 4 16= 7+ 6+ 3
10= 5+ 4+ 1 11= 6+ 3+ 2
12= 4+ 1+ 7 13= 3+ 2+ 8
14= 1+ 7+ 6 15= 2+ 8+ 5

Definition. A circular permutation p of {1, 2, . . . ,n}
is k-sum-rich if all the possible sums of k consecutive
numbers are distinct.

So that the above permutation is an example of a
3-sum-rich permutation. Strictly speaking we do not
need to restrict to the set {1, 2, . . . ,n} but we will find
it useful for our purposes and is natural.

It is easy to construct k-sum-rich permutations for
some values of n. For example we have the following
result.

Theorem. If gcd(k,n) = 1 then 123 . . .n is k-sum-rich.

Proof. We need to show that the n possible sums of
length k are distinct which we can do by showing
they are distinct modulo n. Let L denote the sum
of the first k consecutive terms. Then the sum of the
next consecutive k terms will be L+(k+1)−1 ≡ L+k
(mod n) (i.e., we added the last term of k + 1 and
deleted the first term of 1). In general we have that
modulo n, the next sum will differ by exactly k from
the previous sum. We can conclude that the sum
beginning at a will have value L+ (a− 1)k (mod n).

∗Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011. butler@iastate.edu

If L+(a−1)k ≡ L+(b−1)k (mod n) then it follows
(a − b)k ≡ 0 (mod n) which is possible if and only
if a ≡ b (mod n) (using gcd(k,n) = 1). In particular
the two sums start at the same point.

There are of course many other possible ways to
form k-sum-rich permutations. In the table below
we have counted the number of circular permuta-
tions (up through rotation and reflection) which are
k-sum-rich for small values of n and k. We note that
if a permutation of {1, 2, . . . ,n} is k-sum-rich then it
is also (n− k)-sum-rich; and so our table only needs
to include 2 � k � 1

2
n.

k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5

n=4 1
n=5 3
n=6 8 36
n=7 46 76
n=8 176 690 694
n=9 955 2996 2529
n=10 5446 22368 23679 67636
n=11 36122 147472 177885 184014

In particular this would indicate there are many
k-sum-rich permutations. For example, the circular
permutation 85417632 is one of 690 such permuta-
tions of {1, 2 . . . , 8} that are 3-sum-rich.

Super sum-rich permutations

The preceding considered permutations which have
distinct sums for all possible sums of k consecutive
terms. We can generalize this definition as follows.

Definition. Given a set S of numbers, a circular per-
mutation p of {1, 2 . . . ,n} is S-sum-rich if all the pos-
sible sums of � consecutive numbers for � ∈ S are
distinct.

As an example, the permutation 124653 is 2-sum-
rich and 3-sum rich because we have the following
which shows that the sum of any two consecutive
terms are distinct, and similarly the sum of any three

1
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consecutive terms are distinct.

3= 1+ 2 7= 1+ 2+ 4
6= 2+ 4 12= 2+ 4+ 6

10= 4+ 6 15= 4+ 6+ 5
11= 6+ 5 14= 6+ 5+ 3
8= 5+ 3 9= 5+ 3+ 1
4= 3+ 1 6= 3+ 1+ 2

On the other hand this permutation is not {2, 3}-sum-
rich because given the sum value of 6 we cannot de-
termine if it came from 2+ 4 or from 3+ 1+ 2.

In general the requirement to be S-sum-rich is
very restrictive, particularly when the elements of S
are close together. Note that the possible sums of
{1, 2, . . . ,n} will lie between 1 and 1 + 2 + · · · + n =
1
2
n(n + 1). On the other hand there are n2 possible

ways to sum consecutive terms in a cyclic permuta-
tion, i.e., pick a starting point (in n ways) and pick
the number of terms to add (also n ways). This shows
that we must have repetition in the set of all possible
sums, and also rules out the possibility of being able
to distinguish each possible consecutive sum based
just on the total.

In general, the following problem is very hard and
currently the best tool is brute force computation.

Problem. Given S and n determine whether there is
an S-sum-rich permutation of {1, 2, . . . ,n}.

Examples of S-sum-rich permutations

n S S-sum-rich
6 {2, 4} 126543

6 {1, 3, 5} 135624

7 {1, 3, 5, 7} 1357246

7 {0, 2, 4, 6} 1357246

8 {1, 3, 5, 7} 14563278

8 {2, 4, 6} 14386275

8 {3, 4} 12387645∗

8 {4, 5} 12387645∗

9 {2, 3} 136857924∗

9 {3, 4} 125369784

9 {4, 5} 152498637

10 {1, 3, 5, 7, 9} 138479256 10

10 {2, 3} 12876 10 9543∗

10 {4, 5, 6} 12589 10 6473∗

Those permutations marked with a “∗” are the
unique such S-sum-rich permutation for the given n.

Backwards addition

We have talked about some mathematics, but the
question naturally arises: “What’s the trick?”

The fact that sums are distinct allows us to recover
the terms that were added together and can be the
basis for a good trick. This idea has been used to
good effect by Colm Mulcahy [2, February 2008] and
also forms magic tricks based on de Bruijn cycles or
more generally universal cycles (an excellent source
of material in this direction is in the recent book of
Persi Diaconis and Ron Graham [1]).

The following is based on the (unique!) {2, 3}-sum-
rich circular permutation for n = 10 which we will
call “backwards addition”.

Take cards numbered one through ten in order
(you can use cards from a poker deck with an ace
as a 1), move the card 1 down one position below 2
and move cards 9 and 10 together up to immediately
follow 5. We are now ready to perform.

The first thing to do is to arrange the cards in a cir-
cular order. This can be done by the audience mem-
ber, you can have them cut the deck as many times
as they want and then deal in a circular pattern in
either direction with the cards face down. Ultimately
the cards will more or less be arranged as shown be-
low (or in the reverse order).

1
2

8
7

6
10

9
5

4

3

Now start a dialogue similar to the following.
“We have all learned in school how to take two or

three numbers and add them up to get a new num-
ber. But we cannot reverse that process because if I
tell you the sum was eight you cannot know if this
came from two plus six, or three plus five or one plus
two plus five or any other number of possibilities.
However I have mastered the art of backwards addi-
tion that makes this possible, and I will need your
help to demonstrate.

“First, you need to pick some numbers to add. Pick
one of the ten card below and also pick up either the
card on the left or the right. If you want you can also
pick up a third card that is next to one of the two

2
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cards that you picked up. At this point you should
have either two or three cards in your hand. Now
add up the numbers on the card and tell me the total.
I will then use backwards addition to tell you which
cards you are holding.”

To help add to the mystique you do not need to
watch them select cards and can do this blindfolded
showing that you do not know if they have two or
three cards.

Let us suppose they say the sum is twelve. (Hope-
fully they added the two or three small numbers in
their head correctly or the trick doesn’t work!)

“Twelve? What a great number, there are lots of
ways to get twelve. You could have added four and
eight or added two, three and seven. However that
is not what you did . . . ” insert comments involving
three, four, and five related to something that can be
seen on the person or in the room leading up to the
end “. . . so by the method of backwards addition you
must have added the numbers three, four, and five to
get twelve. Am I right?”

Get confirmation from the other person.
“And that is the art of backward addition!”
Of course the trick works by recognizing that we

are given a sum of either two or three consecutive
numbers from the circular permutation and these are
all distinct. Once we have the total we can recover the
original sum, the rest is showmanship!

Below is a chart of the 20 possible sum totals and
how they correspond to a sum of two or three con-
secutive terms in the above circular permutation.

3= 1+ 2 14= 5+ 9
4= 1+ 3 15= 7+ 8
6= 1+ 2+ 3 16= 6+ 10
7= 3+ 4 17= 2+ 8+ 7
8= 1+ 3+ 4 18= 4+ 5+ 9
9= 4+ 5 19= 9+ 10

10= 2+ 8 21= 6+ 7+ 8
11= 1+ 2+ 8 23= 6+ 7+ 10
12= 3+ 4+ 5 24= 5+ 9+ 10
13= 6+ 7 25= 6+ 9+ 10

The hardest part about this trick is memorizing
the twenty different sums, alternatively one can write
them down on a piece of concealed paper or quickly
find them in the circular pattern shown above.

One can do this trick similarly for n = 9 with
the (unique!) {2, 3}-sum-rich permutation 136857924.
There is no permutation of {1, 2, . . . ,n} that works for
this trick for n = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11 or 12!

Neighbors and strangers

The S-sum-rich circular permutations can also be
used as the basis for simple puzzles and we finish
with an example of one such puzzle.

Seven people have moved onto a circular cul-de-
sac and are deciding how to label their houses with
the numbers 1, 2, . . . , 7. They can do it in a number
of different ways and have decided to take advantage
of this opportunity to help easily identify groups of
houses by the sum of the house numbers. In partic-
ular there are two types of groups they want to be
able to quickly identify, “a house and its two neigh-
bors” and “the houses that are not a neighbor of a
particular house” or more simply “the strangers to a
particular house”.

For example if they chose to label as

1

3
5

2 7

6
4

then 4 and its neighbors are 1, 4, and 6 which would
be identified with 11; while the strangers of 6 are 1, 2,
3 and 5 which would also be identified with 11. This
is not a good labeling because if we were told 11 we
would not be able to tell which of these two groups
we would be referring to.

Find a labeling of the houses with 1, 2, . . . , 7 so that
all possible neighbors and strangers can be identified
by only using the sum of the house numbers. (In
other words, find a {3, 4}-sum-rich permutation for
n = 7.)
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Collapsing numbers in bases 2, 3, and beyond

Steve Butler∗ Ron Graham† Richard Stong‡

Gathering for Gardner 10

Abstract

Starting with a number n and a base b you can collapse it to a smaller number by writing
the number in base b and then writing plus signs between the digits (i.e., splitting the expansion
of n into pieces and adding them up). By strategically placing the plus signs then in base 2 we
can always collapse n to a single digit using at most 2 steps, in base 3 this can also be done in
at most two steps with the exception of 11 numbers which require 3 steps, and in base 4 and
above 3 steps always suffice.

1 Introduction

Starting with a number n and a base b we will repeatedly apply the following procedure which
collapses n to a smaller number until we get down to a single digit.

1. Write n in base b and insert, as desired, plus signs in between the digits. (This couples digits
into groups which become new numbers in base b.)

2. Do the indicated addition operations in base b and add up the result to get n′.

3. If n′ is a single digit then we are done; otherwise return to step 1 replacing n with n′.

Given any number and base this procedure can always be done in finitely many steps, for
instance we can break the string up into substrings of length one and add up the resulting entries.
In this case the new value is smaller and on average we would expect n′ ≈ c log n so we would expect
to take approximately log∗ n steps (where log∗ n is the number of logs that need to be applied to
n to get to 1). For example if we start with the number 10211914 (Martin Gardner’s birthdate) in
base 10 we would have the following:

10211914 −→ 1 + 0 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 9 + 1 + 4 = 19
−→ 1 + 9 = 10
−→ 1 + 0 = 1

A number can only be done in one step if the sum of the digits of the number written in base
b is less than b, so 10211914 cannot be done in one step in base 10. There is a unique way to get
this number to a single digit in two steps; we leave this as a challenge to the reader.

∗Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011 butler@istate.edu
†UC San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093 graham@ucsd.edu
‡Center for Communications Research, La Jolla, CA 92121 stong@ccrwest.org
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In general we are interested in the fewest number of steps that it takes to get down to a single
digit. The case for base 2 was a problem of Gregory Galperin featured in the Puzzles Column of
Emissary [?].

The amazing thing is that no matter the size of n of the choice of our base, it can always be
done very efficiently. In this note we will outline what is known about this problem for bases 2, 3,
and 4 and greater.

Theorem 1. Any number n using base 2 can be collapsed to a single digit in at most two steps.
Equivalently, any number can be collapsed to a power of 2 in just one step.

Theorem 2. Any number n using base 3 can be collapsed to a single digit in at most two steps
except for the eleven numbers listed below.

1781 =2102222(3) 41065 =2002022221(3)

3239 =11102222(3) 43981 =2020022221(3)

3887 =12022222(3) 98657 =12000022222(3)

11177 =120022222(3) 131461 =20200022221(3)

14821 =202022221(3) 393901 =202000022221(3)

33047 =1200022222(3)

Theorem 3. Any number n using base 4 or higher can be collapsed to a single digit in at most
three steps. Further, there are infinitely many numbers which require three steps.

2 Collapsing numbers in base 2

We start with the simpler case of base 2 to establish Theorem ??. The main approach is to split
the work into two parts. First we will show that if the the number of ones is large then we can
easily find a way to couple our digits to get to the nearest larger power of 2 (we initially break our
number into singletons and then rejoin, or couple, consecutive digits back together to increase the
sum to the desired value). Second we show that the result still holds if the number of ones is small.

We let m denote the number of ones in the base 2 representation of n (i.e., what we would get
from breaking the number up into singletons and adding as we did above). If m is a power of 2 we
are done; otherwise suppose that 2k is the smallest power of 2 greater than m. Then our goal will
be to find a way to couple numbers so that we can make up the difference D = 2k − m.

To start we will look at what happens when we couple some small number of singletons together.
In the table below the “∗” represents a digit which can be either 0 or 1 (the digit in the last position
of a coupled number does not contribute to the change in the difference caused by the coupling).

replace with change
1 + ∗ 1∗ +1

1 + 0 + ∗ 10∗ +3
1 + 1 + ∗ 11∗ +4

1 + 0 + 0 + ∗ 100∗ +7
1 + 0 + 1 + ∗ 101∗ +8
1 + 1 + 0 + ∗ 110∗ +10
1 + 1 + 1 + ∗ 111∗ +11

replace with change
1 + 0 + 0 + 0 + ∗ 1000∗ +15
1 + 0 + 0 + 1 + ∗ 1001∗ +16
1 + 0 + 1 + 0 + ∗ 1010∗ +18
1 + 0 + 1 + 1 + ∗ 1011∗ +19
1 + 1 + 0 + 0 + ∗ 1100∗ +22
1 + 1 + 0 + 1 + ∗ 1101∗ +23
1 + 1 + 1 + 0 + ∗ 1110∗ +25
1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + ∗ 1111∗ +26

2
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We can of course continue filling in this table, but this will suffice for our needs and the moral
here is that by coupling numbers together we can reduce the difference D to be made up. Our
basic strategy then, at least for large m, will be to start at the left hand side of a number and
couple together the largest number we can without making the net change go over D, then repeat
the process with our new difference with the remaining singletons as often as needed. This is an
efficient strategy as the following theorem shows.

Theorem 4. Given a number n written in base 2 containing q digits and a difference 1 ≤ D < 2q

that we are trying to make up by coupling digits together, take the largest initial string of the
expansion of n for which the total change does not exceed D. With the remaining uncoupled digits
we now have to make up a difference of at most 2

3D.

Proof. Given that D ≥ 1 then we can couple at least the first two terms together making a difference
of 1 and not exceeding D, so coupling can be used to reduce D. On the other hand since D < 2q

then we cannot couple all the digits together without going over 1
2D, so we must either stop at

some point or take the whole string and in the latter case the result still holds.
Now suppose that we have coupled the first r + 1 digits, i.e., ar . . . a0. The contribution ∆ that

this will have to the difference is

∆ = (2rar + · · · + 2a1 + a0) − (ar + · · · + a1 + a0).

On the other hand by assumption if we had coupled the first r + 2 digits, i.e., ar . . . a0x then we
would exceed D, i.e.,

D + 1 ≤ ∆′ = (2r+1ar + · · · + 22a1 + 2a0 + x) − (ar + · · · + a1 + a0 + x).

Combining these we can conclude that ∆′ − 2∆ = ar + · · · + a1 + a0. On the other hand we also
have ar + · · · + a1 + a0 ≤ 2rar + · · · + 2a1 + a0 = ∆. Using that D ≤ ∆′ − 1 we have

D − ∆ ≤ ∆′ − 1 − ∆ = 2∆ + ar + · · · + a0 − 1 − ∆ < 2∆.

So we can conclude that D < 3∆ or ∆ > 1
3D. Therefore we have the remaining difference that

needs to be made up is D − ∆ < 2
3D.

In particular, at every stage we can quickly collapse the difference that needs to be made up.
Also note that (2

3)2 = 4
9 < 1

2 , so we will never couple � digits more than twice for any �.
Returning to our original goal, we want to couple numbers together to make up a difference of

D = 2k − m. Since D < 2k we initially couple at most k terms together, and further, in such a
couple we will use at most k ones. We then continue to couple numbers together and as noted we
quickly reduce the size of the coupling that we need.

Therefore we need to use at most 2k+2(k−1)+2(k−2)+ · · ·+2 = k(k+1) ones in reducing our
number (though in practice we will need far fewer). This gives us a simple bound on the number
of ones for which the trivial coupling off the largest initial number works, namely, if the number of
ones in the base 2 expansion of n is at least k(k + 1). On the other hand we have 2k−1 < m. So if
k(k + 1) < 2k−1 then we have enough ones to do this strategy. This relationship holds for k ≥ 7,
in particular it holds when m ≥ 26. So that leaves us with the cases when the number of ones in
our base 2 expansion is below 64.
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We now come to the second half of our process which is to look at what happens when the sum
of digits is small, in particular below 64. The coupling strategy is still very effective and we can
handle most cases using this technique but being more careful in counting. Also we can employ
some simple tactics for many cases, i.e., if m ≥ 2D then we can couple D pairs of the form 1∗ in
our number. This handles most of the cases leaving us with the following:

m 5 9 10 17 18 19 20 21 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42
D 3 7 6 15 14 13 12 11 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22

• m = 5: If there is a 10∗ in the expansion of n then we can couple these terms together giving
a difference of 3 and we are done. If there is no 10∗ then our number must be of the form
11111 followed by some number of zeros. If there is at least one zero we can form three pairs
of 1∗ and get a difference of three and we are done. Otherwise there is no zero and we use
the following strategy 11111(2) → 1111(2) + 1(2) = 10000(2).

• m = 9: If the second digit in the expansion of n is a 0 then we can pair up the first four
digits losing at most three ones and have at most a difference of two to make up, which we
can easily do since there will be at least six ones remaining that we can use to make 1∗.
If the second digit is a 1 then we can pair up the first three numbers reducing our difference
by 4 and then couple our next available three digit number. We have then used at most five
ones and reduced it by 7 or at most six ones and reduced it by 8. In either case we can still
finish by forming some 1∗s.

• m = 10: We couple the first three terms together. If we coupled 10∗ (or 11∗) then we have
at least eight (or seven) ones left to make up a difference of 3 (or 2) which can be done by
forming some 1∗s.

• m = 17: We couple the first four terms together. There are several sub-cases:

– If we coupled 100∗ (or 101∗) then we have at least 15 (or 14) ones remaining to make
up a difference of 10 (or 9). If the digit immediately following the next available 1 is
a 0 then we can again pair up the next four consecutive terms and then find pairs 1∗
to finish the case. Otherwise we pair up the next block of size three and reduce the
remaining difference by 4 using at most three ones. We now have at least 12 (or 11)
ones to make up a difference of 6 (or 5) which we can easily do by coupling pairs 1∗.

– If we coupled 110∗ (or 111∗) then we have at least 14 (or 13) ones remaining to make
up a difference of 7 (or 6), and this can easily be accomplished by coupling pairs 1∗.

• m = 18, 19, 20, 21: We split the expansion into two parts, one involving the first 9 ones and the
rest which will have 9, 10, 11, 12 ones respectively. From the first part we can use the strategy
above for m = 9 to achieve a difference of 7, and we use the strategies for m = 9, 10, 11, 12
respectively on the second parts to achieve differences of 7, 6, 5, 4 giving us precisely what we
need.

• m = 33: We couple the first five terms together. There are several sub-cases:

– If we coupled 1000∗ (or 1001∗) then we have at least 31 (or 30) ones remaining to make
up a difference of 18 (or 17). We then take the next block of 9 ones and use the strategy
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for m = 9 to get a difference of 7 leaving us with at least 22 (or 21) ones to make up a
difference of 11 (or 10), and this can easily be accomplished by coupling pairs 1∗.

– If we coupled 1010∗ (or 1011∗, 1100∗, 1101∗, 1110∗, 1111∗) then we have at least 30 (or
29, 30, 29, 29, 28) ones remaining to make up a difference of 15 (or 14, 11, 10, 8, 7), and
this can easily be accomplished by coupling pairs 1∗.

• m = 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42: We split the expansion into two parts, one involving the
first 17 ones and the rest which will have 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 ones respectively. From
the first part we can use the strategy above for m = 17 to achieve a difference of 15, and we
use the strategies for m = 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 respectively on the second parts to
achieve differences of 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7 giving us precisely what we need.

This finishes the small cases and we have shown that every number in base 2 can be done in
two steps, and in fact, we have shown something stronger.

Theorem 5. Given a number n let m be the number of ones in the base 2 expansion of n and let
2k be the smallest power of 2 greater than or equal to m. Then except for n = 31 = 11111(2), in
one step we can take n to 2k.

There are other ways to establish the above result. In particular, if we choose to generalize
what was done for the cases 18-21 and 34-42 then it suffices to show that it holds for m = 10 and
m = 2k + 1 for all k. Our choice of method is to introduce techniques that can be used for base 3.

3 Collapsing numbers in base 3

We now turn to the more interesting base 3 case and outline a proof of Theorem ??. While in
the base 2 case we always would finish the process with a single 1, now there are two possibilities,
either we finish with 1 or 2. We can always tell at the very beginning which one of the two will
occur. This is because when we couple the digits together we do not change the value modulo b−1.
(This works by the same principle which states a number is divisible by 9 if and only if the sum of
its digits is divisible by 9.)

In particular, if m is the sum of the digits in our base 3 expansion, then if m is odd we will
finish with 1 and if m is even we will finish with 2. This tells us if m is odd then our first step is
to get to a power of 3 while if m is even then our first step is to get to a sum of two powers of 3.
This makes the even case much easier in general because there are more targets for us to shoot for.

We want to take the same basic coupling of the largest initial run we can. We have the following
result which tells us that again coupling is efficient. The proof is nearly identical to the base 2 case
and so we omit the proof here.

Theorem 6. Given a number n written in base 3 containing q digits and a difference 4 ≤ D < 3q

that we are trying to make up by coupling digits together, take the largest initial string of the
expansion of n for which the total change does not exceed D. With the remaining uncoupled digits
we now have to make up a difference of at most 3

4D.

In particular, at every stage we can quickly collapse the difference that needs to be made up.
Also note that (3

4)4 = 81
256 < 1

3 , so we will never couple � digits more than four times for any �.
Let m be the sum of digits of the base 3 expansion of n. We now look at some cases depending

on the parity of m and the nature of the expansion.
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m is even

In this case we want to get to a sum of two powers of three. So choose k as small as possible so
that m ≤ 3k + 3. Our goal is to make up the difference between these, i.e., D = 3k + 3 − m. Since
D < 3k then we initially couple at most k terms together, further in such a couple we will lose at
most k non-zero terms. We then continue to couple numbers together until we either reach our
goal, or we can no longer couple terms. If we reached our goal we are done. On the other hand if
we stopped coupling because D < 4 then we are also done because that means we have made up
the difference to get us to 3k + 1 which can be done in one step.

So we only need to make sure that we do not run out of non-zero terms before we stop coupling.
Counting we will have used at most 4k + 4(k− 1) + · · ·+ 4 = 2k(k + 1) non-zero terms in coupling.
On the other hand we have that 3k−1 + 3 < m and the number of non-zero digits is at least
m/2 > (3k−1 + 3)/2. Therefore if

2k(k + 1) ≤ 3k−1 + 3
2

then we have enough non-zero terms to finish the coupling. This inequality holds for k = 6 and
therefore we have that if m > 35 + 3 = 246 then we can use the coupling strategy to get the result.
We point out that we have trivial strategies available for m = 244 and m = 246.

m is odd with a 1 not at the last entry

Part of the advantage of the even case is we had two numbers to shoot for that were close to one
another so failure to reach one target corresponded to successfully hitting the other. For the odd
case our targets are so far apart that failure to hit our goal is catastrophic. So we need to have
some insurance so that if coupling stops and we are 2 short then we can make up the difference.
To help do that we will look for a 1∗ and “protect” this small block. We do this by finding the first
1 in the expansion and by our assumption this 1 is not at the end and we protect this number and
the digit immediately following it.

Now we couple as before, but if our coupling were to ever contain part of the protected block
then we skip past the block and continue, but at the soonest opportunity we will finish coupling
what comes before the block. In particular this means that keeping the 1∗ block safe will cost us at
most 4 non-zero terms (i.e., the possible two non-zero digits of 1∗ and since we used up everything
before the block at the earliest opportunity at most two more non-zero digits went unused). So we
continue until we can no longer couple. If we are at our goal we are finished, otherwise we have a
difference of 2 to make up and we use the 1∗ to bridge the gap.

So let k be the smallest value so m ≤ 3k and that we are trying to make up the difference
D = 3k −m. Then as in the above case we will need at most 2k(k +1)+4 non-zero terms to use in
coupling. On the other hand we have that 3k−1 < m and the number of non-zero digits is at least
m/2 > 3k−1/2. Therefore if

2k(k + 1) + 4 ≤ 3k−1

2
then we have enough non-zero terms to finish the coupling. Again this inequality holds for k = 6
and therefore we have that if m > 35 = 243 then we can implement the coupling strategy to get
the result. We point out that we have a trivial strategy available for m = 243.
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m is odd with a single 1 at the last entry

This is a worst case scenario. The problem is we must go up by multiples of 4 when we couple and
so we have to shoot for a power of 3 that differs from m by a multiple of 4. Let k be the smallest
power of 3 so that m ≤ 3k and 4 divides 3k − m. Then we have that 3k−2 < m (i.e., powers of 3
alternate between ±1 modulo 4).

This is one of the reasons why m = 13 is an unusually hard case (as indicated by having 9 of
the 11 exceptional numbers for base 3). When we have a single 1 at the last entry then we have to
get to 81 or 729 and with relatively few non-zero digits this is difficult.

As before we will never couple � digits more than four times for any �. Therefore in our coupling
we will never use more than 2k(k + 1) non-zero digits. Therefore if

2k(k + 1) ≤ 3k−2 + 1
2

then we have enough non-zero terms to finish the coupling. This inequality holds for k = 7, and
therefore we have that if m > 35 = 243 then we can implement the coupling strategy to get the
result.

Medium sized m

We now have established the result for sufficiently large m, in particular we know the result holds
if the sum of digits is at least 243. We can do better if we keep track of how much coupling will
be involved as we go through the process. Note that at each stage we go down by at least 1

4 and
the remaining difference to make up must always be even. Suppose for example we have m = 90,
in the worst case scenario as given by Theorem ?? we have the following situation where the row
for D and non-zeroes corresponds to upper bounds for these quantities:

step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
D 156 116 86 64 48 36 26 18 12 8 6 4

non-zeroes to use 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 2

In particular the coupling will use at most 44 non-zero terms, but we have at least 45 and so we can
handle this case. The only even case with m > 81 that we cannot easily handle by this moderately
improved bookkeeping is m = 86. But this is a trivial case because 90 = 35 + 33 so we only have
to make up a difference of 4 which we can do by either a single 2∗ or two 1∗s and one of these two
must occur.

Similarly we can keep track of how much coupling will be involved in the case when m is odd and
we have a 1∗ protected block. Modestly improved record keeping allows us to handle everything
except for m = 83, 85, 87, 89, 91, 93.

For these cases we can simply observe that to this point we have been extremely generous when
we looked at the number of non zeroes used and how much our difference declined. We can be a
little bit more careful about the range of possibilities. In the chart below we have listed the possible
differences that can occur as we pull off a string.

length of string 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 2
number of non zeroes 5 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 3 2 1 2 1
maximum ∆ 232 232 228 212 160 72 72 68 52 20 20 16 4 4
minimum ∆ 116 114 106 80 80 36 28 26 26 10 8 8 2 2
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In addition we have the following facts which give us great freedom when we have at least 18
nonzero terms left.

Fact 1. Given any arrangement of 18 non-zero terms and any arbitrary number of zeroes we have
the following.

• If there is at least a single 1∗ in the arrangement then any even difference over the sum of
the singletons from 2 to 44 can be achieved by coupling.

• If there is no 1∗ in the arrangement then any difference over the sum of the singletons of the
form a multiple of four from 4 to 176 can be achieved by coupling.

Branching on the various possibilities of how the string starts allows us to quickly reduce our
difference to a manageable range. This also happens for m = 85, 87, 89, 91, 93 when there is some
1∗ in the expansion.

Now let us turn to the case when m > 81 is odd and we have a single 1 at the end. Our modestly
improved bookkeeping does not work for m = 85, 89, 93, . . . , 133. Let us consider these cases. If we
repeat the above table for n = 85 we have the following situation (because of parity we need to get
at least to 37 = 729):

step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
D 644 480 360 268 200 148 108 80 60 44 32 24 16 12 8 4

non-zeroes to use 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 2

This would seem to indicate colossal failure because there is no way we have enough zeroes. As in
the last case we can easily handle this with some simple case analysis.

• Suppose the first two digits are 20. Then we can group the first six digits together and we
will reduce the difference by at least 480 which will get us into a range for which we can use
the above fact to finish off the case.

• Suppose the first two digits are 22. Then we can pull off the first five digits together, and
then pull off the next group of five starting with the next available non-zero, at this point
the difference has gone down by at least 372 so have at most a difference of 272 to make up
and we still have at least 31 non-zeroes to do this. We now branch on several possibilities
(depending on the remaining difference and the leading terms) and in each case we can get to
a difference below 176 to make up while we still have at least 18 nonzero digits to work with.

The cases for m = 89, 93, . . . , 133 can be handled in a similar fashion. (In general the hardest cases
are the ones just past a power of three because we have fewer nonzero terms and a larger difference
to make up.)

This finishes off the medium cases.

Small sized m

We now turn to the remaining cases when m ≤ 81. Most of the upper range can easily be handled
using similar analysis as for the medium sized m. As m gets smaller the approach gets more
complicated and we have to look at many more cases. We opted to use brute force computation.
In particular, suppose we put a limit to our coupling size so that we do not couple anything larger
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than size 5. Then we can reduce the number of remaining cases to a finite collection of possibilities
because we can take any long run of zeroes and reduce it to a run of size 4. We now run over this
large finite collection and we either find a way to couple to make up our difference in which case we
are done or we cannot find a way to couple to make up our difference and we examine the number
to see if it is either in the case where we need to take three steps or there is a better coupling
strategy available to us that simply requires a larger coupling.

The above computations for m ≤ 81 was carried out on a sage server (where we also used
some efficient pruning to reduce the number of cases) and we were able to determine when m ≤ 81
the only cases that take three steps are the ones given in Theorem ??. A complete output of the
program plus a copy of the sage code is available online1.

A similar computation was used to establish the preceding fact about the differences that can
be achieved with some arbitrary patterns.

It is interesting to note that things get much more difficult in the base 3 case. For example we
know that there are many cases where we must skip over the next power of 3, whereas in base 2
there was only one number for which this had to happen. The most extreme case of this in base 3
is 387420487 = 222222222222222221(3), the sum of the digits is 35 so in the best case scenario we
would want to try to get to 35 = 243, but in fact there are only two ways to collapse this number
in two steps and both of them start by going to 317.

Many of these small cases are easily handled, for example we invite the reader to establish the
fact for m = 7 by hand. For the reader who is more adventurous they can also try to do m = 11
and m = 13 by hand.

4 Collapsing numbers in base 4 and higher

Most of the work in the base 3 case was ensuring that we could collapse most of the numbers in
two steps. When we relax and allow ourselves a third step that gives us a lot more breathing room
and a much simpler proof. For example using the consequences of Theorem ?? we know if the sum
of digits m ≥ 243 that two steps suffice. On the other hand if the sum of digits is m < 243 then in
our first step we simply add up the digits (i.e., take n to m) and only need to verify that we can
then finish whatever is left in two steps. This is easy to do since in our second step we will be left
with a number whose sum of digits is at most 10 and these are easy cases when the base is 3.

For bases 4 and above we will use this a similar approach. Namely we will show if the sum of
digits is small then we can easily finish in three steps; and if the sum of digits is large we have a
lot of flexibility in coupling to again allow us to finish in three steps.

Lemma 1. Let b ≥ 4 be our base. Then any n < 3b2 − b − 1 can be collapsed to a single digit in
at most two steps.

Proof. First we observe that for n = 1, 2, . . . , 2b − 2 that we can always apply the trivial strategy
of adding up the digits and collapse to a single digit. The first nontrivial number for which the
simple sum of digits strategy does not get us down into this range is 1(b− 1)(b− 1)(b), but for this
number we use the strategy

1(b − 1)(b − 1)(b) → 1(b) + (b − 1)(b − 1)(b) = 100(b) → 1(b) + 0(b) + 0(b) = 1(b).

The next smallest number is 2(b − 2)(b − 1)(b) = 3b2 − b − 1, establishing the lemma.

1Available at http://www.math.iastate.edu/butler/base_3.zip.
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This lemma is tight, the number 2(b− 2)(b− 1)(b) takes three steps as is easy to check by a few
cases. In fact more is true.

Observation 7. Let b ≥ 4 be our base. Then 20 . . . 0(b−2)(b−1)(b) takes two steps for any number
of zeroes. In particular, there are infinitely many numbers that take three steps.

To see this recall, as noted in the base 3 case, the final digit is completely determined by the
initial sum of digits modulo b− 1. In this case we see that the final digit at the end of this process
will be 1. So if it could be done in two steps we would have to be able to get it to a number of
the form 10 . . . 0(b), i.e., a power of b. In particular the last digit of any coupling strategy would
have to be zero, but for a number of this form the last digit in coupling would come from b − 1,
(b − 1) + (b − 2), (b − 1) + 2 or (b − 1) + (b − 2) + 2 and none of these are 0 modulo b when b ≥ 4.
(For b = 3 we can get a 0 in the last digit and so this number can be done in two steps.)

If the sum of digits is small then we can apply Lemma ?? after doing a simple step of adding
all the digits. We now show that if the sum of digits is large then we can take one step to get us
to a number whose form can be finished in at most two more steps.

Lemma 2. Let b ≥ 4 be our base and let n a number with the sum of its digits m ≥ b2. Then in
one step n can be collapsed to a number of the form c0 . . . 0de where c ≤ 2 and de(b) ≤ b2 − 2b.

Proof. Let n = (. . . a4a3a2a1a0)(b) and let A = max{a1 + a3 + · · · , a2 + a4 + · · · }. We do not use
the last digit for A and so we have A ≥ (m − (b − 1))/2. We now consider what happens if we
couple in pairs so that the leading digits in the pairs sum to A (i.e., we pair so that all the digits
are even or odd depending on which gave us A). The sum total of this coupling strategy will be

(b − 1)A + m ≥ (b − 1)(m − b + 1)
2

+ m =
mb + m − (b − 1)2

2
>

mb

2
.

(The last step is by our assumption that m ≥ b2.) If we now break these pairs one at a time, say
from left to right, then the difference in the total would be at most (b− 1)2 at each pair. Therefore
we have a sequence of coupling strategies which go from m to (b − 1)A + m where the difference
between two consecutive strategies is at most (b − 1)2.

Now m is in an interval of the form [bt, 2bt) or [2bt, bt+1) for some t ≥ 2. However we have that
(b − 1)A + m > bm/2 can not be in the same interval (here we use that b ≥ 4). Therefore there
will be some smallest coupling strategy which will exceed the top of the given range containing m.
Let M be the resulting total using this coupling. Then we either have 2bt ≤ M < 2bt + (b − 1)2

or bt+1 ≤ M < bt+1 + (b − 1)2, depending on which case we are in, which gives exactly the sort of
base b representation as given in the statement of the lemma.

So to establish Theorem ?? if the sum of digits m < b2 then sum the singletons and then apply
Lemma ?? to the result and we take at most three steps. On the other hand, if the sum of digits
m ≥ b2 then by Lemma ?? in one step we will collapse to a number of the form c0 . . . 0de with
c ≤ 2 and db + e ≤ b(b − 2). In particular we have that d + e ≤ (b − 3) + (b − 1) = 2b − 4, and so
adding all the singletons gives a number of size at most 2b − 2, which can be finished in one more
step.
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Chocolate Chip Pi

Tim Chartier∗

April 11, 2012

Abstract

Have an urge for chocolate candies? Why not use the tasty morsels to ap-
proximate the value of pi? This paper begins finding the area of a partially eaten
Hershey bar and then develops an integration technique with milk and white choco-
late chips. The chocolatey techniques are used to estimate the value of pi. The
methods easily motivate such standard methods of numerical integration as the
rectangle method and the Trapezoidal rule.

Let’s learn some Calculus with chocolate. We will construct chocolate mosaics
with white and milk chocolate chips and use them for numerical integration.

1 Math at the bar

To begin, help yourself to 3 of the 12 smaller rectangles that comprise a Hershey
bar. You can see what I chose to eat in Figure 1. The area of a Hershey’s chocolate
bar, ignoring depth, is 12.375 square inches since its dimensions are 2.25 by 5.5
inches. What is the area of the chocolate bar in Figure 1? To answer this, we
could find the area of one of the small rectangles and multiply this figure by 9.
Another approach is to note that only 9 of the 12 rectangles remain. So, the
desired area is (9/12)(12.375) = 9.28125 square inches. This approach is the basis
of our chocolatey Calculus.

Figure 1: Math on a Hershey bar

∗Department of Mathematics, Davidson College
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2 It only takes a quarter

Now, rather than a chocolate bar, let’s use a 1 by 1 square containing a quarter
circle as seen in Figure 2 (a). We just found the area of the uneaten portion of a
chocolate bar. We’ll adapt the same method to approximate the area of a quarter
circle of unit radius, which equals π/4.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Estimating π on an 8 by 8 grid

To begin, we overlay the square with a grid of smaller squares. For example,
in Figure 2 (a), we have used a grid of 36 squares. We place a milk chocolate chip
on any square contained entirely in the circle. All other squares contain a white
chocolate chip. This produces the chocolatey mosaic in Figure 2 (b). We are now
ready to approximate π.

The quarter circle has unit radius and is contained in a square with an area
equal to 1. For the mosaic in Figure 2 (b), 22 of the 36 chocolate chips are milk
chocolate. We estimate the area of the quarter circle as 22/36ths of the total
area of the unit square. So, our approximation to π/4 is 22/36 also yielding
π ≈ 4 · (22/36) = 2.44.

The squares containing the milk chocolate chips, from a certain perspective, can
be viewed as columns; our approximation is the sum of the area of these chocolatey
stacks. This is reminiscent of Riemann sums, which is a method from Calculus
that approximates the total area underneath a curve on a graph, otherwise known
as an integral. Riemann sums and our algorithm with chocolate mosaics both
accumulate the area of rectangles, the methods differ in how they compute the
height of the rectangles.

We can improve our estimate with a more refined grid and more chocolate
chips. For example, the 11 by 11 grid in Figure 3 (a), results in placing 83 milk
chocolate chips of the 121 total. This yields an estimate of 2.7438 for π.

Our estimates are improving but still have yet to reach 3. Suppose we use a 54
by 54 grid; 2916 chocolate chips were placed on such a grid with the help of public
school teachers enrolled in the Charlotte Teachers Institute as seen in Figure 3 (b).
The mosaics contained 2232 milk chocolate chips yielding the estimate π ≈ 3.06.
That’s a lot of chocolate chips!
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Estimating π on 11 by 11 (a) and 54 by 54 (b) grids.

3 More with less

Let’s improve our estimate with some clever manipulation. We fill the grid boxes
using the same procedure but change how we compute π from the resulting mosaic.
Now, we take the number of milk chocolate chips to equal the number of such chips
in the mosaic and half the number of squares containing a white chocolate chip
in which the underlying square in only partially contained in the circle. Looking
back at Figure 2 (b), we see 22 milk chocolate chips and 11 white chocolate chips
in which the associated square is contained partially in the circle. Our estimate
becomes π ≈ 4(22+ 1

2(11))/36 = 3.06. Notice, we have produced the same estimate
to 2 decimal places using 36 chocolate chips versus 2916 as used in Figure 3 (b).

Using an 11 by 11 grid, the resulting mosaic seen in Figure 3 (a) contains 83
milk chocolate chips and 21 white chocolate chips on squares that contain only a
portion of the underlying circle. Therefore, π ≈ 3.09.

4 Be square and integrate

Not a chocoholic? Skittles, Starbursts, Cheerios or, for the calorie conscious,
Sticky Notes could replace chocolate chips and be used to approximate π. In fact,
you could even estimate this irrational number as you tile your bathroom floor or
decorate a sheet cake!

Acknowledgements Thanks to Austin Totty for his insight and creativity in
the development of these ideas when we worked together during his senior year at
Davidson College.
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Representations of the 10 Geometric (10,3) Triangular Configurations 
For the G4G10 Conference Honoring Martin Gardner 

By Lacey Echols, Jeremiah Farrell, and William Johnston 
 

In their 2006 publication [FGR], Jeremiah Farrell, Martin Gardner, and Thomas Rodgers analyze “(n, r) 
Configurations.”’  Namely, any such Configuration forms a collection of n distinct “items,” along with n 
distinct “objects” created from them, and must satisfy two conditions: 
 Any two items are in at most one object, and any two objects have at most one item in common. 
 Each object has r items, and each item is in exactly r objects. 

The conditions restrict the number of (mathematically nonequivalent) (n, r) Configurations for any given 
values of n and r.  For example, it is well known (cf. [p. 97, FGR]) that there are exactly ten nonequivalent 
(10,3) Configurations.  In addition, the items and objects can be, for example, letters and words (which would 
then form “Word Configuration”).  Or they could be vertices and lines (which then form a “Linear 
Configuration”).  Or they could be vertices and r-gons—for example, when r=3, vertices and triangles (which 
then form a “Triangular Configuration”).  Farrell, Gardner, and Rodgers described (in [FGR]) each of the ten 
(10,3) Linear Configurations in geometric arrangements (representations) and proved they were distinct. 

Using letters and words, there are many different two-person word games that could be created and 
correspond to any such Configuration.  For example, one such game [from FGR] uses the Linear 
Configuration as a board, along with a collection of tiles, each labeled with one of the n distinct letters.   The 
players alternately select from the available collection of tiles and place the tiles on the board’s vertices.  The 
first player to form one of the n words in the Configuration’s list wins, where a word can be formed using the 
three letters along a line, taken in any order.  Similarly, there are many one-person puzzles that correspond to 
any Configuration; for example, it is always possible to arrange the letter tiles on the Linear Configuration 
game board so that all n words can be spelled at once.   

We use a (10,3) Linear Configuration example from [FGR] to 
illustrate, where the ten letters are from the word ELUCIDATOR,  and the 
game board, called ``Desargues’s Mitre’’ in [FGR] is as shown here.   The 
puzzle to arrange all ten letter tiles simultaneously is solved by placing the 
E on vertex 5, L on 6, U on 9, C on 3, I on 7, D on 2, A on 4, T on 0, O on 
1, and R on 8.   Then, for example, the word “DUE” is spelled along the 
line formed by vertices 2-9-5 (which is read from left to right on the game 
board as 5-9-2).    

This paper describes a pictorial representation for each of the ten (n,3) Triangular Configurations. Each 
depiction is certainly not unique.  The fact that they form ten distinct, nonequivalent configurations may be 
proven by showing each one corresponds to a different Linear Configuration presented in [FGR]. 

For obvious reasons, we label the first of these ``Star,’’ shown below on the left.   To illustrate how 
the three triangles correspond with any given vertex, the three right-hand pictures show the three triangles that 
contain the vertex numbered 2.  The ten triangles in the configuration are listed below.  (The first three are the 
shaded triangles that correspond to the vertex 2.) 

The ten triangles are 2-8-7, 2-4-6, 2-9-5, 6-1-7, 3-0-1, 1-8-4, 2-5-7, 3-9-8, 0-9-4, and 6-0-5.  As required, you 
can see that each numbered vertex appears in three triangles in the list, each vertex appears with another vertex 
in the same triangle at most once, and any two triangles have at most one vertex number in common.  In 
addition, you can compare this list of triplets of vertices with the Desargues’s Mitre picture above: the ten 
lines in that Linear Configuration are formed exactly from those same ten triplets of vertices!  Hence, the 
``Star’’ Triangular Configuration is mathematically equivalent to the ``Desargues’s Mitre’’ Linear 
Configuration! 
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Representations of the 10 Geometric (10,3) Triangular Configurations           Echols,  Farrell, and Johnston 
 

2 
 

Similarly, each of the following Triangular Configurations correspond (as mathematically equivalent) 
to a different one of the ten depicted Linear Configurations displayed in [FGR]. Along with “Star,” they 
provide a complete geometric (pictorial) representation list of the ten (10,3) Triangular Configurations. The 
ten triangles formed are listed below each configuration.  

 
Fano’s:  The six shaded triangles, 
plus 4-5-6, 7-8-3, 2-7-9, and 1-8-9. 
 
 

Fano’s II:  0-1-2, 0-3-4, 0-6-9,  
1-5-7, 2-5-8 (all shaded), plus 7-8-
9, 4-6-8, 4-2-7, 3-5-6, and 3-1-9. 
 

Tenpins: The six shaded triangles, 
plus 1-7-0, 1-4-6, 2-7-9, and 3-8-0. 

 
 

Pentagon: 1-2-3, 1-5-7, 2-6-7,  
3-4-9, 4-5-8, 0-7-8 (all shaded), plus 
0-1-4, 0-3-6, 9-2-5, and 9-8-6. 

 
 
Trapezoid: 1-2-3, 2-4-9, 0-1-8, 
3-4-5, 3-7-8, 5-6-7 (all shaded), 
plus 0-6-9, 0-2-7, 5-8-9, and  
4-1-6. 

 
 
Trapezoid II: The six shaded 
triangles, plus 2-4-7, 1-7-5, 9-3-8, 
and 0-6-8.

            
Coffee Filter: The six shaded 
triangles, plus 1-2-7, 1-5-8, 7-8-9, 
and 3-6-9. 

Batman’s Kite: The six shaded 
triangles, plus 1-3-7, 7-8-0, 1-8-9, 
and 0-3-6. 

Basinet: The five shaded 
triangles, plus 0-6-8, 0-5-7, 3-5-
6, 2-4-8, and 9-4-7. 

 

A number of interesting questions about (10,3) Triangular Configurations remain.  For example, is it 
possible to obtain geometric representations for each of the ten without the need for “crossing lines” (sides of a 
triangle that “cross through” the interior of some other triangle)?  Such lines in our depictions above are shown 
as dotted.    (Star and Tenpins are the two configurations presented here without crossing lines.)  This and 
other questions about (n,k) configurations will be enjoyable topics of further investigations. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

[FGR]  Farrell, J., Gardner, M., and Rodgers, T. (2005). Configuration Games. In N. Cipra et al (Eds.), Tribute to a 
MatheMAGIcian. Wellesley, MA: A K Peters
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G4GX Presentation  /  The Ritz-Carlton  /  Atlanta  /  Rev 2.08  /  Q1  2012 
by Lew Goldklang 
 
 
 
Clouds in My Coffee / Pattern Recognition  or  Wake up & Photo Your Coffee! 
 
 
Abstract 
 We explain a technique for capturing & analyzing vapor condensation bubble 
patterns from freshly brewed coffee, and consider the mathematical & physical laws 
they follow.  Close-up photos of the experiment reveal surprising results. 

 
This research project includes several disciplines: 

  Mathematics (statistics / constraints / packing), pattern recognition, photography, 
psychology. 

 
Mathematics: 

       Statistics – the expected distribution of bubble events; 
               similar patterns appear over many trials; very consistent. 

 Constraints – existing bubbles limit the boundaries of expanding bubbles. 
       Packing – bubbles pack themselves into the circle as tightly as possible. 
    Pattern recognition – what is the threshold for deciding a pattern has meaning? 
   Psychology – the observer's internal mental maps heavily influence specific patterns 
seen. 
     
 Photography – the complexity of light rays interacting with thousands of bubbles, 
reflecting other bubbles containing reflections, influences the visual texture of patterns. 
 
 The number ten underlies the four-orders-of-magnitude range of bubble sizes, & 
makes a cameo appearance in the grand finale. 
 
 
Welcome to G4GX 
 It’s an honor & a pleasure to address this sophisticated audience.  Thank you for this 
opportunity to present this scientific research project.   It’s sort of like the contrapositive 
to the old Monty Python Argument routine: You can’t keep arguing unless you’ve paid!  
Well, at G4GX, once you’ve paid, you can pretty much rant on about anything you like! 
 
 
The Meta – Message, or Point, to the extent there is one 
 Clouds in My Coffee [divided by] Pattern Recognition . . . hmmm; ambiguity; CIA.  
 Vapor condensation patterns right above the surface of your coffee are conveying 
important messages.  Look closely! 
 I noticed these intriguing bubble patterns when wrapping my 2nd cup of coffee one 
morning. 
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Set-up / Mechanics 
 There's a scientific procedure & an art to it. 
 Use the right kind of glass cylinder coffee mug.  Height = 3 5/8”; diameter = 3 3/8”. 
 Bubble size is a direct function of coffee temperature (volatility) & distance from 
liquid surface to plastic wrap. 
 Use 5/8” distance from surface of liquid to plastic wrap (includes 2 small half-moon 
shaped ice cubes). 
 Allow coffee to cool for ~ 5 minutes, lowering volatility & individual bubble size. 
 Use Kirkland Signature stretch-tite plastic wrap. 
       Must lay it atop mug evenly & gently to avoid edge wrinkles. 
        Stretching plastic too tightly creates a slight vacuum, causing concavity & bubble 
distortion. 
 
Photography 
 Tricky lighting effects. 
 Reflections of ceiling lights are visible; also of me taking the photo. 
 Clear glass mug helps ambient light illuminate the surface. 
 White paper towel background also helps. 
 Each bubble acts as a lens, catching light sources & reflections; complex ray tracing. 
  Get a sort of fractal effect, visible in close-up view. 
 Still experimenting with new digital camera. 
 
 
Pattern Recognition / Psychology 
 What is the visual pattern-matching threshold for deciding a pattern has meaning? 
 The observer's internal mental maps heavily influence specific patterns seen. 
 
 

[Display images here] 
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Parameters 

Volume of liquid = 19.1748 cubic inches (see calculations below). 
 Almost all photos taken > 5 hours, or > 24 hours after wrapping. 
 Have not experimented with tea yet; different viscosity may create other patterns. 
 
Observations 
 Vapor bubbles distribute themselves uniformly over the circle's area, as you would 
expect. 
 Once surface is coated with bubbles, new ones rising hit existing ones, gobbling up 
neighbors, & forming larger bubbles.  Continuously rising smaller bubbles fill in the new 
gaps. 
 Larger bubbles form in the center; edge bubbles remain small. 
 Seems to be a clear upper bound on size of the largest bubbles. 
 Seems to be a clear lower bound on size of the smallest bubbles. 
 Largest bubbles are about 4 orders of magnitude (10,000x) greater than smallest 
ones, I reckon. 
 A surprising number of nearly straight lines & continuous curves appear. 
 V patterns often appear. 
 Patterns show a remarkable general consistency over 60 trials. 
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Statistical Distribution 
 Overall effect is like looking down over a modified Poisson probability distribution 
that has been rotated around a vertical axis through its peak. 
 Bubbles pack themselves into the circle as tightly as possible. 
 Looking for the mathematical equations that will describe these patterns to a good 
first-order approximation. 
 
 
Patterns / Meaning / Models 
 The brain operates by recognizing / manipulating patterns. 
 The human mind insists on seeing patterns where none exist, or are only marginal. 
  Well-known Rorschach test effect / psychological projections. 
 Look closely at 10x close-ups of bubble patterns. 
 Look at the astonishing resolution coming directly out of the hand-held S8200! 
  (I lightened some images post-FX for higher contrast.) 
 Note the near-holographic (or fractal) effect – each individual bubble seems to 
contain the entire picture. 
 Perhaps this models the distribution of galaxies throughout the universe. 
 Perhaps this models the formation of parallel multiverses. 
 Perhaps this is a circular / spherical form of the I Ching, giving clues to the future; 
sort of a 2D resolution vector mapping of our universe's present state. 
 Or perhaps not. 
 
 
Personal Interpretations 
 Do you see the patterns here?  I see: 
       All of American history;  
        Gadsden Purchase here in the SW quadrant; 
   Passage of Federal Reserve Act of 1913 here in the NE quadrant. 
  Star constellations / Orion's belt / Big Zipper; 
  Entire Bible Code + cryptography key to sacred texts; 
  My own personal genome DNA code sequence; 
  The next generation of aerodynamic golf-ball dimpling; 
  Government webcam lenses tracking my every move; 
  The last extant smallpox virus lurking in the vault at the U.S. Centers for Disease 
Control & Prevention, just 5 miles from here! 
  There must be a 10 or X in here somewhere! 
  
Ten Appears! 
 Adding a knife to the left of the mug gives this experiment the spirit of 10. 
 
 
Viewing 
 I posted a few of these photos on FB; befriend me to see them all. 
 Of course this is also an incentive for you to look at my other photo albums on FB. 
 I printed 6 of the best images; you can inspect them closely. 
 I will be glad to help you photo your morning coffee here at the Ritz. 
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Calculations 
 mug height  =  3 5/8 inches (outside) 
                         =  3 1/8 inches (inside) 
 
 liquid height  =  h  =  (3 1/8 inches - 5/8 inch)  =  2.5 inches 
 
 mug diameter  =  3 3/8 inches (outside) 
                              =  3 1/8 inches (inside) 
 
 mug inner radius  =  r  =  3.125 / 2  =  1.5625 
 
 Circular area of bubble-covered plastic: 
  A  =  pi * r^2  =  3.1416 * 1.5625 * 1.5625  =  7.6699 square inches 
 
 Volume of liquid: 
  V  =  pi * r^2 * h  =  A * h 
                               =  7.67 * 2.5  =  19.17 cubic inches 
 
 (includes 2 ice cubes) 
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Strange Series for Sierpinski’s Gasket

Bill Gosper
Julian Ziegler Hunts

Abstract

We derive the Fourier coefficients using unusual matrix products and integer sequences. From these we get a direct
enumeration of points along the curve, along with the Fourier series describing the subset of C representable in

base 2 using the digits
{
0, 1, e±2iπ/3

}
. Two equivalent recursive definitions of a “gasketfilling curve” lead to

different formulas for the Fourier coefficients whose equivalence we have been unable to prove.

The gasket set G

We shall take G to be the closure of any of the bounded sets satisfying

2S = (S + 1) ∪ (S + ω) ∪ (S + ω2),

where adding a complex number z to a set means add z to all of its elements, and ω is the complex cube root of 1:

ω = e2iπ/3, ω2 = ω−1.

We note incidentally that some S, e.g. the infinite union of line segments suggested by the figure

1
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Figure 1: A small subset of G

are very much smaller than G, just as Cantor’s (uncountable) subset of the unit interval is the closure of the very

much smaller (countable) set of endpoints of the deleted thirds. For example the point z = 5+
√
3i

14 /∈ S because
neither �(z), � (ω), nor �

(
ω2

)
is a dyadic rational, which would be necessary to lie on one of the segments. Yet

z ∈ G because it satisfies 2z = 1 + ωz while 2G = (G + 1) ∪ . . . and G= ωG (by rotational symmetry). A direct
construction of G is to start with the closed triangle and delete successively smaller open triangles:

Figure 2: Constructing G by attrition

To reemphasize: This process leaves very much more than the boundaries of the triangles (the line segments in Figure
1). In fact, Figure 2 could also depict an open triangle suffering the deletion of closed triangles, leaving no boundary
points at all, and nothing to draw by way of conventional depictions of points and line segments, which are very
misleading because you can see them! Any set with less than two dimensions has no area and would be invisible,
except implicitly as the boundary between visible sets.
Graphically experimenting with the gasket may bolster one’s intuition. Inverting it in a concentric circle is at least
pretty:
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Figure 3: G inverted in a concentric circle

More interesting is inverting in a circle centered on a vertex (in this case, the rightward pointing one):

Figure 4: G inverted in a circle centered at the rightmost vertex

This picture is a bit subtle. What appears to be a vertex on the right is really a greatly reduced image of the
gasket’s left edge, which takes the form of a tiny 60◦ arc. The flaring extends infinitely leftward, showing ever greater
magnification of the neighborhood of the vertex formerly at the origin.

The curve G(t)

A continuous map G([−1, 1]) onto G is suggested by the ternary recursive scheme
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Figure 5: A recursive construction of G(t)

which is in fact an accurate, connect-the-dots polygon sampling the actual curve at equal intervals. If we suppose
the curve joins −i to i (instead of ω2 to ω) as −1 ≤ t ≤ 1, we can use either of two equivalent recursive definitions:

G(t) =
1

2




ω2(G(−3t− 2)−
√
3) −1 ≤ t ≤ −1/3

G(3t) +
√
3 −1/3 ≤ t ≤ 1/3

ω(G(2− 3t)−
√
3) 1/3 ≤ t ≤ 1

or

G(t) =
1

2




ω2(G(3t+ 2)−
√
3) −1 ≤ t ≤ −1/3

G(3t) +
√
3 −1/3 ≤ t ≤ 1/3

ω(G(3t− 2)−
√
3) 1/3 ≤ t ≤ 1

.

Note that, for rational t, we don’t need termination conditions, e.g. to evaluate G(−5/6),

G

(
−5

6

)
=

1

2
ω2

(
G

(
1

2

)
−
√
3

)
=

1

4

(
G

(
1

2

)
− 3i

)

so

G

(
1

2

)
=

2
√
3 + 3i

7
and G

(
−5

6

)
=

√
3− 9i

14

Alternatively,

G

(
−5

6

)
=

1

2
ω2

(
G

(
−1

2

)
−
√
3

)
=

1

4

(
G

(
1

2

)
− 3i

)
=

1

8
ω2

(
2
√
3 + 3i+G

(
−1

2

))
.

So

G

(
−1

2

)
=

2
√
3 + 3i

7
and G

(
−5

6

)
=

√
3− 9i

14
.

In like manner (or two),

G

(
−3

7

)
=

√
3− 2i

3
, G

(
1

13

)
=

16
√
3 + i

21
, G

(
7

22

)
=

530
√
3 + 429i

1023
, G

(
14

39

)
=

3
√
3 + 3i

7
, G

(
23

40

)
=

52
√
3 + 69i

255

Since a continuous function is fully specified by its values at rational points, this recursion suffices to define G(t).
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G’s Fourier series

We note that the three cases −1 ≤ t ≤ −1/3, −1/3 ≤ t ≤ 1/3, and 1/3 ≤ t ≤ 1 in the recursion correspond to
the first digit of t being -2, 0, and 2 respectively, when t is written in base three with digits 0,±2 (which we will
call balanced ternary). For ease of manipulation, we try to write this recursion in matrix form. Unfortunately, in
two of the three cases, the G value is conjugated, so we need to write out G(t) = g1(t) + g2(t)i, g1(t), g2(t) ∈ R for

our manipulations. This leads to




g1(t)
g2(t)
1


 = Md




g1(3t− d)
g2(3t− d)

1


, where d = 2(� 3t+3

2 � − 1) is the first digit of t in

balanced ternary, and

M−2 =




−1

4

√
3

4

√
3

4√
3

4

1

4

−3

4

0 0 1



, M0 =




1

2
0

√
3

2

0
1

2
0

0 0 1



, M2 =




−1

4

−
√
3

4

√
3

4

−
√
3

4

1

4

3

4

0 0 1




.

Suppose that t = 0.d1d2d3d4d5 . . . in balanced ternary, and let t1 = 0.d2d3d4d5 . . ., t2 = 0.d3d4d5d6 . . ., etc. Then

we have that




g1(t)
g2(t)
1


 = Md1




g1(t1)
g2(t1)

1


 = Md1

Md2




g1(t2)
g2(t2)

1


 =

(
k∏

i=1

Mdi

)


g1(tk)
g2(tk)

1


, and taking the limit as

k → ∞ (which we can do, since the first two elements of the column vector become decreasingly important), we have

that




g1(t)
g2(t)
1


 =

( ∞∏
i=1

Mdi

)


0
0
1


, which gives G(t) =

(
1 i 0

)( ∞∏
i=1

Mdi

)


0
0
1


. Now we let χ = e−iπx, and

consider
(
1 i 0

)( ∞∏
n=1

χ−2·3−n

M−2 +M0 + χ2·3−n

M2

3

)


√
3
0
1


. The first two partial products (replacing the ∞

by 1 and 2) are

(
1 i 0

)(χ−2/3M−2 +M0 + χ2/3M2

3

)


√
3
0
1


 =

χ−2/3G(−2/3) +G(0) + χ2/3G(2/3)

3

and

(
1 i 0

)(χ−2/3M−2 +M0 + χ2/3M2

3

)(
χ−2/9M−2 +M0 + χ2/9M2

3

)


√
3
0
1




=
1

9

(
χ−8/9G(−8/9) + χ−2/3G(−2/3) + χ−4/9G(−4/9) + χ−2/9G(−2/9) +G(0)

+χ2/9G(2/9) + χ4/9G(4/9) + χ2/3G(2/3) + χ8/9G(8/9)
)
.

The partial products will continue to be Riemann sums, so the limit is

A(x) :=
(
1 i 0

)
( ∞∏

n=1

χ−2·3−n

M−2 +M0 + χ2·3−n

M2

3

)


√
3
0
1


 =

1

2

∫ 1

−1

χtG(t)dt =
1

2

∫ 1

−1

e−iπxtG(t)dt.

Since the partial products of the matrices (without the row and column vector) are powers of χ times products of

Mds, so the first two entries in the




√
3
0
1


 are unimportant (this could also be shown be noting that the first two

entries in the bottom row are 0, so that the upper-left 2 × 2 can be computed without reference to the rest of the
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matrix, and it has norm (using the sum of absolute values matrix norm) less than 19/20, so the limit of the upper-left
2× 2 is the zero matrix). Using deMoivre’s theorem, we compute

Mn :=
χ−2·3−n

M−2 +M0 + ω2·3−n

M2

3
=




1

6

(
1− cos

(
2πx

3n

))
i

2
√
3
sin

(
2πx

3n

)
1

2
√
3

(
1 + cos

(
2πx

3n

))

i

2
√
3
sin

(
2πx

3n

)
1

6

(
1 + cos

(
2πx

3n

))
−i

2
sin

(
2πx

3n

)

0 0
1

3

(
1 + 2 cos

(
2πx
3n

))




.

Thus, we have (assuming that the integral exists, which is reasonable and confirmed numerically) that,

G(t) =

∞∑
k=−∞

A(k)eiπkt, A(x) =
(
1 i 0

) ∞∏
n=1

Mn




0
0
1


 ,

for all −1 < t < 1. The sum G(t) converges very slowly, halving the error of approximation for each trebling of the
number of harmonics. But the A(x) product converges rapidly, like 9−n.
Since a Fourier series interpolates the midpoint of a jump discontinuity,

−i = G(−1) �=
∞∑

k=−∞

A(k)e−iπk = 0 =
∞∑

k=−∞

A(k)eiπk �= G(1) = i.

Summing −69 ≤ k ≤ 69 and plotting −1 < t < 1, we see the jump, along with some distortion of the endpoints of
the curve, due to Gibbs ringing, another inherent property of Fourier-approximated discontinuities.

Figure 6: Discontinuously closing the loop causes Gibbs ringing.
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Due to the gasket’s self-similarity, we can remove this particular discontinuity by linking three copies of G(t) in a
triangular loop:

Figure 7: Sweeping the set G with a closed curve

But what is its Fourier series? The following is lifted almost verbatim from Lisp + Calculus = Identities, in Artificial
Intelligence and Mathematical Theory of Computation, Papers in Honor of John McCarthy, (Vladimir Lifschitz, ed.,
1991).

Fourier rotational symmetry

Let z(t), −1 ≤ t ≤ 1, be an arc in the complex plane (such as G(t)), and let zm(t) be the period 2m arrangement of
m such arcs around a regular m-gon, so that zm(t+ 2) = e2iπ/mzm(t). Suppose that zm is nice enough to equal its
Fourier approximation,

zm(t) =
∑
j

aje
iπjt/m.

Then the Fourier coefficients are:

aj =
1

2m

∫ m

−m

e−iπjt/mzm(t)dt =
1

2m

∫ 2m−1

−1

e−iπjt/mzm(t)dt

=
1

2m

m−1∑
n=0

∫ 1

−1

e−iπj(t+2n)/mzm(t+ 2n)dt

=
1

2m

m−1∑
n=0

e−iπ(j−1)2n/m

∫ 1

−1

e−iπjt/mzm(t)dt

=

{
1
2

∫ 1

−1
e−iπjt/mzm(t)dt if m|j − 1

0 otherwise

Let us further stipulate that the arcs remain congruent as we vary m, and each of the zm(t) is rotated so as to differ
from z(t) by only a constant cm := c cot(π/m) = c cot(π(k + 1/m)), for −1 ≤ t ≤ 1 (for fixed side length, m-gons
are proportional to cot(π/m)) (note that we are implicitly assuming that z(−1) = −z(1), otherwise we would have
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cm = c cot(π/m) + c′ for some c′). Then we can write

zm(t) =
∑
k

akm+1e
iπ(k+1/m)t =

∑
k

A+(k + 1/m)eiπ(k+1/m)t,

A+(x) :=
1

2

∫ 1

−1

e−iπxt(z(t) + c cot(πx))dt

=: A(x) + c
cosπx

πx
.

Thus, if we can compute the function A(x) = 1
2

∫ 1

−1
e−iπxtz(t) dt, which we have already done for z(t) = G(t), we

know the Fourier series that arranges the arcs around an arbitrary m-gon. This is actually rather magic, and is not
equivalent to taking the mth root of some z1(t), which would distort the arcs, or to taking every mth term of some
series free of m. In fact m can be fractional, which arranges numerator(m) arcs around a “star” (some of the ms in
the calculation above would need to be replaced by numerator(m), but the end result is the same), or negative, in
which case the arcs are oriented in the opposite direction (pointing in instead of pointing out, in the case of G, which
has the shape of a triangle pointing rightward and has c = 1). For the closed-loop gasket sweep, we need m = 3.
Truncating the Fourier sum to |k| ≤ 50 or to |k| ≤ 105, and plotting −3 ≤ t ≤ 3, we see a “low pass” (temporal, not
spatial) filtration of the (unrectifiable) gasket sweep.

Figure 8: Approximations (through harmonics ±50 + 1
3 and ±105 + 1

3 ) to the closed loop gasket sweep

Plotting instead m = −6, harmonics through ±239, −6 ≤ t ≤ 6 produces this doily:
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Figure 9: A Fourier doily

Choosing instead m = −3, harmonics through ±105, −3 ≤ t ≤ 3 sweeps the gasket thrice, in different orders, and
with various winding numbers around the interior triangular voids:

Figure 10: G traced three ways by one function

For m = 2 we’d clearly get the rhombus formed by two gaskets edge to edge. For m = 1, instead of the Gibbs ringing
Figure 6, we divide by zero due to the k = −1, x = k + 1/1 case of (cosπx)/πx term, which is absent from A(x).
Discarding just that term creates a continuous loop which is no longer a gasket.
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Figure 11: Gasket trying to fit on a “1 gon”.

But now, if we simply add the linear (non-Fourier) term it, we get an infinite vertical strip of perfect gaskets.

Figure 12: Unrolled gaskets forever.

If only we had some way to alternately point the six gaskets of Figure 9 inward and outward, we would have the
boundary of the (two dimensional) “base 2 fractal” satisfying

2S = S ∪ (S + 1) ∪ (S + ω) ∪ (S + ω2),

part of which Mandelbrot called the Arrowhead fractal:
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Figure 13: Red = 0. . . ., green = 1. . . ., magenta = ω. . . ., cyan = ω. . . .

This figure accommodates a closed-loop spacefill (which visits every point at least twice, and countably many six
times):

Figure 14: Self-complementary polygonal sampling of base 2 spacefill

Six copies of this figure pack improbably around a point one third the way along a side:

Figure 15: Serious meshing
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Figure 16: Polygonal approximation to a closed-loop sweep of the base 2 boundary, inverted in a circle

Figure 17: Closeup of the inversion center

Generalizing our analysis of rotational symmetry, we can in fact derive formulas to arrange arcs alternately pointing
inward and outward around a 2m-gon (where the original arc z(t) goes from −i to i, and pointing inward means the
appropriate translation and rotation of −z(t) (the other possibility is −z(−t), and they’re equivalent for z = G)),
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you have the Fourier series

zaltm (t) =
∑
k

bke
iπ(k/2+1/(2m)), bk : =

1

4

∫ 1

−1

e−i(k/2+1/(2m))πt(z(t)− (−1)kz(t))dt+
cos(kπ/2) cos(π/(2m))

kπ/2 + π/(2m)

=
A(k/2 + 1/(2m))− (−1)kA(−k/2− 1/(2m))

2
+

2

π

cos(kπ/2) cos(π/(2m))

k + 1/m

=

{
1
2

∫ 1

−1
e−i(k+1/m)πt/2 �(z(t))dt+ 2

π
(−1)k/2 cos(π/(2m))

k+1/m k even
1
2

∫ 1

−1
e−i(k+1/m)πt/2 �(z(t))dt k odd

,

where A(x) := 1
2

∫ 1

−1
e−iπxtz(t) dt as before. (For “inward” meaning −z(−t), replace z(t) by z(−t) in the first

formula for ak, or A(x) by A(x) in the second.) Choosing m = 3, summing the 139 lowest harmonics, and plotting
for −3 < t < 3:

Figure 18: Fourier-approximated boundary of the base 2 complex fractions

About when the junior author was celebrating his 0th birthday, the senior author found this much niftier 2 × 2
product for A+(x):




A+(x) −A+(x)

−A+(−x) A+(−x)


 =

2

πx

∞∏
n=1




1

2
− sin

(
π

6
+

2πx

3n

)

− sin

(
π

6
− 2πx

3n

)
1

2




,

which converges “only” like 3−n. Unfortunately, the senior author has become so senior that he can’t recall how he
did this, requiring the junior author to derive the aforementioned 3× 3 product for A(x). Old emails also claim to
express, for similarly forgotten reasons, A+(x) as the limit of a sum:

A+(x) =
1

πx
lim
n→∞

1

2n

�3n/2�∑
k=−�3n/2�

(−1)k cos

(
2π

(
d(k)

3
+

kx

3n

))
,

where d(k) is a peculiar three-valued function described next, after we point out that this limit is of a sum of 3n

terms, but divided by 2n.
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The function d(k)

There are at least three equivalent definitions, based on partitioning all the integers into six disjoint sets (a, b, c, A,B,C)
(Alternatively, (Bob, Carol, Ted, Alice, Herb, and Sanchez).) The sets are

a = . . . ,−40,−36,−32,−30,−28,−16,−12,−10,−4, 0, 4, 10, 12, 16, 28, 30, 32, 36, 40, . . . (2 ∗A019989)
b = . . . ,−34,−20, 2, 6, 8, 14, 18, 22, 24, 26, 38, . . . (2 ∗A019990)
c = . . . ,−38,−26,−24,−22,−18,−14,−8,−6,−2, 20, 34, . . . (2 ∗A019991)

A = . . . ,−25,−21,−19,−7, 7, 19, 21, 25, . . .

B = . . . ,−39,−37,−31,−27,−23,−17,−151− 13,−9,−5,−3,−1, 11, 29, 33, 35, . . .

C = . . . ,−35,−33,−29,−11, 1, 3, 5, 9, 13, 15, 17, 23, 27, 31, 37, 39, . . . ,

where the A0199 . . . are the lookup keys in Sloane’s On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences. These six sets can
be rapidly generated by initializing (a, b, c, A,B,C) to ({}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {}) and then iterating

(a, b, c, A,B,C) ← ({0}∪3a ∪ 3C + 1 ∪ 3B − 1,

3b ∪ 3C − 1 ∪ 3A+ 1,

3c ∪ 3B + 1 ∪ 3A− 1,

3A ∪ 3c− 1 ∪ 3b+ 1,

3B ∪ 3c+ 1 ∪ 3a− 1,

3C ∪ 3a+ 1 ∪ 3b− 1),

which expands as follows.
({0}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {})

({0}, {}, {}, {}, {−1}, {1})

({−4, 0, 4}, {2}, {−2}, {}, {−3,−1}, {1, 3})

({−12,−10,−4, 0, 4, 10, 12}, {2, 6, 8}, {−8,−6,−2}, {−7, 7}, {−13,−9,−5,−3,−1, 11}, {−11, 1, 3, 5, 9, 13})

({−40,−36,−32,−30,−28,−16,−12,−10,−4, 0, 4, 10, 12, 16, 28, 30, 32, 36, 40},
{−34,−20, 2, 6, 8, 14, 18, 22, 24, 26, 38},
{−38,−26,−24,−22,−18,−14,−8,−6,−2, 20, 34},
{−25,−21,−19,−7, 7, 19, 21, 25},
{−39,−37,−31,−27,−23,−17,−15,−13,−9,−5,−3,−1, 11, 29, 33, 35},
{−35,−33,−29,−11, 1, 3, 5, 9, 13, 15, 17, 23, 27, 31, 37, 39}).

The unions are all magically disjoint.

The function d classifies the even integers a ∪ b ∪ c: d(a) mod 3 = 0, d(b) mod 3 = 2, d(c) mod 3 = 1. The predicates
for membership in each of the six sets are mutually recursive:

a?(0) := True, b?(0) := c?(0) := A?(0) := B?(0) := C?(0) := False

n
3 or n−1

3 or n+1
3 , whichever is an integer

a?(n) := a?() or C?() or B?(),
b?(n) := b?() or A?() or C?(),
c?(n) := c?() or B?() or A?(),

A?(n) := A?() or b?() or c?(),
B?(n) := B?() or c?() or a?(),
C?(n) := C?() or a?() or b?().
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There is a direct but rather strange formula for d(k): Write k in balanced ternary. Delete the 0 digits. Then form
the alternating sum of the remaining digits, mod 3. E.g., for k = −69, the balanced ternary is 10110. Losing the 0s:
111. Alternating sum: 1− 1 + 1 = −1. Some values near 0:

k . . . −5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . . .
d(k) . . . −1 0 −1 −2 −1 0 1 2 1 0 1 2 3 2 1 . . .

d(k) mod 3 . . . 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 . . . 1 := −1.

The sequence d(k) mod 3 is “square free” (stutter free). Another surprise: if we replace A+(x) by the limit(sum)
form in the explicit Fourier series, it is possible to interchange the two summations, with the result that the running
sum of (

−1

2

)|−1+(d(2k) mod 3)|

+

(
−1

2

)|d(2k+2)|

eiπ/3

for �−729/4� ≤ k ≤ �729/4�, say, draws a gasket!

Figure 19: d(k) draws the gasket directly.

A chance discovery (based on an erroneous formula) leads to an even simpler formula for a sequence of points along
G. “Connecting the dots” of consecutive partial sums of

p∑
k=−�37/4�

ωd(2k), −�37/4� ≤ p ≤ �37/4�

produces the curve
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Figure 20: d(2k) draws the gasket even more directly.

Using the odd terms instead,

p∑
k=−�37/4�

ωd(2k+1), �1/2− 37/4� ≤ p ≤ �37/4− 1/2�

Figure 21: d(2k + 1) works too.
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Georgia Southern Team
 Emily McLean       Ga Tech    
 Homeira Pajoohesh   CUNY
 Thomas Anderson Emory
 Chasen Smith       Kentucky
 Emil Iacob            Kentucky 
 Jonathon Nelson   Ga Tech
 Hua Wang            South Carolina 
 Bruce McLean       Kentucky 

It all began

“It all began in the fall of 1939. Arthur H. Stone, a 23-
year-old graduate student from England, in residence at
Princeton University on a mathematics fellowship, had just
trimmed an inch from his American notebook sheets to make
them fit his English binder. For amusement he began to fold
the trimmed-off strips of paper in various ways, and one of
the figures he made turned out to be particularly intriguing.”

Hexaflexagons and other mathematical diversions – The first 
Scientific American Book of mathematical puzzles and games 
by Martin Gardner 1959

Scientific American 1956, 1957, 1958

The Bicolored Hexahexaflexagon  |   Thomas Bruce McLean
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It's called a mobius band and it is 
recognized around the world.

Each arrow stands for the 3 main components of the recycling system:

http://www.green-networld.com/tips/whyrecyl.htm

http://www.paperrecycles.org/

Thanks to Ivars Peterson for making this connection.

Arthur Stone’s
Trihexaflexagon 1939

.
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Pinch flex

 Must rotate 60o after every pinch
 Tuckerman Traverse

Why did Stone come to U.S.?

Colin Singleton, editorial 
committee for Recreational 
Mathematics and a Cambridge 
alumnus, wrote me in 2004 
indicating that Stone probably 
came to America because Paul 
Erdos did. 
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Colin asks

“Would flexagons
Have been discovered
if Erdos had not
decided to cross the
Atlantic?”

Arthur Stone’s 
Hexahexaflexagon

Figure 8 (Kapauan, 1996)
Kapauan, Alejandro. Hexaflexagons. Updated 14 Jan. 1996. Accessed 26 Dec. 2001. 
<http://home.xnet.com/~aak/hexahexa.html>.
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Axioms   3n-colored    If f = 
(p1 – p2 – p3 – p4 – p5 – p6)

 D(pi) not a multiple of 3 for each i in [1,6]
 D(pi) + D(pi+1) = 3n for each i in [1,6]

 9n =
6

1
( )i

i
D p




Pinch flex
No singleton in positions 1,3, or 5 

(a,b   - c - d,e   - f  - g,h  - i) =

(~a - b,~c - ~d - e,~f - ~g - h,~i)
,r s r,r s r ,r s r
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V – flex                   1963     
Bob Verrey - Alan Moluf

(a,b   - c - d  - e,f - g,h  - i) =

(~a - b,~c - ~d,e - ~f - ~g - h,~i)
,r s r ,r s r,r s r

Axioms   3n-colored    If f = 
(p1 – p2 – p3 – p4 – p5 – p6)

D(pi) is not a multiple of three
 D(pi) + D(pi+1) = 3k for each i in [1,6]

 9n =
6

1
( )i

i
D p
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Hexahexaflexagon   V-flex
100 initial faces (1979)

TRAVERSE

92 more with the
Pinch flex

Including
Translations
3420 faces

How many of the 
faces appear different?
When n>3, can you 
translate a 3n colored 
face by one?
What is the graph for 
n=3?
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http://www.eighthsquare.co
m/index.html
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What Shape is a Tree?
by John Miller

Portland, Oregon

Abstract

What shapes can geometric trees make? By varying the common ratio between levels, the angle 
between branches, and the branching factor, one can generate a surprising number of shapes — 

the simplest being regular polygons and various grids. Patterns with fractal-like margins 
expectedly appear. Stars appear! The seemingly solid patterns have complex inner structures.

We end with a challenge.

This short talk was based on the “Geom-e-Trees” poster designed by the author.

A binary tree has two branches at every node, a ternary tree has three, and so on.  We could refer to this 
as the tree's “naryness” or “branching factor”.

A level inside the tree is the branch distance away from the root of the tree.

Geometric trees are drawn using a common angle between branches throughout the tree and a common 
ratio between one level and the next.   I find the term “reduction factor” less ambiguous than “common 
ratio”, but use both terms.   When generating a tree, if the reduction factor is too “strong” the tree's 
growth will be stunted.  If the reduction factor is too weak, the tree will overlap a lot, making it look 
like a real tree -- perhaps a bit on the wild side.   But if reduction factor is just right you get what 
Mandlebrot called a self-touching tree.  The “perfect” reduction factor turns out to be a function of the 
angle and degree of tree -- but that is another problem [2].

Self-Touching Trees. The Geom-e-Trees [1] poster has three tiers. The top tier (Figure 1.) shows 
selected self-touching trees, with the angle increasing to the right in each column, and naryness varying 
from 2 to 6 on the rows. Note that each tree has been scaled to fill its cell in the table.

Equi-Length Trees. In the middle tier of the poster (Figure 2.), the common ratio is 1.o.  This means 
the branches in each tree are equi-length.  The trees are all essentially “unit distance graphs”.  What 
happens here is that the 2, 4 and 6-branched trees snap into a hexagonal grid at 120 degrees -- the 
branches are confined to the grid.   Likewise, 3 and 5-branched trees make a diamond-shaped square 
grid at 90 degrees, but make a hexagonal-shaped isometric grid at 60 and a triangle-shaped isometric 
grid at 120 degrees... due to the same grid confinement of the branches at those angles.

I wonder:

How do all the branches stack up on the grid lines?
How does the naryness (branching factor) of a tree affect the resulting grid?
Would these grids have more cells if the tree had more levels?
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Doubling Trees.  In the bottom tier of the poster (Figure 3.), the common ratio is 1/2, meaning that 
branches double in length from one level to the next — they really go wild... polygons, pinwheels, and 
stars.

The square grids we saw above become area-filling diamonds, and the different isometric grids morph 
into either a hexagon or a triangle. (Compare the 3-ary and 5-ary versions in figures 2 & 3.)

The hexagonal grids become really weird — downright scary.

In the spirit of MG, I leave you with a challenge.  Start with the christmas-tree-like Ternary tree and 
make its common angle 144 degrees, then reduce the common ratio down to 0.5... and we get... a 
FIVE-pointed STAR!  Explain how the star pattern is formed.

By the way, the more levels you add to the tree, the more filled in the ternary star gets.  As you can see 
in Figure 4, the Heart of the Star is a very busy place.

Summary.   We only looked at a few of the 150 trees on the poster, and the poster represents only a 
sample of all Geom-e-Trees.  I discovered these special trees as I was developing my iPad/iPhone app 
“Geom-e-Tree” [3].  The app provides an immersive experience of the geometric tree space.

Geom-e-Tree can handle all reduction factors above 0.5, and all integral angles from 0 to 359.  Check 
it out!   A children's version, “Geom-e-Twee”, is free for all iPhones and iPads. RT Please!

Geom-e-Tree

This paper is meant to supplement a short talk at Gathering for Gardner 10 in Atlanta, March, 2012. 
There were ~20 slides in the presentation, some juxtaposing trees from the poster [1].
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Figure 1. Self-Contacting Trees
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Figure 2. Unit Distance Trees
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Figure 3. Doubling Trees
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Figure 4. The Heart of the Ternary Star (cropped from a larger image)

References

[1] http://geom-e-tree.com/poster.html (link to downloadable 11x17 poster).
[2] http://faculty.plattsburgh.edu/don.west/trees/ - Self-Contacting Fractal Trees, Don West.
[3] http://geom-e-tree.com - commercial web site for Geom-e-Tree.
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Folded Cookies for a Skeptic 
 
G4GX 
March 28-April 1, 2012 
Robert Orndorff 
P. O. Box 15266 
Seattle, WA  98115 
orndorff@alum.mit.edu 
 
This short note is meant to accompany my 
physical gift of the same name. That gift was a 
box of fortune cookies. Each cookie contained a 
quotation from Martin Gardner vis-à-vis his 
skeptical inquiries into pseudoscience and other 
such things.1  

As a G4G reader will know, it was paper 
folding that brought Gardner back to math. Here 
first I recount the fortune cookie’s history (thus 
debunking conventional wisdom) before turning to 
the main aim of this short note, namely, the 
folding itself of the fortune cookie. 

Can one be folded from paper? What sort of 
question is that? How shall the creases be 
represented? What kind of shape is the folded 
cookie? We vary the crease pattern, the initial 
shape of the paper, and the proportions of the 
bounding rectangle. The superellipse seems 
promising (as a generalized solution).  

We follow where this leads, namely, to the 
tortellino (singular of “tortellini”), the deep-fried 
wonton (apparently a special case among 
wontons), and the conventional jiaozi 饺子
(dumpling).2 

 
Until recently, fortune cookies could not be found 
in China. There was not even a Chinese word for 
them.3 

                                                 
1 E.g., “Are astrology books and newspaper columns as 
harmless as fortune cookies?” This quote is from Martin 
Gardner, From the Wandering Jew to William F. Buckley Jr. 
(Amherst, N.Y.: Prometheus Books, 2000), 126. 
2 For Chinese, modern standard pronunciation and 
orthography (simplified characters) will be used here. 
3 Most of the information in this section was uncovered by 
Yasuko Nakamachi. Her research is described in “Solving a 
Riddle Wrapped in a Mystery inside a Cookie,” New York 
Times January 16, 2008. The first two photos are from that 
article. 

In America they were first produced 
approximately one hundred years ago in southern 
California by Japanese immigrants who also 
owned and operated the so-called “chop suey” 
Chinese restaurants in which the American style 
of Chinese food was created. 

Their model appears to have been an obscure 
cracker (Figure 1) made by the bakeries that 
clustered around the Fushimi Inari Taisha 伏見稲
荷大社 Shinto shrine in Kyoto. 

This cracker had several names: tsujiura senbei 
辻占煎餅 (fortune crackers), omikuji senbei 御神
籤煎餅 (written fortune crackers), and suzu 
senbei 鈴煎餅 (bell crackers). 

 
Figure 1 

The crackers were baked in a round mold over 
an open grill. While still warm and pliable they 
were folded around fortunes, and then placed for 
cooling in trays that had receptacles for them 
(Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2 

Fortune cookies are still folded in the same way 
(Figures 3): The east and west sides of the round 
cookie are pulled in and forward around the 
fortune. The north and south points are folded 
backward until they meet, which compels the east 
and west edges to meet.  

 
Figure 3 

Now Chinese restaurants in Britain, Mexico, 
Italy, France, Brazil, India and elsewhere also 
hand out the cookies. In America, they are now 
made by Chinese-American enterprises. And in 
Japan, because people were accidentally eating the 
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fortunes, bakeries no longer put them inside the 
cracker (as in Figure 1). 

All the same, we cannot rule out the possibility 
that these crackers once upon a time did indeed 
make their way from China to Japan, as so much 
else did, perhaps a millennia or more ago, though I 
am not aware of any evidence for this. 

 
One way to rationalize the fortune cookie shape is 
to replace the curved edges, curved creases, 
curved faces and soft folds with, respectively, 
straight edges (i.e., square or rectangular paper 
shape), straight creases, flat faces, and hard folds, 
as in Figures 4 and 5 where each lobe of the 
cookie is a tetrahedron. 

 
Figure 4 

 
Figure 5 

Various less complete rationalizations are also 
possible. For instance, the creases, mostly soft in 
the original cookie, could be converted to firm 
straight creases, while the curved edges (i.e., the 
circular or elliptical paper shape) and curved faces 
could be permitted to remain (Figures 6, 7, 8). 

 
Figure 6 

 
Figure 7 

 
Figure 8 
 

These two realizations can be folded as in Figures 
9, 10, 11 and 12, where valley folds are indicated 
by dashed lines, and mountain folds, dash-dot-
dashed. For both circle and square, the distance 
AB is half the horizontal width of the paper. First, 
make the creases as in Figures 9 and 11. 

 

 
Figure 9 

 
Figure 10 

To fold the cookie from a square, pull the east 
and west edges forward and push the north and 
south edges back (Figure 10). The same steps can 
be used for the circle (Figure 12) but unless you 
do something like the following it will not be 
obvious that the shape is (or might be) cohesive. 

 
Figure 11 
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Figure 12 

For the circle, after precreasing, lightly fold 
point C to D. Use small pieces of tape to attach the 
top layer to the bottom, wrapping the tape around 
the cut edge at regular intervals. Fold the figure 
back along AB until E meets F, permitting the 
paper to use only the indicated creases. It will 
probably be necessary to insert something long 
and skinny (a chopstick?) into the interior in order 
to push it into shape.  

 
“Ideal” paper cannot be stretched, compressed, 
molded, etc. It can, however, be made to curve, as 
a developable ruled surface with Gaussian 
curvature k = 0 everywhere.4 

Each point on such a surface lies on at least one 
straight line, and the surface itself could be swept 
out by moving a straight line through space.  

In Figure 13 these curves and lines are 
indicated according to the following scheme, 
which is a simplified black and white version of 
Andrew Hudson’s recent proposal:5  
(a) Thin and light solid or dotted lines represent, 

respectively, mountain and valley curvature of 
an elastic reversible nature (that is, they are 
examples of the straight lines that are 
contained in the curved developable ruled 
surface). 

(b) Thick and dark solid or dashed lines represent, 
respectively, conventional mountain and 
valley creases of a plastic inelastic irreversible 
nature (that is, forming a crisp angle less than 
180° in the desired orientation).  

                                                 
4 Recently several interesting projects have focused on 
producing equations for pasta that is variously extruded, 
molded or otherwise not folded, e.g., George Liaropoulos-
Legendre, Pasta by Design (New York: Thames & Hudson, 
2011), which includes an equation but not, so to speak, a 
folding for a tortellino—a folding would be many times 
more economical. 
5 See Hudson, Andrew. “Diagramming: Curves and Crease 
Patterns,” The Fold 5(July-August 2011). 

 
Figure 13 
 

For the paper cookie made from circular paper, 
one generalized nappe is reflected mirror-wise 
base-to-base about a plane of symmetry. It is thus 
a generalized bicone. (A second plane of 
symmetry is orthogonal to the first.) 

If the AB-to-width ratio is ½, a single line 
connects the vertex (apex) of one nappe to that of 
the other. This line is orthogonal to the first plane 
of symmetry. 

The flat shape of each unfurled nappe is visible 
on the crease pattern (the darkest regions of Figure 
14). 

 
Figure 14 
 

There are many ways to produce and vary 
“squareness.” Two of the more interesting are (a) 
the superellipse (Figure 16) and (b) the Guasti 
method (Figure 15).  

The notion of squareness holds promise not 
only for cookie or paper folding but also for such 
things as LCD pixels which are only squarish but 
not square in shape. 

The rationalized paper cookie is folded from a 
square. The incompletely rationalized one is made 
from a circle. Can they be folded from figures that 
are in between? 

For the Guasti method, not used here, a single 
parameter s specifies for squareness.6 The value 0 
                                                 
6 See Manuel Fernandez Guasti, “Analytic Geometry of 
Some Rectilinear Figures,” International Journal of 
Mathematical Education in Science and Technology 23.6 
(1992), 895-913. 
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results in an ellipse, 1, the circumscribed 
rectangle, and values between 0 and 1, figures that 
are between an ellipse and rectangle: 

      (1) 

0

1

0 1

Guasti Squareness, s = 0, .2, ..., .9

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.9

 
Figure 15 

The superellipse, which is used here, is an 
ellipse for which the exponent of 2 has been 
replaced with a larger (or smaller) number: 7  

      (2) 

0

1

0 1

Superellipse, n = 2, 2.2, ..., 5

2
2.2
2.4
2.6
3
5

 
Figure 16 

Guasti’s figures or another shape might work as 
well or better. However the superellipse has long 
been associated with Gardner and especially Piet 
Hein. It is the first and only interim shape that I 
tested (that is, made paper models of). Such 
models can, I believe, contribute to the generation 
of a hypothesis. 

 

                                                 
7 For an overview, see Martin Gardner, Mathematical 
Carnival (Washington, D.C.: The Mathematical Association 
of America, 1989), 240-254. Other terms have been used for 
the superellipse, including: squircle, rectellipse, Lamé 
Curve, hyperellipse, kth order ellipse, astroid, and 
superformula. 

Three parameters (the first two more interesting 
than the third) suffice nicely to determine and 
generalize the shape of the paper folded cookie: 
(a) ratio of the length AB (above) to that of the 

width of the figure, 
(b) superellipse exponent n (i.e., squareness), and 
(c) ratio of height to width of circumscribed 

rectangle. 
Figures 17 and 18 illustrate AB-to-width ratios 

that are less than ½. 

 
Figure 17 

 
Figure 18 

Figure 19 is a cookie folded from an n = 5 
superellipse (with lower n-value superellipses 
indicated on the surface). 

 
Figure 19 

Figure 20 was folded from an ellipse that was 
inscribed in a 1:√2 rectangle. 

 
Figure 20 

The original fortune cookie has an AB-to-width 
ratio of ½, a superellipse exponent of 2, and a 
height-to-width ratio of 1. 

The lobes of the cookie touch only if the AB-
to-width ratio is ½. As the superellipse exponent 
increases, the paper cookie’s shape approaches the 
tetrahedral form (though it is not enveloped in it). 
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A larger height-to-width ratio makes a longer 
cookie. 

 
I have put together a PDF workbook of paper
shapes for many pertinent figures including those 
described here. If time allows, I will put together 
 an unabridged version of this note. If you are 
interested, please contact me. 

 
In the meantime, the reader might wish to ponder 
the following: 

Could a cookie be folded based on a 
generalization of the superellipse (as in Figure 
21)?8 

 
Figure 21 

Is a sphericon-type modification possible (as in 
Figures 22 and 23)? 

 
Figure 22 

 
Figure 23 

Are asymmetric versions possible (as in Figure 
24)?  

 
Figure 24 
 

To conclude, note that the fortune cookie is, in 
form and folding, closely related to several old 

                                                 
8 See, for example, Johan Gielis, "A Generic Geometric 
Transformation that Unifies a Wide Range of Natural and 
Abstract Shapes." American Journal of Botany 90 (March 
2003), 333-338. 

folded foods of which two are Chinese. No 
discussion of fortune cookie history that I have 
read mentions this. And that is why my name too 
shall appear in a very small font size at the fortune 
cookie history hall of fame. 

Wontons (a Cantonese pronunciation for which 
the Mandarin equivalent is huntun 馄饨) are made 
from square wrappers. Usually they are folded 
corner to corner. However, in Figure 25 below, the 
two pairs of corner flaps tell us that this deep-fried 
version was folded like a fortune cookie (the circle 
has been creased not cut). 

 
Figure 25 

A tortellino (Figure 26) is made from a 
square wrapper that is folded corner to corner. The 
characteristic shape is obtained by wrapping the 
resulting right triangle backward at its hypotenuse 
around your finger. The degree of curvature 
confirms an AB-to-width ratio of less than ½. 

 
Figure 26 

Jiaozi9 (Figure 27) are made from circular 
wrappers. The ratio of AB to the full width is 
significantly less than ½. Moreover, note the 
pleats. Both greatly reduce the curvature of the 
base. Without both, a jiaozi would look just like a 
fortune cookie. 

 
Figure 27 

                                                 
9 Boiled jiaozi  are called shuijiao 水饺, steamed, zhengjiao 
蒸饺, and fried, guotie 锅贴 (potsticker). Each region of 
China (and family, for that matter) has their own way of 
making jiaozi, and that way is the one correct way. 
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Pentagon Tilings 
Jaap Scherphuis  

www.jaapsch.net/til ings  

 

It is well known that any triangle can tile the plane, as can any quadrangle, convex or not. Much less 
is known about pentagons. A regular pentagon does not tile the plane, but various non-regular 
pentagons do. 

   
Any triangle tiles the plane Any quadrangle tiles the plane Type 1 pentagon tiles the plane 

(two adjacent angles add to 180) 
 

In 1975 Martin Gardner wrote an article about which types of convex pentagons can tile the plane. 
Richard B. Kershner had attempted to enumerate them, and thought that his list of 8 types was 
complete until in a reaction to Gardner's article Richard E. James III wrote in with another tilable 
convex pentagon. Soon after, Marjorie Rice found four others, bringing the total to 13. Only one 
further type has been found since, by Rolf Stein in 1985. It is still not known whether this list of 
fourteen types is now complete. (1) 

    
Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 

 

The first 5 types of convex pentagon form isohedral tilings, which means that by using the 
symmetries of the tiling as a whole, any tile can be mapped onto any other tile. Isohedral tilings are 
fully understood and the 24 isohedral tilings with convex pentagons all use pentagons of these five 
types. (2) 
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Type 6 (Kershner) Type 7 (Kershner) Type 8 (Kershner) 

 

    
Type 9 (Rice) Type 11 (Rice) Type 12 (Rice) Type 13 (Rice) 

 

The seven other tiles found by Kershner and Rice are 2-isohedral, while the remaining two are 3-
isohedral. In the figures the isohedrality classes are shown with different colours, and it is easy to 
verify that any two tiles of the same colour can be mapped to one another by some symmetry of the 
tiling, whereas two tiles of different colours cannot. 

  
Type 10 (James) Type 14 (Stein) 

 

I have generated by computer all possible 2-isohedral pentagon tilings where the two types of tiles 
occur in a 1:1 ratio. This has resulted in many interesting tilings, some of which are illustrated here. 
Most of the tilings used tiles that were special cases of type 1, i.e. they have two parallel sides.  
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Seven kinds of tiling were found that have tiles that are special cases of tile type 2: 
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A few of the tilings above can be found on Marjorie Rice’s website (3), but I have not found any other 
sources for the rest of them. Lastly, I found an alternative tiling for the type 6 tile, as well as one tiling 
with a special case of a type 4 tile. 

  
Type 4 special case Type 6 variation 

 

Assuming that there were no mistakes or bugs in the programs, this means that any further tile types 
must be found in k-isohedral tilings with k at least 3. I intend eventually to exhaustively search all 3-
isohedral tilings, but at the moment I have only searched for those that are edge-to-edge. 

   
   

   
Rice (3)   

 

The space of all 4-isohedral tilings is too large to exhaustively search, even if restricted to edge-to-
edge tilings, but a partial search did encounter the following amazing tiling, which uses a special case 
of the type 8 tile. 

 
Type 8 special case 

 There are many fascinating tilings with triangles, quadrangles, or non-convex pentagons or even 
hexagons. To finish, here is a selection of the more interesting or beautiful ones. You can find all 
these tilings in a Java applet on my website. (4) 
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A  10-Dimensional  Jewel 

 
Carlo H. Séquin 

CS Division, University of California, Berkeley 
E-mail: sequin@cs.berkeley.edu 

 
 

Abstract 
In 3 dimensions there are five regular polyhedra – the Platonic solids. In four dimensions there are six 
such polytopes. If we allow the polygonal faces to intersect then we also obtain the four Kepler-Poinsot 
polyhedra in 3 dimensions and 10 such objects in 4 dimensions. If we also allow these constructions to 
be single-sided, then we can form some non-orientable cells such as the hemi-cube, hemi-icosahedron 
and hemi-dodecahedron in 4D space. These building blocks in turn allow the construction of two truly 
amazing regular polytopes, the 11-Cell and the 57-Cell. The full 660-fold symmetry of the 11-Cell, 
composed of 11 hemi-icosahedra, can only be seen if it is immersed in 10-dimensional space. This 
highly symmetrical,10-dimensional jewel seems like a worthy object to be discussed at G4G10. 

 

    
Figure 1:   The regular hendecachoron (11-Cell) is a self-dual 4-dimensional polytope composed from  
11 non-orientable self-intersecting hemi-icosahedra. But only when immersed in 10-dimensional space  
can its full symmetry of 660 automorphisms be seen. This artistic construction shows its connectivity. 
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1. Regular Polytopes in N Dimensions 
In this paper we discuss regular polytopes: geometrical objects in which all vertices, edges, faces, cells … 
look the same, respectively. In 2 dimensions there are infinitely many regular polygons. In 3 dimensions 
there are five regular polyhedra, which use regular polygons on their surface: the Platonic solids (Fig.2).   

    
Figure 2:  The five Platonic solids in 3D space, bounded by regular polygons. 

It is easy to see that there are exactly five of them: When starting to construct a regular polyhedron from 
equilateral triangles, we need at least three around each vertex to form true 3D solid corners; this leads to 
the tetrahedron. If we place four equilateral triangles around each vertex, we obtain the octahedron; and 
five such triangular facets at each corner form a dodecahedron. Six equilateral triangles no longer form a 
3D corner, but result in a flat planar tiling. Using square facets, only three give a viable corner, and this 
produces a cube. Using regular pentagonal facets, three per vertex form a viable corner and produce the 
dodecahedron; four or more of them around a vertex would result in a non-convex saddle formation. 
Hexagons, or any larger regular n-gons, are unable to form any convex polyhedral corners. This is why 
there are only five Platonic solids.  

Just like the Platonic solids are formed from regular (2-dimensional) n-gons, regular 4-dimensional 
polychora are formed by using the Platonic solids as cellular building blocks. An analysis very similar to 
the one described above [6] reveals that there are exactly six regular polychora in 4D space (Fig.3). 
 

           
 

               
Figure 3:  The six 4D polychora: simplex (5-cell), hypercube, cross-polytope (16-cell), the 24-cell,  

the 120-cell, and the 600-cell. 
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For all the five Platonic solids, we check how many can be fit around a single shared edge, based on their 
dihedral angles.  As above, we need at least three per edge to form a viable polychoron, but the sum of all 
the dihedral angles clustered around that edge must remain below 360° to yield a convex polytope. 

The regular 4-dimensional polychora may now serve as potential building blocks for regular 
polytopes in 5D space.  As it turns out, most of them are too “round”, i.e., their dihedral angles are too 
large, to be useful. Only three constructions succeed: The simplex can be used to build the n-simplex in 
the next higher dimension; the measure polytope (or n-cube) is useful to create a corresponding higher-
dimensional object; and the dual of that object, the so-called n-orthoplex or cross-polytope, where the 
roles of vertices and hyper-cells are exchanged, also exists. This is true for all dimensions larger than 4; 
those three types of regular polytopes are the only ones that exist in spaces of dimensions 5 or higher [8]. 
 

2. Self-Intersecting Polyhedra 
We can take a broader perspective of what we consider to be a regular polytope. We may allow faces to 
intersect one another – or even to be self-intersecting star-polygons; then we obtain an additional four 
regular polyhedral objects in 3D space: The Kepler-Poinsot polyhedra (Fig.4). Equivalent constructions 
can also be done in 4D space and result in ten additional self-intersecting 4D polytopes [8]. 
 

 
Figure 4:  The four self-intersecting Kepler-Poinsot polyhedral in 3D space [9]. 

 
3. Single-Sided Polychora 

As we move into 4D space, there is one more way in which we can expand our definition of what we 
accept as a valid regular polytope: We can construct non-orientable, single-sided “cells.” The simplest 
one of them is the hemi-cube. It is constructed by starting with only half a cube (Fig.5a), in particular the 
three faces clustered around one of its vertices (D), and joining the six open edges of this 2-manifold so 
that opposite edges and vertices fall onto one another, as indicated in Figure 5a by the three pairs of 
arrows with matching colors. Thus we obtain an object with 4 vertices, 6 edges, and 3 quadrilateral faces. 
The skeleton of this abstract polytope, composed of its vertices and edges, corresponds to the graph K4, 
the complete graph with four nodes, in which every node is connected to every other node (Fig.5b). In 3 
dimensions this can be represented as a tetrahedral frame, i.e. the 3D simplex (Fig.5c,d). 
 

                            
Figure 5:   (a) Hemicube; (b) complete graph K4; (c) tetrahedral frame with three saddle faces;  

(d) rapid-prototyping model of a hemicube. 
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If we label the 4 vertices as A, B, C, and D, then the three quadrilaterals have the contours: ABCD, 
ABDC, and ADBC. Clearly these quadrilaterals are not planar, but they can be realized as bilinear Coons 
patches, and they will all intersect with one another. Topologically, this object has the same connectivity 
as the non-orientable projective plane (on which you can walk north, pass through infinity, and return 
from the South – but upside down). 

In a way analogous to the above, we can construct an abstract polytope from half an icosahedron 
(Fig.6a). Again we glue the open edges along the boundary onto each other, so that opposite edges and 
vertices are being joined. This yields a structure with 6 vertices, 15 edges, and 10 triangular faces. The 
skeleton of this abstract polytope forms the complete graph K6 (Fig.6b). This is equivalent to the 5-
dimensional simplex. If the 6 vertices are labeled: A, B, C, D, E, and F, then the 10 faces will be the 
triangles:  ABC, ACE, ADF, AED, AFB, BDC, BED, BFE, CDF, and CFE; these are half of all the faces 
that would appear in the complete 5-dimensional simplex (Fig.6c).   

                 
Figure 6:   (a) Hemi-icosahedron; (b) complete graph K6; (c) asymmetrical octahedral frame. 

 
Finally, we can do the same construction also with half of a dodecahdedron and thereby obtain a self-
intersecting polytope with 10 vertices and 6 pentagonal faces. 

Both the hemi-icosahedron and the hemi-dodecahedron can be used as building blocks to construct 
two additional intriguing and difficult-to-visualize self-intersecting polytopes: the 11-Cell [3][2] and the 
57-Cell [1].  This paper is focused on the simpler 11-Cell, because to exhibit its full 660-dimensional 
symmetry, it needs to be immersed in 10-dimensional space. The 10th Gathering for Gardner thus seems 
like a fitting occasion to take a closer look at this object. 

Since our senses have not evolved to experience objects in higher-dimensional spaces, the best we 
can do, is to project this 10-dimensional object down into 3-dimensional space and study its “shadow” in 
this more accessible domain. However, simply looking at such a projection would not give us an 
understanding of this complicated polytope. We will thus take a more constructive approach. First we will 
take a closer look at the hemi-icosahedron and construct a 3D model of it. Then we discuss how – 
conceptually – eleven of these cells need to be interconnected to form the regular hendecachoron, and 
how the result can best be displayed. 
 

Constructing a Hemi-Icosahedron Model 
The hemi-icosahedron needs at least a 5-dimensional space to show its full symmetry; in that space all 6 
vertices can be placed pair-wise at mutual distances of the same unit length. The most symmetrical way in 
which we can project this configuration into 3D space is to place the 6 vertices at the corners of an 
octahedron; however, in this case, three of the edges of this object would coincide at the centroid. To 
avoid this 3-way intersection, we move the 3 pairs of opposite vertices slightly away from their respective 
coordinate axes to separate the 3 central edges by a corresponding amount [6]. In Figure 6c, the middle 
part of all triangles has been cut out, so that only a narrow frame is left; this lets us see inside this self-
intersecting polyhedron. 
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There is more than on way to choose a subset of faces of this 3D graph to form a single-sided surface that 
is topologically equivalent to the projective plane. I prefer a configuration that is closely related to 
Steiner’s Roman surface (Fig.7a). This representation retains four tetrahedral faces on the basic 
octahedral shape and adds to those the three medial squares that connect the triangles into a non-
orientable 2-manifold. These three quadrilaterals are partitioned into two triangles each to yield a total of 
ten triangles. Such a hemi-icosahedron is shown in Figure 7b – again with cut-outs in the triangular faces; 
but now with the edges shown as thin white cylinders and a color assignment that assigns each of the 10 
faces a unique color. Figure 7c shows the unfolded net of this object.  
 

                      
Figure 7:  (a) Steiner surface;  (b)“Steiner” hemi-icosahedron;  (c) the unfolded net of this object. 

Here are some instructions for building a paper model of this crucial building block. Print a copy of the 
template shown in Figure 8a as well as a mirrored copy. Glue the two prints back-to-back so that the 
shapes are properly aligned. Then cut out the 15 struts with two-sided coloring. Assemble the four outer 
triangles first (Fig.8b). Then join three of them at their corners as shown in Figure 8c. At this stage, insert 
the 3 central diagonal struts; and finally close the object by inserting the last of the outer triangles. 
 

      
Figure 8:  Construction of a paper model of the hemi-icosahedron:  (a) template for the 16 struts;   

(b) octahedral triangles assembled;  (c) 3 triangles joined, waiting for a central strut to be inserted. 

 
4. Bottom-up Construction of the Hendecachoron 

By now we should have a robust understanding of the crucial building block of our 10-dimensional jewel. 
Now the question arises, how do 11 of these single-sided cells fit together?  Conceptually we start with an 
initial hemi-icosahedron and glue a copy onto each one of its 10 triangular faces. In 5-dimensional space 
the hemi-icosahedron, just as the skeleton of the simplex, is totally regular; all edges are of equal length, 
and all faces are equilateral. Thus two of these cells can readily be glued together by joining two 
triangular faces. Now we add a third hemi-icosahedral cell to this assembly so that it also shares one of 
the edges that the first two polytopes already share. Since the dihedral angle of the hemi-icosahedron is 
70.53° (the same as the tetrahedron), there is a large wedge of empty space left along that edge between 
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the third cell and the first cell in this assembly. If we now try to forcefully close this wedge of free space, 
then the assembly of three hemi-icosahedra will have to bend into the next higher dimension, where the 
three polytopes form a 3-fold symmetric constellation around the shared edge. This process must now be 
repeated on all the edges of the hemi-icosahedron. Clearly, this is a conceptual view that cannot be carried 
out in 3D Euclidean space! 

Overall, the assembly of eleven hemi-icosahedra is thus warped into a higher-dimensional space so 
that all the free-space wedges along all the edges can be closed, and every cell shares a triangle face with 
every one of the other 10 cells. The enforced bending is so strong that the whole assembly curls up 
through itself, with opposite faces falling onto one another, so that in the end there is no face left 
unmatched, and every edge in this structure has exactly 3 hemi-icosahedra around it. The resulting 
abstract polytope is the regular hendecachoron. It has 11 vertices, 55 edges, 55 triangular faces, and 11 
hemi-icosahedral cells; considered as a 4-dimensional object, it is thus self-dual. Of course all those cells 
wildly penetrate one another, and one would have to go to 10-dimensional space to exhibit this object 
without any self-intersections. In 3D space it is difficult to make sense of this cluster of mutually 
intersecting edges and faces. However, if the beginning of this assembly is shown step by step, one hemi-
icosahedron at a time, then one can get an idea how all of this fits together. 
 

      
Figure 9:  (a) One Steiner hemi-icosahedron; (b) a second penetrating cell added at the tan triangle;  

 (c) a view with cut-out faces to reveal the inside and the new edges needed for the next three cells. 

Figure 9 shows the start of such a process. In Figure 9b a second hemi-icosahedron has been added to 
inner side of the tan surface of a first Steiner cell. In this first phase we will add symmetrically four such 
mutually interpenetrating cells on the inside of the four octahedral triangles. However, since we already 
have used six vertices to start with, and can add only five more, these four additional cells will have to 
share many vertices. The most symmetrical way to add 5 more vertices to the original set of 6 is to add a 
(white) vertex above each tetrahedral face, and one more (black) vertex in the center of the first Steiner 
cell (Fig.9c). The four additional cells thus need to penetrate the original one to reach the three vertices on 
the “other” side from the face that they share with the original cell. Figures 9b and 9c show the state after 
a first such cell has been added to the original one – attached to the inside of the tan triangle face. Figure 
9c also shows the additional edges that will be used by the other three cells added in this second phase.   

After this phase, we need to add six more hemi-icosahedra, and these are exactly those six cells that 
share the (black) vertex in the center of the structure. But again, the structure gets so cluttered that a 
small-scale rendering does not make a useful contribution to the understanding of the 11-cell. 

Figure 10 shows in diagrammatic form how the 11 hemi-icosahedral cells connect with one another. 
The little colored square in the lower left of each unfolded cell diagram shows the color of that cell, and 
the facet colors in each diagram indicate to which other cell that facet is connected. The 11 vertices are 
labeled “0-9”, and “t”. Tom Ruen has added a corresponding coloring [5] to the hemi-icosahedron faces 
visible in Coxeter’s diagram (Fig.1 in [2]) showing the connectivity of these 11 cells.  
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Figure 10:   Schematic connectivity diagram of the eleven cells of the hendecachoron [5]. 

 
5. Top-down Construction of the Regular Hendecachoron 

The above discussion completely defines the connectivity of the regular hendecachoron. But the real 
challenge still is to find a way to make a 3-dimensional visualization model of the whole thing. Clearly, 
the placement of the eleven vertices in 3D space is a crucial choice for a good visualization. One would 
like to preserve as much symmetry as possible, yet at the same time avoid too many coincidences that 
mask some edges or vertices. Putting all eleven vertices on a circle in a plane would make all 55 edges 
easily visible, but it would yield a pretty useless visualization of the hendecachoron, since its triangular 
facets would all lie in the same plane. The key is to find a 3-dimensional arrangement of the eleven points 
that yields a low variation on the individual edge lengths. The best arrangement that I have found is 
shown in Figure 11. 
 

              
Figure 11:   Spherically symmetrical arrangement of eleven points in 3D space; (a) the Plato shells, 
 (b) the complete edge graph among all eleven nodes, (c) ten of the nodes lie on a common sphere. 
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This vertex configuration starts from an arrangement that locates the eleven vertices on three concentric 
shells [7]: six points in an octahedral configuration, four points in a tetrahedral arrangement, and the last 
point at the center of this assembly (Fig.11a).  In Figure 11b  I have added all the edges of the complete 
graph K11 among the eleven vertices, and a slight asymmetry has again been introduced into the 
octahedral frame to prevent the edges between opposite poles to pass through the center vertex. Finally I 
moved the four vertices of the tetrahedral frame outwards to fall also onto the circum-sphere of the 
octahedron (Fig.11c).  

In this framework of points and edges we can now display all 55 faces as narrow triangular frames, 
and this leads to the display shown in Figure 1. The ten faces belonging to the same hemi-icosahedron 
have been given the same color – corresponding to the little colored squares in Figure 10.  However, since 
each face is shared by two cells and the hemi-icosahedra are single-sided (non-orientable) surfaces, the 
resulting visible coloring is somewhat arbitrary, and each face would have two different colors on its two 
sides. An attempt at an artistic visualization of this object has resulted in Figure 1. The “starry” 
background filled with galaxies photographed by the Hubble space telescope is another whimsical 
reference to the fact that this object really wants to live in 10D space: Many models in String theory 
postulate that our universe is 10-dimensional, but with 6 of its dimensions curled up smaller than even the 
sizes of the known elementary particles. This raises the capricious question, whether this 10-dimensional 
polytope might be a building block at the Planck scale of such a 10-dimensional universe. 
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 The Regular Hendecachoron 
 

Computer model constructed by Carlo Séquin, UC Berkeley. 
 
This hendecachoron (a literal translation of “11-cell” into Greek) is a regular, self-dual, 4-dimensional 
polytope composed from eleven non-orientable, self-intersecting hemi-icosahedra. This object also has 11 
vertices (shown as spheres), 55 edges (shown as thin cylindrical beams), and 55 triangular faces (shown as 
cut-out frames). Different colors indicate triangles belonging to different cells. This intriguing object of 
high combinatorial symmetry was discovered in 1976 by Branko Grünbaum and later rediscovered and 
analyzed from a group theoretic point of view by geometer H.S.M. Coxeter. Freeman Dyson, the renowned 
physicist, was also much intrigued by this shape and remarked in an essay: “Plato would have been 
delighted to know about it.” 
 

 
  
The hendecachoron has 660 combinatorial automorphisms, but these can only show themselves as 
observable geometric symmetries in 10-dimensional space or higher. In this image, the model of the 
hendecachoron is shown with a background of a deep space photo of our universe, to raise the capricious 
question, whether this 10-dimensional object might serve as a building block for the 10-dimensional 
universe that some string-theorists have been postulating. 
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Harmonic Magic Square
April 2012 Toshihiro Shirakawa

About the magic square of the integer and inverse number.

Sum of inverse does not become constant, if composed with consecutive integers.

Because there is a prime consisting of  n2/2 < p < n2

But, sum of inverse can be constant, if composed with distinct integers.

I created it, and was named "Harmonic magic square"

Example:

5280+2184+165+720+780+572+2520+1848+2002+8736+660+273 = 25740

1/5280+1/2184+1/165+1/720+1/780+1/572+1/2520+1/1848+1/2002+1/8736+1/660+1/273 = 1/56

Trick: Product of the two position of the line symmetric is constant (Example: 1441440).

Since the same as the mirror of original to 1441440/n all the integers, even if you become inverse 

magic square.

Combine the horizontal line of the two Harmonic magic square of coprime, can be created the 

additional-multiplicative-harmonic magic square!

List of Harmonic magic square (and 8x8 Hermonic semi-magic square)

Size MinNb MaxNb s1 s-1 p

semi 8x8 42 3960 6732 17/420

10x10 88 3780 9504 1/35

10x10 48 4620 9240 1/24

12x12 24 13860 20790 1/16

12x12 165 8736 25740 1/56

12x12 11 25200 30800 1/9

14x14 18 40040 51480 1/14

64x64 3741 26771144400 34718611200 317936/917132337

64x64 49140 2938615240 6539097600 2544/56179409

64x64 105248 9294405750 21383208000 1/45747

100x100 2499 5021276832000 5567067792000 1/2254

100x100 205200 25139826712 60799939200 1/84847

100x100 230230 22406690880 64645268688 1/79800

100x100 12420 84193309200 128147169150 1/8160

10015085120040032

14440355289360032

97821761637600032

1254817080316800050

515869244130240050

515869244130240050

104568090026400050

5280 2184 165 720 780 572 2520 1848 2002 8736 660 273

231 336 616 840 2912 264 5460 495 1716 2340 4290 6240

1365 5040 1440 3696 7920 2860 504 182 390 1001 286 1056

4004 260 364 5005 1120 468 3080 1287 288 3960 5544 360

2080 2464 560 1456 252 8190 176 5720 990 2574 585 693

1638 224 2730 195 2772 1040 1386 520 7392 528 6435 880

924 420 8008 4620 1155 416 3465 1248 312 180 3432 1560

1872 3276 2016 6552 315 4680 308 4576 220 715 440 770

6930 6006 1092 728 858 4368 330 1680 1980 1320 240 208

429 630 6864 1232 5148 385 3744 280 1170 210 2288 3360

168 3640 455 462 2310 2145 672 624 3120 3168 396 8580

819 1260 1430 234 198 352 4095 7280 6160 1008 1144 1760

March 2008 Toshihiro Shirakawa

12x12 Harmonic magic square MinNb＝165 MaxNb＝8736 s1=25740 s-1＝1/56
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60 105 165 198 840 1008 1584 2772

990 112 315 54 3080 528 1485 168

88 432 2640 1080 154 63 385 1890

1232 77 1386 110 1512 120 2160 135

330 264 42 210 792 3960 630 504

231 2970 756 1680 99 220 56 720

336 2310 240 2520 66 693 72 495

3465 462 1188 880 189 140 360 48

March 2010   Toshihiro Shirakawa

1080 1386 2772 924 2160 154 360 120 240 308

189 112 864 528 1890 176 630 385 2970 1760

1485 2310 1440 140 560 594 2376 231 144 224

352 165 1056 440 99 3360 756 315 2016 945

330 160 135 1540 1320 252 216 2464 2079 1008

3696 1980 420 432 616 540 770 792 168 90

110 720 378 2640 504 660 126 880 462 3024

1512 1120 96 1188 990 336 280 3465 297 220

270 1155 495 88 1260 264 3780 672 288 1232

480 396 1848 1584 105 3168 210 180 840 693

March 2008   Toshihiro Shirakawa

12x12 Harmonic magic square MinNb=11 MaxNb=25200 s1=30800 s-1=1/9

990 1155 924 550 23100 2640 105 12 504 300 240 280

90 18 176 75 50 700 396 5544 3696 1575 15400 3080

45 1100 660 200 35 12600 22 7920 1386 420 252 6160

1008 1232 60 13860 3600 5775 48 77 20 4620 225 275

330 616 315 720 525 11 25200 528 385 880 450 840

28 24 3960 264 99 560 495 2800 1050 70 11550 9900

80 693 84 13200 40 112 2475 6930 21 3300 400 3465

1260 6600 360 15 1680 308 900 165 18480 770 42 220

17325 5040 4400 1400 825 350 792 336 198 63 55 16

8400 132 25 126 66 2310 120 4200 2200 11088 2100 33

44 9240 36 210 150 3850 72 1848 1320 7700 30 6300

1200 4950 19800 180 630 1584 175 440 1540 14 56 231

March 2008   Toshihiro Shirakawa

36036 4004 264 1320 385 1155 364 1980 624 1872 546 2730 180 20

1456 1144 9240 3696 6006 6435 21840 33 112 120 195 78 630 495

1092 5148 3432 7920 440 35 72 10010 20592 1638 91 210 140 660

18 273 936 780 910 819 858 840 880 792 924 770 2640 40040

616 504 30 176 208 156 10920 66 4620 3465 4095 24024 1430 1170

1560 330 39 126 154 7280 70 10296 99 4680 5720 18480 2184 462

280 132 5544 143 65 8008 56 12870 90 11088 5040 130 5460 2574

315 2310 1848 12012 13104 16380 2002 360 44 55 60 390 312 2288

1287 240 4290 6160 15015 9009 63 11440 80 48 117 168 3003 560

1584 1260 3120 22 6552 468 286 2520 1540 110 32760 231 572 455

429 21 5005 585 990 260 3080 234 2772 728 1232 144 34320 1680

2145 30030 9360 1820 693 720 3640 198 1001 1040 396 77 24 336

3276 4368 8190 2860 6930 40 6864 105 18018 104 252 88 165 220

1386 1716 182 13860 28 715 1365 528 1008 25740 52 3960 420 520

March 2010   Toshihiro Shirakawa

8x8 Harmonic semi-magic square MinNb＝42 MaxNb＝3960 s1=6732 s-1＝17/420

10x10 Harmonic magic square MinNb＝88 MaxNb＝3780 s1=9504 s-1＝1/35

14x14 Harmonic magic square MinNb＝18 MaxNb＝40040 s1=51480 s-1＝1/14
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FL DL FP EP CP F90 C90

1side 1/4 0 0 0 1/4 2/4 1/4 2/4 2/4

2side 1/8 2/8 2/8 2/8 1/8 2/8 1/8 2/8 2/8

20 106004 36446 31822 7789 99783 39841 35 65

21 241203 0 120419 249283 0 0 57 0

22 409492 135268 120338 31348 386320 154642 0 0

23 928376 0 452420 964708 0 0 0 0

24 1587151 505861 457320 125802 1501661 602468 126 224

25 3586999 0 1709845 3748031 0 0 191 0

26 6169400 1903890 1745438 503948 5856748 2354592 0 0

27 13904736 0 6494848 14610484 0 0 0 0

28 24041597 7204874 6686929 2016677 22908230 9227412 461 790

29 54053950 0 24779026 57118440 0 0 658 0

30 93896826 27394666 25703792 8065830 89828072 36246300 0 0

31 210654990 0 94899470 223859532 0 0 0 0

32 367450477 104592937 99096382 32251819 353006402 142671941 1699 2851

33 822754494 0 364680344 879285686 0 0 2308 0

34 1440514144 400795844 383067646 128955260 1389925354 562600898 0 0

35 3219725534 0 1405619344 3460424846 0 0 0 0

36 5656283859 1540820542 1484352159 515657653 5482090062 2222092230 6315 10424

37 12622055937 0 5432421429 13642112667 0 0 8241 0

38 22242057564 5940738676 5764277096 2062335114 21655518914 8789217470 0 0

39 49559836758 0 21046198560 53865266960 0 0 0 0

40 87577573856 22964779660 22429257682 8250061654 85662816994 34809890792 23686 38496

41 194874338805 0 81716371069 212982833863 0 0 29853 0

42 345252222481 88983512783 87432657722 33011955188 339281765621 138027690188 0 0

43 767272498486 0 317917129256 843202561450 0 0 0 0

44 1362583793862 345532572678 341394729018 132132934138 1345314845818 547891969992 89432 143454

45 3024594142570 0 1239120776640 3342114787290 0 0 109268 0

46 5383141106732 1344372335524 1335080732960 0 0

47 11936178797526 0 4837744188806 13260804930438 0 0 0 0

48 20457802016011 339473 538667

49 0 52667141592300 0 0 403450 0

Fix*1 CL*2

Enumeration of Polyominoes considering the symmetry
April 2012 Toshihiro Shirakawa

Information on efficient method for counting 

the polyominoes.

Counting polyominoes on the entire time is 

required O(4n).

But, fixed polyominoes has been calculated up to 

56 because known to have an efficient method of 

counting, and polyominoes with symmetry can be 

computed in time O(n2n) at most.

If counting for each symmetry and acquire 

appropriate heaviness and add all, can calculate 

the number of free polyominoes.

The polyominoes has 16 kinds of symmetries, and 

if use 9 kinds, can count up free polyominoes.

I was able to enumerate up to 45-omino by the 

calculation of approximately two months.

*1 Fixed:Use the results of the Iwan Jensen of  A001168

*2 CL:Use A001168(n/2)

List of 16 symmetries

Fix Asymmetry

FL Line symmetry by center

CL Line symmetry by corner 

DL Diagonal symmetry

FP Point symmetry by center

EP Point symmetry by edge

CP Point symmetry by corner

F2 Two-way line symmetry by center

E2 Two-way line symmetry by edge

C2 Two-way line symmetry by corner

FD2 Two-way diagonal symmetry by center

CD2 Two-way diagonal symmetry by corner

F90 90-degree rotational symmetry by center

C90 90-degree rotational symmetry by corner

FA Symmetry in all directions by center

CA Symmetry in all directions by corner
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List of the number of Polyomino

May 2009   Toshihiro Shirakawa

N 2-sided(A000105) 1-sided(A000988)

1 1 1

2 1 1

3 2 2

4 5 7

5 12 18

6 35 60

7 108 196

8 369 704

9 1285 2500

10 4655 9189

11 17073 33896

12 63600 126759

13 238591 476270

14 901971 1802312

15 3426576 6849777

16 13079255 26152418

17 50107909 100203194

18 192622052 385221143

19 742624232 1485200848

20 2870671950 5741256764

21 11123060678 22245940545

22 43191857688 86383382827

23 168047007728 336093325058

24 654999700403 1309998125640

25 2557227044764 5114451441106

26 9999088822075 19998172734786

27 39153010938487 78306011677182

28 153511100594603 307022182222506

29 602621953061978 1205243866707468

30 2368347037571252 4736694001644862

31 9317706529987950 18635412907198670

32 36695016991712879 73390033697855860

33 144648268175306702 289296535756895985

34 570694242129491412 1141388483146794007

35 2253491528465905342 4506983054619138245

36 8905339105809603405 17810678207278478530

37 35218318816847951974 70436637624668665265

38 139377733711832678648 278755467406691820628

39 551961891896743223274 1103923783758183428889

40 2187263896664830239467 4374527793263174673335

41 8672737591212363420225 17345475182286431485513

42 34408176607279501779592 68816353214298169362691

43 136585913609703198598627 273171827218863802383383

44 542473001706357882732070 1084946003411691009916361

45 2155600091107324229254415 4311200182212516601049225

46

47 34085105553123831158180217 68170211106239275354867268

48

49 1079832877336154538674417465
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     GENERIC   NUMERICAL   CHALLENGES * 
 
                                         Robert Wainwright 
 

            
 
 
Background: 

 
Generic Numerical Challenges is based on an idea originally conceived over a century ago by 
William Rouse Ball [1].    Martin Gardner popularized this by challenging his readers to solve a 
set of problems in “The Numerology of Dr. Matrix” [2].  In 2008, the author introduced this 
concept as Digital Challenges and later in 2010 as Numerical Challenges to the Gardner 
Gathering audience [3], [4].  In 2012, a more recent reference to this idea appeared [5].  
 
The general objective of these challenges is to develop mathematical expressions which equal a 
given target number using a given set of base digits selected from the ten integers (0 though 
9).  Allowed mathematical operations may be either elementary , which include addition [+], 
subtraction [-], multiplication [x], and division [/]; intermediate , which also allows decimals 
[.]; or advanced , which allows other variations such as exponents [^], roots [√], factorials [!], 
repeating digits [.nr] or concatenation [nn].   
 
Some examples of these for a target of ten using the base digit set of one, two, three, and four are 
shown here: 
 
     Elementary Operations:           10 = 1 +2 + 3 + 4                            10 = (1)(3)(4) – 2  
 
     Intermediate Operations:         10 = (2 + 3 - 4) / .1                          10 = (2 / .4)(3 - 1) 
 
     Advanced Operations:             10 = 3√4] + 12                                   10 = 3!! / ((1 + 2)(4!))   
 
 
 
Concept of Generic Digits: 
 
It is interesting to note that some of the base digits need not be exactly specified, that is, they 
may be unknown in value.  We will call these generic digits designated by the letter g.  
Interestingly, if we have a pair of unknown but equal generic digits, many precise values may be 
determined.  
 
     For example:                      g - g = 0   and   g / g = 1 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
*  Presented at the Tenth Gathering for Gardner, Atlanta GA, March 2012. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                          1.   
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     By allowing decimals:                    .g / g = 1/10 or .1   and   g / .g = 10 
 
     By allowing repeating decimals:    .gr / g = 1/9 or .111... (i.e.  .1r)   and   g / .gr = 9 
 
                                                             .g / .gr = 9/10   and   .gr / .g = 10/9 or 1.111... (i.e. 1.1r) 
 
     If roots are allowed:                       √.gr/g] = 1/3 or .333... (i.e.  .3r)   and   √g/.gr] = 3 
 
     Also, using factorials:    (g - g)! = 1   and   √g/.gr]! = 6   and   √g/.gr]!! = 720   and so forth. 
 
This generic concept forms the basis for several challenges by using letters and numbers in the 
Gardner Gathering logo(s), G4G10 and G4GX.   
 
 
                                                                           
Specific Challenges:  
 
Listed below are several challenges all requiring a set of base digits taken from the symbols 
found in the Gardner Gathering logo.  All except the last of these asks for solutions to produce a 
particular target number.  In every case, use of advanced operations is allowed.   
 
     *  Target = 5 using base set = 4, 10, g, g    (seven   different solutions known). 
 
     *  Target = 7   "        "      "  = 0, 1, 4, g, g  (sixteen    "            "              "        ). 
 
     *  Target = 10 "        "      "  = 0, 1, 4, g, g  (thirteen   "            "              "        ). 
 
     *  Target = 47 "        "      "  = 0, 1, 4, g, g  (seven      "            "              "        ). 
 
     *  Target (X = 0 ... 15) using base set = 4, g, g forms the basis for exchange "Logo Puzzle". 
                                                                           
 
 
Related Follow up: 
 
Math DiceTM, invented by Sam Ritchie and produced by Thinkfun ©, consists of problems using 
ordinary dice which are thrown to produce both a target number and also a "scoring number" 
(base set of numerical digits).  In this game the player is asked to use math skills to come closest 
to the given target number.   
 
Finally, more than two of the base digits could be generic.  It is interesting to note that with three 
generic digits (g, g, and g), forty other values including 2, 5, 8, and 11 are possible.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                             2.                                                                         
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An Intergalactic Franchise War

Scott Wang

Burger Queen and Dairy King, two failed fast food chains on Earth, receded to outer space. By
a twist of fate, they both set eyes on the same asteroid belt, and locked horns in an intergalactic
franchise war.

The asteroid belt consisted of eleven big asteroids, each with significant population, and countless
small asteroids, each with no or negligible population. Various pairs of asteroids were linked by
space shuttle service. The President of the governing Federation declared that no asteroid may be
served by both chains. Each chain in turn chose one asteroid. The first one for each chain might
be chosen arbitrarily, but subsequent choices must have space shuttle link to an asteroid already
chosen by the chain.

Dairy King fired the first salve by bribing the Minister of Administrative Affairs, who granted
Dairy King the privilege of choosing first. It would appear that Burger Queen was doomed to a
minority share, namely at most five of the big asteroids. In desperation, Burger Queen bribed the
Minister of Transport, who let them submit a revised space shuttle network. The task for Burger
Queen was to come up with a network which would work to their advantage.

Accordingly, the top brains from within the organization joined force to form a joint committee,
an ad hoc body called the Burger Joint. It started on the right foot by adopting the standard
procedure in problem-solving, namely, downsizing. If there were only one big asteroid, Dairy King
would get it, and there was nothing Burger Queen could do about it. If there were two, each chain
would get one, and there was nothing to worry about either. So the first interesting scenario was if
there were three big asteroids, and Burger Queen would like to secure two of them, despite choosing
second.

After much deliberation, the Burger Joint came up with the network shown in Figure 1. Three
small asteroids were included. All other small asteroids were left out of the loop.
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Figure 1

The analysis that Figure 1 would work was written out as follows.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Case 1. Dairy King takes a Y , say Y1.
We can take X2 and will win the race to X1.

Case 2. Dairy King takes an X, say X1.
We will take Y1 and win both of the races to X2 and X3.
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In summary, we can get two big asteroids no matter what Dairy King does.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

In the next scenario, there were five big asteroids, and Burger Queen would like to secure three
of them, despite choosing second. It would appear that the network in Figure 2 should work.
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Figure 2

The analysis that Figure 2 would work was written out as follows.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Case 1. Dairy King takes a Y , say Y1.
We can take X3 and will win both of the races to X2 and X1.

Case 2. Dairy King takes an X, say X1.
We can take Y2 and win all of the races to X3, X4 and X5.

In summary, we can get three big asteroids no matter what Dairy King does.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Actually, the Buger Joint had a flawed strategy earlier, where the proposed response in Case 2
was to take Y1 as in the previous scenario. However, Burger Queen would only get X3 and X4. It
was then realized that the significance of Y1 in the first scenario was not because it was opposite to
X1, but because it was the third one from X1 in either clockwise or counter-clockwise order. The
corrected strategy would allow Burger Queen to get four out of seven, five out of nine and in the
actually problem on hand, six out of eleven. Interestingly, the flawed strategy would work in every
other scenario, including the last one. So the Burger Joint prepared to submit to the Minister of
Transport a network generalized from Figures 1 and 2.

With six big asteroids in the pocket, Burger Queen became curious and wondered if seven were
possible. The Burger Joint went back to the drawing board, and soon came up with an idea. Burger
Queen would get two of the three big asteroid in Figure 1. All that was needed was to attach eight
other big asteroids to them in a distribution which was as even as possible, say two to X1 and three
to each of X2 and X3. The best Dairy King could do was to secure either X2 or X3 and get four
big asteroids, leaving seven for Burger Queen. So Figure 3 became the latest plan.
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Figure 3

With seven of the big asteroids in the pocket, Burger Queen became greedy, and told the Burger
Joint to push for eight. This was a tall order. Again, the Burger Joint resorted to downsizing and
tried to get three big asteroids out of four. After a prolonged brown study, a break-through came
when a three-dimensional model was introduced. Instead of using triangle X1X2X3 as in the critical
portion of Figure 3, they now use a tetrahedon X1X2X3X4. Figure 4 was obtained by cutting it
open along the edges X1X2, X1X3 and X1X4, and flattening the four faces.
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Figure 4

The analysis that Figure 4 would work was written out as follows.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Case 1. Dairy King takes an X, say X1.
We will take Y1 and win all of the races to X2, X3 and X4.
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Case 2. Dairy King takes a Y , say Y1.
We will take Z34 and win both of the races to X3 and X4. Moreover, we will get to one of them
before Dairy King can get to either of them. Hence we will also win the race to X1.

Case 3. Dairy King takes a Z, say Z34.
We can take X4. By the time Dairy King gets to X3, we will have taken one step towards each of
X1 and X2. Hence we will win both of these races.

Case 4. Dairy King takes an unlabelled asteriod adjacent to a Y , say the one between Y1 and X2.
We can take the unlabelled vertex between X2 and Z24. We will win both of the races to X2 and
X4. Moreover, we will get to X2 before Dairy King can get to X3. Hence we will also win the race
to X1.

Case 5. Dairy King takes an unlabelled asteroid adjacent to an X.
There are two subcases.

Subcase 5(a). The asteroid is between this X and a Y , say the one between X2 and Y1.
We will take X2. We will win the race to X3 and get there before Dairy King can get to X4. Hence
we will also win the race to X1.

Subcase 5(b). The asteroid is between this X and a Z, say the one between X2 and Z24.
We will take X2. By the time Dairy King gets to X4, we will have taken at least one step towards
each of X1 and X3. Hence we will win both of these races.

In summary, we can get three big asteroids no matter what Dairy King does.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

It was then easy to modify Figure 4 to yield the desired result. As in Figure 3, a big asteroid
was attached to X1 and two big asteroids were attached to each of X2, X3 and X4. The best Diary
King could do was to secure one of X2, X3 and X4, and end up with only three big asteroids.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

NOW WE NEED SOMETHING WHICH WILL GIVE BURGER QUEEN NINE BIG
ASTEROIDS. A PLAN FOR FIVE OUT OF SIX WILL DO.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Obviously, it would not be possible for Burger Queen to get all eleven big asteroids, as Dairy
King could always take one in the first move. The ultimate goal then was to get ten out of eleven.
This was seemingly impossible, but the Burger Joint, encouraged by the recent success, decided to
give it a try anyway. So they sought an alternative approach to the downsized problem of getting
two big asteroids out of three, and at long last, Figure 5 emerged.
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The analysis that Figure 5 would work, and how it might be generalized to yield a solution to
the actual problem, was written out as follows.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

This network adds twelve small asteroids to the three big ones at the corners, X, Y and Z. Each
asteroid is given three non-negative coordinates, representing how many levels it is from YZ, ZX
and XY, respectively. Note that the sum of all three coordinates is always 4, and all sets of three
coordinates with sum 4 are used. Two asteroids are linked by space shuttle service if and only if one
pair of their coordinates is the same while each of the other two pairs differs by 1. By symmetry,
we may assume that Dairy King chooses first one of the six asteroids at the top, that is, (x, y, z)
with x ≥ 2. We shall respond by choosing the asteroid (x − 2, y + 1, z + 1). We will concede X to
Dairy King, but are one stop ahead in the races for Y and Z.

With eleven big asteroids, we just use a ten-dimensional simplex which has eleven vertices
representing the big astroids. Each asteroid, big or small, will have eleven non-negative coordinates
with sum 100, and all such sets of coordinates are used. The coordinates of the big asteroids consist
of one 100 and ten 0s. Two asteroids are linked by space shuttle service if and only if each pair of
their coordinates is the same except for two, where the difference is 1 in each of these two cases.
Consider the first asteroid chosen by Dairy King. By the generalized Pigeonhole Principle, one of
its coordiantes is at least 10. We can take the asteroid which is 10 less in this coordinate but 1
more in every other coordinate. We can then secure ten big asteroids out of eleven.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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So Burger Queen submitted a draft proposal to the Minsiter of Transport while the Burger
Joint prepared the actual network, which was necessarily very complicated. However, the work was
put to a stop because Burger Queen got the following reply from the Minsiter of Trsnaport. “Our
asteroid belt does not have

(
110
10

)
− 11 = 46897636623970 small asteroids!”
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T2 TEN T2

Ten Terribly Tempting
Elementary Number Theory Tidbits

by John J. Watkins

Martin Gardner’s Mathematical Games columns
were usually devoted to single topic such as the four
color theorem, M. C. Escher, or card shuffling; but,
every so often he would toss in a column containing
a bunch of unrelated problems. These puzzle col-
lections were great fun and included many problems
that have now become old favorites, such as the one
that asked whether a termite could bore just once
through each of the 26 small wooden cubes forming
the outer portion of a large 3 × 3 × 3 cube and end
up in the center cube.

These columns always delighted me and later,
when I began teaching, became a prime source of
good problems for me to use in the classroom. So,
this paper is intended as a similar collection of prob-
lems and ideas — in this case from elementary num-
ber theory — and on this occasion of G4GX features
ten ‘tidbits’, each of which in some way involves the
number 10.

1. Pythagorean Triangles

A Pythagorean triangle {x, y, z} is a triangle having
integer sides that satisfy

x2 + y2 = z2,

and such a triangle is called primitive if the three in-
tegers have no common factor greater than 1. Thus,
{3, 4, 5} and {8, 15, 17} are examples of primitive
Pythagorean triangles.

In the late fourth century B.C., Euclid provided us
with a marvelous characterization of these triangles:

for any primitive Pythagorean triangle {x, y, z}, one
of the numbers x or y must be even, and the other
odd, so let x be the even number; then, there exist
two positive integers s and t, s > t, one even and
the other odd, with s and t having no common factor
other than 1, such that

x = 2st, y = s2 − t2, z = s2 + t2;

moreover, if s and t are any two such positive integers,
then these formulas produce a primitive Pythagorean
triple. For example, if s = 2, t = 1 we get the {3, 4, 5}
triangle, while if s = 4, t = 1 we get the {8, 15, 17}
triangle.

Find all Pythagorean triangles having 10 as one of
the three sides.

2. The Infinitude of Primes

Euclid’s proof that there are infinitely many primes
2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, . . . is widely viewed as one of the most
elegant proofs in all of mathematics. It uses con-
tradiction and assumes that there are only finitely
many primes p1, p2, p3, . . . , pn, but then the number
N = p1p2p3· · ·pn + 1 must have a prime factor other
than p1, p2, p3, . . . , pn; hence, the contradiction.

As appealing as Euclid’s proof is to mathemati-
cians, it often leaves students unconvinced. There is
a new proof by Filip Saidak (The American Math-
ematical Monthly, vol. 62, no. 5, May 2006, p. 353)
that I think is even simpler than Euclid’s. It, like Eu-
clid’s proof, depends on two fundamental facts about
primes: any integer greater than 1 has a prime fac-
tor, and two consecutive positive integers are always
relatively prime (that is, they have no common fac-
tor greater than 1), but Saidak’s proof does not need
contradiction. Here is his proof.

Consider the number a = 10. Since 10 is divisible
by a prime, we know there is at least one prime. But
a+1 = 11 is relatively prime to a = 10, so there must
be a second prime. Hence, the number b = 10 · 11 =
110 is divisible by at least two primes. But, b + 1 =
111 is relatively prime to b = 110, so there must be
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a third prime. Hence, the number c = 110 · 111 =
12 210 is divisible by at least three primes. But, c +
1 = 12 211 is relatively prime to c = 12 210, so there
must be a fourth prime. Hence, d = 12 210 · 12 211 is
divisible by at least four primes. Since we can repeat
this process forever, there are infinitely many primes.

Do one more step in this proof and produce a num-
ber e that is divisible by at least five primes and, al-
though this is completely irrelevant to the proof, find
out exactly how many prime factors the number e

has.

3. Square Numbers

Today, we think of a number such as 16 being a square
because it is equal to 42 — that is, 4 ‘squared’. The
ancient Greeks, on the other hand, thought of 16 be-
ing a square because it is possible to arrange 16 stones
in a square array:

Give a visual proof, in the ancient Greek style, to
explain why the sum of the first ten odd integers is
equal to 102 — that is, 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 11 + 13 +
15 + 17 + 19 = 102.

4. Sums of Cubes

In Problem 1, we saw that it is possible for the sum
of two squares to be a square; in fact this happens in-
finitely often. However, in the 1630s, Fermat conjec-
tured that it is not possible for the sum of two cubes
to be a cube, or for that matter the same is true for
any higher power as well. This famous conjecture,
now a theorem, we call Fermat’s last theorem.

But what about three cubes? Is it possible for the
sum of three cubes to be a cube? In other words, is
there a solution to the equation

x3 + y3 + z3 = w3

in the positive integers? The answer, perhaps sur-
prisingly, is yes.

Find a solution to this equation where one of the
positive integers x, y, z, w is 10.

5. Triangles and Tetrahedrons

In addition to square numbers, the ancient Greeks
thought of other numbers in geometric ways too. For
example, they thought of the number 10 being a tri-
angular number because ten stones can be arrange in
a triangle:

10 = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4

Thus, the triangular numbers are the numbers

1, 3, 6, 10, 15, . . . .

It turns out that we can also arrange ten stones into
a different geometric shape by stacking the ten stones
into a tetrahedron, which we do by placing six stones
in a triangle at the bottom, then nestling another
three stones into the three spaces formed by the six
bottom stones, and finally adding a tenth stone at the
very top in the single space formed by the triangle of
three stones in the middle.

Thus, the tetrahedral numbers are the numbers

1, 4, 10, 20, 35, . . .

where each number is a sum of consecutive triangular
numbers beginning with 1. For example, 10 = 1 +
3 + 6, and 35 = 1 + 3 + 6 + 10 + 15.

An extremely important formula for the triangular
numbers was known by the Pythagoreans: the nth
triangular number is given by

n(n + 1)
2

.
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For example, the 4th triangular number is 4(4+1)
2 =

10. A similar formula for the tetrahedral numbers
was apparently known in Egypt about 300 B.C. and
also discovered in India by Aryabhata around 500
A.D. : the nth tetrahedral number is given by

n(n + 1)(n + 2)
6

.

For example, the 3rd tetrahedral number is
3(3+1)(3+2)

6
= 10.

By the way, the triangular numbers and the tetra-
hedral numbers appear in Pascal’s triangle as the
third and fourth diagonals!

1

1 1

1 2 1

1 3 3 1

1 4 6 4 1

1 5 10 10 5 1

1 6 15 20 15 6 1

1 7 21 35 35 21 7 1
...

Note that 10 appears in both of these diagonals in the
above diagram; that is, as we have already observed,
10 is both triangular and tetrahedral.

Are there any other numbers (besides 1, of course)
that are both triangular and tetrahedral?

6. pk + 1

Numbers of the form pk + 1 and pk − 1, where p is
a prime, have been extensively studied. For exam-
ple, one of Fermat’s most famous conjectures (which
turned out to be false) was that 22k

+ 1 is prime for
all values of k; and numbers of the form 2k − 1 are
called Mersenne numbers and are particularly useful
for finding enormously large primes.

It turns out that the triangular number 10 is of the
form pk + 1 since 10 = 32 + 1. Are there any other
triangular numbers that are also of the form pk + 1,
where p is prime?

7. Is 10k a sum of two tetrahedrons?

Find a power of 10 that is the sum of two tetrahedral
numbers.

8. Sums of Cubes

Express the sum of the first ten cubes in terms of the
tenth triangular number.

9. Perfect Numbers

The concept of perfect numbers is extremely old,
perhaps going back to Archytas, one of the last of
the Pythagoreans. A number is perfect if it is the
sum of its proper divisors; so, for example, 6 is a
perfect number because 6 = 1 + 2 + 3. The next
perfect number is 28, since 28 = 1 + 2 + 4 + 7 + 14.
Then come the next two perfect numbers: 496 and
8128. These four perfect numbers were known well
over two thousand years ago. But, the fifth perfect
number didn’t appear until the fifteenth century!

Book IX of Euclid’s Elements contains as its very
last proposition the following extraordinary theorem
about perfect numbers: if 2n − 1 is prime, then
2n−1(2n − 1) is a perfect number. Furthermoe, Fer-
mat proved much later that 2n−1 can be prime only
if n is prime. When 2n − 1 is prime, it is called a
Mersenne prime after the 17th century French friar
who made a bold, though slightly flawed, conjecture
claiming exactly which values of 2n − 1 are prime for
all n ≤ 257.

Euclid’s proposition seems to make it quite easy to
produce perfect numbers, one after another:

1) For n = 2, 2n − 1 = 22 − 1 = 3 is prime, so
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22−1(22 − 1) = 6
is a perfect number.

2) For n = 3, 2n − 1 = 23 − 1 = 7 is prime, so

23−1(23 − 1) = 4 · 7 = 28
is a perfect number.

3) For n = 5, 2n − 1 = 25 − 1 = 31 is prime, so

25−1(25 − 1) = 16 · 31 = 496
is a perfect number.

4) For n = 7, 2n − 1 = 27 − 1 = 127 is prime, so

27−1(27 − 1) = 64 · 127 = 8128
is a perfect number.

Why did it take so long to find the fifth perfect
number? Well, maybe it is because the fifth perfect
number is 33 550 336, which is pretty big; and to find
this perfect number you would need to know that
213 − 1 = 8191 is prime. (Note, by the way, that
211 − 1 = 2047 = 23 × 89 is not prime.)

Find the tenth perfect number.

10.
√

10

It is easy to evaluate an infinite repeating continued
fractions such as

x = 1 +
1

1 + 1
2+ 1

1+ 1
2+

...

,

assuming it converges to a real number, because

x − 1 =
1

1 + 1
2+(x−1)

,

and so,

x − 1 =
1

1 + 1
x+1

=
x + 1
x + 2

,

which means that x2 + x − 2 = x + 1, and then that
x2 = 3. Thus, x =

√
3.

Find an infinite repeating continued fraction that
represents the number

√
10.

ANSWERS

1. First, let’s assume that {x, y, z} is primitive. If 10
is one of the legs, then since 10 is even we have, using
Euclid’s characterization, x = 10 = 2st and so s =
5, t = 1, both of which are odd. So 10 is cannot be a
leg of a primitive Pythagorean triangle. Similarly, we
see that 10 cannot be the hypotenuse of a primitive
Pythagorean triangle because if z = 10 = s2 + t2,
then s = 3, t = 1, which are again both odd.

Therefore, any Pythagorean triangle having 10
as a side must be a non-primitive triangle such as
{6, 8, 10}, which is a multiple of the primitive trian-
gle {3, 4, 5} having 5 as its hypotenuse. Note that
if 5 is the hypotenuse of a primitive triangle, then
z = 5 = s2 + t2, so s = 2, t = 1, and the triangle
is the {3, 4, 5} triangle. On the other hand, if 5 is a
leg of a primitive triangle, then y = 5 = s2 − t2, so
s = 3, t = 2, which yields the {5, 12, 13} triangle; this
means that 10 is a leg of the {10, 24, 26} triangle.

Another possibility is that 10 is a side of a non-
primitive triangle that is a multiple of a primitive
triangle having 2 as a side. So, either x = 2 = 2st,
which is impossible since s > t; or, z = 2 = s2 + t2,
which is impossible for the same reason. Finally, the
only other possibility is that 10 is a side of a non-
primitive triangle that is a multiple of a primitive
triangle having 1 as a side, but it is easy to see that
neither y = 1 = s2−t2 nor z = 1 = s2+t2 is possible.

Hence, the only Pythagorean triangles having 10 as
a side are the {6, 8, 10} triangle and the {10, 24, 26}
triangle.

2. The first number a = 10 has two prime factors, 2
and 5. The next number b = 10 ·11 has a third prime
factor, 11. Then, c = 110 ·111 = 12210 has five prime
factors since 111 = 3 ·37. Next, d = 12210 ·12211 has
six prime factors since 12211 itself is prime. Thus,
e = 149 096 310 · 149 096 311 has ten prime factors,
since 149 096 311 factors into four primes: 7 · 13 · 103 ·
15907.

3. Just to save space, we present only a visual proof
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that sum of the first four odd integers is equal to 42

— that is, 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 = 42.

1 + 3 + 5 + 7 = 16

4. Of course, one solutions for x2 + y2 = z2 is x =
3, y = 4, z = 5, which consists of three consecutive
integers. Amazingly, the four consective integers x =
3, y = 4, z = 5, w = 6 happen to be a solution to the
equation x3 + y3 + z3 = w3 because 33 + 43 + 53 =
27 + 64 + 125 = 216 = 63. Therefore, it follows that

63 + 83 + 103 = 123,

and x = 6, y = 8, z = 10, w = 12 is the solution we
are looking for.

5. We are looking for solutions in the positve integers
for the equation m(m+1)

2 = n(n+1)(n+2)
6 , which we can

rewrite as

3m(m + 1) = n(n + 1)(n + 2).

So, for example, we can easily see that 10 is both
triangular and tetrahedral because m = 4, n = 3 is
an obvious solution to this equation (since we get
3 · 4 · 5 on both sides). Similarly, m = 1, n = 1 is
another obvious solution to this equation (since 1·2·3
is on both sides); hence, 1 is also both triangular and
tetrahedral.

A much less obvious solution is m = 15, n = 8,
yielding the triangular tetrahedral number 120. The
only other solutions are m = 55, n = 20 and m =
119, n = 34, which yield 1540 and 7140 as also being
both triangular and tetrahedral.

6. There are three others besides 10, namely:

3 = 21 + 1, 6 = 51 + 1, and 28 = 33 + 1.

Let’s prove this. Since a triangular number is of the
form n(n+1)

2
we are looking for solutions to n(n+1)

2
=

pk + 1, which we rewrite as

(n − 1)(n + 2) = 2pk.

There are several cases to consider.

Case 1: p = 2. In this case, (n − 1)(n + 2) = 2·2k =
2k+1 is a power of 2. But, n − 1 and n + 2 are of
opposite parity, so the only way (n − 1)(n + 2) can
be a power of 2 is if n = 2, in which case k = 1, and
we have 3 = 21 + 1.

Case 2: p = 3. In this case, 2 must divide either n−1
or n+2. First, let’s suppose that 2 divides n+2; then
n + 2 = 2·3j and n − 1 = 3i, where i + j = k. Thus,
we have

3 = (n + 2) − (n − 1) = 2·3j − 3i,

which we can write as

1 = 2·3j−1 − 3i−1.

This means that j = 1 (otherwise 3 divides 1, which
is impossible), and so i = 1, k = 2, and n = 4. This
gives us the triangular number 4(4+1)

2
= 10 repre-

sented as 32 + 1.
Next, let’s suppose that 2 divides n−1; then n−1 =

2·3i and n + 2 = 3j, where again i+ j = k. Thus, we
have

3 = (n + 2) − (n − 1) = 3j − 2·3i,

which we can write as

1 = 3j−1 − 2·3i−1.

This means that i = 1, so j = 2, k = 3, and n =
7. This gives us the triangular number 7(7+1)

2
= 28

represented as 33 + 1.

Case 3: p > 3. In this case p cannot divide both
n−1 and n+2; therefore pk either divides n−1 or it
divides n + 2. But, pk cannot divides n − 1, because
then n would be greater than 0, and so n + 2 would
be greater than 2, which is impossible. Therefore, pk

divides n + 2, which must be odd, and so, n − 1 =
2, and n = 3, which means that n + 2 = 5; thus
p = 5, k = 1. This gives us the triangular number
3(3+1)

2 = 6 represented as 51 + 1.

7. Using Aryabhata’s formula from Problem 5, we see
that 104 is the sum the 8th and the 38th tetrahedral
numbers:
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8 · 9 · 10
6

+
38 · 39 · 40

6
= 120 + 9880 = 104.

8. 13 + 23 + 33 + · · ·+ 103 = 3025 = 552, where 55 is
the tenth triangular number.

There are several ways to prove that the sum of
the first n cubes is equal to the square of the nth
triangular number (for example, induction one good
way, albeit completely unenlightening). Here is a vi-
sual proof due to Solomon W. Golomb, one of Martin
Gardner’s most frequent collaborators (Mathematical
Gazette, vol. 49, May 1965, p. 199), and which in or-
der to save space is presented for the case n = 5:

1
1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

13 + 23 + 33 + 43 + 53 = 152

Note that each of the odd cubes is completely visible
in this picture, for example, 53 can be seen as the sum
of five 5 × 5 squares, and Golomb cleverly handles
the even cubes in a similar way by using positive and
negative area.

9. Because of Fermat’s result, we need only consider
values of n which are prime. The first ten values of
n for which 2n − 1 is prime are:

2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 19, 31, 61, and 89.

Thus, the tenth perfect number is

289−1(289 − 1)

= 191 561 942 608 236 107 294 793 378
084 303 638 130 997 321 548 169 216 .

10.
√

10 = 3 +
1

6 + 1

6+ 1

6+ 1
6+

...

,

because if we set x equal to this continued fraction,
we have

x − 3 =
1

6 + (x − 3)
=

1
x + 3

,

and so, x2 − 9 = 1, and x2 = 10; hence, x =
√

10.

Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
Colorado College
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
USA
email: jwatkins@coloradocollege.edu
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Figure 7: Felt heart pouch.

Figure 8: How to braid.

Figure 9: Braidable pattern. Figure 10: Unbraidable pattern.

Figure 9 is a typical pattern which can be braided. The upper and lower pairs can be braided after the
left and right pairs. On the other hand, the pattern in Figure 10 is unbraidable. There exists no pair that
can be the last. (This is the only impossible origami in this article :-)

3.2 Extension 2

One day, I found out that you can make the cross checker in Figure 2 only on one side. The development
and its folding way are depicted in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.

Essentially, we construct one 4 × 4 checker patten by arranging four 2 × 2 checker patterns. You can
fold an “(im)possible checker die” using this pattern (Figure 13). It may be a nice idea to design your own
dot-picture pattern on each face.

4 Two-sided cross checker

Now, you can imagine that, if you have long enough slits, you can design any pattern on both sides. A
reasonable solution for the cross checker is 12cm slits on two sheets of paper of width 4cm (Figure 14). Why
don’t you try to braid by yourself?

3

PUZZLES
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A “Stressful” Puzzle
Zachary Abel

Here is a fun puzzle requiring only familiar materials: Stressful is composed of 6 binder
clips whose handles are woven in an intricate Xchange that holds all of the clips open.
Despite the appearance of an imminent Xplosion, the finished puzzle is quite stable. And
careful Xamination should reveal three instances of an appropriate letter1.

The clip bodies are positioned at the faces of a cube (i.e., at the vertices of an octahedron),
but because of the clips’ orientations, Stressful retains only half of the cube’s symmetries.
These 24 symmetries are the same as those of a volleyball and form the Pyritohedral group.

I will bring plenty of binder clips with me during G4GX, so come find me if you would
like to try your hand at this puzzle! Here’s a small hint for assembly: don’t hurt yourself.

1. . . in both the puzzle and this paragraph.
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Four semi-chestnuts

Adam Atkinson (ghira@mistral.co.uk), G4G10

In collections of mathematical puzzles and when maths/puzzle people swap problems, there are quite a 

few problems that crop up again and again and these are of course chestnuts. The problem with the one 

hundred storey building and the glasses would be an example.

Some problems I first heard in the mid to late 80s seem to me as though they (to varying extents) ought 

to be more chestnutty than they are, and yet I encounter them much more rarely than I would expect to. 

In the hope that they actually are relatively obscure and that G4G attendees agree with me that at least 

some of would deserve more of an airing, here they are. Note that they can all be done quite quickly (in 

a few seconds, indeed) without writing anything down. I freely admit that the first one is more silly than 

mathematical, and may be the best known of the four.

I was told in 2010 that (4) is the general version of a problem from the 1976 International (or possibly 

UK) Mathematical Olympiad. I would be interested to know how old these problems are.

1) What is the only integer whose name in English has its letters in alphabetical order? 

(For example, “two” is not the answer because t, w, o are not in alphabetical order.)

2) Please give an arithmetic progression of three integers whose product is prime.

(For example, “10, 15, 20” is not the answer because 10*15*20 is not prime.)

3) I define a positive integer n to be “semi-one” if exactly 50% of the numbers from 1 to n 

(inclusive)  “have a one in them”, i.e. if they contain at least one digit “1” when written in base 

10. For example, 2 is semi-one since 1 has a one in it, 2 does not, and 1 is 50% of 2. 16 is semi-1 

because the eight numbers 1,10,11,12,13,14,15,16 have a one in them, the other eight do not, and 

eight is half of 16. Note again that a number with more than one “1” in it just counts as “having a 

one in it” the same as a number with just a single “1”. 

The question is: Are there finitely or infinitely many semi-one numbers? And why? And a rider 

for those who say “finitely many” can be: “How large is the biggest one?” though I don't expect 

this can be done in a few seconds without writing anything down.

4) I give you a pile of n tokens (n is a positive integer) and tell you that if you divide it into sub-

piles in any way you see fit (whole numbers of tokens in each sub-pile, though, please), I will 

multiply the sizes of the sub-piles together and give you that many pounds (or dollars, euros, etc. 

depending on where we are when we are doing this). If you choose to leave all the tokens in one 

pile I will just pay you n currency units.

How do you maximise the amount I have to pay you? (I don't want to know what the amount is.) 

For example, if I give you 17 tokens you could split them into piles of 9 and 8 and I would have 

to pay you 72 dollars, but if you split them as 5,5,5,2 I would have to pay you 5*5*5*2 = 250 

dollars.
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Lominoes for G4GX

George Bell
gibell@comcast.net

Lominoes are L-shaped polyominoes of width one, they were named by Alan Schoen [1].
The lomino “Li × j” can be obtained by taking a rectangle with i columns and j rows,
and removing all but the bottom row and leftmost column (Figure 1). In order that the
resulting piece be L-shaped we require i ≥ 2 and j ≥ 2. We consider free lominoes (which
can be flipped over), so Li × j is the same as Lj × i. For more information on lominoes
in general, see Alan Schoen’s article [1]. For details on the puzzle below and how it was
created, see my G4G9 exchange document [3] which can be found on my web site [4].

Figure 1: The lomino L6 × 3, which has area 8.

Instructions:
Figures 2 and 3 contain all lominoes of area 8, 9, and 10. Cut these pieces out along
the solid lines (to avoid cutting up this book, download a pdf copy of this document
at [4]). Your challenge is to pack the eleven pieces into a 10 × 10 square. There are 5
solutions to this puzzle, not counting rotations and reflections. However, there is only one
solution where all the pieces are face up—the lettering provides a clue to help you find
this solution. No solution is given here, you can find one on my web site [4].

Using a subset of these 11 pieces, one can also make 17 rectangles of various sizes [2]:
9 × j for j = 10, 9, . . . , 3, 10 × 8, 11 × 6, 11 × 5, 11 × 4, 12 × 7, 12 × 6, 13 × 7, 13 × 5,
and 15 × 6. For these challenges, turning over pieces is allowed, and will be necessary in
most cases.

[1] Alan H. Schoen, A Potpourri of Polygonal and Polyhedral Puzzles, in Homage to a Pied Puzzler,
edited by Ed Pegg, Jr, Alan H. Schoen and Tom Rodgers, A K Peters, 2009.

[2] Ishino Keiichiro, Puzzle Will Be Played, Lomino100 puzzle
http://puzzlewillbeplayed.com/1010/Lomino100/

[3] George Bell, Lominoes for G4G9, G4G9 exchange book.

[4] http://home.comcast.net/∼gibell/puzzles/
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L7x3

4
G G

G 4
G G

4

G

G
G

G

discard

L9x2 L6x5

L5x5

L5x4

L6x3

L6x4

Figure 2: The first 7 lominoes for the puzzle task.
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L8x3

G G

4
G

G G

G G

discard

discard

L8x2

L7x2

L7x4

Figure 3: The final 4 lominoes for the puzzle task.
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More Icosahedron Puzzles 
by George Bell 

Introduction 
In CFF 50 [1], Wayne Daniel introduced a fascinating new puzzle based on a 
dissection of an icoashedron into 40 non-regular tetrahedra.  In this article we will 
revisit the geometry of this puzzle.  We will find some new piece shapes and new 
puzzles, including a coordinate motion puzzle where the fit of the puzzle can be 
controlled by one parameter.  We use the same notation as Wayne Daniel [1]. 
 
Puzzle geometry 
We first cut an icosahedron into 20 identical “face tetrahedra” by drawing radial lines 
from the centre to each vertex (Figure 1).  Each face tetrahedron contains one 
equilateral face of the original icosahedron, and three identical isosceles faces.  We 
then subdivide each face tetrahedron into inner and outer tetrahedra by a plane 
going through the outside edge e and a point p between the centre c and v. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If we view the face tetrahedron projected into the plane perpendicular to the edge e, 
we get the diagram in Figure 1 (right), where            is the golden ratio.  
The location of the cut can be specified by the angle   or the parameter f—the 
fractional distance from the centre of the icosahedron to v, the cut vertex.  Wayne 
Daniel chose the cut so that the line e-p is perpendicular to the opposite edge c-v, 
this corresponds to the choice of     or       .  In general   can be positive, 
negative or zero.  The simplest formula I have found which relates f and   is: 

                
             

Puzzle pieces 
We now glue these 40 tetrahedra together to make puzzle pieces.  Wayne Daniel 
devised a clever way to do this.  He considered four connected faces of an 

Figure 1. An icosahedron dissected. 
 

        

        

               

      = ½ dihedral angle 
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icosahedron.  There is essentially only one way to do this where the starting and final 
faces do not share a vertex.  For example, in Figure 2, consider the faces {1, 2, 8, 9}.  
We make the puzzle piece from the outer tetrahedra for faces 1 and 9, and the inner 
tetrahedra for faces 2 and 8.  It takes 10 such puzzle pieces to make a full 
icosahedron.  The reason this joining is so clever is that each piece is held in place 
by the outer tetrahedra of two other pieces covering its middle two faces.  In other 
words the puzzle is automatically interlocking!  What is not clear is if these puzzles 
can be assembled, we will return to this point later. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We now consider how these puzzle pieces could fill an icosahedron.  First, note that 
any piece is either right-handed (for example if made from faces {1, 2, 8, 9} or {1, 6, 
15, 20}) or left-handed ({2, 1, 6, 15} or {1, 6, 7, 16}).  As Wayne Daniel noticed, what 
we need is a list of 10 sets of four adjoining faces, such that each face appears 
exactly once at the end of each set (outer tetrahedra) and exactly once in the middle 
of each set (inner tetrahedra). The four possible arrangements are given in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Face numbers in ten overlapping groups of four, 
which cover an icosahedron (with left (L) and right (R) pieces identified). 

 
In Wayne Daniel’s original article [1], this table was incorrect, confusing many of us 
who attempted to build these puzzles.  Wayne Daniel sent us a corrected table, and 
our Table 1 can be considered a correction for Table 1 in the original article.  Wayne 
Daniel wrote that any solution must use 5 right-handed and 5 left-handed pieces.  
Stephen Chin was the first to notice that this was not the case.  I wrote a program to 

 Arrangement #0 Arrangement #1 Arrangement #2 Arrangement #3 
1 1, 2, 8, 9 (R) 1, 2, 8, 9 (R) 1, 2, 8, 9 (R) 1, 2, 8, 9 (R) 
2 2, 3, 10, 11 (R) 2, 3, 10, 11 (R) 2, 3, 10, 11 (R) 2, 3, 10, 11 (R) 
3 3, 4, 12, 13 (R) 3, 4, 12, 13 (R) 3, 4, 12, 13 (R) 3, 4, 12, 13 (R) 
4 4, 5, 14, 15 (R) 4, 5, 14, 15 (R) 4, 5, 1, 6 (L) 4, 5, 1, 6 (L) 
5 5, 1, 6, 7 (R) 5, 1, 6, 7 (R) 5, 14, 13, 19 (R) 5, 14, 15, 20 (L) 
6 18, 17, 9, 8 (R) 6, 15, 20, 19 (L)  7, 6, 15, 14 (L) 7, 16, 20, 19 (R) 
7 19, 18, 11, 10 (R) 8, 7, 16, 20 (L) 8, 7, 16, 20 (L) 8, 7, 6, 15 (R) 
8 20, 19, 13, 12 (R) 10, 9, 17, 16 (L) 10, 9, 17, 16 (L) 10, 9, 17, 16 (L) 
9 16, 20, 15, 14 (R) 12, 11, 18, 17 (L) 12, 11, 18, 17 (L) 12, 11, 18, 17 (L) 

10 17, 16, 7, 6 (R) 14, 13, 19, 18 (L) 15, 20, 19, 18 (R) 14, 13, 19, 18 (L) 

Figure 2. Icosahedron net with faces and vertices numbered (same as [1]). 
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search for all distinct arrangements which include the piece {1, 2, 8, 9}, and it finds 
only the four listed in Table 1, including the new Arrangement #0 which uses all right-
handed pieces. 
 
Arrangements #0 and #1 are very regular, with pieces arranged symmetrically with 
respect to the vertical axis in Figure 2.  A subtle point is that arrangements #2 and #3 
are actually mirror images of one another.  The pieces in #2 that are mapped to #3 
after reflection are (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10)  (8,9,10,6,5,7,1,2,3,4).  In Table 2, the six 
pieces in the “standard” locations (of arrangement #1) are shaded. 
 
To fully specify any right-handed puzzle piece, we need to list the sequence of cut 
vertices for the four faces {1, 2, 8, 9}.  Since there is a choice of 3 vertices for each 
face, it would appear that there are   = 81 possible piece shapes.  However, many 
of these pieces are not connected or are identical.  In Table 2, we give the cut 
vertices for the 10 connected pieces—each has a different mirror image, so 20 
pieces total.  Some pieces can be rotated “end for end” (flipped) and they are 
unchanged, these pieces are called symmetric. 
 
The pieces are labeled by capital letters, with alternate letters A, C, E, G, … right-
handed pieces, and piece B is the mirror image of A, etc.  This is Wayne Daniel’s 
notation, but he listed only 12 unique pieces (A-L, see Figure 4 in [1]).  The pieces 
M-P he did not consider because the two middle cuts are made along the same 
vertex.  Pieces Q-T have a more serious flaw in that they actually contain holes.  If 
these pieces are used in a puzzle, other pieces must connect through the holes and 
the pieces cannot be separated.  We will find no further use for pieces Q-T. 
 
 
 

Table 2.  Definitions of the ten right-handed pieces over faces 1, 2, 8, 9. 
 
Puzzles with ten identical pieces 
These puzzles must use Arrangement #0 in Table 1.  I wrote a program to solve 
these puzzles, it reports that only pieces I and M work with 10 identical copies (plus, 
of course their mirror images J and N), see Figure 3.  The 10xI or 10xJ puzzles were 
discovered by Stephen Chin, he also discovered that the fit of this puzzle can be 
adjusted by changing the angle  . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Piece Cut Vertices Flipped Piece Cut Vertices Flipped 
A 1, 4, 3, 8 symmetric K 3, 1, 8, 4 symmetric 
C 1, 4, 3, 4 3, 4, 3, 8 M 3, 4, 4, 8 1, 3, 3, 4 
E 3, 4, 3, 4 symmetric O 1, 4, 4, 8 1, 3, 3, 8 
G 1, 4, 8, 4 3, 1, 3, 8 Q 1, 3, 4, 8 symmetric 
I 3, 4, 8, 4 3, 1, 3, 4 S 1, 3, 8, 4 3, 1, 4, 8 

Figure 3. Piece I and M from the back (left), and from the front (right). 
The center of both pieces has been cut out, leaving a small icosahedron. 

 

bevel 
here 
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This puzzle must be disassembled using coordinate motion, and Stephen Chin likes 
to adjust his puzzles so they will spin on a table for a second or two, then suddenly 
explode into 10 pieces.  The reason for the delay is that it can take time for the spin 
axis to coincide with the disassembly axis for the coordinate motion.  After many 
prototypes, he came up with the magic angle        or        , which he uses in 
his 10xJ icosahedron puzzles.  He also adjusts the fit of his puzzles by beveling 
down the region identified in Figure 3. 
 
Because most cutting planes for this puzzle pass through the origin, these puzzles 
can be modified so that the assembled shape is any object with icosahedral (or 
higher) symmetry.  Indeed, we can also make the puzzle hollow by cutting out an 
inner icosahedron, or in general anything with icosahedral symmetry.  The easiest 
way to do this is to cut out an icosahedron from the centre of size f times the outer 
icosahedron (Figure 3). 
 
Stephen Chin put the assembled puzzle in a lathe and shaved the icosahedron into a 
sphere (Figure 4), football, bomb and apple.  Because the latter two do not have 
icosahedral symmetry, the pieces are no longer identical.  Turning a puzzle in a lathe 
which comes apart when spun presents great challenges, and the puzzle must be 
glued together (temporarily) for this step.  Even the sphere pieces in Figure 4 do not 
end up entirely identical, and must be reassembled in the right order for a perfect fit.  
The apple version of this puzzle “1 Pinko Ringo” was one of the top vote getters in 
the 2010 IPP design competition [2]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Because this puzzle is so difficult to make in wood, it is ideal for 3D printing.  I prefer 
the sphere versions because this removes most of the sharp edges on the pieces.  
The pieces must slide easily against one another during assembly—many 3D printed 
materials are too rough and will require sanding or polishing.  To explore the effect of 
changing the parameter   on the fit, I printed five sphere versions of this puzzle from 
        to      in    intervals.  At       , the puzzle goes together easily and falls 
apart just as easily when spun.  As   is decreased, the puzzle becomes tighter and 
more difficult to assemble, until near     , it appears impossible to assemble from 
rigid pieces.  The angle for the best delayed “explosion” is between      and      [3]. 
 
We note that the magic angle        applies only to the 10xI (or 10xJ) puzzles.  
The 10xM puzzle is much easier to assemble or take apart, and the fit does not 
change much with  . 

Figure 4. Stephen Chin’s 10xJ puzzle, with sphere external form. 
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Puzzles with different pieces 
A useful concept for these puzzles is a subassembly—this is simply some subset of 
the full icosahedron that the puzzle pieces can fill, usually several different ways.  
For example, we can assemble 2xI to form S1 in Figure 4.  Five copies of S1 fill the 
icosahedron, and this is one way to assemble the 10xI puzzle.  We can also make 
S1 from 2xM.  This tells us that 8xI + 2xM make a puzzle, and so on.  Two copies of 
S1 can be nested together, and can be filled by 2xG + 2xK.  Thus, we can make a 
puzzle from: 2xG + 2xK + 4xI + 2xM.  Three copies of S1 can be filled by 2xI + 2xK + 
2xO.  All these combinations give us many puzzles involving pieces G, I, K, M and/or 
O, all in Arrangement #0 (see Table 3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The subassembly S2 is mirror symmetric and can be made from 5xI.  Therefore we 
can also make S2 from 5xJ, this gives the puzzle 5xI + 5xJ in Arrangement #1, listed 
in [1].  A similar subassembly can be found for piece C, with the critical difference 
that it is not mirror symmetric.  To complete the puzzle requires 5xD, also in [1]. 

Table 3.  The number of puzzles for each arrangement using pieces A-P. 
 
The puzzles presented so far are relatively easy, using the simplest arrangements 
#0 and #1.  More difficult versions of this puzzle use arrangement #2 or #3, and have 
as many pieces different as possible.  My program finds that pieces M-P can never 
appear in arrangements #1, #2 or #3, and that no puzzle with more than 6 different 
piece types has a unique solution.  In Table 3, arrangement #3 has exactly the same 
counts as Arrangement #2 by taking the mirror image of each puzzle. 

Table 4. All solutions for 4 puzzles with six or nine different pieces. 
 
In Table 4, I show two puzzles with 6 piece types with unique solutions, and two 
puzzles with 9 piece types with only two solutions.  In Table 4, the non-symmetric 
pieces have a trailing 1 or 2.  This indicates orientation, for example “G1” means 

Arrange- Number of different piece shapes in puzzle  
ment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 

0 2 4 10 17 8 0 0 0 0 0 41 
1 0 2 0 8 0 8 0 0 0 0 18 
2 0 0 0 4 20 82 104 122 30 4 366 

Pieces Arr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
A+2x(B+G+I+J)+L 3 A I2 G1 B J1 G1 I2 B J2 L 
B+2x(G+I+J+L)+K 2 I2 G1 K L G2 J1 B J2 L I1 

A+B+C+D+F+ 2 G2 G1 I1 H1 C1 D2 B F J2 A 
2xG+H+I+J 2 A C2 I2 J2 G2 F B D1 H1 G1 

C+D+F+2xG+ 3 C1 I1 K D2 F G1 G2 H2 J2 L 
H+I+J+K+L 3 C2 G2 G1 H1 J1 K I1 D1 F L 

Figure 4. Subassemblies S1, 2xS1, 3xS1, and S2 
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piece G with face vertices and cut vertices in the order given in Tables 1 and 2.  “G2” 
indicates that the piece must be flipped end for end, so use the “Flipped” column in 
Table 2.  In the original article [1], Wayne Daniel gives the four puzzles with 10 
different pieces, each has either 8 or 12 assemblies.  

 
Any assembly using arrangement #2 or #3 can be separated into two non-identical 
halves, S3 and S4, as shown in Figure 5.  The halves are somewhat reminiscent of a 
Pennyhedron [4].  The partition of pieces numbered as in Table 1 is S3={1, 2, 7, 8, 9} 
with S4 consisting of the other five pieces (a second alternative is S3={1, 2, 3, 8, 9}).  
Unlike a Pennyhedron, the two halves do not simply slide together.  Assembly 
requires coordinate motion where multiple pieces are shifted slightly, this does not 
depend much on the angle  .  If we remove piece 3 or 7, the remaining halves do 
slide together as rigid bodies.  A quick spin and the puzzle usually separates into 
these halves, from a pure fit perspective these puzzles are much easier to assemble 
and disassemble than the 10xI version. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A nice set of pieces for 
exploring this geometry is 
one each of the 12 pieces 
A-L (Figure 6).  Using this 
set one can explore all of 
the 10-piece puzzles in [1].  
With an extra G, the two 9-
piece puzzles in Table 4 
can be assembled, and 
with additional B, I, J and L 
all of the Table 4 puzzles 
can be assembled. In 
Figure 6, the assembled 
form is an edge-beveled 
icosahedron with an 
internal hollow 
icosahedron [3]. 
 
References 
[1] Wayne Daniel, Some Icosahedron Puzzles, CFF50, part 3, pp. 13-17. 
[2] 2010 IPP design competition, 

http://www.puzzleworld.org/DesignCompetition/2010/results.htm 
[3] Shapeways shop, Poly Puzzles, http://www.shapeways.com/shops/polypuzzles 
[4] Stewart Coffin, Geometric Puzzle Design, A K Peters (2009) 136-138. 

Figure 5. Separation of Arrangement #2 into non-identical halves, S3 and S4. 
 

Figure 6. Pieces A-L with     shown alphabetically
(left, same layout as Figure 4 in [1]), assembled (right). 
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Gathering 4 Gardner X 
(Another pot pourri by Laurie Brokenshire CBE) 

 

G4GX Knight's (GG's!) Tour 
 

A “Gee-Gee”'s Tour on (2x ten) squares arranged as 4 arms of an “X” (=10) rotate 45deg! 
 

G 4 1 2 G 4 

G X 3 4 G X 

5 6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 16 

G 4 17 18 G 4 

G X 19 20 G X 
 

It is possible to achieve many shorter non-tours:  

  (“tour” simply denoted by sequential numbers; 1->15 here): 

G 4 1  G 4 

G X 6 11 G X 

7 12  2 5 12 

 15 8 13 10 3 

G 4  4 G 4 

G X 14 9 G X 
 
What is the “worst possible attempt”; ie when the tour becomes “blocked” earliest? 

Here's a “near miss” where 19 cells are visited: 

G 4  1 G 4 

G X 15 6 G X 

16 5 2 11 14 7 

3 10 17 8 19 12 

G 4 4 13 G 4 

G X 9 18 G X 
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Find one of the 4 (G4G) solutions that visits every square once (non-closed tour)? 

And the single solution that returns to the start after visiting all the others? 

“X marks the spot!” = Map-ten-folding  

For ease of solving put the same number(s) on each side of each of these squares. 

Cut out the rectangle of 10 squares, then cut along the line between the 6/9;7/10;8/1 
squares to produce a “ring” of 10 squares. 

Now fold the “split” map to form a “pile” of 10 squares, one on top of the other, such 
that the numbers 1->10 appear in the correct order in the stack from top to bottom. 
 

3 6 7 8 5 
2 9 10 1 4 

 

...and what about THIS one?! 

3 6 7 1 2 
8 10 4 5 9 

 

Remove the two “X” squares and fold this “holey” map, also to a 1->10 stack: 

 

4 1 10 9 
3 X X 2 
7 6 5 8 
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“rel8ed”, then “nonce”, now some Xciting Words...  

(B Xacious if U have a XdenC 2 B Xtative) 

DEC ORATE   =   speak 10 times? 

DECA DENT   =   ten teeth?  (and, naturally, 10 cards make a DECA Cards) 

What words are Xuously represented here? 

xXU8    

XLondon     

1DEAD0     (similarly 1SHUN0) 

DINGX  (similarly DEADX) 

X U8   

XXX...XXX   

xXt   
 

         X 

tiss, tiss, tiss...  
 

XTAURUS  

XLondonX  

Xputon  

Xbore  

Xconsumed  

V  

Sigma i=1 to 4 (iDEAD)                         {or    5(DEAD + DEAD)   } 

As we approach Easter, may I enquire why Christmas = Hallowe'en?! 
(Recreationally MATHEMATICALLY, of course) 

Coda: For those paying attention to Dr Matrix, 2012 in trinary/ternary (number base 3) 
= 59 in decimal/denary, precisely my age (my three year joy of numeralogical 
coincidence, starting at 8:10 pm on 20/10/2010, ends here!). 

Happy Easter (and G4GX)! 
Puzzlingly & magically yours, 

 
PS I'd be delighted to give solutions to any who seek them, or to discuss any item in my Pot Pourri; especially improvements 

etc (also for previous G4Gs). Just contact:  laurie@brokenshire.net. 
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Out of the Box
G4G 2012 Exchange

Puzzle name: Out of the Box 
Exchanger M. Oskar van Deventer 
Designer: M. Oskar van Deventer 
Manufacturer: Shapeways 
Date of design: 9 December 1987 
Date of manufacture: March 2012 
Materials used: 3D-printed selectively-laser-sintered nylon powder 
Goal/problem: Think out of the box. 
Puzzle type: Hordern/Dalgety � Assembly-Other (ASS-OTH) 

Slocum � Put-together Puzzle - Miscellaneous (1.4) 
Solution: Not provided. 
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Developing the
“Over the Top”

17x17x17

M. Oskar van Deventer
Gathering for Gardner 10

Atlanta, 28 March – 1 April 2012

Outline

� Oskar, puzzle designer
� To ever higher NxNxN “Rubik’s Cubes”

� Rubik, Sebestini, Krell, Verdes, Le, …
� Designing these twisty puzzles
� The Shapeways 17x17x17
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Oskar, puzzle designer
� Started in 1978 at age 12
� Designed 100’s of mechanical puzzles
� Hanayama, Smart Games, Recent Toys, Mefferts, …
� Day-time: making internet TV standards
� World records: 1x2x13, 2x2x23, 3D-print Shapeways

Unlucky 
Twist

Overlap
Cube

To ever higher NxNxN “Rubik’s Cubes”

� 3x3x3: Erno Rubik, Budapest, 1974
� 4x4x4: Péter Sebestény, Hamburg, 1980
� 5x5x5: Udo Krell, Hamburg, 1986

Source: Jerry Slocum et al, “The Cube: The Ultimate Guide to the World's Best-selling 
Puzzle: Secrets, Stories, Solutions”, 2009, ISBN-13: 9781579128050 
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To ever higher NxNxN “Rubik’s Cubes”

� 6x6x6 – 11x11x11: Panagiotes Verdes, 2003

Verdes, P.K.: “Cubic logical game”, patent 
GR20030100227 20030521, 2003 

To ever higher NxNxN “Rubik’s Cubes”

� 12x12x12: Leslie Le, 2009

Leslie Le, “The world's first 12x12x12 cube”, Nov 20, 2009,
http://twistypuzzles.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=15&t=15424, 
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Designing these twisty puzzles

� Recipe:
� Design cut curves � the creative part!
� Revolve, boolean intersections
� Offsets, rounding, hollowing, meshing � work

� Example: Rubik’s Cube

Designing these twisty puzzles

� Verdes brilliance:
� Curved outside � 7x7x7 corner stays attached
� Spherical shells � stable turning
� Conical cuts � robust pieces
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Designing these twisty puzzles

� Leslie Le brilliance:
� Corner hanging � additional stability
� Extremely clever curve design

Leslie Le, Chinese 
patent  2009.08.1
CN200920134647.8

The Shapeways 17x17x17

� Oskar attempt 1, January 2010
� Pagoda style: center-corner-edge hanging
� Binary recursion
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The Shapeways 17x17x17

� Oskar attempt 1, January 2010
� Failure: too much friction, pieces falling out

Sponsored and built 
by Claus Wenicker, 
3D-printed by 
Shapeways

The Shapeways 17x17x17

� Oskar attempt 2, November 2010
� Floating anchors: long pieces for stability
� Hanging from centers-edges-corners
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The Shapeways 17x17x17

� Oskar attempt 2, November 2010
� Success at last! Bit loose …

Sponsored and built 
by Claus Wenicker 

The Shapeways 17x17x17

� Today, shown live for the first time!
� Perfect prototype no. 3, printed by Shapeways
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The Shapeways 17x17x17

The Shapeways 17x17x17
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The Shapeways 17x17x17

The Shapeways 17x17x17
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The Shapeways 17x17x17

The Shapeways 17x17x17
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The Shapeways 17x17x17

Acknowledgements
� Shapeways

� Fantastic Shapeways Shops and great 3D printing
� The 17x17x17 prototype

� Claus Wenicker
� Building first two 17x17x17 attempts

� Leslie Le
� Sharing his 12x12x12 secrets

� José van Deventer
� YouTube videos, endless support
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Thank you!
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  T O U R M A L I N E  
A GEM OF A GEM 

Ten 3-letter words have been created using the ten letters in the word TOURMALINE so that 
each letter occurs in exactly three words. Place the words on the nodes so that each of the ten 
letters marks the corners of a single triangle. Each letter should appear in only three triangles. 

        TIN         MIL        URL        AMU       OUT       OLE       RIO       RAN       TEA      MEN 

Author: Lacey Echols
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WORD RECTANGLE
For the tenth Gathering for Gardner, March/April, 2012

Across:

1 Tracing part of the graph of x
2 + y

2 = 1
2 Crossroads (curiously from Latin quadrifurcus)
3 Getting off the fence
4 Its last Earl before Prince Edward was killed in the Battle of Hastings

Down:

1 Had (fruck out)
2 Family of plants that includes canola
3 Some PC screens
4 Bouquet or eye part
5 Obama’s state bird
6 When Martin would have been XCVII

—Noam D. Elkies

Solution:

1D:Suggestedbythecolloquialconjugationof“freakout”(cf.3D).
2D:Asin“rapeseed”(fromtheLatinfor“turnip”).
3D:Theclue’sabbreviation“PC”suggestsanabbreviatedanswer(astandardconventionincrosswordpuzzles).
4D:ThisdoubleusagegoesallthewaybacktoancientGreek,viathegoddessoftherainbow

(whencealsothenameoftheelementiridium,duetoitscolorfulcompounds).
5D:ThisnativenamefortheHawaiiangoosehaslongbeenaboontocruciverbalists.
6D:GardnerwasborninOctober1914,sowouldnotyethavereached98bytheendofthetenthGathering.

ARCING
CARRE4
OPTING
WESSEX

1A:Thegraphistheunitcircle;“arcing”isoneofaveryfewEnglishwordswherecispronouncedhardbeforei.
2A:“Quadrifurcus”contains“4”,butitcorrespondsto“carre-”,notto“-four”.
3A:Alas“gathering”isnotreallyasynonym,thoughbothcanmean“deciding”...

(I’drathernothaveused-inggerundsforboth1Aand3AbutfoundnoalternativewithgoodDownwords.)
4A:SeetheWikipediapageforWessex.

WORD RECTANGLE
Noam D. Elkies
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"Retrolife - revisited" – an exchange gift for the 10'th Gathering for Gardner 

Yossi Elran, The Davidson Institute of Science Education, 
The Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel 

Retrolife is the name of a puzzle we introduced at G4G7 [1]. The aim of the puzzle is to 
find predecessors (assuming certain constraints) for the Game of Life, a one-player 
cellular automata game invented by John Conway [2] and popularized by Martin Gardner 
[3]. Since then, a few Retrolife challenges have been published [4] [5] [6]. 

Retrolife puzzles can be redefined as a class of puzzles and generalized in the following 
manner [5]. A player is given an infinite chessboard, some pawns with which he creates a 
pattern on the board, and some tokens. Every square on the board has eight surrounding 
(or neighboring) cells in the directions north, south, west, and east and on the diagonals. 
p, t and e are whole numbers between 1 and 8. The challenge is to surround each pawn 
with p tokens, making sure that no token has t neighbors and no empty squares on the 
board are surrounded by e tokens. A formidable challenge is to find the minimum number 
of tokens that can be used. 

Here is an example of a generalized Retrolife puzzle and a possible (not necessarily 
minimum) solution, given p = 3, t = 2 and e = 2. In other words, surround each pawn on 
the board with 3 tokens so that no token has 2 neighbors and no empty square is 
surrounded by 2 tokens. 

The original Retrolife problem corresponding to the inverse Game of Life [4] is retrieved 
when p = 3, t = 2,3 and e = 3. Note that t is in this case a vector, meaning that a token 
may not have two or three neighboring tokens – but it may have more or less. 

In the spirit of the X'th Gathering for Gardner we challenge the reader with the following 
three generalized Retrolife puzzles. Surround the X of pawns with tokens so that each 
pawn is surrounded by p tokens, no token has t neighbors and no empty square is 
surrounded by e tokens, where p, t and e are: 
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a) p=2, t=2, e=2
b) p=4, t=2, e=2
c) p=3, t=2,3, e=3

Use the minimum number of tokens possible. 
Solutions may be sent to (or obtained) via email: yossi.elran@weizmann.ac.il
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The Stepping-Stone maze
A "self-wiring" multi-state maze

G4G10 Exchange Gift 
Atlanta - March 2012

Andrea Gilbert & Robert Abbott 

Copyright © - March 2012 
Andrea Gilbert  - www.clickmazes.com
Robert Abbott  - www.logicmazes.com

Page 1 of 2The Stepping Stone maze

The Stepping-stone mazes are based on a maze rule first proposed by Robert Abbott 
(www.logicmazes.com) in June 2011.

RULE:
Take three distinct steps

on three connected matching stones
then change to a non-matching stone

and repeat

 
This rule performs extremely well on simple square grids, so much so that the mazes almost 
appear to wire themselves. The main reason for this is a natural tendency for the state-diagram 
to form a Strongly Connected Digraph, where all states are both reachable and escapable. This 
maximises use of the available space, while at the same time eliminating undesirable properties 
such as black-holes. The three-step rule provides just the right type of connectivity to ensure 
consistent results and a high-yield of good mazes, without the need for software to hunt down 
the better grids.

The basic design process for these mazes is to take a small square grid (5x5 is ideal) and fill it 
will polyomino shaped groups of stones, such that all groups of stones contain at least four 
matching stones AND all stones have at least one non-matching neighbour. Extra care is 
requiring at the corners and edges to ensure these constraints are met. These two constraints 
in effect guarantee that any possible chosen state is immediately escapable. However an 
unexpected bonus is all states are also commonly reachable (from any other state) thus 
yielding the elusive strongly connected digraph. 

On the next page you can explore three of these mazes as paper and pencil puzzles. 
Alternatively visit www.clickmazes.com and try these mazes in interactive form.   

INSTRUCTIONS

Begin on the stone marked with an entry-arrow and use the 
stepping stones to reach the stone marked with an exit-arrow. 
You may only step between adjacent stones, along the black 
lines. Also, you may not make U-turns, that is, you can't go back 
to the stone you just came from.

So far, this is pretty simple, but here's where things get tricky. You 
must follow this rule: Step on three matching stones of the same 
pattern, then switch to a new pattern. Step on three stones of that 
new pattern, then switch again. Keep repeating this rule, visiting 
exactly three matching stones and then changing.
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The Stepping-Stone maze
Three sample mazes

Copyright © - March 2012 
Andrea Gilbert  - www.clickmazes.com
Robert Abbott  - www.logicmazes.com

Page 2 of 2The Stepping Stone maze
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A Chip-Firing Puzzle on Graphs

Darren Glass
Department of Mathematics, Gettysburg College

A Chip-Firing Puzzle is played on a graph consisting of a collection of nodes with
edges between them; one can think of the nodes as representing people and the edges
representing relationships between them. At the beginning of the puzzle, each node has
associated to it an integer; I like to think of positive integers representing an amount of
money that the node has in the bank and a negative integer representing an amount of
money it owes to the bank.

3

2 -1

-3

2

-1

Figure 1: Example of Initial Position of Chip-Firing Puzzle

At each turn, the player can do one of the following moves:

• Lending: Choose a node and give one dollar from this node to each of its neighbors.

• Borrowing: Choose a node and have this node take one dollar from each of its
neighbors.

If we start with the initial configuration from Figure 1 then some legal configurations
after one move include the following:

Note:I had originally planned to include as my gift a paper based on my talk at Gathering For Gardner
10 about ‘The Secretary Problem From The Applicants Point of View’. However, once I realized that
the MAA’s gift was a copy of the issue of College Mathematics Journal in which my original article [2]
appeared I opted to instead write this note about a kind of puzzle that I find fun to play.

1
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3

2 -1

-2

0

0

(a) Lending from right node

3

3 -1

-3

3

-3

(b) Lending from bottom node

3

1 -1

-3

1

1

(c) Borrowing to bottom node

Note that the moves of borrowing and lending both preserve the total number of chips.
In particular, if the total number of chips in the initial configuration is a non-negative num-
ber then it might be possible to do a sequence of moves that will eventually lead to none
of the nodes being ‘in debt.’ We will refer to such a position as a ‘winning position’ and
a sequence of moves that leads to a winning position will be called a ‘winning strategy.’
In our example, we begin with a total of two dollars to be shared between the nodes –
can you find a legal sequence of moves that will result in all of the vertices being labelled
with nonnegative numbers?

Here are several more examples to play with. For each example, try to either find
a sequence of moves that will lead you to a winning position or explain why no such
sequence exists.

-3

1

1

-2

2

2

(a) Puzzle 1

-3

2

2

3

-1

(b) Puzzle 2

-2

0

2

-1

-2

3

0

(c) Puzzle 3

-2

3

-2

-2

3

-2

2

(d) Puzzle 4

-1

2

-3

4

(e) Puzzle 5

-1

0

0

1

(f) Puzzle 6

2
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-1

-2

2

1

4 -2

(a) Puzzle 7

1

-1 -2

-2

0

-1 2

7

(b) Puzzle 8

As you have likely already realized, it is not always clear when a winning strategy
exists and when it does not. The following theorem due to Baker and Norine, appearing
in [1], gives a partial answer to this question.

Theorem 0.1. For a given graph, let E be the number of edges and N be the number of
nodes of the graph. Furthermore, for any initial configuration on the graph let D be the
total number of dollars in the system.

1. If D > E −N then there is a winning strategy.

2. For any D ≤ E −N there will be initial configurations of D dollars with no winning
strategy.

However, like many existence theorems in mathematics, the proof is entirely noncon-
structive and does not give any insight into how to find a winning solution. Doing so
makes for a fun puzzle, and knowing this theorem gives one a quick way to come up with
puzzles that can keep you occupied on long airplane flights or particularly boring com-
mittee meetings. Just draw a graph with N nodes and E edges and an initial configuration
with a total of E −N +1 dollars shared between the nodes and try to find a winning strat-
egy. It is also interesting to try to come up with examples with E −N dollars for which
no winning strategy exists!

References
[1] Matthew Baker and Serguei Norine, Riemann-Roch and Abel-Jacobi theory on a finite

graph, Adv. Math. 215 (2007), no. 2, 766–788. MR 2355607 (2008m:05167)

[2] Darren Glass, The secretary problem from the applicants point of view, College Math
J. 43 (2012), no. 1, 76–81.

3
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Two-Minute-Folding-Puzzle

Print�out�the�two�frames�and�glue�them�together�(back�to�back).�Then�try�to

get�all�six�different�2x2�pictures�by�folding�the�frame�only�along�the�given�lines.

Happy�folding.

Markus�Götz�(mail@markus-goetz.de)

top

bottom

top

bottom

front�side

back�side
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Real-World Applications of Twisty Puzzles 

Or: Why Your Teachers Should Let You  Play with Puzzles in Class 

By 
Jean-Marc Haché 

Superpuzzles.Quicksolver@gmail.com 
 

Since its introduction back in the 1970s, Rubik’s Cube has taken the world of toys by storm. Spawning hundreds of 
imitators and variants, it has since become a beloved icon of the1980s. For me, twisty puzzles in general have served 
more purpose than mere amusement; much can be learned from this simple puzzle in terms of the mental concepts 
learned in playing with the toy, the social advantages of associating oneself with the puzzle amongst one’s peers, 
and the tools associated with the hobby. Many of the puzzles that Martin Gardner loved do just that; his favorites 
both entertain and illustrate. Yet twisty puzzles hold advantages in a wide variety of areas and offer a high potential 
for entertainment. 

 

Rubik’s Cube: Why look beyond the surface? 

When sculptor and architect Erno Rubik first designed his iconic puzzle, his intention was to give his students a new 
way to see 3-dimensional geometry. Of course, it has now become most popular as a toy, marketed as a puzzle and 
aimed at entertaining people, and for me it does a pretty good job. For the challenge that it offers and the possibility 
for entertainment, Rubik’s Cube offers good value for the price. I can purchase a new twisty puzzle and sit with it 
for hours on end, trying to solve it, then pick it up several days or even months later and have it offer the same 
potential for entertainment as it did when I first bought it. Each time I pick up a twisty puzzle, I can treat myself to a 
fresh challenge. As a means of challenging the mind, I have found that sequential movement puzzles hold an 
advantage over other puzzles because you can solve them repeatedly and get a different challenge each time. Twisty 
puzzles require a variety of strategies to solve and there are millions of different positions for even the most simple 
of puzzles, each with its own unique sequence of moves needed to solve it. Even if you devise a set of patterns that 
you can apply to any situation, there is the added enjoyment of making patterns out of the sticker colors. Some 
twisty puzzle enthusiasts have even made the sub-field of pattern-making their near-exclusive field of interest1. 
There are thousands of different twisty puzzles available in hundreds of different shapes, with new ones being 
produced every day2. For those bored of the mass-produced puzzles, so-called “modders” make their own by hand or 
by machine3. Millions of people purchased the puzzle in the 1980s and found that they couldn’t put it down, and I 
find myself part of the further hundreds of thousands who have since been introduced to the joys of the larger twisty 
puzzle family through the internet or other means. Although I enjoy twisty puzzles as a pastime, I have also 
discovered many real-world skills and tools that can be learned from twisty puzzles and it is this potential for 
learning that I will discuss.  

 

  

                                                           
1 See http://twistypuzzles.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=16088 
2 See http://www.hknowstore.com/ 
3 See http://twistypuzzles.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=15 
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Twisty Puzzles in the Public Eye 

As a twisty puzzle enthusiast, one of the overwhelmingly common comments that I get is “Wow, you must be really 
smart!” Indeed, the prevailing opinion is that to play with twisty puzzles, one must be exceptionally clever, 
particularly in the field of mathematics. This belief is fueled by the average person’s frustrations with the original 
puzzle as they are unable to solve it, eventually feeling the need to smash it with the heaviest hammer they can find.  
Those who are able to create their own solutions indeed tend to possess strong spatial reasoning skills and uncanny 
logic. To the average person, seeing someone solve a Rubik’s Cube is an event that they tend to remember for a long 
time, though details such as the solver’s name may escape them. I often come across people who can recall a 
stranger that they met who “solved it in like, 5 seconds”, though the solving incident in question may have occurred 
months or even years previously. In any case, having the specific hobby of collecting/solving twisty puzzles gives 
people the easy label “Rubik’s Cube Guy” by which I can be remembered. The film “The Pursuit of Happyness” 
demonstrates a scene that is common for a twisty puzzle solver: Will Smith plays a man who has lost his job, then 
wows a potential employer by solving a Rubik’s Cube. Simply by arming myself with a particularly complex puzzle, 
I find myself perceived as being an erudite, even if I am unable to solve the puzzle at hand.  For most people, the 
Rubik’s cube is as much a sign of genius as is a high IQ. As a result of this perception, I have found that people who 
see me playing with my toys automatically assume that I am exceedingly (and often memorably) smart. Sadly, I 
sometimes find it difficult to prove them right, so I usually just let the cubes do the talking. After all, to paraphrase 
Mark Twain, “’It’s better to remain silent and be thought an erudite than to speak out and confirm all doubt”. 

 

The Brainy side of Rubik’s Cube 

As a learning tool, twisty puzzles provide an excellent introduction to many concepts and techniques that are 
important in higher-level mathematics, physics, and chemistry. Of course, the most obvious subject that twisty 
puzzles can teach is geometry. After a certain amount of exposure to the wide variety of twisty puzzle shapes 
available, the puzzles become recognizable by their shape. I found myself thinking, for example, that “a 
dodecahedron looks like a Megaminx”.  In particular, twisty puzzles provide a unique opportunity to fully explore 
shapes and their symmetries, and it is a valuable experience to be able to hold and manipulate a tangible form of the 
solid rather than gazing confusedly at a diagram or bluntly tossing around a cardboard model. It was in fact this 
opportunity that inventor Erno Rubik sought to give his students. Beyond the obvious geometrical aspect, twisty 
puzzles can help in strengthening spatial reasoning. After observing the movements of puzzles and having physical 
models to illustrate concepts of geometry, I have better been able to intuitively predict and picture more abstract 
concepts like the interactions of pieces within the mechanism of a puzzle or the extension of a face along its plane to 
produce a stellated polyhedron. From these concepts, I find that it is easy to make a leap to visualizing more 
common physics problems like projectile motion. Indeed, I found myself breezing through 11th Grade kinematics 
while other students struggled to understand (although this produced the unexpected side effect of classmates 
inundating me with requests for assistance during exams). Twisty puzzles can even help with chemistry. The 
Canadian 10th grade chemistry unit on chemical nomenclature and structure requires memorizing a list of prefixes 
for shapes and numbers, ranging from “mono-“ to “dodeca-“. While other students found themselves spending hours 
poring over the tables, I spent that time happily folding paper airplanes because I could relate the prefixes to puzzles, 
knowing that disodium tetraborate had 4 borate atoms because of the tetrahedral (4-sided) pyraminx.  

After I reached a certain point in my twisty puzzles “career”, I found myself wanting a deeper understanding of 
puzzles. Jaap Scherphuis’ Puzzle Page, for example, features tables that list numbers of combinations and 
permutations for various puzzles4, and I couldn’t figure out where they came from. As I searched for information on 

                                                           
4 See http://www.jaapsch.net/puzzles/ 
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the mathematical side of twisty puzzles, I came across a book called “Adventures in Group Theory”5. This book 
explains Group Theory through the filter of Rubik’s Cube and other permutation puzzles and discusses other more 
advanced mathematical topics6.  Twisty Puzzles, though not necessarily invented by mathematicians, are by their 
nature mathematical toys and, according to Joyner, can be described so well by mathematics because “mathematics 
provides a collection of universal analytical methods”. As Erno Rubik intended, the twisty puzzle is not just a toy 
but a true tool for teaching and learning. 

 

Rubik’s Cube In Real Life 

Beyond the mathematical and scientific concepts that can be learned by playing with Twisty puzzles, the hobby has 
some important life and job skills associated with it, particularly for those who enjoy designing their own puzzles. 
The average so-called “basement modder” who modifies the shape of existing puzzles to create new ones will have 
to use a wide variety of techniques to achieve a desirable and attractive finished product. For this person, the use of 
tools like Dremels, hand and power saws, sandpaper, and epoxies will become invaluable later in life for do-it-
yourself work in the home. Furthermore, patience and precision (great habits to have) are required when working 
with twisty puzzles, and the modder will have to find novel ways of adjusting his technique to get a clean and 
professional product. For those who don’t enjoy the manual labor of modding, there is always the option of 
designing a puzzle and having it 3D-printed, particularly through a company called Shapeways7. Shapeways will 
take your 3D computer file and print the necessary parts, and you can even set up a shop so that people can purchase 
prints of your designs. Often, people who use Shapeways will use a program called SolidWorks to create a 3D 
virtual model of their puzzle that they can send off to the 3D printer. Beyond its application in the twisty puzzle 
world, SolidWorks can be found in the design offices of many major factories worldwide where it is used to design 
new products. Having learned how to use SolidWorks, a designer finds himself with important job skills that he can 
use in a career as an inventor or engineer.  Finally, playing with twisty puzzles improves hand-eye co-ordination and 
manual dexterity. 

As I hope I have demonstrated above, the effects of playing with twisty puzzles reach beyond personal 
entertainment and into other areas of one’s life, including improving the mind’s grasp of mathematical and scientific 
concepts. Oddly enough, though, there are a few unexpected side-effects of being a twisty puzzler that one might not 
expect. For example, playing with puzzles has made me a better traveler. My experience with packing puzzles has 
led me to be able to calculate the most efficient use of space in my luggage (I almost always go carry-on) and my 
experiences with striking fear into the hearts of unsuspecting airline security agents have reminded me always to 
have a twisty puzzle handy so that I can put it through the scanner ahead of the rest. The agents then have a visual 
reference against which to judge the odd-looking spiky things that appear on their scanner screens. Finally, some 
recent studies8 have suggested that cognitive activity can help fend off Alzheimer’s later in life, and twisty puzzles 
can help exercise logic and memory. 

So if you get your teachers to allow you to play with twisty puzzles in class,  you can expect to remain sane right 
through your old age. 

                                                           
5 David Joyner, 2008, Johns Hopkins University Press 
6 sadly, I purchased this book when I was in Grade 10 and as such I did not have the foundation of mathematical 
knowledge to fully understand any of the topics it discusses; as such I cannot tell you exactly what the book is 
about other than to say that it refers to calculating solutions for twisty puzzles using Group Theory. 
7 See http://www.shapeways.com/ 
8 See, for example, C. B. Hall, Ph.D., R. B. Lipton, M.D., M. Sliwinski, Ph.D., et al: "Cognitive Activities Delay Onset of 
Memory Decline in Persons Who Develop Dementia." Neurology, Volume 73, pages 356-361, August, 2009 
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Rubber Bandzzles: Three Mathematical Puzzle-Art Challenges

George Hart

Museum of Mathematics

Abstract  It is possible to ignore many boring office meetings if you can distract yourself with handy office supplies.  

Should there be rubber bands lying about on the conference table of your next dreary meeting, here are three artistic  

challenges for entertaining yourself: The Worm, Infinity Squared, and Pentadigitation.

1. The Worm

    The Worm is a miniature sculpture and a study in conservation of twist. I’ve enjoyed replicating it hundreds of times 

over the years. As Fig. 1 indicates, The Worm is a single rubber band very tightly wound. It is twisted as in a rubber-

band powered propeller airplane ready to go, but completely stable. It does not untwist even if picked up and stretched.  

Can you discover how to make one before reading my solution below? 

Fig. 1: The Worm.  

2. Infinity Squared

Infinity Squared is a kinetic sculpture which you make with one rubber band and the thumbs and two fingers of each 

hand.  To warm up to it, first make the very simple motion I call Zero, shown in Fig. 2a, which is basically twiddling 

your thumbs with a rubber band not slipping around them.  Then make “Infinity” which uses the thumb and forefinger 

of each hand inside a rubber band that has been twisted into a figure-eight shape. Since the crossed loop naturally sits  

horizontally and you can do the motion forever, I think of it as ∞.  In a sense, your thumbs together make one pulley  

and your index fingers make another, and the rubber band is a crossed conveyor belt. You drive it by bringing the  

thumb and forefinger of one hand together through the other pair, then switching which hand is on the inside. (Try it in 

reverse as well.) After mastering Infinity, you will be ready for the Infinity Squared challenge, which is like Infinity, but 

with three loops and two crossings. You alternate between the positions shown in Figs. 2c and 2d. The six-finger  

motion that keeps it going smoothly is addictive once you master it.  (Be sure to try it in the reverse direction as well.) 

Fig. 2:  (a) Zero, (b) Infinity, and (c, d) two positions in the cyclic motion of Infinity Squared.

3. Pentadigitation 

The  goal  of  this  mathematical  performance  art  is  to  amaze  or 

amuse your friends and coworkers by making a pentagram around 

the five fingers of one hand, using just the fingers of that hand. 

Start with a rubber band loose in the palm, and with just that hand, 

manipulate it to match Fig. 3.  Once you learn to make one, it is  

surprisingly  easy  (via  neuronal  symmetry?)  to  do  one  star 

simultaneously in each hand.          Fig. 3: Rubber band pentagram
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SOLUTIONS

1. The Worm  The secret is that one half is twisted clockwise and the other half is twisted counterclockwise, with a  

tight little knot at the juncture to prevent the halves from canceling. To make it, repeatedly roll the rubber band along 

the thumbs and forefingers, continuing as many times as possible, and ending up as in Fig 4a. One side is wound tightly 

clockwise, the other is wound tightly counterclockwise, and finger pressure keeps it from unwinding. Then bring the 

ends together in one hand and hold the center as in Fig. 4b to keep it from unwinding. The other hand is now available  

to make a simple overhand knot at the center. Tighten the knot to be as small as possible and then temporarily untwist,  

stretch, and redistribute the turns in each half to be straight, neat, and even as in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4:  Steps in Making The Worm.

2. Infinity Squared  I know of no secret to this other than practice. The fingers will smoothly alternate between the two 

positions shown in Figs. 2c and 2d as the rubber band moves along without slipping. I’ve been doing this since I was a 

kid, so it seems like a natural motion to me, but your mileage may vary. (After you master it, for extra credit try Infinity  

Cubed and so on, until you run out of fingers.)

3. Pentagidigitation Puzzle This can be solved several ways, depending on how flexible your thumb and fingers are. I 

like to first get the rubber band on fingers 4 and 5 (ring finger and pinkie) as in Fig. 5a. Dip the thumb into the loop and  

pull the far side across the palm to get to the position of Fig. 5b. Dip finger 3 into the thumb-loop, pull up the side  

furthest from that finger, then drop the loop from the thumb, to get to the position of Fig. 5c. Lift the near part of the 

finger-5 loop with the thumb, and then let finger 2 grab it from below, and release the thumb, to get to the position of  

Fig. 5d. Finally, the thumb can lift the short center band marked X to obtain the pentagram of Fig. 3.

Fig. 5:  Steps in making Pentadigitation.

Conclusions

Mathematical rubber-band puzzle-sculpture, kinetic art, and performance art are possible on a small scale. I would be 

pleased if copies of these little artworks are soon enlivening boring conference rooms all around the world.
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Clueless Word Puzzles

Frederick Henle 〈fredhenle@gmail.com〉

for G4GX

numeric puzzles

For the past couple years, Gerard Butters and James Henle (also attending G4GX) have been exploring
with me what we call clueless puzzles, similar to Sudoku or KenKen, but with the æsthetic that the
puzzle be empty of clues, that is, not partially filled in. There still have to be constraints to ensure that
each puzzle has a unique solution, but we prefer global constraints and constraints based on the shape
of the puzzle.

The puzzle is an n× n array of empty boxes, and the solution is a Latin square, where each row and
column of the array is a permutation of the numbers (1, . . . , n). In other words, no number may appear
more than once in the same row or in the same column. In common with KenKen, our puzzles are also
partitioned into groups of adjacent boxes (sometimes called cages) with some constraint applied to them.
For example, in this puzzle

the numbers in each of the nine regions must add up to the same sum. Each row is a permutation
of (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and therefore must sum to 21. There are six rows and nine regions, so the sum is
6 · 21/9 = 14 per region.

For a great many more puzzles of this variety, see

http://fredhenle.net/puzzles/

word puzzles

I’ve always loved word games and puzzles, and so I wished to develop something similar to the clueless
numeric puzzles, but using letters instead of numbers. Each row and each column should be a word—this
is known as a word square. If we also define regions of boxes, each region should also form a word.

In the spirit of G4GX, I consider only the letters [MARTINGARDNER], or [ADEGIMNRT]. As a further
constraint, just as with Latin squares, no letter should appear more than once in any given row or
column. I use The Word List (TWL06) which is a standard list of words for word game tournaments.
At the end, I provide a list of words which might be used as a row or column in one of these puzzles.

1
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Here is an example:

Note that each row and each column is a word, and each region also defines a word. All regions are
narrow enough that there is no ambiguity in the order of the boxes within the region—the first letter of
the word is the leftmost topmost box, and each box is adjacent only to at most two other boxes.

Having defined what a solution should look like, it’s less clear what the puzzle definition should be;
that is, what information should be given in order to make the puzzle neither trivial nor intractable.
With the numeric puzzles, there is often a clear mathematical and logical path to the solution. Here are
a few possible ways to turn the solution into a puzzle:

• Provide the empty regions, with no guidance on the words:

This is open-ended enough that there is probably not a unique solution.

• Provide the list of words that go in the regions, but not the regions themselves: A,GRATE,MIND,NAM,TIE.
For any puzzle of this type, there is always a pair of symmetric solutions, unless both the word
square and the regions are symmetric.

• Provide both the empty regions and the list of words to fill it. This is probably much too easy. In
this example, there are only two possible ways to attempt it, since all but two of the regions are
different lengths.

Ready for some actual puzzles? Try these:

1. Fill the following 4× 4 word square:

2
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With the added constraint that that only six different letters out of [MARTINGARDNER] are used in
this square, the solution is unique.

2. Fit the following words into a 4 × 4 word square: AGIN,GRATING,MI,RAD. It’s acceptable for the
word GRATING to have the letter G twice because they are not in the same row or column.

3. Find a 4×4 word square that can be partitioned one way and filled with AGE,EM,GAD,I,ID,ME,RID

or partitioned a different way and filled with AD,DE,EGAD,GEM,I,I,MIR.

4. Fit the following words into a 5×5 word square: AM,AMEN,DIM,EN,GENT,RAGE,RAM,I,TA. The word
square is symmetric, but the arrangement of regions is asymmetric, so there is a pair of solutions.

It turns out that there are no word squares of order six or higher using only the letters [MARTINGARDNER]
and allowing no letter to appear more than once in a given row or column. There is only one such word
square of order five, and like many word squares, it is symmetric (the five rows are the same as the five
columns). There are hundreds of word squares of order four, even if you ignore the symmetric ones.

word lists

These are all the words in TWL06 containing only the letters [MARTINGARDNER] and containing no more
than one of each letter. TWL06 does not include any one-letter words, but of course I also accept A and
I as valid words.

1. A I

2. AD AE AG AI AM AN AR AT DE ED EM EN ER ET ID IN IT MA ME MI NA NE RE TA TI

3. AGE AID AIM AIN AIR AIT AMI AND ANE ANI ANT ARE ARM ART ATE DAG DAM DAN DEN DIE DIG DIM DIN DIT EAR EAT

END ENG ERA ERG ERN ETA GAD GAE GAM GAN GAR GAT GED GEM GEN GET GID GIE GIN GIT IRE MAD MAE MAG MAN MAR

MAT MED MEG MEN MET MID MIG MIR NAE NAG NAM NEG NET NIM NIT RAD RAG RAI RAM RAN RAT RED REG REI REM RET

RIA RID RIG RIM RIN TAD TAE TAG TAM TAN TAR TEA TED TEG TEN TIE TIN

4. ADIT AGED AGER AGIN AIDE AIRN AIRT AMEN AMID AMIE AMIN AMIR ANTE ANTI ARID DAME DAMN DANG DARE DARN DART

DATE DEAN DEAR DENI DENT DERM DIET DIME DINE DING DINT DIRE DIRT DITA DITE DRAG DRAM DRAT DREG EARN EDIT

EGAD EMIR EMIT ETNA GADI GAED GAEN GAIN GAIT GAME GANE GATE GEAR GENT GERM GETA GIED GIEN GIRD GIRN GIRT

GITE GNAR GNAT GRAD GRAM GRAN GRAT GRID GRIM GRIN GRIT IDEA IDEM IRED ITEM MADE MAGE MAGI MAID MAIN MAIR

MANE MARE MART MATE MEAD MEAN MEAT MEGA MEND META MIEN MINA MIND MINE MINT MIRE MITE NAME NARD NEAR NEAT

NEMA NERD NIDE NITE RAGE RAGI RAID RAIN RAMI RAND RANG RANI RANT RATE READ REAM REIN REND RENT RIDE RIME

RIND RING RITE TAIN TAME TANG TARE TARN TEAM TEAR TEND TERM TERN TIDE TIED TIER TIME TINE TING TIRE TRAD

TRAM TRIG TRIM

5. ADMEN ADMIT AGENT AIDER AIMED AIMER AIRED AMEND AMENT AMIDE AMINE ANGER ANIME ANTED ANTRE ARMED ARMET

DATER DEAIR DEIGN DEMIT DENAR DENIM DERAT DERMA DIMER DINAR DINER DINGE DIRAM DIRGE DRAIN DREAM ENTIA

GAMED GAMER GAMIN GARNI GATED GATER GIANT GRADE GRAIN GRAND GRANT GRATE GREAT GRIDE GRIME GRIND IMAGE

INARM INERT INTER IRADE IRATE MADRE MANED MANGE MARGE MATED MATER MATIN MEANT MEDIA MENAD MENTA MERIT

MIDGE MINAE MINED MINER MIRED MITER MITRE NADIR NAMED NAMER NITER NITRE RAGED RAMEN RAMET RAMIE RANGE

RANID RATED REDAN REDIA REGMA REGNA REIGN REMAN REMIT RENIG RETAG RETIA RIANT RIDGE RIMED TAMED TAMER

TARED TARGE TEIND TENIA TERAI TERGA TIGER TIMED TIMER TINEA TINED TINGE TIRED TRADE TRAGI TRAIN TREAD

TREND TRIAD TRIED TRINE

6. ADMIRE AIDMEN AIGRET AIRMEN AIRTED ARDENT ARGENT ARMING DAIMEN DAMNER DANGER DARING DATING DEGAMI DENARI

DETAIN DINGER DREAMT EARING EATING ENGIRD ENGIRT ENGRAM ENIGMA ETAMIN GAINED GAINER GAITED GAITER GAMIER

GAMINE GANDER GARDEN GARNET GERMAN GIRNED GIRTED GRADIN GRATED GRATIN GRIMED IMAGED IMAGER IMARET INGATE

INMATE MAGNET MAIDEN MAIGRE MANGER MANTID MARGIN MARINE MARTED MARTEN MARTIN MATIER MATING MEDIAN MEDINA

METING MIDGET MINDER MINTED MINTER MIRAGE MITRED NIDATE NIDGET RAGMEN RAINED RANGED RANTED RATINE RATING

REAGIN REDING REGAIN REGINA REMAIN REMAND REMIND REMINT RETAIN RETINA RIDENT RINGED TAMEIN TAMING TANDEM

TANGED TARING TINDER TINGED TIRADE TRIAGE TRINED

7. ANTIRED DARTING DERAIGN DETRAIN DRAGNET GARMENT GERMINA GRADINE GRAINED GRANITE GRANTED GRATINE INARMED

INGRATE MANGIER MARGENT MARTING MEDIANT METRING MIGRANT MIGRATE MINARET MINTAGE RAGTIME RAIMENT READING

READMIT REAMING TANGIER TEAMING TEARING TEGMINA TERMING TRADING TRAINED TRIAGED

8. DERATING DREAMING EMIGRANT GRADIENT MARGINED MIDRANGE MIGRATED REDATING REMATING TREADING

3
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Figure: A physical version of Untouchable 11 - 
Master Challenge is available in my Shapeways 
shop.  http://www.shapeways.com/model/487355/

Untouchable 11 – Master Challenge 
by Carl Hoff ( carl.n.hoff@gmail.com )

   Untouchable 11 – Master Challenge is a hexomino packing puzzle.  The goal is to put these 11 
hexominos within the board so that no two touch each other, even at a corner.  Back in late 2008, I wrote 
a program to solve the original Untouchable 11  
puzzle made for Smartkit by Peter Grabarchuk.    
http://www.smart-kit.com/games/untouchable-11/
The hardest version of that puzzle has only 7 
solutions, not counting rotations or reflections.  
When I was invited to G4G10 and informed I 
needed a gift for the Gift Exchange, I 
immediately wondered if I could use that 
program to make an even harder puzzle based 
on the same rules.  I felt Untouchable 11 was 
the hardest 11 piece 2D puzzle I was aware of 
at the time.  I’ve now searched 100’s of 11 
piece subsets of the hexominos and to date this 
is the hardest set I’ve found which can still be 
placed on the 12×12 board.  It has 2 solutions.  
The search continues for a set with just a single solution.  I’m working with Peter Grabarchuk and a 
playable app of my Untouchable 11 – Master Challenge will soon be available here. 

http://www.puzzles.com/PuzzleClub/Untouchable11MasterChallenge/
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BOWTIES
Kate Jones
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Tricky Arithmetic

Tanya Khovanova

April 13, 2012

Abstract

This article is an expanded version of my talk at the Gathering for
Gardner, 2012.

1 Introduction

Three horses are galloping at 27 miles per hour. What is
the speed of one horse?

If you answered 9 to the question above, you’re wrong. Relax, stop
rushing through this problem, and think again.

2 Ode to trick problems

I work with high school youth as a coach for math competitions. From
time to time I give them trick problems. Many new students get
caught, for example, answering 9 to the previous riddle. This may
seem surprising, given that I work with the highest achievers in one
of the best schools in Massachusetts.

I have a theory for why this happens. Few kids are really taught
to think in school. Instead, they are taught to use templates. At a
rushed first glance the problem above sounds like division, so they
divide.

Once my students get caught for the first time, they start paying
attention. After that, they think before answering. No one likes to
be tricked, which is why trick problems are such a great motivator for
students to pay attention and to really think.

1
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3 The collection of the problems

As trick problems have great value, I collect them and put them on
my website [2]. I also write about them for my blog [1]. Here are a
few gems from my collection:

1. A stick has two ends. If you cut off one end, how many ends will
the stick have left?

2. Anna had two sons. One son grew up and moved away. How
many sons does Anna have now?

3. A square has four corners. If we cut one corner off, how many
corners will the remaining figure have?

4. At a farmer’s market you stop by an apple stand, where you see
20 beautiful apples. You buy 5. How many apples do you have?

5. Mrs. Fullhouse has 2 sons, 3 daughters, 2 cats and 1 dog. How
many children does she have?

6. My dining room chandelier has 5 light bulbs in it. During a
storm two of them went out. How many light bulbs are in the
chandelier now?

7. My dog Fudge likes books. In the morning he brought two books
to his corner and three more books in the evening. How many
books will he read tonight?

8. There were five bowls full of candy on the table. Mike ate one
bowl of candy and Sarah ate two. How many bowls are there on
the table now?

9. Peter had ten cows. All but nine died. How many cows are left?

10. A patient needs to get three shots. There is a break of 30 min-
utes between shots. Assuming the shots themselves are instan-
taneous, how much time will the procedure take?

11. You are running a race and you pass the person who was running
second. What place are you now?

12. A caterpillar wants to see the world and decides to climb a 12-
meter pole. It starts every morning and climbs 4 meters in half
a day. Then it falls asleep for the second half of the day, during
which time it slips 3 meters down. How much time will it take
the caterpillar to reach the top?

2
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13. Humans have 10 fingers on their hands. How many fingers are
there on 10 hands?

14. How many people are there in two pairs of twins, twice?

15. It takes 3 minutes to boil 3 eggs. How long will it take to boil 5
eggs?

16. Two friends went for a walk and found $20. How much money
would they have found if they were joined by two more friends?

17. One hundred percent of the fish in a pond are goldfish. I take
10% of the goldfish out of the pond. What percentage of goldfish
does the pond now contain?

18. The Davidsons have five sons. Each son has one sister. How
many children are there in the family?

4 The wrong answers

Here are the wrong answers that are produced by people who use a
template without thinking:

1. 1 end

2. 1 son

3. 3 corners

4. 15 apples

5. 8 children

6. 3 light-bulbs

7. 5 books

8. 2 bowls

9. 1 cow

10. One hour and a half

11. First

12. 12 days

13. 100 fingers

14. 16 people

15. 5 minutes

3
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16. $40

17. 90% goldfish

18. 10 children

5 Rabbits

I know that my students are doing something wrong when they start
using a pencil or a calculator for this problem:

On average, rabbits start breeding when they are 3 months
old and produce 4 offspring every month. If I put a day
old rabbit in a cage for a year, how many offspring will it
produce?

6 Acknowledgments

Thanks to all those who submitted trick problems to me. I am grateful
to Sue Katz for helping me to edit this paper.
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at: http://www.tanyakhovanova.com/Puzzles/index.html#
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10 x 1 in a cube 
Peter Knoppers – g4g@buttonius.com – http://www.buttonius.com 
Westvest 291, 2611 BX  Delft, the Netherlands 

For G4GX I designed a puzzle that honors the theme (10) of this 
gathering for Gardner. The puzzle consists of 10 pieces shaped like 
the digit 1. This shape tiles the plane; thus it can be cut efficiently from planar 
material. Written together like 1111111111 gives the representation of the number 10 
in unary. 

The pieces can be assembled into a cube in 4 different ways, shown below. Each row 
of 4x4 squares in the image below represents the four layers of a solution. Please try 
to solve the puzzle before looking at the solutions. Although the puzzle is not trivial; 
it is certainly possible to solve it manually. 

Solution 1   

1

1
1

1 1

1

2 2 2222

333333
4

4

4
4
44

5
555

5

5

66
6
6

6

6
7
777

7

7 8

8
8
8

8

8

9 9 9
9
9 9

X X X
X

X X

Solution 2   

1 1
1

1 1 1
2 2 2222

333333
4

4

4
4
44

5
555

5

5

66
6
6

6

6
7
7 7 7
7 7

88
8
8

8

8
99

9
9 9 9

X X
X

X X X

Solution 3   

1 1 1
1
11

2

2

2
2
2

2
33

3
3 3 3

4

4

4
4
44 5 55 5 55

6
6
6

66
6

7 7777 7 88
8
88

8 9
9
9

9 9
9

X X
X

X X X

Solution 4   

1 1 1
1
11
2 2 2

2
2 233 3 33 3

4

4

4
4
4

4

55 5 55 5

6 66 6 66

7 77 7 77
8

8
8
8

8

8

9 9 9
9
9 9

X X
X

X X X

The pieces were laser-cut from 5mm sand-blasted blue acrylic (PMMA). This 
material has the problem that the thickness can vary quite a bit. The unit size of the 
pieces was adjusted for the actual thickness of the material. The pieces in each set use, 
of course, the same unit size. If you combine pieces from different sets you may 
encounter problems. 

This puzzle was designed with BurrTools; see http://burrtools.sourceforge.net/ 
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Puzzles with hidden sines

David Lawrence
http://dlaw.me

Gathering for Gardner 10

1 Ten cubic inches

Consider a rectangular piece of paper with area 522
3
square inches and a side

of length τ inches. (A rectangle of this size is drawn on the next page.)
Without tearing or overlapping, join the edges such that it forms a simple
closed surface containing exactly 10 cubic inches.

2 Isosceles triangle hunting

An isosceles triangle has an angle τx and sides of distinct lengths y and z.
Given that the values of x, y, and z are not enough information to construct
the triangle, find x.

Discussion

The first puzzle has a very beautiful solution which will be difficult to stumble
upon if you do not carefully consider the title and the dimensions of the paper
to be folded. The second puzzle is not especially tricky, but I think it’s neat
that the problem itself doesn’t contain any numbers.

Contact

If you would like the solutions or have feedback on these puzzles, please send
an email to dlaw@dlaw.me.
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This box has area 522
3
in2 and a side of length τ in.
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©Eureka! Puzzles, 2006 – 2012; 1349 Beacon St, Brookline, Ma 02446, 617-7Eureka (617-738-7352); www.eurekapuzzles.com 

 
Eureka!'s Cross‐reference to Mathematical Thinking 

David Leschinsky 
 
Mathematical thinking refers to a broad array of mental processes that address our ability to conceptualize, 
quantify, identify, and manipulate an abstract representation of reality.  This type of thinking is critically 
important to understand and succeed at many endeavors.  Another important capability is the ability to look at 
problems from many perspectives, properly understand the situation, and then derive an applicable solution.  
Successful problem solving frequently requires the ability to create temporary abstractions of the problem, and 
then abandon them for different abstractions as warranted.  This ability is what we refer to as Flexibility of Mind. 
 
Some individuals are able to sit with challenging problems for long periods of time as they work through and 
eventually solve them.  But, far too often, problems get abandoned, not just put aside until later, but just 
abandoned.  This point, at which problems are abandoned, is how we define the Frustration Threshold. 
 
Research has shown that discrete thinking processes, such as those which support mathematical thinking, can 
be strengthened through solving puzzles and game play.  This author has previously outlined methodologies 
using graduated puzzles and games for increasing the Frustration Threshold and developing Flexibility of Mind.  
This current paper categorizes many of these commercially available puzzles or games by an assessment of the 
specific mathematical processes they enhance.   
 
 
 
Thinking Processes  Game Categories  Single‐player games  Multi‐player games 
Number Sense, 
arithmetic 

Number games, dice 
games, domino games 

Game of Chips,  Shut the 
Box 

Number Chase, Pass the Pigs, 
Yahtzee, Conceptual Bingo, 
Mad Math, Make 7, Russian 
Cross, Rummikub, 8 ½, 24, 99, 
Mathable (all versions), Rat‐a‐
tat Cat, Exact Change,  

Abstract 
representation 

Equation based 
games, graduated 
puzzles which use 
symbols as 
placeholders for 
variables 

Zoo Logic, Animal Logic, 
Chocolate Fix, Metaforms, 
Logic Links, 

Equate, ‘SMath, Conceptual 
Bingo (Algebra Focus) 

Pattern recognition  Pattern matching 
games and puzzles 

Lonpos, Knoodle,  Acuity, 
TriSpy, Set, Zoki, IQ Twist, 
Scrambled Squares, 
Hoppers, Think and Jump, 
Pixi Cubes, Cheese Puzzle, 
Utopia, Brain Blocks, D‐Box, 
IQ‐Fit, Bend‐it 

Zoki, , Pohaku, Set,  Jungle 
Speed, Blink, Reflection , Trixio, 
Pente, Go, Chess, Checker, 
Backgammon 

Reasoning  Logic, strategy, logic 
problems, lateral 
thinking problems 

Metaforms, Logix II, 
ZooLogic, Titanic, Rush 
Hour, Chocolate Fix, Visual 

Mindtrap, Clue, Scotland Yard, 
333 Baker Street, Spy Alley, 
Simply Suspects, Alibi, Mr Jack,  
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©Eureka! Puzzles, 2006 – 2012; 1349 Beacon St, Brookline, Ma 02446, 617-7Eureka (617-738-7352); www.eurekapuzzles.com

Printed: 03/26/2012 

Thinking Processes  Game Categories  Single‐player games  Multi‐player games 
Logic, numerous lateral and 
logic thinking problem 
books, Turnstile, Solitaire 
Chess, 36 Cube 
 

Sequencing  Number games, jigsaw 
puzzles, mechanical 
puzzles, sliding 
puzzles, 3D puzzles, 
most board games, 
card games, all twisty 
puzzles 

Rush Hour, River Crossing, 
Tip Over, Tavern Puzzles,  
burr and string puzzles, 15 
Puzzle, Eni Puzzle, Apple 
and the Worm, Bronco,  
Chicken Shuffle, Monsters, 
Alcatraz, Anti Virus, 
Turnstile, Tilt, Solitaire 
Chess, UnHinged, Amaze, 
Athen, Perilous Pipes, 
Hedgehog Escape, Dig it, 
Oops, Rubik’s Cube, Bend‐
it, Temple Trap 

Rummikub,  Labyrinth, 
Sequence, Guillotine, Poker, 
Gobblet, Tree House, Blokus, 
Rumis, Exago, Othello, Rolit, 
Hive, Quarto, Abalone, Four in a 
Square 

Spatial Orientation  Geometric games, 
maze games, 
geographic games, 
tangrams, train 
games, territorial 
games, packing 
puzzles, 

Lonpos, Soma cubes, jigsaw 
puzzles, Tangramino, 
Architecto, Clicko, 
Equilibrio, tangrams, Hide 
& Seek series, IQ Twist, 
Penguins on Ice, Anaconda, 
Trio, Block by Block, Brick 
by Brick, Square by Square, 
Shape by Shape, Tilt, Cobra 
Cube, Hedgehog Escape, 
Perilous Pipes, Utopia, IQ 
Fit, Bend‐it 

Blokus, Rumis, Shapes Up,  
Quoridor, , Ticket To Ride, 
Empire Builder, Scotland Yard, 
Go, Exago, Othello, Rolit, Hive, 
Pente, Go, Carcassonne, 
Abalone, Cobra Twist, Chocoly, 
Paradisi, Four in a Square 

Data Assessment or 
Analysis 

Probability, estimation Color Code, Stenzzles, Swish Perudo, Numero, Bohnanza, 
Zero, Poker 

Strategic Assessment  Games with chance 
and strategy, war 
games,  cooperative 
games,  
Economic games, 
Resource 
Management games 

  Risk, Stratego, Pandemic, , 
Bohnanza,  Diplomacy, 
Alexandrus, Settlers of Catan, 
Carcassonne, Small World, 
Agricola, Castle Panic, Evo, 
Automobile, Las Vegas, Hey 
That’s My Fish, Smartrix, Octi 
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Three Variations on the G4G10 Theme 
Anany Levitin 

 
The puzzles below are motivated by the conference theme, which is 10 (of course) and/or X 
(numeral and variable).  Solutions can be found on the back of this page. 
 
1. Find at least two different ways to read the conference theme in the toothpick 

configuration below without moving any of the toothpicks: 
 

                                         
 
 

2. Get the conference theme by moving one toothpick in the configuration below: 
 
 

                                                   
 
 

3. Get the conference theme by moving two toothpicks in the configuration below: 
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     Solutions to the Three Variations on the G4G10 Theme Puzzles 
 

1. The first solution can be obtained by turning the page 45 degrees or 135 degrees 
to get X.  The second, and qualitatively different, solution is to read + in Chinese 
(see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_numerals). 
 
 

2. Read “TEN” bottom up after moving one toothpick as shown below: 
 

 
 
 
 

3. Since decimal 10 is 1010 in binary, one can solve the puzzle by moving the two 
middle toothpicks to get the desired configuration as shown below: 
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IBM Research challenge corner – Ponder-This 

Oded Margalit 

Over the years we asked (www.research.ibm.com/ponder) 168 

monthly challenges. 

Here are 010 (Octal) open questions about them. 

1. August 1998:   
If ∆ABC is equilateral and AD=BE=CF then ∆DEF is 
equilateral too.  

Prove that is ∆DEF is equilateral and AD=BE=DF then ∆ABC 

is too.  
We have a solution but looking for a simpler one. 

2. September 1998:  

Arrange the numbers 1,2,...,12 in the vertices of the shield of 
David such that the sum over all four integers on each line and 

the sum over the internal hexagon are all the same 
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3. October 2010:  
In the following story, can you fill in the values a, b, c, d, and 

e with integer numbers so as to make the story true? And what 

would be X?  
 

P: What is the area of the lake?  

T: I can not tell since I do not know anything about it.  
P: It has the shape of a convex pentagon; with integer edges. 

T: Can you give me more details?  

P: Here are the sorted integer lengths: a, b, c, d and e.   

T: Now we are getting somewhere, but I still don't know. 
P: Last hint: Two of the angles are right (90 degrees).  
T: Thank you. The lake area MUST be X square kilometers. 

 
The smallest area we found is ~33.99 and the smallest integer 

area is 70.  

Can you do better? 

4. April 2011 (Vi Hart):  

We asked how many 20-segments long snakes are they. 

Can you solve it for general N? 

5. July 2011:  

There are 80 students in a school. Each of them eats fruit for 

dessert every day, and the available fruits are apples, bananas, 
and cherries.   

Find a possible setting of desserts for X days such that for 

every set of three students, there exists at least one day in 

which they all ate different desserts.  
 

We know of a solution for X=14, and a lower bound of 10. 

Can you close that gap? 

6. September 2011:  

A computer program, named 6to2, gets a sequence of purely 

random independent and fair dice tosses and outputs a 
sequence of uniformly and independent bits. It generates as 

many output bits as it can from the dice inputs -- as long as it 
can ensure that the output is indeed completely random.  
The problem is that our program actually gets its input from a 

similar program named 2to6, which generates random dice 
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tosses from random bits.  
Our question was: What is the efficiency of the above process? 

Starting from 27 bits, converting them to dice tosses, and then 

back to bits, how many bits will we get on average?  
 

The answer is surprisingly close to an integer. Why? 

7. October 2011:  
We call a real number R "interesting" if the product of every 8 

consecutive decimal digits is 40,320.  

Build a network from no more than twenty 1-ohm resistors 

such that their overall resistance R would be interesting.  
 
It can be done with 12 resistors, even with 11 (but not parallel-

series).  
 

Is 11 minimal? 

8. March 2012:  
Arrange the numbers 1, 2, 3,..., N on the nodes of a tree such 

that if we write the difference of the edges on each edge – no 

two edges would be the same. 
 

We have a solution for a balanced binary tree, but it is an open 

question for arbitrary tree.  
Can you find a simple tree for which you do not have such 

numbering? 
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Sudoku variation puzzles from

Brainfreeze Puzzles books

Philip Riley and Laura Taalman
Sterling/PuzzleWright Press

Torus Diagonals
1–9 in each row, column, and block, and 1–9 in each
colored region. Note that colored regions are not con-
nected; for example, 1–9 appear in the nine green cells
on the board. (from Color Sudoku)

7 4 5 8 9 2 1

3 5 7

8 9

1 2

8 4 2

9 8 1 2 4 3 6

Greater Than Greater
1–9 in each row, column, and block, A < B indicates
that A is less than B, and A � B indicates that A is
less than B − 1. (from Naked Sudoku)

Worms
1–9 in each row, column, and block, and each blue
“worm” contains numbers that increase from one end
to the other (not necessarily consecutively).

(from Color Sudoku)

9 5

6 4 9

3 2 8

9

6 2 3 8

1

3 6 7

1 5 2

8 1

Divisor
1–9 in each row, column, and block, A ⊂ B indicates
that A divides B, and A < B indicates that A is less
than B. (from Naked Sudoku)
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18-Clue Medium
1–9 in each row, column, and block.

(from No-Frills Sudoku)

Diamonds
1–9 in each row, column, block, and bent diagonal.

(from upcoming Beyond Sudoku)

7 8 9

7 2

9

4 9

5 7 6 4

1 3

3

2 5

2 6 5

18-Clue Wicked Hard
1–9 in each row, column, and block.

(Too hard for No-Frills Sudoku)

Fish
1–9 in each row, column, block, and “fish.”

(from upcoming Beyond Sudoku)

8 7

4 9

1 6 4

9 6 2 3

2 7 1 8

9 1 3

6 7

4 6
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IBM research

March 2012 © 2012 IBM Corporation

Ponder This

IBM research’s riddles corner

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation2 March 2012

May 1998 = www.businessweek.com/1998/20/b3578130.htm

BIG BLUE'S LITTLE BOOK OF IDEA BOOSTERS

WHAT ARE INVENTORS TO DO when they just plain get stuck? No new 
ideas, no cries of ''Eureka!'' from the bathtub? Well, IBM's research 
scientists now have a little spiral-bound book of 56 tips to try. Sort of 
like the Tao for people who think about computers all day. 

The tips range from the pedestrian to the surreal. In the interest of 
furthering scientific research, a sampling: 

''Clean your desk.''
''Go backpacking.''
''Shut the door. Practice shooting rubber bands at targets in your office.'' 

''Reread your favorite book from childhood.''
''Ponder something else. For example, if a belt were placed around the 
equator, and then had six meters of length added to it, and you grabbed 
it at a point and lifted it until all the slack was gone, how high above the 
earth's surface would you be?'' If you figure it out, let IBM's big thinkers 
know at tips98@us.ibm.com. 

By Ira Sager EDITED BY HEATHER GREEN

Author: Ira Sager
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation3 March 2012

Aug 1998 = solved Mar 2005

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation4 March 2012

Sep 1998 = Can be solved by a child

When adding 

another 
constraint
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation5 March 2012

Jul 2003 = (not) open question

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation6 March 2012

Dec 2006 = There is a better way to ask it

Ponder This Challenge: 

Puzzle for December 2006.

Consider a random permutation, P, on n elements. P 

can be decomposed into cycles. Let x be a fraction 
between .5 and 1. Let f(x,n) be the probability that all 

the cycles of P have size less than x*n. This month's 
problem is to find the asymptotic behavior of f(x,n) for 

fixed x as n --> infinity.
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation7 March 2012

Apr 2007 = PRL paper

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation8 March 2012

Aug 2007 = My first challenge
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation9 March 2012

Feb 2008 = Unknown game
Parameter Sequence 

1 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384 ... 

2 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 55 89 144 233 377 610 987 ... 

2.5 1 2 3 5 7 10 15 22 32 47 69 101 148 217 318 ... 

3                               ... 

3.5 1 2 3 4 6 8 11 15 21 27 35 46 61 82 109 ... 

4                               ... 

4.5 1 2 3 4 5 7 9 11 14 18 22 27 34 43 54 ... 

5 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 15 18 22 27 33 41 ... 

5.5 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 15 18 22 26 31 37 ... 

6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 11 13 16 19 23 27 32 ... 

6.5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 11 13 15 18 21 25 29 ... 

7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 14 16 19 22 26 ... 

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation10 March 2012

May 2008 = efil fo emaG
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation11 March 2012

Aug 2008 = GEC

Hi,

I've enjoyed this problem very much. 

Thanks,

--

Just a polite solution

A C# program DFS 18 hours

Score pruned BFS 90 minutes

CLASP in less than an hour

MILP on NEOS server

Back-of-envelope (new!) solution

Method:  I used this program, written in smodels (lparse) notation:

I ran this with various solvers; the one that finally worked was clasp:

lparse -c m=30 room.smodels | clasp --stats

University of Kentucky

Cork Constraint Computation Centre (Ireland)

To find a solution for the 30x30 board I wrote the following C# program.

It is a depth search program with some further assumptions which

minimize the running time (nevertheless it took more than 18 hours on myThese were found with a computer program that worked as follows (and is attached).  Starting with an empty 
board, pairs of queens were put in rows (or columns) in every possible way.  This process was then repeated, 

each time adding two new queens, but retaining only a subset of the results (which quickly becomes too large 

to store in memory or process in a reasonable about of time).  The cases retained had to be legal in the 

sense of not having more than one queen threatening any other, but since this alone did not reduce the 

number of cases sufficiently, they were also given a score corresponding to the number of spaces not 
threatened by any queen.  The cases with the highest scores were retained, with a fixed set size, and passed 

on to the next stage.  This number of sets was chosen to be 800. For N = 30, the program took about 90 

minutes to run on my PC and resulted in 61 solutions, one of which is shown below.

The first construction was found by computer-aided search, the second is by 

solving an MILP optimization model on the NEOS servers. The problem 

trivially translates to MILP, but some additional cuts are necessary to obtain 

a solution fast on large boards such as this one.

Best regards,

Graduate student

Rutgers Center for Operations ResearchRutgers University

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation12 March 2012

Nov 2008 = ibmresearchnews.blogspot.com/2008/10/ibm-researchs-ponder-this-puzzle.html
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation13 March 2012

Feb 2009 = Cant see

Find the error in the following
 900F 80F0 8F00 80CA BE12 AA90 9400 0048 3E5B 8AC0 3400 00CB BC81
8A08 3C00 0050 BE43 00C0 3E00 A019 8059 BE13 2000 0092 BE9B 2A0B
2A00 8052 8841 04C0 3E00 840B 084B 0098 E000 8819 845A 8012 0300
0050 826F 0500 0600 846E 8264 0900 0A00 8065 0C00 0072 A054 8368
8569 4800 4400 8573 4200 4100 8349 8542 2800 2400 854D 2200 2100
9F00 E000 8888 8444 8000 0030 0DED 8222 0050 0060 8444 8222 0090
00A0 8000 00C0 0DED A000 8333 8555 4080 4040 8555 4020 4010 8333
8555 2080 2040 8555 2020 2010 8300 8500 8030 8050 0880 0840 8050
0820 0810 8030 8050 0480 0440 8050 0420 0410 8500 8030 8050 0280
0240 8050 0220 0210 8030 8050 0180 0140 8050 0120 0110 90F0 9F00
E000 8888 8444 8000 0003 0DED 8222 0005 0006 8444 8222 0009 000A
8000 000C 0DED A000 8333 8555 4008 4004 8555 4002 4001 8333 8555
2008 2004 8555 2002 2001 8300 8500 8003 8005 0808 0804 8005 0802
0801 8003 8005 0408 0404 8005 0402 0401 8500 8003 8005 0208 0204
8005 0202 0201 8003 8005 0108 0104 8005 0102 0101 9F00 8030 8050
8003 8005 0088 0084 8005 0082 0081 8003 8005 0048 0044 8005 0042
0041 8050 8003 8005 0028 0024 8005 0022 0021 8003 8005 0018 0014
8005 0012 0011 80FF 8F0F A333 8000 5000 0DED 8000 3000 0DED A333
C555 1800 1400 C555 1200 1100 8F0F A333 A555 1080 1040 A555 1020
1010 A333 A555 1008 1004 A555 1002 1001 

msb 0:found 1:question 2 out of 15 in 7 questions 

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation14 March 2012

Apr 2009 = efficient erasure code

f: 224 → 28*4

–Recover 2 erasures

–Implement in 5 ops

Michael: general table

Eli: One instruction (PCLMULQDQ)

f(x) = ((((x*c1)&c2)*c3)&c4)%c5,

where

c1 = (2792-1)/(233-1)

c2 = (2816-1)/(234-1)

c3 = 1+234+23*34+24*34+28*34

c4 = (21088-1)/(234-1)

c5 = 233-1
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation15 March 2012

May 2009 = find the time

Find

–Palindromic digital

–Seconds bisects the min/hour hands

Round or floor?

00:55:00, 04:00:40, 04:55:40, 10:11:01

14:11:41, 20:22:02 and 24:22:42

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation16 March 2012

June 2009 = permutation

1st coincidence

– # odd cycles = # even cycles

2nd “coincidence”

– 4214
+4314 

= 2•46k (mod 1299)

– 46k = 2 (mod 1299)

1299mod

14

14

14
))2mod(2(
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From Johns Hopkins University

Applied Physics Laboratory
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation17 March 2012

July 2009 = BackGammon

What is the probability of wining 
with a double?

–Assume all are at the last point

Common mistake: forgetting the 
second player (2+(-1/6)^n)/7

Doubling cube ;-)

HASKELL program

import Data.Ratio

main = putStr $ show (f 8 8) ++ "\n"

f :: Int -> Int -> Rational

f 1 b = 1%6

f 2 b = 1%6 + 5%6 * f b 1

f a b = 1%6 * f b (a-2) + 5%6 * f b (a-1)

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation18 March 2012

August 2009 = UYHIP Boolean NOT

How to compute 3 NOTs using 2?

 (I found this a fascinating problem by 
the way). Ideally this explanation 
would be given in the form of a poem 
with rhyming scheme: 
baabeccefddfhIjgIKKIdIfIolnlemcmsqatbtvpuprq
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation19 March 2012

October 2009 = different kind

 1, 13, 2, 1, 5, 3, 2, 1, 4, 4, 7, 3, 1, 5, 3, 5, ?, ?

 Hint (10/07): The solution is related to a quote about 
mathematicians.

 Thanks for the hint!  But I have a feeling you will be 
flooded with correct answers now.

 My only question is, how could anyone have found 
this answer without the hint.

A mathematician is a blind man in a dark 
room looking for a black cat which

isn’t there

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation20 March 2012

January 2010 = 2+2=5
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gradians

Some people think 

that 2+2 is 5
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation21 March 2012

April 2010 = (Hexa)Decimal

 Find a prime number which stays the same (21 
digits truncated)

 Easy Lattice problem

 2280762253152254361009441410610677210864968
3164642972183286269214619099352157014522058
098996385254903281545695887189603267201

 Solver: iterate Hex->Dec->Delete21 till converges

∑∑
−

=
+

=

=
21

0
21

0
1610

n

i

i

i

n

i

i

i dd

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation22 March 2012

May 2010 = Prob’ vector Quantization

Quantize a 10-long prob’ vector to 
[0,0.25) [0.25,0.5) [0.5,0.75) [0.75,1]

A. How many bins are realizable?

B. If we change the boundaries, what 
is the maximum #?

Nice combinatoric argument for A

 Interesting reservation for B
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation23 March 2012

June 2010 = Boolean function
For c and d to both be affected, the problem gate is number 20.

Try c again. replace 20: XOR with AND

c: ! ( A.B.C.!D  +  !A.!B.C.D + A.B.C.D  )  +   A.B.C.D

C:! ( 7 + 12 + 15 ) + 15

c:0,1,2,3,4,5,6, ,8,9,a,b, ,d,e,f

c == ??? 

refactored c:

c:(  !A.B + A.!B.C + B.!C)    +  ( !B + !A + !C ).!(D.!C+!D.C)   +  ( A.B.C ) . (D.!C+!D.C)

Try c again. replace 20: XOR with XNOR

c:(  !A.B + A.!B.C + B.!C   +  !A.C.!D    +  !B.C.!D  +  !C.D   +    A.B.C.D ) 

c:( 2,6,10,14 + 5,13 +   2,3,10,11 +  4,6 +  4,5 +  8,9,10,11 + 15 )

c: 2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,11,13,14,15

c == middle

20 == XNOR

D.!C+!D.C => C.D+!C.!D

c thru g reworked with 20 as XNOR

d:(!B+!(A.C)).!((C.D+!C.!D).(A.!(B.!A.!C)+!A.(B.!A.!C)))+!(!B+!(A.C)).((C.D+!C.!D).(A.!(B.!A.!C)+!A.(B.!A.!C)))

e:((A.B+!B.C).((C.D+!C.!D).!B+!(C.D+!C.!D).B)).!(!A.!C+B.C)+!((A.B+!B.C).((C.D+!C.!D).!B+!(C.D+!C.!D).B)).(!A.!C+B.C)

f:(!A.!C+B.C)+(B.!((C.D+!C.!D).!A+!(C.D+!C.!D).A)+!B.((C.D+!C.!D).!A+!(C.D+!C.!D).A))

g:(!B+!(A.C)).!(((C.D+!C.!D).!A+!(C.D+!C.!D).A).((A.(B.!C+!B.C)).!(B+C)+!(A.(B.!C+!B.C)).(B+C)))+!(!B+!(A.C)).(((C.D+!C.!D).!A+!(

C.D+!C.!D).A).((A.(B.!C+!B.C)).!(B+C)+!(A.(B.!C+!B.C)).(B+C)))

d:( !A.!B  +  !A.C  +  !B.C.!D + !C.D     +   A.B.C.D       )

d:( 0,4,8,12 +  4,6,12,14 + 4,5 + 8,9,10,11 + 15 )

d: 0,4,5,6,8,9,10,11,12,14,15 !(1,2,3,7,13)

d == top left

e: A.B.!C.D +    !B.C.D   +   !A.!C + !A.B.C +  B.C.D  

e: 11 +  12,13 + 0,2,8,10 +  6,14 + 14,15

e:0,2,6,8,10,11,12,13,14,15

e == bottom left

f: !( !B  +  !A.C.D + !A.!C.!D + A.!C.D + A.C.!D ) + (!A.!B.C.D + A.!B.!C.D + A.!B.C.!D  + !A.!C + B.C)

f:!( 0,1,4,8,5,9,12,13 + 12,14 + 0,2 + 9,11 + 5,7 )  + (  12 + 9 + 5 + 0,2,8,10 + 6,7,14,15 )

f:!(0,1,2,4,5,7,8,9,11,12,13,14) + (0,2,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,14,15)

f:(3,6,10,15) + (0,2,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,14,15)

f:(0,2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,14,15)

f == top

g: !(   A.B.C   +   !A.B.!C.!D +   !A.C.D  )   +   ( A.B.C.!D )

g: !( 7,15 + 12,14 + 2 )  + 7

g:0,1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,13

g == bottom right

bingo!

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation24 March 2012

July 2010 = Fibonacci (Comb’ seminar)

Find n such that
109 | round(1+2cos(20º))n)

Xt+1 = 3xt-xt-2
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© 2012 IBM Corporation25 March 2012

October 2010 = Pentagon lake

What is the area of 2,3,4,5 trapezoid?

Find a convex pentagon shaped lake 
with integer edges lengths and two 
right angles

Minimal area 33.99, integer area 70

What is the density?

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation26 March 2012

November 2010 = Benoît Mandelbrot
Let N ← 1<<m

If (i-N)•(j-N) is zero then

return (|j-|2*l+k-1|•N|-N+1)•(|i+(|2*l+k-2|-2)•N|-N+1)

else return the recursive call to the same f with

i’ ← i mod N;

j’ ← j mod N;

k’ ← (((i^j)>>m)&k)^k^l^(i>>m);

l’ ← (((i^j)>>m)&(k^l^(i>>m)))^l;

m’ ← m-1.

f(x,y,m){return x&m&&m&y?x>m?f(

x&m,m &y,m/     2):f(     (y>m?

-y:y)     &m,x&m,m/2):x-m    -2&&--

y&&y- m-m;}

main(z){for(z=N      *N;z--;printf(

"%c%c"    ,64>>f

(1+z%N,1+z/N,N),   " \n"[1>z%N]));}
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation27 March 2012

December 2010 = Elections

 In an election, Charles came in last and 
Bob received 24.8% of the votes.

After counting two additional votes, he 
overtook Bob with 25.1% of the votes.

Assuming there were no ties and all the 
results are rounded to the nearest 
promille (one-tenth of a percent), how 
many votes did Alice get?

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation28 March 2012

January 2011 = Nim like game

Playing on a word

–Start with N beans

–Alternately take 1 for A; 2 for B; …; 26 for Z

– If you can not play – you lose

Winning place is when the n-th digit of 
204193/178481 + 2**-40, in octal, is 1

Someone guessed the word
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation29 March 2012

February 2011 = Strange palindrome

 Find N such that

– N=Flip(N) in seven-segments

– N*N is flippable

– N (mod 2011) = 0

 Bonus – N (mod 2011) = 100

 Smallest solution by brute force

 Simple solution with almost no calculation

 1 is not exactly flippable…

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation30 March 2012

April 2011 = Vi Hart’s snakes

How many 20 segments snakes are they?

Starts with Fibonacci, till 12-segments

Subtracting 26 gives the # of IBM patents 
on 2010

And also 2010 and 5896 have the same 
Heegner number (67) as divisor ☺
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation31 March 2012

May 2011 = Bar Code

What is the mean distance between 

bad (at least 20 black bits long) 

bars?

The Math Factor paradox

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation32 March 2012

June 2011 = Parking cars

What is the efficiency of random car 

parking?

Can be solved analytically

Handwritten or printed font?
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation33 March 2012

July 2011 = Minimal perfect hash

Find a schedule for 80 people to eat 
3 deserts for 14 days such that

For any three there exists a day in 
which they ate different desert

Lower bound – 10

80 = punched card

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation34 March 2012

August 2011 = Cooperation

Circumference: I don’t know

Area: Me neither

Circumference: Now I know

Area: Me too
A proof

that there are

only 3

solutions
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation35 March 2012

September 2011 = random bits & dice

Take 27 bits

Convert it to dice

Convert back to bits

How many bits (on average) you get?

~23.99978

Why is it so close to an integer?

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation36 March 2012

October 2011 = Resistors network

 Interesting = prod of every 8 decimal 
digits is 40,320

Find a circuit with < 20 resistors whose 
resistance R is interesting.

We can do it with 12 (even 11, but not 
parallel-series)

And with 53 to get all 10 digits
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation37 March 2012

November 2011 = Volleyball Tournament

9 teams want to play in 3 courts. In each 

round 2 play and a third referee

We would like to have each referee play 

at least twice before refereeing again

Nice extension: 3n teams is solvable iff

n=1 mod(4)

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation38 March 2012

December 2011 = Infinite chess

How many white Queens are needed to 

checkmate a black King?

–Rooks?

–kNights?

–Bishops?

1/Q + 1/R + 1/B + 1/N = ?
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation39 March 2012

January 2012 = Exploding eggs

After 2-i seconds, the ith dwarf toggles 
every ith lamp

The red dragon lay eggs on n(n-1)/2

 If an egg near 576 mod 1000 explodes, 
what time is it (day, hour, minute, 
second)?

The answer is 6 ponies.

Just kidding, I have no clue what this problems means,

but my boyfriend is having trouble solving it right now and I would love to get my name 
on the board just to drive him nuts.

In case you sympathize with my situation,
my name is Ariane Huddleston.

If you don't care about my situation (honestly I wouldn't either), then thanks for your 
time and have a fantastic day!

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation40 March 2012

February 2012 = Biased coin

I win if the first head is

–The 1st, 14th, 15th, 18th, 19th, or 23rd

What is the best approx for p with 

<10 digits denominator?
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IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation41 March 2012

March 2012 =?

?

IBM research

© 2012 IBM Corporation42 March 2012

Epilog – Beware, it might be addictive

Thanks Oded,

……. ……. …….

In the evening, I got into the riddles 
corner, just for a minute……. ……. …….-……. ……. …….and my 
husband found me still there at 1am.

……. ……. …….

Thanks again, β
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“TEN-Piece Dissection for Martin”
Gathering for Gardner 10
March 28 - April 1, 2012

Atlanta, Georgia
Logo by Scott Kim

Cut out these two identical 5-piece dissections of a square,
and use the TEN pieces to cover the G4G-10 square above.

Based on a puzzle from http://nrich.maths.org/,  
where you will find 5 known solutions.

Chinese category: “yizhi ban” (intelligence-enhancing pieces).
Credit:  http://chinesepuzzles.org/fifteen-piece-tangram/

http://chinesepuzzles.org/tangram/
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Gwen’s 65 Puzzle  

In honor of Gwen Robert’s 65th Birthday 
by Karl Schaffer, Aug. 25, 2007 

 
65 is a very special number: 
 
 65 = 82 + 12 = 72 + 42 = 13 + 43 
 
Not only is 65 the smallest non-trivial positive integer that is the sum of two positive squares and also the 
sum of two positive cubes, it is the sum of two squares in two different ways! And so it is only fitting to 
honor Gwen Roberts on her 65th birthday with some puzzles based on the number 65! 
 
Just to be complete, note that the smallest number that is the sum of two squares, and also two cubes, is 2 = 
12 + 12 = 13 + 13, which we will exclude from consideration, since Gwen has not been 2 for many years, and 
since it’s pretty darn trivial anyway! We are also excluding non-positive solutions like 1 = 12 + 02 = 13 + 03, 
and 26 = 12 + 52 = (–1)3 + 33. 
 
These facts about 65 are easily confirmed by examining the smallest sums of two cubes: 
2 = 13 + 13, 9 = 13 + 23, 16 = 23 + 23,  28 = 13 + 33, 35 = 23 + 33, and 54 = 33 + 33, none of which are the sum 
of two non-zero squares (It has long been known that the only integers that are the sum of two squares are 
those which contain no odd powers of primes congruent to 3, mod 4, in their factorization – we ignore 
numbers like 9 here since it is the sum of 32 and 02, which is useless for making a puzzle!) Since 16 is also a 
perfect square, it makes a very simple puzzle along the lines of those included here: find a minimal 
dissection, along the boundaries of edge 1 polycubes, of the 4 by 4 by 1 “square” box such that the pieces in 
the dissection also can be reassembled into two 2 by 2 by 2 cubes. Or here is a simple mathematics problem: 
prove that the minimal dissection in this case is four 2 by 2 squares. We should note that another landmark 
birthday problem is provided by the smallest number that is the sum of two squares in two different ways: 50 
= 52 + 52 = 72 + 12. (I made that into a puzzle for Scott Kim’s 50th birthday a few years ago, using a 
dissection of one set of squares that reassembles to make the other two squares – but the puzzle was way too 
easy!) 
 
We will call the 4 by 4 by 1 box the “4-square,” and similarly for other n-squares. We will use the term 
“area” to indicate the surface area of the largest face of the n by m box, which thus has “area” nm.  
 
Problem 1: What is the minimal number of pieces into which we can dissect the 4-cube along unit 
boundaries, so that the pieces can be reassembled together with a 1-cube to make a 4-square and a 7-square? 
 
Problem 2: What is the minimal number of pieces into which we can dissect the 4-cube along unit 
boundaries, so that the pieces can be reassembled together with a 1-cube to make a 4-square and a 7-square, 
or else an 8-square and a 1-square? 
 
Problem 3: Can such dissections make an interesting physical puzzle that one can play with on one’s 65th 
birthday? 
 
Fact 1. 6 is the number of pieces in the minimal dissection, along unit boundaries, of the 4-cube and the 1-
cube that reassembles to form the 4-square and the 7-square.  
Proof: Each piece of the 4-cube dissection must have one of its dimensions equal to 1, otherwise that piece 
could not be used in constructing the “flat” 4- and 7-squares. Therefore, those pieces must have width and 
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height both 4 or less, and cannot have “area” greater than 16. Suppose the 1-cube is included in the 4-square 
in the simultaneous construction of the 4- and 7-squares. The 4-square thus would require at least two pieces 
for its construction. But the 49 square units in the 7-square’s “area” would require at least Ceiling[49/16] = 4 
pieces, and so 6 pieces would be required overall for this dissection. Suppose, on the other hand, that the 1-
cube is instead included in the 7-square in the minimal dissection. The other 48 square units in the 7-square 
might be divided among only 3 pieces only if each piece has area 16, in other words is a 4 by 4 square. But it 
is impossible to construct a 7-square with three 4-squares and one 1-square (the width and depth of the 
resulting square would both be at least 8). So at least 4 pieces are required for the other 48 square units. We 
can thus possibly create a 6-piece dissection by using 5 pieces, including the unit cube, in the 7-square, and 
keeping the 4-square as one piece. Such a solution is shown in Fig. 1. By removing a corner square of the 4-
square, and attaching the unit cube to one of the 3 by 4 rectangles shown in the 6-piece solution, we can get a 
different 6-piece solution, also shown in Figure 1. 
 
Conjecture 1. All possible 6-piece dissection solutions to problem 1 are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.  

 

     
Figure 1 

 

                   
 

                    
 

Figure 2 
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Conjecture 2. 7 is the smallest number of pieces that will dissect the 4-cube and the 1-cube along unit 
boundaries, and reassemble to form the 4- and 7-squares, or the 1- and 8-squares.  
Outline of proof, based on assumption of Conjecture 1: We examine each of the possible 6-piece dissections 
in Conjecture 1 above. None will assemble the 1- and 8-squares. However, a 7-piece dissection is possible 
and is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 

 
In order to make a puzzle that might be more fun to play with, the blocks have been colored and glued 
together in 32 pairs, with one remaining white cube, as shown in Figure 4 below. The manner in which they 
are glued is also shown in Figure 11, which also shows the solution to the 4- and 7-squares. If that manner of 
gluing the cubes together is too easy, then glue the pairs themselves together into 4-cube tetracubes! Some 
puzzles are shown on the page following Figure 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 4 
 
Puzzle 1: Use the colored blocks to form the 4 by 4 by 4 cube, with solid colored 2 by 2 by 2 cubes at each 
of the eight corners, shown in Figure 5. The corner not shown is green. 
Puzzle 2: Use the blocks to form the 4-square and 7-square, with the pattern shown in Figure 6. 
Puzzle 3: Use the blocks to form the 8-square and the 1-square with the pattern shown in Figure 7. 
Puzzle 4: Use the blocks to form one set of 7 rectangles which can then be used to make the cubes or squares 
with the patterns shown in each of Figures 5, 6, and 7. Hint: use the solution shown in Figure 3. 
Puzzle 5: Simultaneously make the five squares in Figure 8. 
Puzzle 6: Simultaneously make the threee squares in Figure 9. 
Puzzle 7: Make the rectangle in Figure 10. 
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Figure 5                 Figure 6           Figure 7 

 
 

   
Figure 8     Figure 9 

 

 
Figure 10 

 
Figure 11 shows the solution to the 4- and 7-square problem (and also therefore shows how the cubes are 
glued together in pairs). 
 

 
 

Figure 11. Solution to the 4- and 7-square problem 
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3 LIGHTS OUT Puzzles for  

	   	  

	  

	  

Presented by Les Shader, Bryan Shader & Lynne Ipiña	  	  
Graphics by Happy Jack Software 
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Imagine the cells are switch button:  one flick and they light.  
Another flick, they are dark.  A colored cell indicates the light is 

(on).  A white cell indicates the light is  (off). 
 

 
Placing a	  pebble on a cell (C) changes the OFF/ON state of cell 
(C) and all cells sharing an edge with cell (C). 
 
To solve our puzzles one must place pebbles on cells so that: 

• Every colored cell has an ODD number of pebbles in it's  
neighborhood 

• Every white cell has an EVEN number of pebbles in it's 
neighborhood.  

 
The neighborhood of a cell (C) is the cell (C) and every other cell 
that shares an edge with (C). 
 
 
Solution Hint: Place pebbles on the dots shown in the figures below.   
Then move to the top of the puzzle, turning lights ON and Off 
appropriately. 
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 Im
agin

ary C
u
b
e
s are three dim

ensional  ob-
jects w

hich have square silhouette projec-
tions in three orthogonal w

ays just as a  cube 
has.  T

here are 16 equivalence classes of 
m

inim
al 

convex 
im

aginary 
cubes, 

am
ong 

w
hose representatives are the follow

ing tw
o 

objects as w
ell as a regular tetrahedron and 

a cuboctahedron. 

H
 (H

e
xagon

al B
ip

yram
id

 Im
agin

ary C
u
b
e
)  

is com
posed of tw

o copies of a regular hexag-
onal pyram

id w
hose side faces are isosceles 

triangles w
ith the height 3/2 of the base.        

 T
 (T

rian
gu

lar A
n
tip

rism
oid

 Im
agin

ary C
u
b
e) 

is obtained by truncating the three vertices 
of one base of a regular triangular prism

 
w

hose height is 
6/4 of an edge of a base.  H

 
and T

 are im
aginary cubes w

ith a lot of re-
m

arkable properties. 
 

 First, as im
aginary cubes, they can be put 

into cubic boxes.  If they are scaled as in the 
figure, they are put into unit cubes, w

ith the 
vertices on cube-vertices and m

iddle points of 
cube-edges. 

 H
 is the intersection of tw

o 
cubes, and it is an im

aginary 
cube of tw

o cubes.  T
herefore, 

it has square projections not 
in 3 but in 6 w

ays. 
 T has the property 
that the three diag-
onals 

intersect 
at 

one point and are 
orthogonal to each 
other. T

hus, the six 
vertices are on the 
three axes and the 
distances from

 the 
origin are 1 on the 
negative side and 1/2 on the positive side if 
they are scaled as in the figure.  

  Im
agin

ary C
u
b
e P

u
zzle 3H

=6T
* is a puzzle 

to put three copies of H
 and six copies of T

 
(nine in all) into a double-sized cubic box.  It 
is based on these properties of H

 and T
.                

A
 

T
ilin

g 
of 

th
e 

3D
 

Eu
clid

e
an

 
Sp

ace
 

is 
form

ed by H
 and T

.  It is the V
oronoi tessel-

lation of the join of tw
o cubic lattices w

hich 
are 60-degree rotations of each other.  

Im
agin

ary C
u
b
e
s H
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d
 T
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e
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i T
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to

 U
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rsity 
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References:  (Available from http://www.i.h.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~tsuiki/icube-e.html) 
1.

Hideki Tsuiki. Does It Look Square. In Proceedings Bridges 2007, pp. 277-287. 
2.

Hideki Tsuiki. Imaginary Cubes. In Proceedings Bridges 2010, pp.159-166.  
3.

Hideki Tsuiki. Imaginary Cubes and Their Puzzles.  (Draft, submitted for publication.) 
 

(*) W
ill soon be available from

 K
yoto U

niv. M
useum

 Shop M
usep. 
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Hexagonal  Bipyramid

Triangular  Antiprismoid
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hi i f ldi l Y iThis is a paper folding puzzle. You are given two 
rectangular sheets of paper with some slits. 

Your mission is to fold and weave them to a cross 
checker that you can find in your gift package.

For a beginner, make the paper 4cm×16cm 
with four slits of length 12cm. 

For an expert make the slit length 10cm not 12cmFor an expert, make the slit length 10cm, not 12cm.

Quiz: How shorten can you it? 

In you gift package, you can find the real ones.y g p g , y
You can also find a hint at 

http://www.jaist.ac.jp/~uehara/etc/origami/images/201112/joas.pdf

(designed by Ryuhei Uehara (uehara@jaist.ac.jp)) 
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(Im)possible Origami Puzzle

Ryuhei Uehara (uehara@jaist.ac.jp)

http://www.jaist.ac.jp/~uehara

1 Introduction

I bet that most of you know Nob Yoshigahara (1936–2004), a Japanese puzzler, and his great puzzle collection.
It is my great pleasure to announce that his puzzle collection has been donated to my university, Japan
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (JAIST), and JAIST is going to build a public puzzle museum
to show a part of them. The museum will open late September, 2012. In his collection, there are many paper
puzzles related to Origami. One of the classic paper puzzles is so-called “hypercard” (Figure 1) known since
1960s [Gar91, Chapter 8]. Although you can make it by just small cut and fold, it is not so easy for some
people, you know. This “slit and fold” technique is bit far from normal Origami, and it can produce some
feature that seems impossible. In this article, I concentrate at checker. Our goal is to make the cross checker
in Figure 2. It seems impossible at a glance. How can we make it by just “slit and fold?”

2 Braid in three strands

First, look at Figure 3. It seems impossible, isn’t it? But, you can make it! A classic leather bracelet in
Figure 4 gives a hint. This leather bracelet is made by braid in three strands. But, you can find that both
sides are not cut at all! If you are one of old readers of Gardner, you may remember that this is mentioned
in his book [Gar09, Chapter 2]. That is, we can braid in three strands even if they are connected. The
diagonal checker in Figure 3 is made in this way; shrink the length as shorten as you can, fold carefully,
and you will get it. As far as I know, this diagonal checker is proposed by Kiyori, who is one of top
impossible object designers in Japan. (See http://galleryimpossible.com/KnittedBill.htm, and also

Figure 1: Hypercard. Figure 2: Cross Checker.

1
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Figure 3: Diagonal checker.
Figure 4: Leather bracelet.

Figure 5: Pyramid checker. Figure 6: Development of pyramid checker.

http://galleryimpossible.com/.) I warn that it is quite difficult to make the diagonal checker finely. I
bet you will tear several times until you enrich your experience. Anyway, enjoy!

It is easy to see that you can make longer one. But you cannot make wider one straightforwardly; you
cannot extend this checker from width 3 to 4, 5, or more (can you prove?). One possible idea of extension is
as follows. When you braid one side, unbraid it on the other side. This idea leads us to the pyramid checker
in Figure 5. This pyramid checker has a simple development (Figure 6). In the figure, I used a paper strip
of size 15cm×6.5cm. Theoretically, you can make it by unbraiding the left half after braiding the right half.
But it is impossible in a practical sense. Braid the pyramid from bottom side to top side. This is rather
easy to make in this article. (In my opinion, the most difficult one is the diagonal checker in Figure 3.)

3 Felt pouch and its extension

Next to the leather craft, we borrow an idea from felt craft. Figure 7 is a pouch made of felt. It is a classic
craft (at least in Japan), and I could not find the designer. To make it using paper, prepare two sheets of
oval paper, fold them in half, make slits, and braid them like in Figure 8. It is not difficult to make it.

3.1 Extension 1

In the felt poach, the ends of two loops are braided. Extending the idea, we can join three or more parts
as long as there are two ends. That is, they can be braided if and only if there are two ends at each step.
The property can be characterized by using the notion of “directed acyclic graph” which comes from graph
theory. But I just list two examples in this article.

2
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Figure 7: Felt heart pouch.

Figure 8: How to braid.

Figure 9: Braidable pattern. Figure 10: Unbraidable pattern.

Figure 9 is a typical pattern which can be braided. The upper and lower pairs can be braided after the
left and right pairs. On the other hand, the pattern in Figure 10 is unbraidable. There exists no pair that
can be the last. (This is the only impossible origami in this article :-)

3.2 Extension 2

One day, I found out that you can make the cross checker in Figure 2 only on one side. The development
and its folding way are depicted in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.

Essentially, we construct one 4 × 4 checker patten by arranging four 2 × 2 checker patterns. You can
fold an “(im)possible checker die” using this pattern (Figure 13). It may be a nice idea to design your own
dot-picture pattern on each face.

4 Two-sided cross checker

Now, you can imagine that, if you have long enough slits, you can design any pattern on both sides. A
reasonable solution for the cross checker is 12cm slits on two sheets of paper of width 4cm (Figure 14). Why
don’t you try to braid by yourself?

3
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4

4 4 4

Figure 11: A development of one-side cross
checker. (You need two sheets of this pattern.
Different colors are better.)

Figure 12: How to assemble the one-sided
cross checker.

Figure 13: Checker die.

Figure 14: A development of two-sided cross checker (for
beginners).

Once you try and succeed to braid this beginners pattern, you can observe that there are two points to
improve. A half of these valley folds is not necessary, and 12cm slits are too long! For experts, I recommend
to try it with “least number of creases” and “slits of length 10cm.” This is not only a paper folding puzzle,
but also a dexterity puzzle!1

References

[Gar91] Martin Gardner. Fractal Music, Hypercards and More...:Mathematical Recreations from Scientific
American Magazine. W H Freeman, 1991.

[Gar09] Martin Gardner. Sphere packing, Lewis Carroll, and reversi: Martin Gardner’s new mathematical
diversions. Cambridge, 2009.

1You can find a hint of the crease pattern for experts at http://www.jaist.ac.jp/~uehara/etc/origami/images/201112/

joas.pdf .
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Type 1a

Standard mechanism. 
Rectangular box, dovetailed side 
slides off.

Type 1b

Two dovetailed sides have to be 
removed in the correct order to 
open the box.

Type 2a

Dovetailed side slides upwards. 
Not easy to find if you are unfa-
miliar with the mechanism.

Type 2b

T-shaped dovetailed side slides 
upwards. This makes it hard to 
find where to push to open the 
box.

Type 2c

Before sliding dovetailed side up-
wards, bottom panel(s) have to 
be moved to unlock side panel.

Type 3

Top of box slides off lengthwise.

Type 4

Lid is held in place by magnets 
and comes off vertically. Usually 
has an outer and an inner lid with 
same mechanism.

Type 5

Side of box hinges to open. 
Hinges are hidden by finger 
joints.

Type 6a

Complete box hinges along 
short axis. The bottom panel has 
to be unlocked first (like type 2c)

Type 6b

Complete box hinges along
long axis.The bottom panel has 
to be unlocked first (like type 2c)

Type 7

The lid of this box is threaded and 
unscrews. Internal parts of the box 
can be rotated, so the ventilation 
openings can be closed off.

Type 8

Lid of the box is slightly tapered 
and held in place by friction. The 
edge around the lid prevents you 
from getting a grip on the lid.
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Type 1a

Standard mechanism. 
Rectangular box, dovetailed side 
slides off.

Type 1b

Two dovetailed sides have to be 
removed in the correct order to 
open the box.

Type 2a

Dovetailed side slides upwards. 
Not easy to find if you are unfa-
miliar with the mechanism.

Type 2b

T-shaped dovetailed side slides 
upwards. This makes it hard to 
find where to push to open the 
box.

Type 2c

Before sliding dovetailed side up-
wards, bottom panel(s) have to 
be moved to unlock side panel.

Type 3

Top of box slides off lengthwise.

Type 4

Lid is held in place by magnets 
and comes off vertically. Usually 
has an outer and an inner lid with 
same mechanism.

Type 5

Side of box hinges to open. 
Hinges are hidden by finger 
joints.

Type 6a

Complete box hinges along 
short axis. The bottom panel has 
to be unlocked first (like type 2c)

Type 6b

Complete box hinges along
long axis.The bottom panel has 
to be unlocked first (like type 2c)

Type 7

The lid of this box is threaded and 
unscrews. Internal parts of the box 
can be rotated, so the ventilation 
openings can be closed off.

Type 8

Lid of the box is slightly tapered 
and held in place by friction. The 
edge around the lid prevents you 
from getting a grip on the lid.
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The Mutilated Chess Board
(Revisited)

A paper for G4G10
by Colin Wright

Puzzle enthusiasts know that a really good puzzle is more than just a problem to solve. The very best
problems and puzzles can provide insights that go beyond the original setting. Sometimes even classic
puzzles can turn up something new and interesting.

Some time ago while re-reading one of Martin Gardner's books [1] I happened across one of these classics,
the problem of the Mutilated Chess Board, and was surprised to learn something new from it. That's what I
want to share with you here. The way I present it here is slightly unusual - bear with me for a moment.

So consider a chess board, and a set of dominos, each of which can
cover exactly two squares. It's easy to cover the chess board completely
and exactly with the dominos, and it will (rather obviously) require
exactly 32 dominos to do so. We might wonder in how many ways it
can be covered, but that's not where I'm going.

If we mutilate the chess board by removing one corner square (or any
single square, for that matter) then it's clearly impossible to cover it
exactly, because now it would now take 31.5 dominos.

Something not often mentioned is that cutting off two adjacent corners leaves the remaining squares
coverable, and it takes 31 dominos. It's not hard - pretty much the first attempt will succeed.

The classic problem then
asks - is it possible to cover
the board when two opposite
corners are removed? The
first attempt fails, and the
second, and the third, and
after a while you start to
wonder if it's possible at all.

One of the key characteristics
of mathematicians and puzzlers
is that they don't simply give
up, they try to prove that it's
impossible.

Insight strikes when (if!) you realise that every attempt leaves two
squares uncovered, and they are the same colour.

Why is this important? The reason is simple. Each domino must
cover exactly one black and one white, and the two squares we've
removed are the same colour. As we cover pairs of squares, we
must cover the same number of blacks as whites. If the number of
blacks and whites is unequal, it can't be done.
It's a wonderful example of being able to show that something is impossible, without having to examine all
possible arrangements.

 The Mutilated Chess Board
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And that's where the discussion usually stops. Some people look for generalisations in different ways, and
that has led to some interesting extensions of the ideas, but again, that's not where I'm going. Clearly in order
to cover the mutilated board it's necessary that there be the same number of blacks as whites. Is this
sufficient?

Let's start with the simple cases.

If you remove any single black and single white and try to cover the remainder it seems always to be
possible. Indeed, in 1973 mathematician Ralph E. Gomory [3] showed with a beautifully simple and elegant
argument that it is always possible to cover the board if just one black and one white square are removed. So
that's a good start.

What about if two whites and two blacks are removed? Clearly if one corner gets detached by the process
then it's no longer coverable, but let's suppose the chess board remains connected. Can it always be covered?

Yes it can, although I'll leave the details to the interested reader. I've yet to find a truly elegant argument (and
would be interested in seeing one. Please.)

And so we continue. What if three whites and three blacks are removed (still leaving the board connected.)
Can it then always be covered?

No.

Oh. Well, that was quick.

So consider. Clearly it's necessary that the number of
blacks is the same as the number of whites, but equally
clearly it's not sufficient. So what condition is both
necessary and sufficient?

Challenge:

Find an example of a chess board with three
whites and three blacks removed, still
connected, but can't be covered. There is a
hint later [X]

Specifically:

Given a chess board with some squares removed
(but still connected), can we show that it's not

possible to cover it with dominos, without having
to try every possible arrangement?

Given that this is a paper for the G4G it won't surprise you that the answer is yes. It's an elegant and slightly
surprising result concerning matchings between collections, and goes by the name of "Hall's Theorem," or
sometimes "Hall's Marriage Theorem." [2] I'll explain it briefly here, and then show an unexpected
application. [Z]

The original setting is this. Suppose we have a collection of men and a collection of women, and each woman
is acquainted with some of the men. Our challenge is to marry them all off so that each woman is only
married to a man she knows. Under what circumstances is this possible?

In another formulation, suppose we have a collection of food critics. Naturally enough, they all hate each
other, and refuse to be in the same room as each other. Also unsurprisingly, each has restaurants that they
won't ever eat at again. Is it possible for them all to eat at a restaurant they find acceptable, but without
having to meet each other?

 The Mutilated Chess Board
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These are "Matching" problems - we want to match each item in one collection to an item in the other. In one
case we are matching women with suitable men, in another we are matching critics to restaurants. So when
can we do this?

Let's consider the marriage problem. If we do successfully create such an arrangement then we know that
every woman must know at least one man, namely, her husband. If some woman is acquainted with none of
the men, then clearly it's impossible. But we can go further. If a matching is possible, then any collection of,
say, k women will collectively know their husbands (and possibly more). So to get a matching, any
(sub-)collection of k women must between them know at least k men, otherwise it's impossible.

The surprising result is that this condition is sufficient.

The proof isn't difficult, proceeding by induction
in a fairly straight-forward manner (although
undergrads do seem to find it intricate and
tricky, but that's probably just insufficient
familiarity with the techniques) and we won't
take the time here to go through it.

So how does this solve our problem with the
mutilated chess board?

The result was originally stated and proved as a
lemma by Philip Hall in 1935 while proving a
significant result in algebra. Later, Marshall Hall Jr.
(no relation) realised that the result could be
generalised, and produced a paper in which he
extended and enhanced the result, but he named it
after Philip Hall, thus forever producing confusion
for all.

A covering of dominos matches each white square with a black square, so we have two collections that we
are trying to match. If some collection of white squares collectively are not attached to enough black squares,
a covering is impossible.

Therefore:

To show that a mutilated chess board is coverable - cover it.• 
To show that it is not coverable, demonstrate a collection of white squares which are collectively
attached to insufficiently many black squares.

( or vice versa )♦ 

• 

We can now use this result to create a minimal, connected, uncoverable set of
squares. Here's how.

To be uncoverable we must have a collection of black squares that collectively
are connected to insufficiently many white squares. If we used just one black
square then it would have to be connected to no squares at all, and so it would
be disconnected, so we must use at least two black squares. They must then be
attached to just one white square. One of two

configurations

 The Mutilated Chess Board
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Now we need at least one more white square to balance the
numbers, but that can't be connected to either of the black squares
we already have. That means we need another black square. We now
have a white square with three black neighbours, and so we need
two more white squares to balance the numbers. These must only be
attached to one of the black squares, and there's only one way to do
that.

And we're done! By construction, we have a provably minimal
uncoverable configuration. Uncoverable

If you like you can see how every possible configuration of four can be covered, and every other
configuration of six can also be covered. This is the unique shape. It also lets us answer the question above
about the mutilated chess board with three of each colour missing. That's a hint for the puzzle [X] above.

And so finally to the surprise application I mentioned above [Z].

Take a deck of cards, shuffle (or not) as you will, then deal out 13 piles of 4 cards each. Some pile will have
an ace, possibly more than one. Some pile will have at least one deuce, and so on.

But here's an interesting thing. No matter how you shuffle, or how you deal, it will be possible to draw a full
straight - ace through king - taking just one card from each pile.

So remove those cards to leave thirteen piles of three. Now we can do it all a second time. And a third time.

And now we have just thirteen cards left, one of each rank, so we can do it a fourth and final time.

Alternatively, deal the cards into four piles of thirteen. It won't surprise you that it's possible to draw a card of
each suit, one from each pile. What may surprise you is that you can do it again, and again, and again, and so
on, right through to the end.

It's not that hard to accomplish these feats, a bit of fiddling will find a solution, but it is interesting that it's
always possible. It seems plausible that some sort of magic trick could be devised that uses this principle,
although I really don't see how. Maybe it can't, but I'd be fascinated to see one.

So that's a challenge - show that it's always possible to make such selections.

I'll give you a hint. It uses Hall's Theorem.

[1] "My Best Mathematical and Logic Puzzles"
by Martin Gardner

[2] Hall's Marriage Theorem:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hall's_marriage_theorem

[3] Honsberger, R. (1973), Mathematical Gems I,
Mathematical Association of America

Hat tips to Mikael Vejdemo-Johansson
and David Bedford. Thank you

Colin Wright

g4g_4g@solipsys.co.uk• 
@ColinTheMathmo• 
http://www.solipsys.co.uk• 
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Start at Atlanta (A) with an anticlockwise turn and then make 
your way to Savannah (S) following the curved lines. 

Never turn down an acute angle.  No reverse gear. Enjoy.
Simon Nightingale, Shrewsbury, UK   puzzle@nightingale58.fsnet.co.uk
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A Porous Aperiodic Decagon Tile

Duane A. Bailey1 and Feng Zhu2

Abstract. We consider the development of a single universal aperiodic prototile that tiles the
plane without overlap. We describe two aperiodic approaches to constructing tiles that convert
overlapping regions of Gummelt’s decagon cover to sponge-like point-sets in R2. One tile has
measure zero, the other has positive measure everywhere. Many characteristics of the decagon
cover are inherited by these tilings.

1 Introduction

In 1996 Gummelt[6] identified a single decagon that covered the plane aperiodically (see Figure 1). The
covering process involved overlapping tiles in a small number of ways. The construction, though not a
proper tiling, is appealing to physical chemists who believe that the overlap models the overlapping neigh-
borhoods of local influence that seem necessary in the perfect growth of aperiodic physical structures (called
quasicrystals). The decagon is the direct result of considering a theorem of Conway that suggests that a
decagonal cartwheel patch of Penrose kites and darts obeys not only a local isomorphism property, but a
stronger covering condition.

The study of how single nontraditional tiles (shapes that violate one or more rules of prototile construc-
tion) perfectly tile the plane seems likely to shed light on the nature of aperiodicity and its analogy with
physical systems[7]. In 1997 Bandt and Gummelt[1] and Gelbrich[3] demonstrated that set of Penrose tiles
modified to include fractal edges was sufficient to remove the local matching condition.

Our approach is to develop a single decagon-shaped tile with porous interior (ie. a sponge) that allows
mutual non-overlapping entanglement of adjacent tiles where overlap would occur in the otherwise analogous
decagons of Gummelt. We consider two constructions: a lacy tile that tiles the plane densely everywhere
with points almost nowhere (ie. with zero measure), and a hefty tile that tiles densely with positive measure
everywhere. In both cases, a perfect tiling fails to cover all points of the plane, but our positive measure
construction appears to come as near as possible.

2 The Cartwheel and Decagon Covers

A beautiful structure that regularly appears in Penrose’s aperiodic tiling by kites and darts is Conway’s
cartwheel (see Figure 1). While all finite patches appear near isomorphic regions, following observation
about the cartwheel is particularly important[2, 5]:

Theorem 1 Every perfect aperiodic tiling by kites and darts can be covered by cartwheel patches.

With this result in hand, Gummelt constructed a decagon tile (see Figure 1) whose coverings are in one-to-
one correspondence with perfect kite-and-dart tilings. In any cover of the plane by cartwheel patches (or
decagon tiles3) there are four types of interaction:

1. The patches do not overlap, or

2. The patches meet edge-to-edge, overlapping in an area of measure 0, or

3. The patches overlap in a manner that covers 4 darts and 7 kites (approximately 28.14% of the area of
each of the participating tiles), or

1bailey@cs.williams.edu, Department of Computer Science, Williams College, Williamstown, Massachusetts 01267.
2fzhu@marshall.usc.edu, Marshall School of Business, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0808.
3We will often refer to cartwheel patches and decagon tiles interchangeably.
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Figure 1: Gummelt’s decagon tile (left), the cartwheel patch (middle, shaded to show correspondence with
decagon), and a region of a decagon cover (right).

4. The patches overlap in a manner that covers 7 darts and 14 kites (approximately 54.46% of the area
of each of the participating tiles).

Gummelt refers to these nontrivial types of overlap as Type A and Type B (see Figure 2). A bit of
experimentation with the cartwheel identifies 4 orientations that lead to Type A overlap, and one that leads
to Type B overlap (see Figure 3). If two cartwheels meet edge-to-edge then there exists a third cartwheel
that (1) includes the edge and (2) consistently overlaps the adjacent patches in a non-trivial Type A or
Type B overlap. Thus, we see there are notions of cover minimization that have no analog in tilings.

A1

A2

A4

A3

B1

B2

Figure 2: The six portions of the cartwheel that may overlap other cartwheel patches. Kites and darts have
been divided into Robinson’s tiles.

Gummelt ingeniously shaded the decagon to force similar overlapping rules: two decagons are allowed to
overlap if they are consistently shaded (both black, or both white) on the set of overlapping points. This
notion of overlap bends the traditional notions of a tile’s edge. There are, essentially, two types of edges: an
external edge that defines the boundary of the decagon, and an internal edge that is the potential image of
an external edge of an overlapping decagon. When the tiles are used to cover the plane in a manner that
respects these rules, the cover is aperiodic (see Figure 1). The proof of aperiodicity is fully developed by
Gummelt[6].

2
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A1—A4

A2—A4 A1—A3

A2—A3

B1—B2

Figure 3: Legal overlaps of two cartwheels.

3 The Decagon Sponge Tiles

We seek to construct a decagon tile that tiles the plane, but without significant overlap. Our approach is
similar to that of Gummelt: we begin with the cartwheel patch and develop a single tile that has similar tiling
behavior. The construction, however, violates another traditional tile concept: the tile is a decagon-bounded
collection of porous, Cantor-like sets (sponges).

We begin by considering the potential overlap of a pair of cartwheel tiles. Figure 4 (left) depicts the
regions of the cartwheel that act similarly during any of the five different Type A or Type B overlaps.
In many cases two or more regions of one decagon tile are covered by one region of another. If two points
appear in different regions, they are covered by distinct regions for some overlap. For each of the five types
of overlap Table 5 describes the alignment of regions in the participating tiles. If two regions are mapped to
one another, we hope our tile’s overlap, if any, is restricted to the edges. Given this anti-dependence between
regions, it is possible to 5-color the cartwheel. We suggest a coloring on the right of Figure 4.

1 2

328 4 5

6
7

8
18

11

12

1013
14

1516

17
21

20

19

22 9

25

26 27

23
24

29 30

Figure 4: Left, regions of the cartwheel patch distinguished by overlap behavior and right, coloring of the
cartwheel that ensures only overlaps of different colors.

It remains to develop tile shapes that (1) cover the indicated regions when no overlap occurs in that
region and (2) allow the joint covering of the indicated regions when overlap does occur. It is difficult to
see how a single shape can accomplish both tasks. Our approach is to develop independent sets of points
that are dense in the specified regions. Each “color” maps to a two-dimensional sponge that has sufficiently
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A1 ↔ A3 A1 ↔ A4 A2 ↔ A3 A2 ↔ A4 B1 ↔ B2

1 ↔ 21 1 ↔ 30 10 ↔ 21 10 ↔ 30 3 ↔ 22 12 ↔ 11
2 ↔ 20 2 ↔ 28 11 ↔ 19 11 ↔ 29 4 ↔ 25 13 ↔ 17
3 ↔ 21 3 ↔ 29 12 ↔ 20 12 ↔ 28 5 ↔ 26 14 ↔ 13
4 ↔ 17 4 ↔ 27 13 ↔ 16 13 ↔ 26 6 ↔ 27 15 ↔ 14
5 ↔ 13 5 ↔ 23 14 ↔ 17 14 ↔ 27 7 ↔ 23 16 ↔ 15
6 ↔ 14 6 ↔ 24 15 ↔ 13 15 ↔ 23 8 ↔ 24 17 ↔ 16
7 ↔ 15 7 ↔ 25 16 ↔ 14 16 ↔ 24 9 ↔ 28 18 ↔ 21
8 ↔ 16 8 ↔ 26 17 ↔ 15 17 ↔ 25 10 ↔ 18 20 ↔ 19
9 ↔ 12 9 ↔ 22 19 ↔ 12 19 ↔ 22 11 ↔ 20

Figure 5: The association of regions under each of the 5 different overlaps.

small measure (or more evocatively, sufficiently high porousness) to allow the non-overlapping integration of
differently colored sponges.

In the next sections we describe several techniques for constructing porous tiles that are closely related
to the cartwheel and decagon covers.

3.1 A Lacy Fixed Point Decagon Tile

One method for constructing a tiling is to use tile decomposition. For each tile, a single step decomposes
the tile into smaller tiles of similar shape. Given a coloring of prototiles, some points may be guaranteed
to be colored the same after some fixed number of decompositions. This “fixed point” feature may be used
to generate equivalence classes of points that may be associated with colors. The appropriately colored
equivalence class of points may be used in each tile of a colored region to construct a single “tile” with tiling
properties that are analogous to the decagon cover.

To see this we consider the expansions of the Robinson tiles (that is, tiles that correspond to half kite
and half dart tiles). We now develop a dense point-coloring process. First, we color regions of the Robinson
S and L tiles (see Figure 6). For our purposes, we need five equivalence classes, thus we partition the two
tiles into five colors, conveniently picking division lines along tile boundaries in the decomposition. (Our
partitioning decision is somewhat arbitrary. More colors or alternate partitioning could be used without
impact.) After three or more decomposition steps, the image of each colored region contains at least one
similarly shaped subtile that is similarly colored; within these regions we will find colored fixed points. Since
the existence of these points is independent of the context of the decomposition, each tile in any decomposed
patch of tiles provides additional fixed points of each of the five colors. Because each fixed point is introduced
at some finite stage of decomposition, it is clear that each of the fixed points is uniquely colored at all but
a finite number of steps of decomposition. In fact, fixed points of each color are dense in the plane—they
reside within each open ball. We construct a porous decagon tile by selecting, for each colored region, the
equivalence class of fixed points of the appropriate color. An approximate figure, suitable for all arguments
we make here, is found in Figure 7. When two decagon tiles are brought together to overlap, the uniqueness
of the decomposition of overlapping regions ensures that different colors will be represented by disjoint sets
of fixed points.4

Such tiles are quite porous: since the number of points that are used to represent the decagon tile are only
countable, they have measure zero. This new decagon-shaped collection of points covers almost nothing, so
these tiles—essentially structured dust—easily “pass through” each other. It is then necessary to introduce
explicit edges in the same locations as the interior and exterior edges of the decagons of Gummelt. The
matching rules, then are:

Rule 1. Each segment of an exterior edge must be covered by a segment of (interior or exterior) edge from

4Readers may find it useful to print a dozen copies of the decagon tile pattern—either black and white or color—on trans-
parencies and experiment with their interaction. Kits can be found at http://www.cs.williams.edu/∼bailey/porous.
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S

L

L'

11/

i
i/

S L'

11/

i
i/

S

11/

i
i/

L

11/
i

i/

f1

f2

f3

Figure 6: Above, the self-similar relationship between Robinson’s S (half dart) and L (half kite) tiles.
Mappings of left-handed tiles (L′ and S′) are mirrored. Below, the division of tiles into five colors (above)
and the tile as it is decomposed after three steps. The associated points are fixed in this mapping.

Figure 7: The first approximation to the coloring of the decagon tile. Colored tiles identify the location
of the first fixed points in the region and suggest the interleaving of the tiles. Internal and external edges
appear bold. Though not dense, this approximation has the same tiling properties as the ideal lacy decagon.
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some other tile, and

Rule 2. No non-edge point of a tile may be coincident with a point of another tile.

The required overlap of edges forces the alignment of tiles using Type A or Type B regions. Elsewhere
we fully demonstrate that the matching rules of the lacy decagon tile are equivalent to the decagon matching
rules.

As a tiling mechanism this prototile could be improved. In the next section we introduce a means of
coloring points that provides more “heft” to the prototile.

A1—A1

A2—A2

A1—A2

B1—B1

Figure 8: Left, locations of overlapping colored points in various representative illegal overlaps. Right, the
beginnings of a consistent decagon tiling. The hole in the center can be covered with a tile in the obvious
manner.

3.2 A Hefty Cantor-Like Decagon Tile

A general method for increasing the measure of our tile in any particular neighborhood depends on the
notion of constructing multiple well-mixed sets of points: sets that are non-zero measure and dense in the
same region.

We first consider the simpler problem of constructing these sets in one dimension[9], and then lift the
results to two dimensions.

6
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3.2.1 Constructing Pairs of Well-Mixed Cantor Sets

A common example from measure theory is the Cantor set, C(I), on an interval I of R. We begin with the
first approximation by intervals, C0(I) a set containing only the interval I = [l, r]. We may then recursively
define successive approximations Ci(I), by removing the “middle thirds”. The result, C(I), is “dust”: a set
of points with measure zero. For our purposes, we consider a less aggressive Cantor-set-like construction.
This version leaves behind dust, but the measure of the portion removed is much smaller, allowing the dust
to accumulate. Our first approximation to the set is, C′

0(I) = {I} where I = [l, r]. We then define

C′
i(I) =

⋃
[a,b]∈C′

i−1
(I)

{[
a, a+

(b− a)(3i − 1)

2 · 3i

]
,

[
b− (b− a)(3i − 1)

2 · 3i
, b

]}

The first step removes the middle third. The second step removes the middle ninth of the two intervals
remaining after step 1. The ith step removes the middle 3−i of the remaining 2i−1 intervals, and so forth.
The portion that remains in the limit, C ′(I), is the set of all points of I that are mentioned by some interval
of each step. For the interval I = [l, r], the portion removed consists of

µ(I\C ′(I)) =

(
1

3
+

1

9
· 2
3
+

1

27
· 8
9
· 2
3
+ · · ·

)
µ(I) ≈ 0.44µ(I)

It follows, then, that the non-aggressive Cantor dust, C ′(I), saves σ = 0.56 of the measure µ(I). This
positive measure set still enjoys many of the properties of the original Cantor set. It is interesting to point
out that while the middle-thirds Cantor construction C(I) can be thought of as a composition of two sets
that are similar to C(I), that is not true for the non-aggressive construction, C ′(I).

An important goal in our construction of Cantor-like sets is to make them well mixed :

Definition 2 Two sets S ⊂ I and Sc = I\S are well mixed if for any open interval B ⊆ I, µ(S ∩ B) �= 0
and µ(Sc ∩B) �= 0.

Well mixed sets are dense in each other and have positive measure everywhere. Since the set of Cantor dust
that remains is not dense in the set that is removed (consider, for example, small open intervals centered in
any interval removed) the two sets are obviously not well mixed. Indeed, the intervals removed work against
the mixing. We now focus on post-processing the removed intervals.

As a basic step in our construction, we depend heavily on the non-aggressive Cantor construction on
interval I, C ′(I). Notice that this construction is equivalent to computing C ′([0, 1]) and rescaling the result
in the natural manner to fit within the interval I = [l, r]. In addition, the construction on an open or
half-open interval differs from the construction on a closed interval by only one or two points.

We now develop a countable number of sets, Si that, together, cover the points of interval R0 = I.
First, let S0 = C ′(I), a set with measure σµ(I). This construction removed a countable number of open
“remaindered” intervals, R1 = I\S0 that have total measure (1 − σ)µ(I). We hope to break up these
remainders, to support the mixing. Thus, for i > 0 we define an approximant

Si =
⋃

(a,b)∈Ri

C ′ ((a, b))

This constructs dust from Ri with positive measure σ(1−σ)iµ(I), and was derived by removing the countable
open intervals Ri+1 = Ri\Si = I\ (S0 ∪ S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Si) with total measure (1− σ)i+1µ(I).

The sets Si are pairwise disjoint since they are defined on points of I remaindered from all previous steps.
We may now define

S =

∞⋃
i=0

S2i

and

S∗ =

∞⋃
i=0

S2i+1

7
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Since the union operation here augments a Cantor set with dust from some of the removed area, this process
is often called refilling . It is this refilling that eventually ensures the two sets are mixed. Sets S and S∗ are
disjoint, and avoid only a countable number of points in the original interval that correspond to endpoints
a and b for each open interval removed during the Cantor set construction process. For our purposes, this
countable collection of points is of marginal concern, and we note that these points augment S∗ to provide:
Sc = I\S The two sets S and Sc are well-mixed. While we have constructed S (S∗) by accumulating the
even (odd) numbered Si, our theorem holds for any partitioning of the sets that leaves a countably infinite
number in each of the two piles. This approach can be used to achieve a measure for each of S and Sc that is
arbitrarily close to equal division of the interval. The notions of well-mixed sets may be extended, as well, to
any finite number of sets using similar techniques. A collection of n sets might be constructed, for example,
by accumulating the stepwise approximates, Sj , into sets in round-robin order, 0 ≤ i < n: S(i) =

⋃∞
j=0 Snj+i

We now make the analogy between open intervals and borderless Robinson tiles in R2.

3.2.2 The Well-Mixed Penrose Sponge

Our approach now is to construct different Cantor-like sponges from decomposed Robinson tilings. Each tile
in a patch of Robinson tiles can be decomposed into similar tiles in a unique fashion. From this collection
of subtiles we may elect to remove one or more leaving a portion of the original tile’s decomposition. The
remaining tiles are then decomposed in a similar manner with a portion of the subtiles removed. The process
is then repeated until a sponge-like structure is developed.

As with the Cantor set in R, removal of a fixed percentage of the subtiles found in the decomposition
can cause the remaining dust to have measure zero. We seek a less aggressive removal process that leaves
more “hefty” dust of positive measure. The essential concept is to remove a smaller percentage of the area
at each step, based on the removal of tiles from deeper decompositions.

For the ease of controlling which subtiles are to be taken out after each decomposition, we define an
address for each Robinson’s tiles in the decomposition process. We denote Robinson’s prototile types as we
have elsewhere, with L and S tiles having left-handed versions denoted L′ and S′. After decomposing a tile
n times, we will obtain many subtiles, each identified by its containment in the stages of decomposition,
read from left (before first decomposition) to right (after last decomposition). In Figure 9 the indicated tile
is generated by decomposing Robinson’s L tile three times: the tile resides in the S′ tile that resulted from
decomposing the L′ tile, that resulted from decomposing the L′ tile, that was a direct result of decomposing
the original L. The address of the tile is, therefore, LL′L′S′. It is easy to see that addresses are in one-to-one
correspondence with the tiles that appear through the decomposition process.

L LL' LL'L' LL'L'S'

Figure 9: The address of the S tile marked with a + in patch at right is LL′L′S′. Each step is one
decomposition of the original L tile that determines the address of the tile. Note, also, that there is only
one tile whose address ends in 3 S terms (marked with a •).

We are now prepared to algorithmically define the non-aggressive Cantor construction operation K(P )
on a patch of tiles P . Controlling the operation is process-specific parameter d that determines the minimum
number of decompositions that occur at each step. Increasing d will allow us to arbitrarily reduce the total
error in our computation of the measure of K(P ).

We begin by decomposing P d times and removing the set, R1, of all the small tiles—that is all tiles
whose d-long addresses end in a single S. Let P1 = P\R1. Patch P1 is expanded d+1 times, and we remove

8
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the small tiles (a set called R2) appearing as the result of directly decomposing small tiles—that is all tiles
whose d+ 1-long addresses end in 2 S’s. The process of constructing Si+1 continues by removing, more and
more selectively, the set Ri+1 of small tiles whose addresses end in i+ 1 S’s from what remains in Si.

As d becomes large the measure of K(P ) converges quickly to ρµ(P ), where ρ = 0.605741. Thus, the
K(P ) operation leaves approximately 61 percent of the tile intact. The error in ρ is bounded by the worst
cases of consistently overestimating and consistently underestimating the amount removed at each stage,
and has total error no worse than

5

τ4d+2
µ(P )

Notice that P − K(P ) is a countable collection of open, S tiles. This set is dense in K(P ), but the
opposite is not true. To achieve mixing, as in the one dimensional case, we refill each of the small tiles with
the appropriate K construction on those tiles. We set R0 = P , and compute S0 = K(R0). This set has
measure ρµ(P ) and the remainder, R1 = R0\S0, has (1− ρ)µ(P ). At each stage, Si is the result of applying
K to the remainder set Ri generated by the previous step. Si = K(Ri) has measure ρ(1−ρ)iµ(P ), and each
remainder has measure (1− ρ)iµ(P ).

In a round-robin manner described before for patch P and 0 ≤ i < 5 the well-mixed set representing
color i is

S(i) =
∞⋃
k=0

S5k+i(P )

The measures of these sponges are easily computed, as

µ(S(i)) =
ρ(1− ρ)i

1− (1− ρ)5
µ(P )

This round-robin distribution of sets sponges among the colors is not very equitable: sponge 0 takes up
61 percent, while sponge 4 accounts for 1.5 percent of the patches they appear in. With a little effort, it is
can be seen these sponges are well mixed.

We have, then, a means of constructing five different sponges that intermingle without overlap, with the
additional advantage that each sponge appears with significant measure at all locations. Our second, heftier
decagon, is constructed using points from these equivalence classes and inherits the same edges and matching
rules from the lacy construction.

While the five sponges can be used to cover a patch, fewer than five tiles overlap in a single region. In
these areas, a significant measure of points is not covered (corresponding to colors missing in the region).
This seems to be an essential difficulty with the approach, although any point that is not covered is, of
course, surrounded arbitrarily closely by points that are covered by each of the participating colors.

The general approach to developing porous tiles from overlapping shapes should, of course, generalize
to higher dimensions. One difficulty, of course, is the development of overlapping polyhedra that cover the
space in an appropriate manner.

3.2.3 Balancing Sponge Measures

In our hefty decagon we constructed sponges that are positive measure everywhere. One unfortunate feature
is that their measures are dramatically different. Aside from being aesthetically unappealing, the ability
to control the density of the different sponges may lead to more realistic models of interactions in physical
systems. A first-fit bin-packing algorithm is sufficient to generate sponges with densities that are equal.

We start with five bins, bi 0 ≤ i < 5, each with capacity 0.2. Ultimately each bin will hold the
approximants that will determine the component sponges of one color set. During our construction, ρ > 0.2
so P1 will not fit within any bin. We modify, then, our K operation so that instead of removing S tiles, we
remove tiles according to the number of L’s in the tile address. This results in a proportion of ρL = 0.0146634
and, µ(P0) = 0.0157, µ(P1) = 0.0154, µ(P2) = 0.0152, . . ..

The bin-packing algorithm assigns the measure of each point set into an appropriate bin in a first-fit
fashion:

9
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PackBins:
i ← 0
repeat forever

j ← 0
while µ(bj) + µ(Pi) ≥ 0.2

j ← j + 1
add set Pi to bin bj
i ← i+ 1

In order for the algorithm to generate sponges with perfectly balanced measures, we need to ensure two
things. First, the inner loop in the algorithm can always exit before j = 5. In the ith step, we are trying to
find a slot in one of the bins to accommodate 1.57% of the total unfilled area. Since we have 5 bins, there is
at least one bin whose unfilled area is no less than 20% of the total unfilled area. Therefore, we are always
able to find such a slot. As a result, the inner loop will always exit before j = 5.

Second, no bin is ever completely filled during the iterations; each bin will be filled by an infinite number
of point sets. The condition µ(bj) + µ(Pi) ≥ 0.2 effectively prevents any bins from being completely filled
during our iterations. For the proof of well mixing to work, we must be able to, at any stage in the bin
packing process, be assured that we will place a set in each of the five bins within a finite number of steps.

There is, of course, nothing special about the relative sizes of the bins. If colors could be consistently
aligned with regions of influence in a physical quasicrystal, their relative densities could be adjusted to better
reflect, say the degree of influence on neighboring unit cells.

4 Conclusions

It is, of course, always intriguing to develop a shape with aperiodic behavior. We have found the overlapping
nature of the decagon tile has been useful in two distinct respects. First, it seems that physical systems with
decagonal long-range symmetry are more adequately modeled if we allow this overlap. The interpretation
of the overlap is the sharing of molecular regions in a unit cell. Secondly, we believe the use of overlap has
served as a catalyst to better understand how other nontraditional tile shapes interact aperiodically.

In the prototiles presented here we demonstrate how to use the inflation-based similarities of tiles to
construct dense tiling by a single prototile that is either zero measure or positive measure everywhere.
In the constructions presented here, formal matching rules include interior and exterior edges that must
meet in the manner inherited from the decagon cover. These edges are clearly necessary in the lacy tile
that covers almost nowhere. It is not known, however, whether these edge rules are strictly necessary in the
heftier constructions, where the overlapping sponges may inherit the interlocking geometry of the self-similar
decompositions.

We also demonstrate how to adjust the relative densities of tile regions, perhaps to more accurately
model the influence of physical quasicrystal systems. Work by Jeong and Steinhardt[8] has studied the
stoichiometry of the unit cells of quasicrystals with 10-fold long-range symmetry, and is greatly facilitated
by the decagon tiling and its offshoots. Their techniques compute precise densities of atoms per unit area
of the crystal. It seems likely that the simplicity of the equal-density construction of Section 3.2.3 would be
suitable for many purposes, though other density distributions are possible.
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physicsworld.com Comment: Robert P Crease

Physics World  February 2012

A few years ago New Scientist carried a quote
in its “Feedback” section, which often
reports science-related foibles, from the
German politician Wolfgang Böhmer.
Talking about his country’s healthcare
reforms, Böhmer was reported as saying “I
can’t see the quantum leap. But even if we
proceed in smaller steps this would be a suc-
cess.” In commenting, the magazine’s edi-
tors quipped “The statement has left us
trying to think of a step that is smaller than a
quantum leap. So far we haven’t succeeded.”

In response to a couple of readers’ com-
ments, the editors later corrected them-
selves. In physics, a “quantum leap” is the
transition of a system from one state to
another without any intervening states, and
is not necessarily small. The editors said what
they had meant was a “Planck leap” or
“length” – the smallest meaningful distance,
below which quantum effects dominate and
render meaningless the very concept of “dis-
tance”. Still, they were correct that Böhmer’s
remark was strictly gibberish because a
quantum leap cannot be subdivided.

Apart from being mildly amusing, what
this story illustrates is that “quantum leap”
has taken on very different meanings for sci-
entists and non-scientists alike. In the 1980s
the UK computer firm Sinclair launched an
overhyped, supposedly game-changing
machine called the Sinclair QL (for quantum
leap), which it quickly abandoned. Quantum
Leap was also the name given to a US com-
edy/science-fiction TV series of the early
1990s with a time-travelling protagonist – a
holder of six doctorates, whose “special gift
was quantum physics” – who took a different
jump through space–time each episode. And
in 2000 a camp called Quantum Leap Farm
was founded in Florida to help disabled
equestrians change their lives through build-
ing new relationships with horses.

Leaps and jumps
So how did “quantum leap” leap from scien-
tific terminology applying to subatomic state
transitions to an idiom meaning “big jump”?
And is such popular use of scientific terms
meaningful – or a disturbing mistake that
must be corrected?

In the scientific world, the phrase “quan-
tum leap” stems from Niels Bohr’s appli-

cation of the quantum to atomic theory in
1912–1913. Bohr’s work implied that elec-
trons do not have an infinite number of pos-
sible orbits about the nucleus, as planets do
about the Sun, but a small selection.
Electrons must leap or jump instantaneously
from one possible orbit to another without
tracing a path.

This idea – indeed, most news of quantum
theory – did not reach the general public
before the 1920s. Until then, in the popular
press, the term “quantum” was used in its
traditional meaning of “amount”, and
applied to all aspects of human life – in
expressions such as quantum of trade, quan-
tum of naval strength, quantum of proof or
of damages (in discussions of lawsuits),
quantum of alms for the poor, quantum of
wealth needed for a good life, and so forth.

After the development of quantum
mechanics in 1925–1927, however, popular-
izations such as Arthur Eddington’s The
Nature of the Physical World spread word of
quantum theory among the public. The word
“quantum” now became a metaphor for dis-
continuity, albeit small ones at first. In 1929,
for instance, The Sun, a US newspaper,
noted that modern life had become gov-
erned by things that click. “Clocks, obvi-
ously,” it wrote. “But also typewriters,
adding machines, cash registers, speedo-
meters, tachometers, stock tickers, auto-
matic telephones, telegraph instruments –
the whole tribe of appliances that operate by
jerks are the masters of men who work. It is
the reign of the quantum theory in industry
[its italics].”

The clicks of such devices were made by
small discontinuous transitions. But lan-
guage has a “moment” (a tendency to twist
things) of its own. As modern life encoun-
tered ever discontinuous transitions – in the
scales of things such as populations, budgets

and military might – and needed a term,
“quantum leap” had vitality and glamour. It
was soon applied to any large, qualitative
increase, especially of effort, money or mili-
tary strength. The first entry for “quantum
leap” in the Oxford English Dictionary refers
readers to a physics definition; the second,
for non-scientists, defines quantum leap as
“a sudden, significant, or very evident (usu-
ally large) increase or advance”.

Metaphor making
The change in meaning of “quantum leap”
is not unique. Other scientific terms and
phrases – including complementarity, uncer-
tainty principle and catalyst – now name
aspects of ordinary life. Meanwhile, ordinary
words – not just quantum but also moment,
force and gravity – have gone in the opposite
direction and ended up as technical scientific
terms. Such transformations generally hap-
pen via metaphors.

Metaphors contain two terms, a primary
and a secondary. In “love is a rose”, for
instance, love is the primary term, the mean-
ing of which is being explored, while rose is
the secondary term, used to elucidate the
first. This is a “filtrative” metaphor, for it
asks us to filter our perceptions of the pri-
mary term in the light of certain well-known
features of the secondary (love, like roses, is
pretty but thorny). The terms are not con-
fused. A rose is not love; it remains in the
garden, its identity unaffected. However, a
new meaning has appeared – love’s rose-
likeness – that allows us to understand our
experience better.

Metaphors are particularly valuable when
part of our experience is enigmatic – when the
“correct” words are insufficient, and we need
new ones even if technically incorrect. For
example, in Here Come the Maples – a 1976
short story by John Updike – the protagonist
Richard Maple ruminates about his decaying
marriage when his thoughts are momentar-
ily interrupted by a chance reading about sub-
atomic discoveries (the italics are Updike’s).

“He...read, The theory that the strong force
becomes stronger as the quarks are pulled apart
is somewhat speculative; but its complement,
the idea that the force gets weaker as the quarks
are pushed closer to each other, is better estab-
lished. Yes, he thought, that had happened.
In life there are four forces: love, habit, time
and boredom. Love and habit at short range
are immensely powerful, but time, lacking a
minus charge, accumulates inexorably, and
with its brother boredom levels all.”

Maple does not think his marriage is sub-
atomic physics. Still, he finds its terms useful
in understanding its dynamics. Maple is try-
ing to fill in what he intuits but cannot say.
He is confused, wants to understand, and

Critical Point Fruitloopery
Telling the difference between an
enlightening scientific metaphor
and the misuse of technical terms
– or what has been billed
“fruitloopery” – is harder than it
seems. Robert P Crease explains

Loopy This breakfast cereal has inspired a term that
derides sham products and woolly scientific thinking.
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uses the best tools he has at the moment –
the words of an article he happened to have
stuffed in his pocket. The article could have
been about almost anything – economics,
sports, theatre – and he would have seized
on those rather than physics. What matters
is the phenomenon to which the metaphor is
pointing – here, Maple’s marriage – not what
is being used to point.

Expressions, however, can stop being
metaphors when we forget about their ori-
gins, and cease to connect the expressions
with the world from which they came. Think
of the “bonnet” of a car – or what Americans
call a “hood” – which no longer prompts us
to think about head garments. Pointers can
turn into names. But only certain laboratory
terms make this discontinuous jump – this
quantum leap – to becoming pointers and
names. It generally occurs for scientific ideas
that, as Eddington wickedly put it, are “sim-
ple enough to be misunderstood” or,
rephrased more charitably, “simple enough
to be suggestive”.

But scientific words can make this trans-
ition in other ways besides filtrative
metaphors. In “creative” metaphors, the pri-
ority of the terms is swapped. In an extraor-
dinary linguistic reversal, the secondary term
deepens in meaning through the metaphor
to subsume its previous meaning as well as
that of the primary term. The pointer
becomes the pointed at.

In physics, for instance, a “wave” originally
meant something that took place in a
medium. However, its metaphorical exten-
sion to light (which does not require a
medium in which to move) and thence to
quantum phenomena (where what moves
are probabilities) changed its meaning. A
“wave” is now not just a metaphor but the
correct term for light itself, and other things
such as probability variations that it did not
originally name.

A more troubling example is “comple-
mentarity”, Bohr’s term for the fact that par-
ticle and wave behaviour are simultaneously
necessary yet mutually incompatible in the
quantum world. This puzzling feature, Bohr

thought, sprang from the fact that human
beings have to be both actors and spectators
when observing the microworld. Noting that
this dual role of both acting and watching is
also a feature of anthropology, biology and
psychology, Bohr tried to extend comple-
mentarity to those domains. Had he been
successful, it would have been a dramatic
instance where concepts developed in sub-
atomic physics could be applied non-
metaphorically in the human sphere.

Yet his efforts met with mixed results, and
are regarded today with embarrassment by
many physicists. Indeed, in 1998, after the
physicist Alan Sokal mocked humanists for
delving into physics to support their ideas in
a way that seemed ignorant at best and zany
at worst – in what has come to be known as
“Sokal’s hoax” – historian Mara Beller pub-
lished an article in Physics Today entitled
“The Sokal hoax: at whom are we laugh-
ing?”. She cited remarks by Bohr – but also
by Heisenberg and Pauli – to make the point
that in this respect physicists could some-
times be as zany as humanists, and there is
no neat way to distinguish between the two.

Falling for fruitloopery
New Scientist refers to pretentious and erro-
neous use of scientific words as “fruitloop-
ery” – a term that itself originated in an
especially weird filtrative metaphor. Froot
Loops are a popular US breakfast cereal – it
comes in small, garishly coloured ring-
shaped pieces with fruit-like flavours – intro-
duced by the Kellogg Company in 1966. For
a time, “fruit loop” was US slang for a gay
man, or a gay-friendly neighbourhood, but
soon all but lost this connotation and began
to mean something lightweight, wacky and a
bit pretentious.

In 2005 Mike Holderness, a freelance con-
tributor to New Scientist, mentioned in an
article “professional dissidents” who are
given the oxygen of publicity by those science
journalists who, he wrote, “divide all stories
into precisely two sides that get equal space:
too often the reality-based community ver-
sus fruitloops and/or special interests”. The

word fruitloopery quickly grew into the in-
house New Scientist term for the use of sci-
entific words, such as quanta or tachyons,
either wildly out of context or in a completely
unverifiable way.

However, I think the term should be
extended to any pretentious and erroneous
use of scientific terms. Much self-help litera-
ture and amateur philosophy is studded with
such execrations; one of my personal
favourite examples being by the actress
Shirley MacLaine, who remarked that
today’s physicists are suggesting “that the
universe and God itself might just be one
giant, collective ‘thought’”.

Physics seems to inspire more fruitloopery
indicators than other fields because, I think,
of its cultural prestige. Those who link a
sham product or woolly thought with physics
principles are being deliberate, meaning to
imply that it has an especially deep and
secure grounding. Advertisers and actresses
do not make mistakes, only fruit loops.

The critical point
Why are we troubled by Wolfgang Böhmer’s
words but not those of Richard Maple? Why
do we find the invocation of physics princi-
ples dangerous in self-help literature but not
in the names of farms and films? The answer,
I think, has to do with the intentions of the
metaphor-makers; that is, not with the fact
that a meaning is being transformed but why.
No fruitloopery is involved if the metaphor-
makers are aware of the genesis of the scien-
tific term, assume the audience is also aware,
and are genuinely trying to increase under-
standing. It is fruitloopery when the
metaphor-makers are being deceptive or
self-deceptive – when terms are used not as
tools of knowledge or expression, but to ped-
dle wares, impress the gullible or cloak one’s
ignorance. The distinction, unfortunately, is
harder to spot than it seems.

Robert P Crease is chairman of the Department 
of Philosophy, Stony Brook University, and historian 
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, US, 
e-mail rcrease@notes.cc.sunysb.edu

What’s in common? (From left to right): the TV show Quantum Leap; the Sinclair QL (for quantum leap) computer; and Quantum Leap Farm, a camp for disabled equestrians.
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Fads and Fallacies in the Name of Science  
and Pseudosciences in China 

Chen Danyang 
 

I think Chinese people didn’t know Martin Gardner’s name before the end 
of 1970s, because we lived in the different sides of iron curtain. This situation 
had been changed in 1979 when China and USA established diplomatic 
relations. After that more and more American books and magazines were 
translated into Chinese. Just in that year, the Chinese version of Scientific 
American was began to published in China. 

The first article introduced Martin Gardner himself to Chinese general 
public may appeared in 1981. The author said that although there wasn’t 
Chinese version of Martin Gardner’s book at that time, people had known his 
name from Chinese version of Scientific American. 

After that,the first Chinese version of Gardner’s book, Aha! Insight was 
published in this year. After that, a lot of Gardner’s book was introduced into 
China.Fads and Fallacies in the Name of Science, which I will discuss in the 
following, was published in 1984. 

March 1979, one newspaper in Sichuan province published an essay 
about a boy named Tang Yu. In this essay the author said this boy had an 
exceptional function that he could read Chinese characters by his ears. After 
that there were more than 10 children who had the same ability were reported 
all over the country in one or two months. The authoritative newspaper, 
People's Daily, published one scholar named Ye Shengtao’s two articles in 
May. In these articles he said all these exceptional functions are frauds.He 
thought it was a shame for China in this modern times. But other newspapers 
and magazines still published news about ESP. Nature magazine in 
Shanghai(It was a Chinese magazine, not the Chinese vesion of the famous 
magazine Nature),published an article about the science detection of two 
children. From 1979 to 1982, this magazine published 53 articles about ESP. 

From 1980,a lot of seminar of ESP were held all over the country. In this 
year, the famous Chinese scientist Qian Xuesen, who was Theodore von 
Kármán’s student, who got his Ph.D in Caltech and was already a famous 
scientist before he came back to China in 1955,wrote a letter to Nature 
magazine told them he thought ESP was really exist. In shadow of Qian’s 
encouragement, more and more people began to study ESP. In 1981, another 
scientist, Yu Guangyuan, who was well-known as an anti-pseudosciences 
fighter after that, made a public announcement of his negative attitude about 
ESP. In this period scientists who approved ESP and who opposed it made a 
big controversy. In April 1982, Chinese government made an announcement 
asked people don’t argue about ESP in public any more, regardless of their 
standpoint. 

Also in the spring of 1982,there was a movie named Shaolin Temple 
released.It  created a Kung Fu fever. At the end of this year, a monk named 
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Haideng was described as a Kung Fu master by an article of the Sichuan 
newspaper which reported Tang Yu 3 years before. Haideng’s name appeared 
everywhere in the summit of the Kung Fu fever. There were movies, 
documentaries, TV play series, books, or even many cartoons about him. In 
one documentary, Haideng performed two finger zen, which means handstand 
in a posture of two forefingers prop up all body.I was a gloss because his feet 
was hanged by rope as a matter of fact. 

At that time, Qigong, one kind of Kong Fu became more and more popular, 
because it was easier to train for average person. There were many kinds of 
maganizes about Qigong, such as Qigong and Science, Chinese Qigong, 
Chinese Somatic Science. Somatic Science was the name of a new kind of 
science advocated by Qian Xuesen from 1985. There were also many many 
organizations about Qigong or Somatic Science all over the country, from north 
to south, from metropolis to small town. At the end of 1986, people said there 
were over 10,000,000 persons training Qigong. 

This was the circumstances of China when Fads and Fallacies in the 
Name of Science’s first Chinese version was published. Although Chinese 
government didn’t support ESP in public, Qigong, under the cover of Somatic 
Science, seems would became a new kind of ESP. This really happened soon. 
I think Fads and Fallacies in the Name of Science made some persons got a 
clear understanding of Qigong and ESP, but most persons were confused by 
this fever. 

In the second half of 1980s,there were a lot of persons who acted as 
Qigong masters said they had ESP. Yan Xin was one of them. He was a doctor 
and became a Qigong master in 1984.His biggest performance was happened 
in 1987,in which year he said he used Qigong to quench the big fire of Greater 
Khingan Mountains from 2000 kilometres away. In 1990s he migrated to USA 
or Canada. 

A lot of universities and institutes wanted to analyse Qigong and ESP, 
included my academy, Chinese academy of sciences. Maybe these scientific 
research institution had a mind to verify ESP exist or not, but at the end ESP 
masters told general public that there ESP had scientific background because 
a lot of scientists was researching it. 

In 1990, another Chinese version of Fads and Fallacies in the Name of 
Science was published. I think this version maybe the most popular one of all 
Martin’s book in China, because this book was in a series of books named 50 
cents series. It was very cheap and sold well. But in this series there was 
another book named The Chinese Supermen, introduced a lot of Qigong 
masters and described their ESPs. It looks like a bad joke of Martin’s book. 

In 1990s,several writers wrote a lot of books about how miraculous the 
Qigong master were.One of them named Ke Yunlu, his books affected many 
persons and made the protagonist of his book, Qigong master Hu 
Wanlin,became a miracle-working doctor. When Hu Wanlin’s frauds was 
uncovered and arrested by police, Ke Yunlu even held a lot of news 
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conferences for the sake of saving him. Some scientists who had no 
experience about psychology and magic also wrote many reports about ESP. 
All these made things badly. 

Although Many scientists wanted to uncover the frauds of ESP, Qigong 
fever was not finished until 1999. In that year Falun Gong was baned by 
Chinese government. Unlike other persons, I think the most important thing 
which made Qigong and ESP declined was not political power, but the 
popularize of internet, which was happened at the end of last century too. 
From that time, Chinese people could get more informations from a wilder way 
than before. When young people who borned in 1980s or 1990s learned more 
knowledge than elders, they would not be easily persuaded by these cheaters. 
However,at the same time, new kinds of pseudosciences are still wildly exist in 
China now. 

I read Fads and Fallacies in the Name of Science in 2005.It attracted me 
soon.I think although we have different cultures, different histories and different 
religions, the pseudosciences between both side of Pacific Ocean may looks 
like similar. Whenever anybody asks about my opinion about pseudosciences, 
I will tell them to read Martin Gardner’s Fads and Fallacies in the Name of 
Science. I think after that they will know, the same tricks which are been used 
in China in these years, had been applied by American cheaters more than 60 
years before. 
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Puzzles as a Recruiting Tool – A Case Study 
Richard D. Dunlap, Ph.D 

Director, Application Development (Anodyne) – athenahealth, Inc. 

The use of puzzles as a screening and interview tool by software development organizations has become 
commonplace. However, relatively few technology organizations make use of puzzles as a *recruiting* 
tool. This paper showcases the use of mathematics and puzzles at a typical athenahealth career fair 
presentation and discusses some of the reasons that we have found puzzles to be valuable tools for 
attracting developers to athenahealth. 

For those readers who may not be familiar with campus 
recruiting, a brief introduction is in order.  A career fair is 
an event allowing employers to connect with prospective 
employees.  Employers rent space in a conference hall or 
other facility, set up booths with brochures and banners 
describing the company and job opportunities and send 
employees to answer questions about the company and 
collect resumes and contact information.  Typical career 
fair booths are illustrated in the pictures below.  Common 
to the booths is a description of the company, marketing 
and recruiting material and vendor swag to help the 

candidates remember the company’s name; some booths also have banners listing the types of 
positions available.  In general, the focus is usually on what the company does or produces. 

At athenahealth, we have taken a different approach to the 
design of a career fair booth.  Instead of focusing on what the 
company does, we focus on the type of employees that we 
are seeking.  Because we are looking for employees with 
interesting traits, we end up with an interesting booth; at a 
recent career fair in the Atlanta area, members of the event 
staff commented that it was the most interesting booth at the 
event.  From a distance, it may not look that different from 
the typical career fair booth illustrated above; but looking 
closer, the booth is actually quite different. 

We start by being different with our banner.  Rather than 
describing the purpose of the company or talking about 
available positions, we show some of our employees (not 
unusual) and give the candidates a math problem to think 
about (most unusual).  A larger image of the problem is 
shown on the next page. 
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Many candidates will ignore the math problem, step up to the recruiter, hand them a resume and start 
asking about jobs.  That’s not a show-stopper, particularly for non-development positions, but since we 
continue to use puzzles in the screening and interview process for developers, candidates who don’t 
show an interest in puzzles at this stage will tend to self-select themselves out of the process further 
down the road.  One prospect even infamously elected to leave an on-site interview at the beginning of 
the day after we started out with “yet another puzzle”.    

A smaller set of prospects will slow down in their tracks as they move by the booth, look at the problem, 
come to a complete stop and start to think.  Sometimes, they will stand across the aisle looking at the 
problem for a few minutes, perhaps discussing it with a friend; that’s a cue for someone for the booth to 
walk over to them and start to talk about the problem, perhaps giving them a hint in the form of a good 
special case to consider.  (If you haven’t solved the problem yourself yet, your hint is this – if I give you 
the further information that the coefficients are strictly less than 100, then you can find all coefficients 
in *one* value.)  Other prospects will walk over to the booth of their own accord and start talking about 
the problem or why this problem is relevant to what we do.  In either case, the banner has served its 
purpose – get folks who like to solve problems and puzzles to stop, talk to us and approach the booth.     

On the table in the booth, we have the ubiquitous food, brochures, T-shirts and other types of vendor 
swag.  In keeping with our theme, though, we also have puzzles, as illustrated on the next page.    While 
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this booth is intended to find software developer 
candidates, it often happens that non-developers 
will also step up and start working on the puzzles.  
This is something of which we do take note; while 
an individual may not have the technical skills to 
write code, good puzzlers have traits which make 
them good employees in a variety of positions.  
As with the banner puzzle, if the candidate 
doesn’t start talking with us, we will engage them 
in conversation after a few minutes, starting with 
a discussion of the puzzle and maybe helping 
them try a few ideas out.   

We’ve attempted to find puzzles for the career fair table that are a cut above the ordinary.  Two of the 
puzzles, the Grand Vizier and the 12-Block puzzle 
(omitted from the pictures due to not showing up 
well  in black and white) are athenahealth-branded 
versions of puzzles by G4G regular Pavel Curtis.  The 
Void Cube by designer Katsuhiko Okamato originally 
came with athenahealth stickers for each square, but 
it was deemed too labor intensive to apply; we now 
use on the table for prospects to play with and keep 
a stash behind the banner as a premium giveaway 
for candidates with whom we especially want to stay 
in touch.  Andrea Mainini’s IcoSoKu is not usually 

part of our career fair display; it is one of the numerous puzzles that I 
keep in my office in Alpharetta to encourage developers to stop by 
and talk while they solve.  As an interesting aside, this isn’t the only 
emergent use of the IcoSoKu in our office; one of my cohorts has 
been working with a summer honors mathematics program in Georgia 
for over 30 years (long enough that I was one of his students at the 
same program back in 1983), and he adopted it as an interview tool 
this year for candidates for that summer program. 

At this point, your question may be “Why?  Why do we make puzzles such a focus of our recruiting 
efforts?”  A first answer is that, while a career fair provides candidates an opportunity to make a first 
impression on a company, it also serves as a venue for a company to make a first and hopefully lasting 
impression on candidates.  At athenahealth, we consider this second purpose to be the primary 
purpose; within the language of our corporate culture, we consider career fairs to be “sell” events rather 
than “buy” events.  So at the career fair booth, we focus on selling the company, and in particular, we 
focus on selling what we believe to be the most important aspect of the company: our culture, and 
specifically our development organization’s culture as an organization of puzzlers. 
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That leads to another “Why?”  Specifically, why is a puzzle culture so important to athenahealth?  At 
athenahealth, we’re trying to solve one of this generation’s biggest puzzles – namely, how do you fix the 

American health care system?  For us, a 
representation of the problem is the shelf shown 
in the picture to the left; in many doctor’s offices, 
this is the current state of health care records.  Our 
specific attack on the health care puzzle is to bring 
order to that shelf and make it possible for a 
practice to dig information out of those records.  
We have found that candidates that are interested 
in the puzzles found on our career fair tables and 
that can survive the gauntlet of puzzles in our 

screening and interview process are also good at solving the puzzles inherent in organizing and mining 
the data found in these shelves. 

Again, why is this the case?  Typically, those interested in puzzles share the following relevant traits: 

 Problem-solving skills and intelligence – The ability to solve puzzles is a good proxy for general 
intelligence and problem-solving skills.  At athenahealth, we’re trying to solve hard problems, so 
we want people that are “smarter than the average bear”. 

 Persistence – Those interested in puzzles don’t just stare at a puzzle for a few minutes and walk 
away.  They try one approach, then another – maybe they walk away for a little while to get a 
fresh perspective, but they come back and keep at the puzzle until they solve it.   In our 
interview process, we look for the ability to stick with a problem and take it through to its 
conclusion; puzzlers have a head start in proving this ability. 

 Passion – Finally, puzzlers are not ambivalent about puzzles, but have a passion for puzzles.  At 
athenahealth, we want people that have shown the ability to be passionate about *something*, 
whether it be puzzles or something else, because we want them to become equally passionate 
about solving American healthcare. 

Our use of puzzles at the career fair is just the beginning; candidates who apply for a development 
position are sent another puzzle to work on and submit via email, and have to work two more puzzles as 
part of the on-site interview process.  These are computational puzzles requiring a combination of 
insight into the problem and technical ability to write code that can deliver a solution in a timely fashion; 
we specifically place emphasis on the ability to get a first pass working in ninety minutes in the on-site 
interviews.   As these puzzles become familiar to the developer community, we have to continually to 
cycle in new puzzles – which is why I’m not going to talk about them in this paper, except to note that 
several of the problems would be on topics familiar to this readership. 

I hope you’ve found this look into one company’s use of puzzles to be interesting.  I’d be interested in 
hearing how other companies are making use of puzzles in the recruiting, screening and hiring process.  
Special thanks to fellow G4G attendee and former “athenista” Josh Jordan,  who I learned at G4GX 
played a pivotal role in introducing puzzles to our career fairs and provided me with additional history. 
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A SIMPLE TIME MACHINE                                                            Copyright © 2012 
                                                                                                                                    Douglas A. Engel 
                                                                                                                                    Littleton, CO, U.S.A. 
Introduction 
  A clock can be thought of as a time machine.  After all it keeps accurate time, at least for its own 
space time reference.  Another kind of time machine would be a device that reveals times arrow.  
This short note may be missing something very basic but it shows how time might be an inherent 
property of  certain rotational motions such as the forces and actions displayed by a kind of vector  
revealing gyroscope. 
 
  I think of time as having a well defined arrow.  The following presents some simple arguments 
about this. 
 
  It is claimed by many physicists that time is not necessary in the mathematical equations 
describing the basics of particle interactions.  This idea is also extended to included relativity and 
gravity. 
 
  Popular writings on physics often say that if you made a film of an interaction and then played it 
backward you could not tell it was being played backward since negative t gives similar 
mathematical results. 
 
  We shall use the reverse film idea in what follows.  If it is possible to tell the film is being 
played in reverse then for that film times arrow is revealed. 
 
The ratchet wrench film 
  Take a simple ratchet wrench and open it up so you can see the working of the ratchet.  Play the 
film forward and things look OK.  Play it backward and you see the little ratchet dog leap over 
the cogs in the wrong direction while producing torque in the direction where the ratchet dog 
should be slipping over the cogs instead.  You can tell the arrow of time with a ratchet wrench. 
 
  Why a ratchet wrench?  Well, it is possible that some particles have some internal vectors or 
very simple mechanics that do not work in reverse.  A ratchet wrench is a very simple mechanism 
but is not intended here to prove anything about particle.  Instead it is given as an example of the 
problems in reversing time on a human scale, or even the scale of most microbiological 
molecules.  Here are some examples: 
*Mathematicians moving backward in time erase equations from blackboards and unlearn and 
unteach mathematics.  Not only is this meaningless but it makes a mockery of much physics, 
logic and mathematics. 
*Physicists undetect particles and unprove the certainty principle.   
*Bodily wastes insert back into all creatures., a rather unpleasant example. 
*The principle of entropy works in the opposite way organizing everything therefore it is no 
principle and never really was. 
*People breathe by inserting oxygen back into the atmosphere. 
*Plants use up oxygen and exude carbon dioxide. 
*Radioactivity works in reverse making stable elements unstable and unstable elements stable. 
*The sun sucks up energy. 
 
The gyroscope film 
  Take a simple toy gyroscope and let it precess about a pivot.  Attach an hour glass with one end 
removed at the outer end of the gyroscope.  The sand grains falling out of the gyroscope describe 
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an arc.  Now play the film backwards.  You see the sand grains describing the same arc but the 
gyro is precessing in the opposite direction.  Thus you know the film is going the wrong way.  
Once again there is clearly a times arrow here.  In fact the sand grains are traveling up into the 
hour glass when the film is in reverse, clearly not possible. 
 
  Any experiment on super small scales can show a clock or hour glass in the background which 
would reveal time going the wrong way when the film is reversed like the hour glass.  However 
the gyroscope reveals a more basic time problem.  The combined precession vector, if it could be 
detected and revealed when making a film of the gyroscope precessing would point slightly off 
vertical when the film is played forwards.  This combined vector is shown schematically in 
Figure 1.  When the film is played backwards the combined vector would point off vertical in the 
wrong direction.  This is because the static, detected, and recorded vector stays pointing the same 
way no matter which way the film is played.  Remember we decided to detect and record its 
direction when we made the time forward film.  So even though this gyroscope is of macroscopic 
size subatomic particles rotate and are subject to gyroscopic forces and gravity at the same time.  
Thus very basic experiments which do not detect and record combined vectors would not show 
any arrow of time in this sense but (as physicists are fond of saying) they would be there in 
principle.   
 
  In a sense much of the argument that time is not necessary is  a matter  of semantics.  Many 
aspects of detection are recorded and held valid in quantum mechanical experiments.  Physicists 
like to give the example of just looking at a very simple natural phenomenon (where entropy 
increase is not obvious) and then saying that the basic equations describing it would give valid 
results for time going either way.  Yet if it were possible to record many more details of that same 
observation a arrow of time might always be revealed.  A hint of this already exists in 
mathematics where some vector multiplications give very different results when reversed.  
Mathematics already has a deeply psychological and completely ignored times arrow.  It pretty 
much always proceeds in one direction, namely from problem to solution.  You might object that 
a new solution often suggests new problems but this is just the cream of the evolving process of 
all science.  The many unrevealed and unrecorded vectors of nature are like the unrevealed 
ratchet wrench mechanism.  The vectors are really there but ignored because the calculations as 
presently done have no need of all these extra cumbersome details.  Think of mathematics not as 
proofs cut in stone that do nothing else once proven but as time oriented activity of 
mathematicians.  A proof does not exist if we do not learn how it works and use it (to research 
mathematics) with this mental dynamic understanding.  It is like a flowing mental circuit.  A 
robot or computer program would not care the slightest about a proof. 
 
The electron moving in a magnetic field film 
  In this case there is a clear arrow of time.  The electron curves one way moving through a 
magnetic field and a positron curves the other way.  If the film is reversed the electron would be a 
positron, (traveling backward over the same path thus curving the opposite way) clearly the film 
is going the wrong way if the experimenter left a note somewhere saying that the film shows an 
electron (detection means recording fully what is detected).  After all the difference between an 
electron and a positron is quite basic or they would not annihilate when brought together 
producing energy.  If they were perfect opposites in all respects ones energy would be negative 
and one positive and bringing them together would make them both simply disappear, no energy, 
no nothing. 
 
Gyroscope time machine experiments 
  Figure 2 shows a gyro made with a small hub and a larger ring.  The hub and ring are connected 
with elastic spokes.  Turning the device about a vertical axis while rotating it with a small drill 
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shows a small twist between the hub and ring.  This twist is opposite when turning it the opposite 
way about the vertical axis.  If this were a film played backwards the twist would go the wrong 
way revealing a times arrow.   
 
  Figures 3 and 4 show a wheel with a bar attached at the rim by a pin thru its center.  The bar is 
free to rotate in either direction just far enough to point tangent to the wheel.  When the wheel is 
rotated one way the bar immediately points in the direction of rotation and when rotate the other 
way it immediately points in that direction of rotation.  Thus it is like a vector indicator showing 
the initial direction of rotary acceleration of the wheel.  If a film of the wheel were played 
backwards this moment of inertia vector indicator would point the wrong way indicating an arrow 
of time.  Any moving object has a directed moment of inertia.  If the direction of time does not 
matter then all energy of motion would add up to zero on average.  If a scientist truly wants 
scientific films he would want to record as many vector arrows as possible on each film strip.  
Humans having eyes pointing forward already have a built in motion tendency vector. 
 
  Figures 5 and 6 show a special gyroscope having grooves about its periphery that each contain 
an indicator ball.  I call these balls precession vector oscillators.  The grooves are made parallel to 
the main rotation axis of the gyro and each ball is free to move back and forth in its groove about 
¾ inch.  When the gyro is wound up and allowed to precess about a pivot as shown in the figures 
the balls move from side to side in their grooves.  Looking down from the top the balls move one 
way at the top of the rotation and then the other way at the bottom half of the rotation.  This 
occurs because the gyro is precessing about the pivot.  You can hear a distinct and pleasant 
clicking when the precession is rapid and the oscillators travel the full groove distance and hit the 
ends of the grooves.  The balls show a diagonal line that would be going the wrong way if a film 
of the gyro were played backward.  This line reveals that time has an inherent arrow in this case.  
It might be objected that the balls add a kind of entropy to the system.  However once again we 
can say that in principle the balls can be made as small as we want, thus reducing the entropy 
addition as close to zero as we would like, and would still indicate in the same manner  if we 
allowed for their detection. 
 
An information conumdrum 
  If you could not tell the arrow of time from playing back a record of any recorded information 
then recorded information only has a 50-50 chance of being correctly interpreted and used.  That 
being the case then the sum total of recorded information in the universe adds up to zero. 
 
Conclusion 
  It seems almost simplistic and obvious that the universe is composed of a great number of 
vectors of all sizes and directions.  Should you really want to reverse time you would need to 
reverse all the vectors.  Forces and motion always require time to pass to be able to act, and 
forces always require vectors, (a direction and value).  Imagine that one day a great scientist 
finally is able to reverse time throughout the universe, the vectors all reversing.  Once all the 
gravity vectors reverse all planets stars and galaxies immediately fly apart.   Perhaps time really 
does have a directional property, even more basic than entropy.  The idea of reversing time would 
be like going the wrong way down a one way street.  In its most basic aspect matter might have 
an internal mechanical flow pattern like road traffic.  It would be pure simple self organizing 
stuff. 
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Virtual Mechanical Puzzles
By Rik van Grol, NL
Rvgrol@hotmail.com

Introduction
The term “Virtual Mechanical Puzzle” seems like a good example of a contradictio in terminis. About
one-and-a-half years ago I probably would have argued that myself. For a while now I am not so sure
anymore. In this article I am taking you along to investigate this very issue.

I could come straight to the point, but I choose to take a byway. Next to the issue of discussing Virtual
Mechanical Puzzles, I first want to briefly investigate the term Mechanical Puzzle. Actually, I will start
with the investigation of the term “Puzzle”.

The point of this article is not to start a feud about words, but to show my fascination for a new
phenomenon: virtual mechanical puzzles. In order to convince myself that this actually is a new
phenomenon and to better understand my own fascination I needed to do the above mentioned
investigations. I hope you enjoy this investigation and the puzzles I will introduce. If you have other
insights about this issue I am happy to discuss them with you.

The term Puzzle
Many definitions of the term puzzle can be found if you search the web. I will show you a few and end
with the version I have formulated. It will not be THE definition, but the best I can come up with that
serves its purpose within this article.

What is a puzzle?

“A puzzle is a problem or enigma that tests the ingenuity of the solver. In a basic puzzle,
one is intended to put together pieces in a logical way in order to come up with the desired
solution. Puzzles are often contrived as a form of entertainment, but they can also stem
from serious mathematical or logistical problems — in such cases, their successful
resolution can be a significant contribution to mathematical research.”
http://en.wikipedia. org/wiki/Puzzle

This is a very long definition; too long in my opinion.

“Something, such as a game, toy, or problem, that requires ingenuity and often
persistence in solving or assembling.” http://www.thefreedictionary.com/puzzle

The length is good, but I think it confuses the definition of “puzzle” with things that it should be
distinguished from, such as games, toys and (serious) problems in general.

A very lengthy discussion of what a puzzle is is provided by Scott Kim. He does not really provide a
definition but discusses its properties (see http://scottkim.com/thinkinggames/whatisapuzzle/index.html).

Obviously I can find many more definitions; some better, some worse. Let me just give you my short
and probably incomplete definition of what a puzzle is.

“A puzzle is a problem created1 solely for the fun of finding the solution.”
Rik van Grol (2012)

So, puzzle is not synonymous with problem. A puzzle is a problem, but it should not be a my-life-
depends-on-it serious problem. Because then it simply remains a problem and possibly represents

                                                          
1
 Created should also be read as “identified”. Otherwise some problems that we now call puzzles, like old Chinese puzzle

locks would not be seen as puzzles.
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some life struggle. A puzzle is created (or is identified as a puzzle) because it is fun to work on a
problem (without stress) and it gives an extreme feeling of accomplishment if you solve the puzzle.

Let me finish here by comparing “puzzle” with a “puzzle game”. A puzzle game is a puzzle plus some
game features, like a time element (do it as quickly a possible), or random/unexpected hurdles (it is
not the hurdle itself that adds the game element, but the fact that it is random/unexpected; a hurdle
that is statically present can be dealt with logically). A puzzle can be solved completely by mind first,
then you only need to repeat it in reality. For a puzzle game you need to practice and you may need to
do it over and over again to get the best time. The manipulation part of a dexterity puzzle could also
be seen as a game-feature. It probably is, but manipulation is an integral part of a mechanical puzzle –
it requires manipulation to physically solve it. This brings me to the definition of a mechanical puzzle.

The term Mechanical Puzzle
The term mechanical puzzle is strange. Is the puzzle mechanical or the solution method? What is
mechanical? Having a mechanism is part of it? Or being a mechanism? I guess that looking at what
we (collectors of mechanical puzzles) see as mechanical puzzles is more that the puzzle exists as a
3D-object and can be touched (compared to a math puzzle) and manipulated than that it has a
mechanical part.

So, let me present to you my definition of a mechanical puzzle:

“A mechanical puzzle is a puzzle that exists as a physical object, and generally requires
some form of manipulation to solve it.” Rik van Grol (2012)

I explicitly say generally requires because some mechanical puzzles do not (think of an impossible
object). So, maybe I can shorten my definition of a mechanical puzzle to:

“A mechanical puzzle is a puzzle that exists as a physical object.” Rik van Grol (2012)

The term Virtual Mechanical Puzzle
As I said before, the term virtual mechanical puzzle sounds like a contradictio in terminis. Virtual
means that it does not exist, while I just translated mechanical into existing as a physical object. So
how could a virtual mechanical puzzle ever exist? Although this is what I would have said a few years
ago and stopped thinking about it, I would now need to add that the term does make sense. The point
is that a virtual mechanical puzzle is an illusion of a mechanical puzzle. So my definition becomes:

“A virtual mechanical puzzle is a mechanical puzzle that does not physically exists, but
gives the illusion of a true mechanical puzzle.” Rik van Grol (2012)

A few years ago I had not seen, or so I thought, examples of a virtual mechanical puzzle. Now I have
seen them, and I even have a few.

Virtual mechanical puzzles  do they exist?
The fact that I am asking the question can be seen as a clue that I believe that a virtual mechanical
puzzle exists. Obviously that is no proof in itself, but I have found a puzzle that fits the definition and
which motivated me to pose the question in the first place. In fact I only came up with the definition
after I got enthusiastic about this puzzle and decided to write about it.

There is a computer puzzle that I have had for a long time that I did not consider to be a virtual
mechanical puzzle, but that fits the definition as well. There are actually quite a few puzzles that more
or less fit the definition, but they were not realistic enough to give me the urge to write about them. I
guess that the realism of the illusion is the essential difference here; some illusions are better than
others... In the case of the puzzle that motivated me to write this article the illusion is so strong that
you tend to forget that the puzzle does not really exists.
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The first example of a virtual mechanical
puzzle is an electronic maze-game called
Labyrinth. It is an electronic implemen-
tation of a so-called ball-in-maze puzzle.
You need to manoeuvre a ball through a
labyrinth avoiding the holes by tilting the
puzzle. The mechanical puzzle equiva-
lent is shown in Figure 3.  The screen is
very small and the resolution of the dis-
play is very low and in black & white, see
Figure 1. All in all the illusion is weak.
Moreover, the device includes game
elements: a time-constraint, and a spider
that is trying to catch the ball.

Another example is the PC/Mac-game
Heaven & Earth by amongst others Michael Feinberg and Scott Kim. Heaven & Earth is a PC/Mac-
game published in 1992 by Buena Vista Software [2]. The game features four parts: The Pendulum,
Heaven & Earth, The Illusions and The Pilgrimage. Amongst the puzzles in The Illusions (designed by
Scott Kim) were several that I now perceive as virtual mechanical puzzles. While most programs are
controlled by the keyboard or by moving the pieces using the mouse pointer, in Heaven & Earth the
sensation of a mechanical puzzle is realised. Instead of moving the pieces with the mouse pointer,
after starting the game the mouse is directly “connected” to a puzzle piece; the mouse is so to say the
handle by which you hold the piece. The game is out of print but can be downloaded for free [1] and
on the website from Scott Kim [3] you can find the information needed to start the game (passwords).
Try out the illusions Antimaze, Identity Maze and several others. As it is a PC-program it does not give
the full illusion of holding a mechanical puzzle. Moreover, the actual puzzles do not represent real
mechanical puzzles (most would be impossible to implement).

  

Figure 2. Heaven & Earth, The Illusions, Antimaze

The ultimate example of a virtual mechanical puzzle the reason for this article is the program
Labyrinth from Illusion Labs. I have this program on my iPhone and iPad2. I do not know whether or
not it exists on the Android apps market. Labyrinth is another digital implementation of so-called ball-
in-maze puzzles. A well-known ball-in-maze puzzle is shown in Figure 3. The objective is to run the
ball through the maze to the end without dropping the ball in one of the holes. The ball is controlled by
gravity or in other words by tilting the table. The virtual mechanical version works exactly the same.
You see the ball rolling, you hear the ball rolling, and bouncing against the wall. You can almost feel
the ball rolling… But the ball does not exist! You cannot pick it up and hold it in your hand, so, the ball

                                                          
2
 The iPhone and iPad and other smartphones and tablets are equipped with a high-resolution screen for a realistic view and

a gyroscope to register orientation and movement.

Figure 1. Labyrinth, an electronic maze game by Radica
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does not exist. Yet the puzzle as a whole, including the ball
exist. So, a perfect example of a virtual mechanical puzzle.

Labyrinth is virtual mechanical puzzle because the illusion
is so good; you forget it is not real. The ball reacts natu-
rally, and the view has depth (when you tilt the maze the
perspective of your view changes).

Since the appearance of the iPhone and iPad3 many ball-
in-maze apps have appeared but only few of these are
really good. In some of them the balls move as if the puzzle
is submerged into a liquid. Others seem to be controlled
from a large distance, they do not react quickly enough to
your tilt-movements. I have looked at the followings apps:

• MMazeLite (Marble Maze Lite) is great, instead of moving the ball to a hole you move the ball
through a field with objects to some location.

• Ball & Maze is OK, but now the ball is in a viscous substance, too slow to feel real.

• Micro Labyrinth – simple mazes, quick enough, but still it does give the illusion of a real maze.

• Mazes HD – random mazes, ball moves are not realistic enough, too bouncy!

There may be others that I have no knowledge of.

            

Figure 3. Labyrinth on the iPad; the classic ball-in-maze puzzle (left), with gadgets (right)

What virtual mechanical puzzles can add
Labyrinth (or Labyrinth 1) is just a teaser. It is free and after playing a number of puzzles (different
mazes with an increasing level of difficulty) it invites you to buy Labyrinth 2. Labyrinth 2 is amazing.
Labyrinth 2 has the same qualities as Labyrinth, but it has some interesting additional features that are
only possible because it is a virtual puzzle.

 Labyrinth 2 has a Ghost ball replaying your best achievement – beat the Ghost ball, beat yourself.
 Labyrinth 2 has all kinds of gadgets like ball shrinking funnels, ball duplicators, magnets, optical

break-switches, fences, fans, cannons, etc..

Admittedly, these features add to the game element of this type of dexterity puzzle. However, these
elements are fixed and predictable so you can beat them with logic and dexterity.

So, in conclusion, there is a New World out there. Try it out!

[1] http://www.allgame.com/game.php?id=551

[2] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scott_Kim

[3] http://www.scottkim.com/heavenearth/

                                                          
3
 There are probably also plenty of examples in the Android apps world.

Figure 3. A typical ball-in-maze puzzle
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DOODLES 
Benefits to Psychology, Mathematics, 
Teaching, Graphology and Metagrobology

At past Gatherings for Gardner I have noticed that I am not the only person who finds it easier to 
concentrate if I have a pen in my hand. I had assumed that I was holding the pen to make notes, but I made 
few. I wondered if I were holding the pen for the same reason that I always carry a book with me when I 
travel - to ward off the dreaded boredom, but I was never bored at G4G; intrigued, amazed and sometimes 
perplexed, but never bored. Then I became aware that at the end of each session the sheets of paper in front 
of me were covered in doodles – and looking around the room I saw that I was not the only one. Did this 
mean that I had been bored after all and so had needed to entertain myself?  Had my doodling prevented me 
from concentrating on the talks? Had the speakers felt chagrined when they thought I was not paying 
attention - or had they been pleased when they mistook my doodling for assiduous note taking?

Jackie Andrade, a cognitive psychologist at the University of Plymouth UK, designed a clever psychological 
study of doodling. She compared how well people remembered details of a monologue when doodling 
compared to those who did not doodle.  Forty volunteers were asked to listen to a monotonous 
two-and-a-half minute telephone message and jot down the names of people who had been invited to a 
party. Half of the participants were asked to shade in shapes on a piece of paper while they listened to “relieve 
the boredom”. The shading task was chosen instead of more creative doodling because it was less likely to 
make people feel self-conscious.

After hearing the recorded message, the volunteers were given a surprise memory test to see how much of it 
they could remember. The script of the message mentioned eight names of people who could make the party, 
three who could not and eight place names.

Doodlers scored better on writing down the names of people attending the party, and were also able to recall 
the names more accurately afterwards. On average, the doodlers recalled 7.5 names and places – 29% more 
than the average of 5.8 remembered by the control group.

Why? Well it seems likely that when sitting and listening, not only to a monotonous monologue but even to 
an interesting talk, there is a tendency for the mind to wander, to daydream. In fact when a speaker is 
throwing out interesting ideas, I sometimes follow an idea off at a tangent and then, when I return to the 
talk, I have missed an important bit.

Andrade suggests that a simple task like doodling may be sufficient to stop the mind wandering without 
affecting performance on the main task. So doodling may be something we do because it helps to keep us on 
track, rather than being a distracting activity that we should try to resist. It is not so much that doodling is 
good for your concentration, but that daydreaming is bad. Letting your mind follow a tangential idea away 
from the talk is probably going to be more cognitively demanding than a doodle.  So at G4GX I shall doodle 
unashamedly.

However, doodling has other benefits.  The Ulam spiral is a simple method of visualizing the prime numbers 
that reveals the apparent tendency of certain quadratic polynomials to generate unusually large numbers of 
primes. It was discovered by the mathematician, Stanislaw Ulam, in 1963 while he was doodling during a 
scientific meeting. Shortly afterwards, in an early application of computer graphics, Ulam with collaborators 

Myron Stein and Mark Wells produced pictures of the spiral for numbers up to 65,000. In March of the 
following year, Martin Gardner wrote about the Ulam spiral in his Mathematical Games column in 
Scientific American with the Ulam spiral featuring on the front cover.

10th Gathering for Gardner, March 2012
Simon Nightingale

Shrewsbury. U.K.
puzzle@nightingale58.fsnet.co.uk

                
Vi Hart (http://vihart.com/doodling/) uses doodles to great effect and with a lot of fun to teach about 
Fibonacci and Lucas series, Pascal’s triangles, graph theory and knot theory - and the biology of plant 
growth.  Her videos are inspirational and I strongly recommend them to math teachers.

Some have suggested that the nature of your doodle, even where on the page you doodle, can tell something 
of your personality. Sometimes the content of the doodle comes as no surprise, for example Ronald Regan’s 
doodles below and left.  The doodle, below and right, by J. F. Kennedy with angular and square shapes is said 
to indicate a determined person who needs an outlet for their mental and physical energy and who likes to be 
in control. 
                                               

Rounded doodles with circles and spirals are said to indicate emotionality and a desire for love and are more 
common in women doodlers – though it is one of my favourite doodles. Often these abstract shapes 
transform into hearts, faces, flowers, hills or waves.

                                 

On the other hand doodles with square shapes suggest a determined, controlling, down-to-earth and 
practical personality and are more common in men doodlers – I do these too. Often these abstract doodles 
transform into houses, ladders, chessboards and books. 

                                                  
Just as a palmist can distinguish the hands of a manual labourer from a desk worker and graphologist can 
often tell something about the education and sex of the writer, so “doodle interpreters” may use these weak 
but significant associations of hearts and curly shapes with romantic female empathisers and the mechanical, 
more angular shapes with a male systematising and engineering personality.   

When at the 2005 Davos Economic Summit a page of doodles was found on Tony Blair’s desk, psychologist 
and graphologists were quick to claim insights into his subconscious with phrases such as “struggling to 
concentrate", "not a natural leader", 'struggling to keep control of a confusing world' and 'an unstable man 
who is feeling under enormous pressure'.  However, the UK Prime Minister’s office then announced, with 
some glee, that the doodles were not in fact the work of Tony Blair at all, but were done by one of his guests, 
Bill Gates.

My own doodles are a mixture of stacked cubes with odd perspectives and tear drops and circles that link to 
form a road network.

The puzzle presented overleaf for your fun started out as my doodling on a map of Georgia.

At past Gatherings for Gardner I have noticed that I am not the only person who finds it easier to 
concentrate if I have a pen in my hand. I had assumed that I was holding the pen to make notes, but I made 
few. I wondered if I were holding the pen for the same reason that I always carry a book with me when I 
travel - to ward off the dreaded boredom, but I was never bored at G4G; intrigued, amazed and sometimes 
perplexed, but never bored. Then I became aware that at the end of each session the sheets of paper in front 
of me were covered in doodles – and looking around the room I saw that I was not the only one. Did this 
mean that I had been bored after all and so had needed to entertain myself?  Had my doodling prevented me 
from concentrating on the talks? Had the speakers felt chagrined when they thought I was not paying 
attention - or had they been pleased when they mistook my doodling for assiduous note taking?

Jackie Andrade, a cognitive psychologist at the University of Plymouth UK, designed a clever psychological 
study of doodling. She compared how well people remembered details of a monologue when doodling 
compared to those who did not doodle.  Forty volunteers were asked to listen to a monotonous 
two-and-a-half minute telephone message and jot down the names of people who had been invited to a 
party. Half of the participants were asked to shade in shapes on a piece of paper while they listened to “relieve 
the boredom”. The shading task was chosen instead of more creative doodling because it was less likely to 
make people feel self-conscious.

After hearing the recorded message, the volunteers were given a surprise memory test to see how much of it 
they could remember. The script of the message mentioned eight names of people who could make the party, 
three who could not and eight place names.

Doodlers scored better on writing down the names of people attending the party, and were also able to recall 
the names more accurately afterwards. On average, the doodlers recalled 7.5 names and places – 29% more 
than the average of 5.8 remembered by the control group.

Why? Well it seems likely that when sitting and listening, not only to a monotonous monologue but even to 
an interesting talk, there is a tendency for the mind to wander, to daydream. In fact when a speaker is 
throwing out interesting ideas, I sometimes follow an idea off at a tangent and then, when I return to the 
talk, I have missed an important bit.

Andrade suggests that a simple task like doodling may be sufficient to stop the mind wandering without 
affecting performance on the main task. So doodling may be something we do because it helps to keep us on 
track, rather than being a distracting activity that we should try to resist. It is not so much that doodling is 
good for your concentration, but that daydreaming is bad. Letting your mind follow a tangential idea away 
from the talk is probably going to be more cognitively demanding than a doodle.  So at G4GX I shall doodle 
unashamedly.

However, doodling has other benefits.  The Ulam spiral is a simple method of visualizing the prime numbers 
that reveals the apparent tendency of certain quadratic polynomials to generate unusually large numbers of 
primes. It was discovered by the mathematician, Stanislaw Ulam, in 1963 while he was doodling during a 
scientific meeting. Shortly afterwards, in an early application of computer graphics, Ulam with collaborators 

Myron Stein and Mark Wells produced pictures of the spiral for numbers up to 65,000. In March of the 
following year, Martin Gardner wrote about the Ulam spiral in his Mathematical Games column in 
Scientific American with the Ulam spiral featuring on the front cover.
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Some have suggested that the nature of your doodle, even where on the page you doodle, can tell something 
of your personality. Sometimes the content of the doodle comes as no surprise, for example Ronald Regan’s 
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When at the 2005 Davos Economic Summit a page of doodles was found on Tony Blair’s desk, psychologist 
and graphologists were quick to claim insights into his subconscious with phrases such as “struggling to 
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who is feeling under enormous pressure'.  However, the UK Prime Minister’s office then announced, with 
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At past Gatherings for Gardner I have noticed that I am not the only person who finds it easier to 
concentrate if I have a pen in my hand. I had assumed that I was holding the pen to make notes, but I made 
few. I wondered if I were holding the pen for the same reason that I always carry a book with me when I 
travel - to ward off the dreaded boredom, but I was never bored at G4G; intrigued, amazed and sometimes 
perplexed, but never bored. Then I became aware that at the end of each session the sheets of paper in front 
of me were covered in doodles – and looking around the room I saw that I was not the only one. Did this 
mean that I had been bored after all and so had needed to entertain myself?  Had my doodling prevented me 
from concentrating on the talks? Had the speakers felt chagrined when they thought I was not paying 
attention - or had they been pleased when they mistook my doodling for assiduous note taking?

Jackie Andrade, a cognitive psychologist at the University of Plymouth UK, designed a clever psychological 
study of doodling. She compared how well people remembered details of a monologue when doodling 
compared to those who did not doodle.  Forty volunteers were asked to listen to a monotonous 
two-and-a-half minute telephone message and jot down the names of people who had been invited to a 
party. Half of the participants were asked to shade in shapes on a piece of paper while they listened to “relieve 
the boredom”. The shading task was chosen instead of more creative doodling because it was less likely to 
make people feel self-conscious.

After hearing the recorded message, the volunteers were given a surprise memory test to see how much of it 
they could remember. The script of the message mentioned eight names of people who could make the party, 
three who could not and eight place names.

Doodlers scored better on writing down the names of people attending the party, and were also able to recall 
the names more accurately afterwards. On average, the doodlers recalled 7.5 names and places – 29% more 
than the average of 5.8 remembered by the control group.

Why? Well it seems likely that when sitting and listening, not only to a monotonous monologue but even to 
an interesting talk, there is a tendency for the mind to wander, to daydream. In fact when a speaker is 
throwing out interesting ideas, I sometimes follow an idea off at a tangent and then, when I return to the 
talk, I have missed an important bit.

Andrade suggests that a simple task like doodling may be sufficient to stop the mind wandering without 
affecting performance on the main task. So doodling may be something we do because it helps to keep us on 
track, rather than being a distracting activity that we should try to resist. It is not so much that doodling is 
good for your concentration, but that daydreaming is bad. Letting your mind follow a tangential idea away 
from the talk is probably going to be more cognitively demanding than a doodle.  So at G4GX I shall doodle 
unashamedly.

However, doodling has other benefits.  The Ulam spiral is a simple method of visualizing the prime numbers 
that reveals the apparent tendency of certain quadratic polynomials to generate unusually large numbers of 
primes. It was discovered by the mathematician, Stanislaw Ulam, in 1963 while he was doodling during a 
scientific meeting. Shortly afterwards, in an early application of computer graphics, Ulam with collaborators 

Myron Stein and Mark Wells produced pictures of the spiral for numbers up to 65,000. In March of the 
following year, Martin Gardner wrote about the Ulam spiral in his Mathematical Games column in 
Scientific American with the Ulam spiral featuring on the front cover.

                
Vi Hart (http://vihart.com/doodling/) uses doodles to great effect and with a lot of fun to teach about 
Fibonacci and Lucas series, Pascal’s triangles, graph theory and knot theory - and the biology of plant 
growth.  Her videos are inspirational and I strongly recommend them to math teachers.

Some have suggested that the nature of your doodle, even where on the page you doodle, can tell something 
of your personality. Sometimes the content of the doodle comes as no surprise, for example Ronald Regan’s 
doodles below and left.  The doodle, below and right, by J. F. Kennedy with angular and square shapes is said 
to indicate a determined person who needs an outlet for their mental and physical energy and who likes to be 
in control. 
                                               

Rounded doodles with circles and spirals are said to indicate emotionality and a desire for love and are more 
common in women doodlers – though it is one of my favourite doodles. Often these abstract shapes 
transform into hearts, faces, flowers, hills or waves.

                                 

On the other hand doodles with square shapes suggest a determined, controlling, down-to-earth and 
practical personality and are more common in men doodlers – I do these too. Often these abstract doodles 
transform into houses, ladders, chessboards and books. 

                                                  
Just as a palmist can distinguish the hands of a manual labourer from a desk worker and graphologist can 
often tell something about the education and sex of the writer, so “doodle interpreters” may use these weak 
but significant associations of hearts and curly shapes with romantic female empathisers and the mechanical, 
more angular shapes with a male systematising and engineering personality.   

When at the 2005 Davos Economic Summit a page of doodles was found on Tony Blair’s desk, psychologist 
and graphologists were quick to claim insights into his subconscious with phrases such as “struggling to 
concentrate", "not a natural leader", 'struggling to keep control of a confusing world' and 'an unstable man 
who is feeling under enormous pressure'.  However, the UK Prime Minister’s office then announced, with 
some glee, that the doodles were not in fact the work of Tony Blair at all, but were done by one of his guests, 
Bill Gates.

My own doodles are a mixture of stacked cubes with odd perspectives and tear drops and circles that link to 
form a road network.

The puzzle presented overleaf for your fun started out as my doodling on a map of Georgia.
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Start at Atlanta (A) with an anticlockwise turn and then make 
your way to Savannah (S) following the curved lines. 

Never turn down an acute angle.  No reverse gear. Enjoy.
Simon Nightingale, Shrewsbury, UK   puzzle@nightingale58.fsnet.co.uk

GEORGIA 
Doodle Puzzle
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Flex Theory        Scott Sherman 
Flexagons are interesting dynamic objects folded from strips of paper.  You can decorate them with 
kaleidoscopic patterns or treat them as a puzzle.  They were discovered in 1939 by Arthur H. Stone but 
popularized by Martin Gardner, whose very first Scientific American article was about the hexaflexagon1.  
A later Gardner column described its cousin, the square tetraflexagon2. 

Since then, many generalizations of flexagons have been explored.  Flexagons have been made out of a 
variety of triangles, squares, trapezoids, pentagons, hexagons, and other polygons.3  Different numbers 
of triangles arrayed around the center create the triangle pentaflexagon, octaflexagon, dodecaflexagon, 
etc.4  And new patterns of folding, or “flexes,” have been discovered for manipulating these flexagons.5 

 

This paper will specifically discuss flexagons made from various triangles.  It will describe different 
flexes, most of which have been discovered (or at least named) by the author, as well as a theory that 
can be used to create and explore these flexagons.  Specifically, it will define flex notation and pat 
notation.  Flex notation can be used to describe a series of flexes.  Pat notation can be used to describe 
how the internal structure of the flexagon changes as flexes are applied.  Pat notation can also be used 
for creating new structure that allows for a specific series of flexes. 

Definitions 
leaf: A single polygon 

Here are some examples of leaves: 
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 2 
 

f-linkage:  A chain of leaves where every leaf is connected along exactly two edges to mirror images 
of itself 

Note that an f-linkage does not need to be planar or symmetrical, and may contain twists.  Here are 
some examples of f-linkages: 

 

An unfolded flexagon is an f-linkage.  The shape of a folded flexagon is also an f-linkage. 

pat: A portion of an f-linkage where the leaves are folded along edges such that the mirrored 
edges of the leaves all align 

A pat is a stack of leaves.  Typically, one edge of the unfolded f-linkage is disconnected so the pats can 
be folded.  After folding, the first and last edges are connected together to restore the f-linkage. 

Two important characteristics of a flexagon are that of all the leaves are identical and every leaf is 
connected to exactly two other leaves mirrored across edges. 

To describe a flexagon made from a particular polygon, I use the polygon name as a prefix, e.g., triangle 
flexagon, square flexagon, or pentagon flexagon.  I use a Greek prefix to indicate the number of 
polygons per face, e.g., tetraflexagon for four polygons per face and hexaflexagon for six polygons per 
face.  A second Greek prefix can be used to indicate the number of sides you can pinch flex to, e.g., 
pentahexaflexagon for a hexaflexagon with five sides.  But, as we’ll see, this pinch-flex-centric concept of 
“side” doesn’t translate to other flexes. 

So now that you have a basic understanding of a flexagon, what can you do with it? 

flex:  A series of modifications to a flexagon that takes it from one valid state to another, 
where the modifications consist of folding together, unfolding, and sliding pats 

A flexagon is in a valid state when it has been created through leaf splitting, described later. 

Flexes 
The following sections show some of the possible flexes on triangle flexagons. 

Pinch flex 
With the standard pinch flex on a hexaflexagon, you start by folding together adjacent pairs of pats, 
turning the original six pats into three pats.  You then unfold each of those pats along different edges, 
restoring it to six pats, but in a different configuration. 
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V-flex 
The v-flex was discovered by Bruce McLean6.  To perform the v-flex, fold together opposite vertices, 
open up the flexagon in the center, then slide the pats before opening it up again. 

 

 

Tuck flex 
The tuck flex was dismissed by Conrad and Hartline as a “distortion” and “a relatively well known but 
much dreaded aspect of the flexagon.”7  This author finds it an interesting flex that adds a lot to the 
exploration of flexagons.  It is a particularly elegant flex on flexagons made of right triangles, where no 
“distortion” is required.  To perform it, you fold the flexagon in half, “tuck” a pair of leaves in the fold, 
then open it up again. 
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Pyramid shuffle flex 
The pyramid shuffle flex, discovered by the author, works on one or two pairs of adjacent pats at a time 
without impacting the entire flexagon.  You alternately fold pats together and unfold them from a 
different set of hinges. 

 

 

Flex notation 
Flex notation describes a series of flexes and where you perform each flex.  Each flex has a notion of a 
current vertex and current side that the flex is performed relative to.  The current vertex and side can be 
changed as follows: 

^ Change the current side. Flip the flexagon over while keeping the same current vertex. 
< Change the current vertex. Step one vertex counterclockwise (left if vertex is at the top). 
> Change the current vertex. Step one vertex clockwise (right if vertex is at the top). 

Here are the symbols for some of the possible flexes: 

I Identity flex 
P  Pinch flex 
T  Tuck flex 
S  Pyramid shuffle flex 
V  V-flex 
F  Flip flex 
St  Silver tetra flex 
Lt  Slot-tuck flex 
Ltb Slot-tuck-bottom flex 
Tk  Ticket flex 
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This paper does not describe how to physically perform all of these flexes beyond the photos above.  
The author’s website, http://loki3.com/flex/flex/, has more information about each of these flexes, 
including videos and instructions for making flexagons that support the flexes. 

Other notation: 

(...) x n  Repeat a series of flexes n times, e.g., (P<) x 2 means repeat the sequence P< twice 
X'  Perform the inverse of flex X, i.e., the exact opposite operation 

Now you can start to make interesting statements such as P' is equal to ^P^ and I is equal to AA', where 
A represents any flex or sequence of flexes. 

One thing important to note here, which will make more sense after reading the next section, is that you 
can’t always perform a particular flex at a given vertex.  For example, P transforms a flexagon in the 
same way the flex sequence TV does.  However, you can’t always carry out P in the same place you can 
do TV, and vice versa.  This leads to the following notation: 

A = B The flex sequences A and B always transform the flexagon in the same way 
A ≈ B A and B transform the flexagon in the same way as long as the pat structure allows it 

Thus you would write P' = ^P^ because the equality always holds, but P ≈ TV because being able to 
perform the flexes on one side of the ≈ doesn’t guarantee that the flexes on the other side can be 
performed. 

Inverse equalities: 

^'  =  ^ 
 <'  =  > 
 >'  =  < 
 P'  =  ^P^ 
 T'  ≈  ^T^  note the use of ≈ rather than = 
 S'  =  ^>S^>  unusual because you need to shift the current vertex 
 V'  =  ^V^ 
 F'  =  ^F^ 
 St'  =  ^St^ 
 Lt'  =  ^Lt^ 

General identities: 

I = AA' 
(AB)' = B'A'  i.e., you can undo two flexes by undoing the second flex then undoing the first 
I = AB   => A = B' 
I = ABC  =>  A = C'B'    C = B'A' 

Selected flex formulas, where n is the number of pats in the flexagon: 
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I ≈ SP<T>P'  S ≈ P<^T<P^  T ≈ <P^SP^> 
I ≈ V>>>TP’>>>  P ≈ >>>V>>>T  V ≈ >>>PT’>>> 
I ≈ F^SSt^  St ≈ F^S^  F ≈ St>S<  S ≈ FSt' 
St ≈ >T'<<T'> 
PP ≈ (T>>) x n/2 
P^>P^>P ≈ (S<<) x n/2 
I ≈ (S>T'>^T^>>) x 2 

Pat notation 
Recall that a pat is a stack of connected leaves in a flexagon.  A hexaflexagon has six pats, for example. 

When describing a pat in pat notation, the leaves are listed from top to bottom, with parentheses 
around them indicating grouping.  An individual leaf is given a single label rather than each side having a 
separate label.  Leaves are grouped into pairs based on the rules of leaf splitting, explained in the Leaf 
splitting section below.  Thus a single leaf pat is (a).  After leaf splitting, it could be described as (a,b).  
This notation represents two leaves connected to each other by a single edge, folded together such that 
leaf a is on top and leaf b is below it. 

If the top leaf is split next, the result is ((a,b)c).  This notation represents the two leaves a and b hinged 
together with another hinge connecting that top sub-pat to leaf c on the bottom.  If the bottom leaf is 
split, the result is (a(b,c)).  The letters in these examples can be considered arbitrary labels for the 
leaves.  The order in which the leaves appear in the physical pat matches the order listed in pat 
notation. 

There are five different pats with four leaves:  (((a,b)c)d), (a(b(c,d))), ((a,b)(c,d)), ((a(b,c))d) and 
(a((b,c)d)).  It can be shown that the number of possible pat structures for n leaves is the Catalan 
number Cn

8. 

In this paper, I use lower case letters to represent a leaf or sub-pat.  Numbers are used in specific 
flexagons to represent a single leaf.  The following symbols are used to indicate specific pat structures:   

1 (a)   4a (((c,^b)^d)a) 
2 (^b,a)   ^4a (^d(a(c,^b))) 
3 ((^b,c)a)  4b ((c,^d)(a,^b)) 
^3 (c(a,^b))  4c ((^b(^d,c))a) 
    ^4c (^d((^b,a)c)) 

In the above definitions, the leaves are assigned letters in the order they appear in the unfolded 
template, with a coming first, b second, and so on.  ^b indicates that leaf b is upside down.  While this 
ordering is not a requirement for pat notation, it makes it more apparent how the flexagon is folded. 

Shown below are templates you can use for creating each of these pats.  When the table above uses a 
caret (^), the given pat is turned over (e.g., ^3 indicates that 3 should be turned over).  The small 
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number on each leaf goes on the back.  When folding the pat, fold like numbers against adjacent like 
numbers, starting with the highest numbers first.  Cut along solid lines.  Dashed lines indicate a hinge, 
either connecting to another leaf in the same pat or an adjacent pat. 

 

A flexagon is described by listing its pats in clockwise order.  For example, the trihexaflexagon can be 
described as (^2,1) (^3) (5,^4) (6) (^8,7) (^9).  The current vertex is the one between the first and last 
pats in the description.  In this example, the current vertex is between (^9) and (^2,1). 

Now we can start defining manipulations on a flexagon.  Changing the current vertex is done by simply 
rotating the positions of the pats.  For example, we can apply the > and < operators (shift the current 
vertex one to the right or one to the left, respectively) to the trihexaflexagon like so: 

(1,2) (3) (4,5) (6) (7,8) (9) > (3) (4,5) (6) (7,8) (9) (1,2) 
(1,2) (3) (4,5) (6) (7,8) (9) < (9) (1,2) (3) (4,5) (6) (7,8) 

^ (turning over the flexagon) is defined by reversing the order of the pats and the structure within each 
pat.  For instance, turning over the pat (1(2(3,4))) gives you (((^4,^3)^2)^1), where ^1 indicates that leaf 
1 is upside down.  This is especially important to note when the pat has substructure.  The following is 
an example of turning over a sample tetraflexagon: 

(1) (2,3) (4(5,6)) ((7,8)(9,10)) ^ ((^10,^9)(^8,^7)) ((^6,^5)^4) (^3,^2) (^1) 

Sequences of operations can easily be applied one after another. 

Leaf splitting 
Before continuing with more pat manipulations, it is useful to have a description of leaf splitting, 
mentioned above.  This technique will allow us to go from a flexagon described in pat notation to a 
physical model. 

Consider a leaf l0 in a pat.  It’s connected to leaf l1 across edge e1 and to leaf l2 across edge e2, leaving its 
third edge e3 unconnected.  If you think of the leaf as having a small amount of thickness, you can slice it 
in two, leaving the two new leaves connected across e3.  One of the new leaves is connected across e1 to 
l1 while the other is connected across e2 to l2. 
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There are two ways to perform this leaf splitting, with either the top leaf connected across e1 and the 
lower leaf across e2 or vice versa.  The choice you make for the first leaf splitting operation determines 
the handedness of the flexagon.  Every leaf splitting operation thereafter must use the same 
handedness; otherwise you no longer have a valid flexagon. 

A consistent handedness is guaranteed when using the pat templates from the previous section.  Since 
those templates are sufficient for of all the flexes and techniques in this paper, a general description of 
handedness won’t be included.  The interested reader can refer to the Maps and Plans section of the 
Conrad and Hartline paper9 for a different approach to leaf splitting. 

Now that we have a concept of handedness and leaf splitting, we can provide a definition of a flexagon. 

flexagon: An f-linkage of pats where every pat and sub-pat has been created through leaf splitting 
and has the same handedness. 

Flex definitions 
minimal flexagon: The simplest pat structure that supports a given flex or set of flexes. 

We are now ready to define various flexes.  All of these flexes are defined in terms of the minimal 
flexagon for the given flex.  We will start with definitions that apply to the triangle hexaflexagon before 
generalizing to triangle flexagons with different numbers of pats. 

(^b,a) (^c) (e,^d) (f) (^h,g) (^i)  P -> (b) (^d,c) (^e) (g,^f) (h) (a,i) 
((^b,c)a) (d) (e) (^g,f) (^h) (^i)  T -> (c) (d) (e) (^g,f) (^h) (b(^i,^a)) 
(^b,a) (^c) (^d) (^e) (((^h,g)i)^f) (j) S -> (^b(i(a,^j))) (^c) (^d) (^e) (g,^f) (h) 
(a) (^c,b) (e,^d) (f) (g) (^i,h)  V -> (b,^a) (c) (d) (^f,e) (h,^g) (i) 
(^b,a) (^c) (^d) (^e) ((^h,i)(^f,g)) (j) F -> (i) ((b,^c)(j,^a)) (^d) (^e) (^f) (h,^g) 
(c(a,^b)) (d) (e) (f) (i(g,^h)) (j)  St -> (a) ((^c,d)b) (e) (f) (g) ((^i,j)h) 
(((c,^b)^d)a) (^e) (^f) (^g) (i,^h) (j) Lt -> (j) (^b,a) (^c) (^d) (^e) (i(^f(^h,g))) 
((^b(^d,c))a) (^e) (^f) (^g) (i,^h) (j) Ltb -> (^a) (^b) (^c) (e,^d) ((^g,h)f) (^j,i) 
(a) (b) (c) (^e,d) (((^h,g)i)^f) (^k,j) Tk -> (^h) (f,^g) (^d,e) (^c) (^b) ((j,^i)(^a,^k)) 

Note that the silver tetra and flip flexes don’t actually work on an equilateral triangle hexaflexagon (at 
least not without lots of protest).  They do work nicely on a right triangle hexaflexagon, isosceles triangle 
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octaflexagon, and many others; thus, they are included here for completeness.  Some flexes require mild 
bending of leaves on an equilateral triangle flexagon, but not on many other triangle flexagons. 

The following table shows another way to understand the required pat structure for these flexes.  The 
number at the beginning of each row represents the number of leaves in the minimal flexagon.  The 
asterisk marks the current vertex.  The symbols on each pat denote the pat’s structure and are 
described in the Pat notation section above.  Most flexes have the same structure before and after the 
flex.  However, the flexagon has different structure after applying T, Ltb, and Tk; hence their inverses are 
listed as well. 

 

When these transformations are applied to flexagons with deeper pat structure, the sub-pat structure is 
preserved.  As an example, let’s start with one configuration of a pentahexaflexagon. 

(((3,^2)^4)1) (5) (((8,^7)^9)6) (10) (((13,^12)^14)11) (15) 

Let’s look again at the definition of the pyramid shuffle. 

(^b,a) (^c) (^d) (^e) (((^h,g)i)^f) (j) S -> (^b(i(a,^j))) (^c) (^d) (^e) (g,^f) (h) 

Comparing the pat structure of the pentaflexagon state above with the before state of the pyramid 
shuffle, we can see that they align in the following way: 

 a 1 ^f 11 
 ^b ((3,^2)^4) g ^12 
 ^c 5 ^h 13 
 ^d (((8,^7)^9)6) i ^14 
 ^e 10 j 15 
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Thus applying the pyramid shuffle to the pentahexaflexagon state gives us the following result: 

(((3,^2)^4)(^14(1,^15))) (5) (((8,^7)^9)6) (10) (^12,11) (^13) 

Now look at the definition of the pinch flex. 

(^b,a) (^c) (e,^d) (f) (^h,g) (^i)  P -> (b) (^d,c) (^e) (g,^f) (h) (a,i) 

You can see that it is possible to apply a pinch flex to the previous result, noting that a corresponds to 
((3,^2)^4), b to (^14(1,^15)), c to 5, d to ((8,^7)^9), and so on.  This gives you the following state: 

(4(2,^3)) (6,^5) (9(7,^8)) (11,^10) (12) ((^14(1,^15))13) 

You could continue this way, rotating, flipping, and applying flexes, to explore every state of the 
pentahexaflexagon. 

As a second example, we’ll show that Tk, the ticket flex, is always equivalent to Ltb'T<<V^.  First we look 
at what the ticket flex does: 

  (1) (2) (3) (^5,4) (((^8,7)9)^6) (^11,10) 
Tk -> (^8) (6,^7) (^4,5) (^3) (^2) ((10,^9)(^1,^11)) 

Now apply Ltb'T<<V^ to the same starting pat structure: 

  (1) (2) (3) (^5,4) (((^8,7)9)^6) (^11,10) 
Ltb' -> ((2(4,^3))^1) (5) (6) (^8,7) (10,^9) (11) 
T -> (4,^3) (5) (6) (^8,7) (10,^9) (^2(11,1)) 
<< -> (10,^9) (^2(11,1)) (4,^3) (5) (6) (^8,7) 
V -> ((11,1)(9,^10)) (2) (3) (^5,4) (7,^6) (8) 
^ -> (^8) (6,^7) (^4,5) (^3) (^2) ((10,^9)(^1,^11)) 

This final result matches the final state of the ticket flex.  This proves that Tk = Ltb'T<<V^. 

Flex generating sequences 
If the required pat structure of a flex is satisfied by a flexagon, you can simply apply the flex to transform 
the state of the flexagon as demonstrated in the previous section.  But if a flex is not supported, the 
flex’s pat structure can be used as a recipe for modifying the flexagon to allow you to apply the flex. 

For the simplest example, consider a hexaflexagon where every pat consists of a single leaf. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Obviously, you can’t use the pinch flex on it (or any other flex, for that matter).  But you can use the 
definition of the pinch flex to create the minimal flexagon that supports the flex.  We’ll use the “after” 
state of the flex so that we’ve essentially applied the pinch flex. 
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P -> (2) (^4,3) (^5) (7,^6) (8) (1,9) 

When you start from the degenerate flexagon with single leaf pats and apply flex definitions to create a 
new flexagon, this series of flexes is called the generating sequence for the flexagon.  In this case, we 
created a flexagon from the generating sequence P. 

Comparing the results of the pinch flex above with the required structure for a tuck flex, ((^b,c)a) (d) (a) 
(^g,f) (^h) (^i), we see that we need to add new leaves in the first pat in order to perform the flex.  
Creating the new leaves (then renumbering to match the order they appear in the unfolded template) 
gives us the following: 

T -> ((^2,3)1) (^5,4) (^6) (8,^7) (9) (^11,10) 

This flexagon has the generating sequence PT.  If we were going to continue on, we would want to apply 
the tuck flex to this new structure. 

Traditional flexagons use a generating sequence consisting entirely of pinch flexes combined with 
rotations or flips.  Elegant theory has been developed to analyze these flexagons and traversals of all of 
the states accessible using only the pinch flex. 

But using other flexes to generate flexagons opens up a lot of new areas to explore.  As an example of 
what else we can do, we just created an 11-leaf hexaflexagon from the generating sequence PT.  This 
flexagon has 13 different states and also supports the v-flex, pyramid shuffle, slot-tuck, and slot-tuck-
bottom flexes.  Seven of these states don’t support the pinch flex. 

General triangle flexagons 
The above flex definitions were given for the hexaflexagon, but those flexes can all be generalized to 
flexagons with different numbers of triangles per side.  Some operate on the entire flexagon, e.g., the 
pinch flex, while others operate on only a portion of the flexagon, e.g., the pyramid shuffle. 

Here are the definitions of the pinch flex for the triangle tetraflexagon (four triangles per side) and 
triangle octaflexagon (eight triangles per side): 

(^b,a) (^c) (e,^d) (f)   P -> (b) (^d,c) (^e) (a,^f) 
(^b,a) (^c) (e,^d) (f) (^h,g) (^i) (k,^j) (l) P -> (b) (^d,c) (^e) (g,^f) (h) (^j,i) (^k) (a,^l) 

The following is the definition of the pyramid shuffle on a triangle pentaflexagon (five triangles per side): 

(^b,a) (^c) (^d) (((^g,f)h)^e) (i)  S -> (^b(h(a,^i))) (^c) (^d) (f,^e) (g) 

The tuck flex is interesting in that the fundamental requirement is a pat with the structure ((1,2)3) and 
enough freedom elsewhere in the flexagon that this pat can be opened up.  On a hexaflexagon, there is 
only one way to achieve this:  by having a hinge on the opposite side of the current vertex.  On an 
octaflexagon, there are multiple ways this could work: 
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((^b,c)a) (d) (e) (^g,f) (^h) (^i) (^j) (^k) T -> (c) (d) (e) (^g,f) (^h) (^i) (^j) (b(^k,^a)) 
((^b,c)a) (d) (e) (f) (^h,g) (^i) (^j) (^k) T -> (c) (d) (e) (f) (^h,g) (^i) (^j) (b(^k,^a)) 
((^b,c)a) (d) (e) (f) (g) (^i,h) (^j) (^k) T -> (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (^i,h) (^j) (b(^k,^a))  

Here are some general definitions for flexes on triangle flexagons, where n is the number of leaves: 

(1,2) (3) … (i,i+1) (i+2) … (n-2,n-1) (n) P -> (^1) (5,^3) … (^i) (i+4,^i+2) … (^n-2) (2,^n) 
((1,2)3) (4) … (i,i+1) … (n-1) (n)  T -> (2) (4) … (i,i+1) … (n-1) (^1(n,^3)) 
(1,2) (3) … (i) … (((n-4,n-3)n-2)n-1) (n) S -> (1(n-2(2,^n))) (3) … (i) … (n-3,n-1) (^n-4) 
(1,2) (3) … (i) … ((n-4,n-3)(n-2,n-1)) (n) F -> (n-3) ((^1,3)(n,^2)) … (i) … (n-2) (^n-4,^n-1) 
(1(2,3)) (4) … (i) … (n-3(n-2,n-1)) (n) St -> (2) ((^1,4)^3) … (i) … (n-2) ((^n-3,n)^n-1) 
(((1,2)3)4) … (i) … (n-4) (n-3) (n-2,n-1) (n)  Lt -> (n) (2,4) (^1) (3) … (i) … (n-2(n-4(n-1,^n-3))) 

Exploration 
As an example of what we can do with this notation, we will look at all of the states of the three 
standard six-sided hexaflexagons (hexahexaflexagons) and the number of flexes supported by the states.  
I will refer to the flexagons by the flex generating sequences (P'>PP)x2, (P^>)x4, and Px4 where the first 
one corresponds to variation A at http://flexagon.net/, the second to variation B, and the third to 
variation C.  Exploration of these flexagons using the flexes in this paper reveals that the first has a total 
of 3420 states, the second has 2358 states, and the third has only 513 states. 

For each of these three hexahexaflexagons, the following table lists the number of states of the flexagon 
that support each flex (the “states” column) and the total number of times each flex can be performed 
(the “total” column).  Inverse flexes are listed when the pat structure is different before and after the 
flex.  It is interesting to note that every state of variation A supports the pinch flex while less than 8% of 
the states in variation C do.  The relative frequency of occurrence of the flexes varies significantly 
between variations. 

 (P'>PP)x2 (P^>)x4 Px4 
 states total states total states total 
    P 3420 3426 438 456 39 48 
    T 1788 4644 1950 3984 231 708 
    T' 3024  2346  399  
    Ltb 2910 4140 1376 1584 91 120 
    Ltb' 1788  1014  60  
    Lt 2910 2070 800 504 148 96 
    S 2910 2070 1652 1056 352 216 
    V 1788 2322 2310 2328 117 132 
    St 774 540 780 540 399 264 
    Tk 558 576 844 1116 30 42 
    Tk' 276  924  30  
    F 528 540 1204 852 242 156 
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For a second example, we look at what it takes to create a simple cycle of flexes that brings you back to 
your original state.  We would like to be able to apply the same flex multiple times, possibly rotating the 
flexagon but not turning it over.  In other words, we’re looking to satisfy the equation I = (A(> x a)) x b 
for some flex A and numbers a and b.  There are very few solutions.  The following table shows some 
results, listing the flex sequence to repeat, the number of repetitions in the generating sequence, the 
number of repetitions in the full cycle, and the pat structure of the minimal flexagon.  The final column 
uses shorthand notation for describing the pats. 

flex gen cycle flexagon  
P> 1 3 (1) (^3,2) (^4) (6,^5) (7) (^9,8) 1 2 1 2 1 2 
V> 4 6 (^2,1) (^3) (5,^4) ((8,^9)(6,^7)) (11,^10) (12) 2 1 2 4b 2 1 
V< 7 15 ((3,^4)(1,^2)) (6,^5) (7) (^9,8) ((^12,13)(^10,11)) (^15,14) 4b 2 1 2 4b 2 
F< 3 4 (1) ((4,^5)(2,^3)) ((^8,9)(^6,7)) ((12,^13)(10,^11)) (^14) (16,^15) 1 4b 4b 4b 1 2 
F>>> 7 8 (1,2) ((3(4,5))((6,7)8)) (9,10) (11,12) (13,14) (15,16) 2 (^33) 2 2 2 2 
Ltb< 2 3 (1) (2) (3) (^5,4) ((7,^8)^6) ((10(12,^11))^9) 1 1 1 2 3 4c 
Ltb>>> 4 15 (1) (2,3) (4) (((5,6)(7,8))9) ((10,11)(12,13)) (14,15) 1 2 1 (4b1) 4b 2 

Many of these sequences apply to other flexagons as well.  The following table shows some examples 
for octaflexagons: 

flex gen cycle flexagon 
P> 1 3 (1) (^3,2) (^4) (6,^5) (7) (^9,8) (^10) (12,^11) 
F< 5 6 (1) ((4,^5)(2,^3)) ((^8,9)(^6,7)) ((12,^13)(10,^11)) ((^16,17)(^14,15)) 

((20,^21)(18,^19)) (^22) (24,^23) 
F>>> 9 10 (1,2) ((3(4,5))((6,7)8)) (9,10) (11,12) (13,14) (15,16) (17,18) (19,20) 

Further exploration 
It has been shown that every state of a pentahexaflexagon can be reached using P, T, T', S, and Ltb10.  
But there are also flexagons, such as ((^2,3)1) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8), that can’t be fully explored using the 
flexes listed here (though a “forced tuck” could be used in this example).  Under what conditions can 
every state of a flexagon be reached using the flexes in this paper?  Are there additional flexes that open 
up new states on some triangle flexagons? 

The Tuckerman traverse defines a general technique for visiting every available state using the pinch 
flex.  Are there similar recipes for traverses using other flexes or sets of flexes? 

If leaves are mirrored across points rather than edges, you get point flexagons11.  Pat notation could 
easily be extended to cover them as well. 

Flexagons can be made from polygons other than triangles.  How does the notation in this paper need to 
change to include square flexagons, pentagon flexagons, etc.? 

Pat notation offers a simple technique for automated exploration of flexagons using binary trees.  What 
patterns are out there to discover? 
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Abstract. When people know to look for an unexpected event (eg, a gorilla in a basketball game),
they tend to notice that event. But does knowledge that an unexpected event might occur improve
the detection of other unexpected events in a similar scene? Subjects watched a new video in which,
in addition to the gorilla, two other unexpected events occurred: a curtain changed color, and one
player left the scene. Subjects who knew about videos like this one consistently spotted the gorilla
in the new video, but they were slightly less likely to notice the other events. Foreknowledge that
unexpected events might occur does not enhance the ability to detect other such events.

When people perform a selective looking task by devoting attention to some aspects of a
display while ignoring others, they often fail to notice unexpected information in the display.
This phenomenon—first studied empirically in the 1970s by Ulric Neisser and his colleagues
(Neisser and Becklen 1975; Neisser 1979)—has seen a resurgence of interest under the new
moniker ‘inattentional blindness’ (Mack and Rock 1998; Simons and Chabris 1999). In one of
Neisser’s better-known examples, subjects viewed a video and counted the number of times
one group of players passed a ball while ignoring another group of players who also passed a
ball. While performing this attention-demanding task, many observers failed to notice when
a woman carrying an open umbrella unexpectedly walked through the scene (described in
Neisser 1979).

In Neisser’s videos the players and the unexpected event all occupied the same physical
space (to test whether attention focuses on objects or regions of space). A consequence of
overlaying each of the videos is that all of the actors in the scene had a partially transparent,
ghostly appearance. As such, they were not as visible as they would have been had the entire
event been filmed with a single camera. Christopher Chabris and I replicated the original
experiments using partially transparent players, but we also filmed choreographed sequences
of all the actors in a single shot (Simons and Chabris 1999). In addition to the woman with an
umbrella, we filmed a version with a woman in a gorilla suit. Our intuition was that these
fully visible unexpected events would be noticed, but Neisser’s perceptual cycle model of
attention (Neisser 1976; Most et al 2005) predicted that they might not. Our studies not only
replicated Neisser’s original results with partially transparent events but also showed that
people regularly miss fully visible unexpected events. In the most dramatic example, the
‘gorilla’ stopped in the middle of the action, turned to face the camera, thumped its chest,
and exited after a total of 9 s on screen. Only 50% of observers noticed.

In part due to the counterintuitive nature of this finding—90% of people predict that they
would notice the gorilla (Levin and Angelone 2008; see also Chabris and Simons 2010)—the
‘gorilla’ video has become a fairly well-known demonstration of the limits of visual awareness.
Its notoriety presented an opportunity—the unexpected gorilla is, for many people, no
longer unexpected; in the poetic but opaque phrasing of former US Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld, it is a ‘known unknown’. When people know to expect an ‘unexpected’
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event, will they be immune to inattentional blindness in videos such as this one? Translated
into Rumsfeld-ese, would the presence of an expected unexpected object alert them to the
possibility of unexpected unexpected objects?

With the assistance of undergraduates in a seminar on visual awareness, I filmed a new
version of the gorilla video, this time in front of a green-screen that allowed me to digitally
replace the background with a red stage curtain and the floor with a wooden stage floor
(figure 1a). As in the original video, three people wore white shirts and three wore black shirts,
and each team passed a ball among the members of their group. Due to the arrangement
of the space where we did the filming, the players moved more slowly than in the original,
so the video was played to subjects at 120% of its filmed speed. The video as presented to
subjects lasted 30 s. Sixteen seconds into the video, a man wearing a gorilla suit entered stage
right (figure 1b), walked to the center of the scene, turned to face the camera (figure 1c),
thumped his chest, and exited stage left (figure 1d), remaining on screen for 6 s. Just after
the gorilla entered the scene, the curtain backdrop gradually faded from red to gold over a
period of approximately 6 s, and one of the black shirted players casually backed off the right
side of the screen and remained off camera for the remainder of the video (figures 1b–e).

Figure 1. Five frames from the video depicting the gorilla event, the curtain change, and the change in
the number of players wearing black. The video itself can be viewed at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
IGQmdoK_ZfY. Frame A shows the scene before the appearance of the gorilla. Frame B shows the gorilla
entering the scene and one of the players in black backing out of the scene, both on the right side of
the image. Frame C shows the gorilla in the center of the scene thumping its chest. Frame D shows the
gorilla exiting the scene on the left. Frame E shows the final appearance of the curtain and black team
after the gorilla left the scene.

We tested a total of 76 subjects in the entryway to the student union building at the
University of Illinois by playing a version of the video from a DVD on one of two laptops (one
with a 13-inch display and one with a 12-inch display). Subjects were instructed to count
the number of times the players wearing white shirts passed the ball, and after completing
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the task, they were handed a packet with the following questions, each on a separate page
(yes/no responses were made by checking a box):

(1) How many passes did you count?
(2) Did you notice anything unexpected happen during the video? If you answered ‘yes’,

please describe what you noticed.
(3) Have you heard about or seen a video like this one before? If you answered ‘yes’, please

describe what happened in that video.
(4) In the video you just watched, did you notice any of the following: a person in a gorilla

suit, a person in a pirate suit, a person in a rabbit suit, a change to the curtain backdrop,
a change in the number of players, a change in the number of balls, a change in the color
of a ball.

Only 3 subjects in the entire sample spontaneously described a change to the curtain or
the number of players in response to question 2. However, more subjects checked ‘yes’ for
those items in response to question 4. In order to use the most liberal measure of detection, I
coded detection from responses to item 4. Of the 76 subjects, 26 had previously heard about
or seen the gorilla video or variants of it (the familiar group) and 50 had not (the unfamiliar
group). For analysis, data from 12 subjects were excluded due to inaccurate counting (off by
more than 2 passes from the total of 16) or falsely reporting having seen an unexpected event
that had not occurred (a false alarm), or both. The resulting data set included 23 subjects in
the familiar group and 41 in the unfamiliar group.

For those in the unfamiliar group, 56% noticed the gorilla (23 out of 41), a rate roughly
comparable to that found with the original video. In contrast, 100% of subjects in the Familiar
group spotted the gorilla. Across both groups, 11% of subjects noticed the curtain change,
and 16% noticed the change to the number of players on the black team. Only 1 participant
noticed both the curtain and the player change.

Although subjects who knew to look for a gorilla were much more likely to spot the gorilla,
they were no more likely to notice the other unexpected events. In fact, they might even
be less likely to notice (see table 1); only 17% of the subjects (4 out of 23) in the familiar
group noticed either the curtain or the player, whereas 29% (12 of 41) in the unfamiliar group
noticed one of the other events.

Table 1. Percentage of subjects noticing as a function of familiarity with the original gorilla/basketball
video.

Unexpected event Familiar
(n = 23)

Unfamiliar
(n = 41)

Familiar that
noticed Gorilla
(n = 23)

Unfamiliar that
noticed Gorilla
(n = 23)

Gorilla 100 56 100 100
Curtain 4 15 4 17
Player 17 15 17 17
Curtain or player 17 29 17 35
Curtain and player 4 0 4 0

Looking just at the 23 subjects in each group who noticed the gorilla, twice as many
subjects in the unfamiliar group noticed one of the other events (unfamiliar 35%, familiar
17%). Although these differences in detection of other unexpected events were not statisti-
cally significant, the trends suggest that knowledge that an unexpected event might occur
does not increase the likelihood that people will notice other unexpected events. If anything,
familiarity with the task and the presence of a ‘gorilla’ actually decreases the likelihood of
noticing other events in the same scene.
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This trend is consistent with the phenomenon of ‘satisfaction of search’—people are less
likely to search for additional targets once they have found their original target (Fleck et al
2010)—but extends it to the previously untested domain of inattentional blindness and the
detection of unexpected objects. In sum, looking for an expected unexpected event has an
unexpected effect on the detection of other unexpected events.
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CYCLIC PATHS INSIDE PLATONIC SHELLS

Imagine a billiard ball bouncing around inside a cube.  What is the path the ball must
follow in order to hit each wall once and return to its starting point?

Quoting Martin Gardner:  “The ball is assumed to be an idealized particle (or a light ray
inside a solid with interior mirror surfaces), taking straight paths in zero gravity and bouncing off
the sides in the usual manner: with equal angles of incidence and reflection on a plane
perpendicular to the side against which it bounces.”

When a tetrahedron is centered on the origin, a symmetry exists in the locations where
such a ball bounces off the sides of a tetrahedron. Given: Tetrahedron vertices; (1,0,b);(-1,0,b);
(0,-1,-b):(0,1,-b) where b = Sqr(2)/2. The bounce points are: Left side (-a,0,-c); Front (0,-a,c);
Right side (a,0,-c); and Back (0,a,c) where 0<a<1 and c = Sqr(2)*(0.5 - a).  An infinite number of
paths exist.  Three possibilities are shown.  When a = 0.4 the path is perpendicular to each side.
The angle of incidence or reflection is 39.2 degrees.

When a cube is centered on the origin, symmetry also exists. Cube vertices are
(-1,-1,-);(-1,1,1);(1,1,1);(1,-1,1):(-1,-1,-1);(-1,1,-1);(1,1,_1);(1,-1,-1).  The coordinates of the
bounce points are: Top (a,-a,1); Front (-a,-1,a); Left (-1,-a,-a); Bottom (-2,2,-1); Back (a,1,-a);
Right (1,a,a). Where 0<a<1). Again an infinite number of paths exist.  When a = 1/3 the path is
perpendicular to each side.  The angle of incidence or reflection is 54.8 degrees.

Data for the octahedron, dodecahedron and icosahedron were obtained from Mathew
Hudelson. There are two angles of incidence/reflection for the octahedron: 27.5 and 45.6 degrees.
For the dodecahedron: 26.0 and 37.4 degrees.  And  for the icosahedron:  28.3 and 45.1degrees.

References: Martin Gardner, “Bouncing Balls In Polygons and Polyhedrons”, Martin
Gardner’s Sixth Book of Mathematical Games from Scientific American, 1971,p.29
Clifford A. Pickover, “Platonic Billiards”, The Math Book, 2009, p.414.  Referenced Lewis
Carroll, Hugo Steinhaus, John Conway, Roger Hayward, and Mathew Hudelson.
Mathew Hudelson,”Periodic Omnihedral Billiards in Regular Polyhdra and Polytopes”1996.
Unpublished.

Daniel Wayne
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An aura of magic permeates a Gathering 4 Gardner. It’s not just the 

presence of magicians, eager to display amazing feats of sleight of 

hand and sleight of mind. It’s the pervasive spirit of ferocious 

creativity and antic playfulness among all the participants, whether 

magician, mathematician, artist, writer, inventor, engineer, scientist, 

toymaker, or puzzle master, that makes a Gathering such an 

enchanting and exhilarating experience.

 

Numbering in the hundreds, the members of this potent jumble are 

there to honor and remember Martin Gardner, whose many 

writings, particularly on recreational mathematics and magic, have 

had such a profound and lasting influence on their lives.

—excerpt from the Preface by Ivars Peterson


